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EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY IN ME CLASSROOM

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1991

CONGRESS OF ME UNITED STATES,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TECHNOLOGY AND NATIONALSECURTTY

OF ME JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE
AND

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND BUMANTI1ES

OF ME SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HtnAAN RESOURCES

Washington, DC.

The Subcommittees met, pursuant to notice, at 9:00 am., in room
SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Honorable Jeff Bingaman
(chairman of the Subcommittee on Technology and National Security)
presiding.

Presenv Smtors Bingaman, Simon, wtd Thurmond; and Remsenta-
live Fish.

Also present: Slephen Baldwin, Ray Ramirez, and Jason Hendler,
professional staff member.

OPENNG STATEIIENT OF SENATOR SINGAMAN,
CHAIRMAN

SENATOR BricAmm. Why don't we go ahead and get started. We have

lots of witnesses mid three excellent panels today. Let me go through a
very short opening statement first.

We had a first hearing on this issuethe issue of education, technolo-
gy in education, and the rapid developments that have occuned since the
60s. There exists now a vast array of educational courses, services, and
programs for teachers in schools, the tools to profoundly change the
classroom, interactive video, satellite links, telecommunications and
hypertext These have all been developed at a furious pace in recent years.

What we lack is a clear vision for how this is to be used in the
classroom, the potential to change haw teachers teach, how students learn,
how courses are structured, and what is the best way to use the technolo-
gy in our schools.

We need a broad-based policy agreement about the role that education-
al technology can play in enhancing student achievement and cuniculurn
development, and changing the fact of instruction in our classrooms, and
in addressing tlx challenges of education in the 90s.

(1)
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Our schools vary dramatically in their needs, and a national network
of educational resources needs to be aNe to bring previously unavailable
htstruction to isolated mral schools and gates, such as New Mexim where
I hale from, and also it needs to bc available to help much basic skills in
intercity schools, such as in New York City.

How will we balance the widely different needs of our students with
the desire to have a unified national effort? One of the fundamental
questions regarding educational technology in the classroom is what
options are available to go this last mile between satellite att school
mom, to determine what the minimum hardware is that a class would
need to take advantage of what is curtently available in telecommunica-
tions.

Most distance education systems availaNe to school districts today am
satellite based. Cable and telephone companies, however, are now wiring
schools with cable and fiber optic lines. In the near future, classrooms
will be linked to each other by a wide range of telecommunications
networks.

The purpose of this hearing is to provide some insight into the role of
the Federal Government in supporting the development and implementa-
tion of the educational technology structure that the schools need and
students deserve.

I think American educators today am using the technologie3, but we
need experts in the field, such as those who will testify today to describe
the best way we can use that technology to reach the needs of our
students.

I look forward to hearing from each of you. We have some excellent
testimony that I have had a chance to look through briefly. We have three
excellent panels.

Why don't we go ahead and start. If the first parwl could come
forwartl. The first panel is focused on satellite instruction primarily;
Shelly Weinstein and Jack Foster with EDSAT; Donald Ledwig, President
of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting; and Howard Miller with
South Carolina Educational Television.

I have that wmng, Mr. Miller, tell me.
MR. Maim I'm Senior Vice President at PBS.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Yes. That's what I thought. I don't know why we

have that wrong here.
Why don't we start with the EDSAT discussion. Let me ask each of

the witnesses if you would take say up to 10 minutes and summarize the
basic points you want to make. Obviously, we will include the full
statements in the record. You don't need to read through your statements.
That will allow me some time to ask some questions. So, why don't we
go ahead.

How do you wish to pmceed? Ms. Weinstein.
Ms. WEINSTEIN. l'll begin, Senator, and we would like to divide our

presentation between Dr. Foster and me.
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STATENVENT OF MELLY WEINSTEIN, PRESIDENT,
EDSAT INSITIUTE

Ms. Wsztsnm. I would like to say good morning and thank you for
the oppectunity to discuss educational technology in the clarstoom. We
also wadd like to be sum that caw written testimony is submftted for the
teoxd.

As you have indicated, my name is Shelly Weinstein, and I'm
President of the EDSAT Institute; Jack Rnaer is the Cabinet Secretary for
Education and the Humanities for the Commonwealth of Kestucky, end
as a representative for the Governor, is a member of our Advisory Board.
Dr. Foster has been intimately involved from the beginning of this project
and has worked closely in the leadership for it.

The EDSAT Imitute is a nonprofit education and research organiza-
tion that was fonned in 1988 and is primarily concerned with what this
Nation must do to encourage and improve access to and utilization of
telecommunications for teaching and learning.

We would like to begin with what we think is an important element
in your quest to improve American education through greater and better
use of technology. Our vision is to build an integrated nationwide
telecommunications system, a transparent highway that encompasses land
and since over which teaching and educational resources can be delivered
and shared with schools, colleges, universities, and libraries.

Our vision is to wire together our classrooms nationwide and
ultimately, internationally through a single dedicated telecommunications
systan that can be accessed simultaneously through a telephone instm-
ment, a computer, a fax, a video camera and/or a television set.

It would be wonderful if every school could simply pay a single
monthly service fee and have unlimited access to a transportation system
that carries information in all formsvideo, voice and datafrom almost
anywhere in dr nation or the world.

The crisis in American education is well documented. Moreover, the
factors such as economic development and productivity are closely tied
to telecommunications development. Technology has rapidly transformed
every sector of our lives, except in education, and for the most part, our
schools have remained relatively isolated enterprises. I don't think we
need to make the case for why we must have telecommunications
integrated at all levels, land and space, and throughout multiple technolo-
gies within our schools.

What we do know now is unquestionably the present situation must
change. It must become an integrated satellite-based telecommunications
system linked with existing cable and telephone lines as an important
dimension of the solution to American education problems.

What art some of the obstacles in orating such a system?
In February of this year, the EDSAT Institute issued a report in

response to Governor Wilkinson's suggestion to President Bush that the
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fetkral and state governments create a dedicated education satellite. We
have submitted the report for your infornation.

We find that the obstacles to creating such a system am presently three
major ones: One, de education telecommtmications market is higMy
disorganized and fragmented; two, within existing commercial market
practices, educational isaitutions are left without low-cost dependable and
equitable acass to telecomnunicatices services; sal, third, the absence
of a national organization to represol educational and state agencies to
create a total educational telecommtmications system.

In July and August of this year, our ingitute and 17 co-sponsors held
a series of regional outleach meeting& W. met with over 300 representa-
tives of educational and state agencies to discuss creating a naticeal
cdtwation telecommunication organization that would represent the
education users of telecommunication.

These preliminary discussion yielded a high level of hterest for more
than 74 major educational and state agencies to join together and be
affiliated with a nonprofit national organization to govern, purchase, and
manage affordable and equitable satellite and other telecommunication
services.

Punuant to these meetings, the National Education Telecominuniention
Organizationlikely to be called NETOwas imorporated in the State
of Delaware on October 17, 1991.

What I would like to do now is to turn over to Mr. Foster the rest of
the presentation to tell you what we see as the puiposes and strategies for
a National Education Telecommunication Organization to represent the
users and buyers of telecommunication services.

Jack, please proceed.

STATEkENT OF JACK D. FOSTER, PH.D., CABINET SECRETARY
FOR EDUCATION AND THE MUMMIES,

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

MR. Fosna. Good morning, Senator.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Good morning.
MR. Fosnat. It's a pleasure to be here, and I see you have the sun in

your eyes.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Yoult right. It wasn't in my eyes w1wn I sat

down, but it seems to be moving.
MR. Fosma. And it will probably move out in a matter of minutes.
It's indeed a pleasure to be invited here. If I could just make an

opening gatement about what I think my perspective on this will bring to
this discussion.

I'm a Cabinet Official in State Government in Kentucky and have been
involved in the Governor's initiative to immove educadon. We just
recently enactedas you all knowa major reform of our system.

One of the components of that was a commitment to teehnology. We
created a trug fund that, if Ow economy holds up, we intend to put
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approximately $200 million into for expenditure on technology over the
next five years.

We created a Council for Education Techrology to draft a master plan
for how that technology could be used, ad I am a member of that
Council.

As we have struggled over the last year to try to figure out how to
integnite all of the possible rechnologies that we are talking about in a
meaningful way in the classroom, it became apparent that we have two
categories of ratiblems. One of them obviously is the technolny that
resides in the classrocan itself, how it's used, how it affects instruction
and instructional practices, and so forth. But there is also a problem of
connectivity with all of this.

SENNroit BINGAMAN. Cmgressman Fish is going to join us in the
hearing.

So, go right ahead.
M. FOS1ER. WC are pleased to have you here.
How all of this connects together in a compatible way has become an

enormous problem. We are a state that has two major intormect and
regional operating commies, and they are =mitred to fiber optics to
a certain extent, but not to the last mile.

We have school buildings that need to be retrofitted to accommodate
the kind of communication that we want to bring about between the
classrooms and school buildings.

Even though we have in Kentucky educational television one of the
best resources in the Nation, along with South Carolina and wane Wirers,

it is not a total solution until we resolve the problem of transporting
information from one place to another in a way that is integrated.

So, the remarks that I bring to you this morning about the vision that
we have come up with in conjunction with the EDSAT Institute is one
that brings all of these communication technologies together in one
seamless fashion.

The presentation that I'm going to make is going to address a space
segment, an intersection between the space, and the terrestrial compo-
nents, and then what has to done on the terminal side to make a satellite-
based system even workable.

We have to have some policies that bring us all together to make this
work, and it was after we had looked at this issue for a long time at the
national level that it became apparent that while individual sines could
deal with the communication problems within their state, if we really
wanted to share across state lines and nationally, it was going to take a

z lot more than just what we could do within our states.
So, the strategy that we envisiorrAl the NETO being able to accomplish

is to build an integrated telecommunications system built upon the
existing telecommunications structures of this Nation, which use both
space and turestrial communication technologies in a seamless fashion for
the end users so that they don't know whether it's coming across fiber,
T-I lines, satellites, satellite dishes, or whatever.

1
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When the system is created, its users should be able to access any
information resourcevideo, voice or datathrough a common technical
interface.

Now, let me talk about the space segment first, then the intersect, and
then tlE terrestrial segment.

Ow major component of a national education telecommunications
system, it scans to us, should be a space segment consisting of one or
more satellita. Satellites presently are and vobably will remain for the
foreseeable future the most efficient method for the multi-pohn disuibu-
don of educational resources. However, the scattering of these resources
over many satellites, as is new the case, has resulted in higher costs,
technical confusion, and an inability to provide concurrent rogramming
to school sites. You get the pmgram that your dish faces, and that is the
only program you can bring to your school 'muse unless you put another
dish on that looks in another direction.

Therefore, we envision the co-location of satellite pmgramming as a
benefit to increase access to all point to multi-point video, imaging, and
data transnission.

Co-location on one or two satellites would enable schools, colleges,
and universities to receive interactive and video-based insuuctional
pmgrams simultaneouslyand that's a key pointand distribute them to
their classrooms in much the same way as cable television now distributes
entertainment pmpamining. There are additional benefits that I can get
into with you if you want to pursue them, but that's obviously a key
point.

Now, it's like rain. If you send it up, it has got to come down
somewhere =I you have to collect it, and that's the way with a television
signal that is transmitted by a satellite.

A land-based component has to go along with any satellite-based
infrastructure, or any infrastructure, that intends to Utilize satellites. So, a
land-based component is critical to the efficient usc of satellite-basal
communications at both the up-link and down-link point.s.

An integrated system like the one we envision would interconnect the
satellite and termstlial components so that video and computer-based
instructional programs can be distributed concurrently or separately
threegh satellite and terrestlial connections, depending upon which is the
most efficient and effective.

A satellite system would include a network of down-link reception
stations that feed directly and seamlessly into a land-based distribution
system that takes satellite programming the last mile, that is, directly into
the classroom.

For example, the system would support a one-on-one session that
would he point-to-point. You and I communicating with each other as a
student and teacher, using only perhaps terresuial technology, or it would
peimit many students to simultaneously observe and interact in a national
debate, for example, on television, which would be a point to multi-point.

1 1
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There am other benefits of computer use and for educators and
students trying to bmak out of the static instructional methodoloees that
we've all condemned, but we have to have a system that can allow that
kind of flexibility. It seems to irre that it is as important and maybe even
more problematic than the satellite segment to complete the tenestrial
segment.

Because of the land-based problems that we had in Kentucky, we
made a decision in the mid-1980s to put a satellite oish on every school
house, and we have now done that. That is 1,300 satellite dishes, and we
have tImm on most of the university buildings in the state and on about
a third of our libraries. And I'm not suggesting for a momem that that
was an improper decision. It was a considerable multimillion dollar
invesunent, but each one of those dishes carries only one pogram at a
time. So, you have the benefit of one program available in the school
house at a concurrent moment.

It will cost Ps an enommus amount of money to retrofit all of those
satellite dishes so that they can receive multiple sigalals, and then, even
with compression technology, we have real problems of multiplexing at
the school-site level.

It was obvious to us in Kentucky, and it's obvious to others in the
states that arc struggling with this, that we need a better solution than a
satellite dish on every building.

What we are looking at here is something that can build on the kind
of computer-based networks that we're also building along with the video.
Each USes a different transport system 3t the presem timc and often
incompatible communication protocols. Very simply pa, they don't talk
to each other. They cany a message down a highway, and suddenly, they
get a fork in the road and are stalled, or the highway isn't built big
enough or fast enough to keep up with the uaffic that is on it.

Local area networks, or LANs, me being installed all over this Nation
to tie together classrooms, but they don't talk to the common carrier
communication network. They am built on a different methodology and
on different technical pmtocols.

Now, these LANs are generally limited to digitized data formats that,
of course, is inconsistent with analogue television, and whifr we talk
about compression as perhaps a solution to that, we're now talking about
considerable retrofitting of existing television equipment.

We find schools all over the Nation now installing separate communi-
cation lines for voice, video and data. You have three plugs in the wall,
one for a telephoneif you have a telephoneif you want to do anything
over a modem, then you have the video, and then you have the data
stream. This is inefficient, costly, and complicated to use and discourages
its expansion.

Not only is a terrestrial component necessary to improve communica-
tion among computers, we also need to integrate voice, video and data
transmission, because now we have the capacity that all of these can
operate limn a single compiler terminal.
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Let me conniete my testimony by pointing to tim strategy for
developing such a system. The genend strategy that we have envisioned
is to have an organization, like the NETO, that would function like a
service organization acting on lrhalf of the educational community
nationwide, that would develop the specifications for an 'Merged
telecommtadcations sygemernphasis on integratedwhich meets the
special needs of educational users and can be dedicated for their use, very
simibr to the kind of business networks that have been developed for
corporate use.

Then, under NM's leadaship, the system would be developed by
securing the desired communication services provided by diffenut private-
sector vendors. Some comptments of the system, such as the satellite and
perhaps even the national terresttial backbone segments, could be operated
by subsidies of the NETO, becoming operating companies operating in
the public interest

The local And -egional components then could be comracted out by the
NEM through the RHOC's, or maybe the cable companies, or it might
be operated under some kind of a state or regional franchise system.

Now, the last mile of the system should reach into the classroom
offices and libraries of every educational institution and agency in the
Nation.

Let me make the point, Senator, that is not going to be sufficient for
this Nation to have lines dropped at the outside of the building. We have
buildinv that we're going to invest millions of dollars in Kentucky just
to retrofit for the communications part of it before we ever connect a
computer to it, a television monitor or a VCR. And until we can convince
the TelCos and cable companies that they have to wire tlx building itself
as part of the installation, we're going to have it dropped off at the street,
and it still will not reach the classroom.

Therefore, our strategy is to come up with some kind of an approach
that may involve state and federal assistance in some form or another that
will encourage the TelCos and cable companies to, in fact, make the
investment to not only bring the highway down the street to the front of
the school house, but actually to the school wall where you plug in the
computerthe modem and the telephone.

You asked us to discuss what might be a federal participation in this.
We are not here to ask you for anything in particular, and paiticularly we
know of the fiscal constraints that you operate under, and if you .e
reading the newspapers, we're under the same fiscal constraints at the
state level.

It seems to me that any solution that says the Federal Government or
the States have to pay for Otis highway for the investment to be made
piobably will doom its failure.

What we have to do is to come up with a joint strategy between the
States and the Federal Government, using an organization like the NETO,
to in fact incent the private sector to do what it should do and that is to
take the system to the classroom.

1 3
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We believe that can be done and that they will do it, but they will not
do it without our participation and setting the right circumstances.
Although the need is clear that a particular industry's competitive self-
interest must be taken into amsideration in what we do, we must
recognize that it is not in the interest of any one aspect of the telecommu-
nications industry, as it now exists to do this.

The satellite vendors have their particular interest, the Tel Cos are
divided aryl are figliing the cable companies, and no one can step
forward and build an htegrated system for us.

Under the NETO, we di& that we can do that, and maybe through
some kind of franchising arrangement we can make it cost beneficial for

the Tel Cos and cable companies to go ahead and make the investment,
with our guaranteeing that they will not lose their shin in the process.

How you can help with that is, I think, open for fiuther discussion, and
we welcome that kind of dialogue.

We appreciate this opportunity to make this case for some kind of
solution to the enonnous teleccmmunications problem we have. It's
basically a transportation problem. No matter how well we do with the
programming and no matter what we put in, in the way of equipment, if
you can't transport it, you have a problem like you have in Russia today.
You can grow it, but nobody can eat it if you can't get it to the people.
That's basically the part of the problem we're trying to address.

Thank you very much.
SF341NrOR BINGAMAN. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statements of Ms. Weinstein and Mr. Foster, together

with a report and attachments, follows;]

1 4
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SKELLY WOMEN AND JACK FOSTER

Good morning Senator Biagaman, Senators

We would like to thank you for the opportunity to discuss "Educational

Technology in the Classroom?

rm Shelly Weinstein, President of the EDSAT Institute and this is Dr. Jack D.

Foster, Cabinet Secretary tor Education and the Humanities for the

Commonwealth of Kentucky.

The EDSAT Institute is a non-profit education and research organization formed

in 1988 primarily concerned with what this nation must do to encourage and

improve access to and utilization of telecommunications for teaching and

learning.

We'd fike to begin with what we think is an important element in your quest to

improve American education through greater and better use of technology.

Our vision is to build an integrated, nationwide telecommunications system. a

*transparent highway" that encompasses land and space, over which teaching

and educational resources can be delivered and shared with schools, colleges,

universities, and libraries.

Our vision is to "wire" together our classrooms, nation-wide (and ultimately,

internationally) through a single dedicated telecommunications s,stem, which

can be accessed simultaneously through a telephone Instrument a computer, a

fax, a video camera and/or a television set.

5
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It would be wonderful if every school could simply pay a single, monthly service

fee and have unlimited access to a transportation system that carries

information in all formsvideo, voice, and datafrom almost anywhere in the

nation or world.

You might ask why a dedicated telecommunications highway is a "criticar

element and what the obstacles are to making this vision a reality. There is a

well-documented crisis in American education. The recently released National

Goals Panel report hammers home the inadequacy of the present education

system. Added to these outcome problems are those of state budget deficits,

teacher shortages, retraining needs, mounting problems for youth-at-risk, and

increasing costs for delivering programs and teachers for the underserved and

the u; .,erved. In the face of this there can be no doubt that states

must make the most cost-beneficial use of public resources and

teachers if they are to succeed in improving the quality and

productivity of America's schools.

Technology has rapidly transformed every sector of our livesexcept education.

A nation's economic development and productivity are closely tied to

telecommunications development, which constitute the electronic information

transportation system. In our view, if this standard was applied to America's

telecommunications infrastructure available to education, America's education

sector would roughly compare to that of a developing nation. In testimony by

the U.S. Chamber of Commerce before the Subcommittee on Technology and

Competitiveness, U.S. House Committee on Science, Space, and Technology

(June 18, 1991), it was pointed out that today the U.S. invests:

I f;
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only about $100 per student in education in computers and capital
investment; this, compared to $50,000 per worker in private industry, and
$100.000 per worker in high-tech firms. While the rest of Amefica
cretded a $20 billion -a-year industry by putting 45 million personal
computers into use, during the last ten years, United States schools
acquired a mere $2 billion of personal computers.

Although telecommunications has turned the world into a leglobal

America's schools for the most pan have remained relatively isolated

enterprises. Access to information is critical to a knowledge-based enterprise

like education. The educational resources available in this nation and around

the globe are rich and growing exponeinially, but the United Slates does not

have a technologically integrated telecommunications system available to

"transport° these educational and instructional resources from one place to

another.

UnquestionaNy, an integrated, satellite-based telecommunications system

linked with existing cable and telephone lines holds a piece of the promise to

provide a quality educational opportunity which is equitable and affordable for

all youth and adults, regardless of the wealth of their community, geographic

location, or the density of their community's population.

What are the obstacles? They are systemic, widespread, and more policy than

technical in nature:

1. The education telecommunications market is highly
disorganized and fragmented;

2. Within existing commercial market practices. elucational
institutions are left without low-cost, dependable, and equitable
access to telecommunications services;

1 7
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3. The absence of a natIonal organization to represent education
and state agencies to create a total education
telecommunications system using multiple communication
technologies.

A major element within1 ise problems was highlighted at the Education

Summit in Charlottesville (1989) when Governor Wallace lAfilkinson of th?

Commonwealth of Kentucky and other governors raised with President Bush

the need for a dedicated education satellite to be built and launched as a

pannerattp effort between the states and the federal government.

In response to this proposal, the EDSAT Institute issued a report entitled

°Analysis of a Proposal for an Education Satellite' on February 26, 1991 (see

TAB A).

The encouraging news is that the report finds that individual states and

educational institutions are beginning to invest heavily in telecommunications

technology. The communication technologies through which instruction is

delivered al the local level includes optcal fiber, co-axial cable, microwave, and

fixed-based broadcast television as well as the receivers of satellite

transmission. All land-based technologies are essential to a complete

telecommunications infrastrix:tura and satellites are the best means by which to

distribute multiple education programs simultaneously to every part of a state

and the nation at a relatively low unit cost.

The report found that the market to support an education satellite already exists.

There are at least 111 program providers al sateltite-based instructional

programming. Of these, the 20 major education program providers purchased

. more than 75,000 hours of transponder time in the 1990-91 school year.
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It is estimated that the same 20 major program providers spent at least $48.5

million during the school year for the purchase of transponders. Given that tiVs

represents only about 18% of the program providers, it Is plausible to

assume that the states spent substantleHy more than $50 million

the last school year for satellite time.

Their problems are attributed to institutional purchasing practices, buying more

time than is needed, rising costs, the inability to contract for large blocks over

long periods of time. and little or no control over the system. There is no

evidence that these buying constraints on educational and state agencies can

be changed under current practices.

In resp7onse to the interest in the EDSAT report the Institute and 17 public and

private sector cosponsors (see TAB B) conducted seven regional outreach

meetings across the country to convene educational institutions, state agencies,

educational T.V., satellite vendors, and other interested organizations and

indviduals to discuss creation of a voluntary organizationa National Education

Telecommunications Organization (NETO)--for the purpose of providing

affordable and equitable satellite and other telecommunications services.

We met with over 300 representatives of education and state agencies who use

or are planning to use satellite and other telecommunications services to deliver

instructional programming to students, teachers, stale employees, and workers.

The meetings confirmed the EDSAT findings that present commercial market

practices for satellite services are incompatible with the needs and
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requirements for education users and buyets. Their issues are affordability,

predictability, control, and equity.

More thpn 74 education and state agencies expressed an interest in being

affiliated with a non-profit National Education Telecommunications Organization

(NETO). Its purpose would be to govern, purchase, and manage affordable and

equitable satellite and other telecommunications services. (see TAB C)

On the basis of this grassroots interest, NETO was incorporated on October 17,

1991 in the State of Delaware. NETO will be governed by a Board of Directors

representing the range of public interests. Ils membership will be comprised of

former anti current public officials, educators, state agencies,

telecommunications experts, and private sector representative& As a first step

to building an integrated land and space highway dedicated to cost-effective

and equitable policies for the distribution of instructional and educational

programs, NETO has created an Education Satellite Corooration, a non-profit

business subsidiary to operate and manage satellite services to affiliated

education and state agencies.

NETO's strategy will be to build an integrated telecommunications system that

uses both space and terrestrial communication technologies in a seamless

fashion for the end user. When the system is completed its users should be

able to access any information resourcevideo, voice, or datathrough a

common tachnical interlace. In the following paragraphs we describe what we

believe to be the benefits of an integrated national education

telecommunications system.
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The Space Segmeot of the System

One major component of a national education telecommunicstions system

should be a space segment consisting of one or more satellites dedicated to

communications among instructional resource providers and educational

institutions and agencies. Satellites presently are the most efficient method for

the multipoint distribution of educational resources. However the scattering of

these resources over many satellites has resulted in higher costs, technical

confusion tor the users, and an inability to efficiently provide concurrent

programming at the school site. Therefore, we envision a satellite-based

component to the system which would enable collocation of all point-to-

multipoint video, imaging, and data transmission.

Collocating point-to-multipoint
educational communications on one or two

satellites would enable schools, colleges, and universities to receive interactive

and video-based instructional programs simultaneously and distribute them to

their classrooms in much the same way as cable television distributes

entertainment programming. Faculty and administrators can determine which

video programs they want to use and participate in. and block out the others.

Collocation also would (a) enhance the marketing of available interactive and

video programs: (b) reduce the technical problems associated with locating the

satellites which carry instructional programs; and (c) stabilize the pricing of

satellite time.

Space and Terrestrial intersection
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Satellite communications are very efficient for distributing information over

broad geographic areas and multipoint reception. However, a land-based

component is critical to the efficient use of satellite-based communications at

both the uplink and downlink elements. An integrated system like the one

envisioned here would interconnect the satellite and terrestrial components so

that video and computer-based instructional programs can be distnbuted

concurrently or separately through satellite or terrestrial connections. The

satellite system would include a network of downlink reception stations that feed

directly into a land-based distribution system that takes the satellite

programming the "last mile".

An integrated space and terrestrial system holds many benefits for the

educational community. Our research indicates that educators are looking

forward to using voice and video communications for point-to-point

teleconferencing and interactive instruction over long distances. We also are

finding that point-to-point interactive voice and video is being demanded as

students and faculty move away from the static instructional methodologies of

the past.

The system we envision can facilitate this form of communication through a

combination of space and terrestrial technologies. For example, the system

would support a "one-on-one" session (point-to-pont) between a student and

teacher using only terrestrial technology or permit many students to

simultaneously observe and interact in a national debate on television (point-

to-multipoint). The former could use a terrestrial component, while the latter

would likely utilize the more efficient space component. We also envision a

communication system which would enable a student , using a "split screen"
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computer monitor, to simultaneously observe a speaker at a distant point in one

'window' while typing notes on a word processor in another "window".

The Teceastnai Seament of tlie System

Education computer "networks" abound, and are growing in number. Each

uses a different transport system and often incompatible communication

protocols. Local area networks are being installed to link computers together

within a school, but these LANs are generally limited to digitized data formats.

We find schools all over the nation installing separate communication lines tor

voice, video, and data which is inefficient, costly, and complicated to use. Not

only is a terrestrial component necessary to improve communication between

computers, we also need V- integrate voice, video, and data transmission.

&Seaway for Developing the System

The general strategy envisioned here is to have an organization like the NETO

develop the specifications for an integrated telecommunications system which

meets the special needs of education users. Then, under the NETO's

leadership, the system would be developed by securing the desired

communication services from private sector providers in a fashion that would

result in one virtual system using services provided by different vendors. Some

components of the system such as the satellite and national terrestrial

"backbone" segments could be operated by subsidiaries of the NETO. The

local and regional components could be contracted out by the NETO or they

can be developed and operated under state or regional franchises.
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The last mile' of the system should reach into the classrooms, offices, and

libraries of every educational institution and agency in the nation. This means

that we need to find a way to encourage the investmet of the

telecommunications industry in taking the system all the way to the telephone,

T.v., computer,and video terminal. We mentioned the idea of a state or regional

franchise. This is an idea which needs further research, but it seems that the

use of a state-issued franchise which guarantees the capital investment in

return for installation and maintenance of the local segment of the national

system might have some potential.

What is the role of the federal government? We can move information at a far

lower cost and with greater ease than we can move people. And there is no

doubt that when there is fragmentation and disorganization in a market sector,

the costs rise and benefits decline.

If for no other reason, the economics of the communications revolution and the

needs and requiraments of the education sector make it imperative that the

National Education Telecommunications Organization along with the states, the

Congress, and the private sector assume a role in building an integrated

telecommunications highway.

Although the need is dear that a particular industry's competitive self-interest

must be taken into consideration, and in some cases, even altered, these

considerations are more likely to occur in a timely fashion with the federal

government as a partner in a public-private co-venture.

2 1
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For example, NETO must develop pricing structures for the land and space

technology segments that will guarantee the small and large education users

and buyers affordable and steble pricing. Congress can share in the costs or

"subsidize* a portion oi these costs during the start-up of this system. The

benefit of this would be to encourage more and more educational institutions to

use the highway.

Congress can also provide tax incentives and/or loan guarantees for the private

sector that takes the risk out of helping to build this system.

As NETO develops the space and lane segments, in instances where it is

appropriate, it will research and propose industry-wide standards in order to

meet the diverse neecft and requirements of educational and state institutions

and to insure technical integration of the system. Regulatory policies will also

come irto consideration and will need review.

Finally, Congress can provide general operating support for the National

Education Telecommunications Organization in its start-up and organizing

petiod.

Thank you for this opportunity to telt you about this exciting effort. We welcome

your questions.
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ABOUT MOS IMPORT

Tekcommunications is transforming almost every sector of Ansenran society
small business. enanulactunag, commerce. communications. religion, transportation.
banking, tourism. entertainment. health and defense. Bus not education thii schools
must undergo a transformation to meet the global challeuges of the Informatim Age.

Standing in our silty to this transformation are significant disparities in access to

quality educational opportunities. Major differences mast in availability of qualified
teachers in both urban inner city schools and remote rural schools. Telecotionimicatkins

has the potential to make cost-effective, equitable access toquality education a reality for all
American students without regard to their Knout wealth or the wealth of their community

or state.
Governor Wallace G. Wilkinson of Kentucky. along withother Governors ol tbe

states mai territories has raised the issue of a need for a public domain satellite dedicated
to education. At the request of Governor Wilkinson, the EDSAT Institute undertook this
analysis of the governance. management, technical and fiscal issues associated with creation

and maintenance of an education satellite telecommunications ssstem.
We embarked on this challenge with a view that the numerous stakeholders with

different interests could be brought together to USC their expertise and experience to
develop realistic policies and options. The cooperation and participation of a large
number of people from government. education, and the telecommunications industry.

working with experts in tractommunications gave salves= and direction to the anahan
contained in this report. All of them shared a common desu s. to improve American

education.
h was apparent throughout the project that the problems associated with au

education satellite were not technical in nature. The central issues were bow to finance
and govern this resource in an equitable and efficient manner. The analysis presented in
this report prosides Governors. the Coupes.% federal and Mar officials. educators and the

telecommunications industry feasible, equitable and cost-beneficial ()Opus for mating and
maintaining an education satellite system.

Issues were raised during the project which deserve serious attemion but were

considered outside the scope of the present analysis. Among these are issues of program
quality, teacher ceenficatiou and training. Unmoving interaction between students and
teatlers, and research on the effectiveness of various distance learning methodologies. It

is hoped that the EDSAT Institute can address these issues in a sirailar manner in the near

future.
I am pleased to submit this report as a resource for moving forward with the

promise] to ceeate an education satellite system fur all levels of Any man education.
Surely such a system can make a significaat contribution toward ow goal of equal
opponunity to a quality education for everyone.

Shelly Weinstein. President
The EDSAT Institute
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ANALYSIS OF A PROPOSAL FOR

AN EDUCATION SATELLITE SYSTEM

1. INIRODUCIION

The crisis la American education is %ell
documented. Although public educatiim o
constitutional responsibility of the states the
consequences of a failed edurational system affect the
Danes as a whole. Amenea is moving rapidly from
an industrial to an intimation and technology based
economy in which only the educated will thrive.
There is a great need to reach, educate. train and
retrain an ever !arger number of pecipk of all ages
with hinged time and resources.

Not only is the qualnv ot American
education generally substandard. there also are
significant differences bum one community to another
in the quality of the educational opponunity available.
Disparity an wealth within and among the states has
become a very troublesome problem as we pursue the
natiosal oal of providing equal access to a quality
education in Amerka. Ways must be found to
provide high quality education and training to all
Americans without regard to their personal wealth or
the wealth of their locale or state.

Universal acreas to the rich educational
resources of this great nation is possible in pan
thmugh telecommunications. Although telecom-
munications has turned the world into a -global
village,- our schools for the most part remain relatively
isolated enterprises. The eurouraning news is that
this situation is rapidly changing. Individual stales
are beginning to invest heavily in telecommunications
technology as one approach to sharing educational
reSOUrees.

The communication technoknoes through
which these programs are delivered at the local level
include optical Dm. coaxial cable. microwave and
futed-base broadcast television as well as receivers of
satellite transmissions. Although all land-based
technolomes arc essential ai a complete telecommun-
ications netnork. at the present time satellites arc the
best means by which to distribute multiple educational
programs sortuitanrousbr to ewrv part of a snae or the
nation at a rciatively low unn cost.

Problimes Math love& Greater Usc of Stakilitos

Schools and cotleges find it difficult and
costly to secUre appmpriate and predictable trans-
ponder time because of then inability to negotiate
individual long-term commitments with satellite
communication vendoxv. Likewise the satellite
andsistry regards schools and colleges as *occasional
users which precludes their securing transponder
time at the lower rates available for iong-term
contracts.

Purchasing an entire transpiander
education agencies to ensure rehable time can triple
or quathuplc the effecuse transmassain cosi because
this pracoce requires them to purchase substantial
amounts of las desirable time. The effective cost of
"prime- time under such circumstances turns out to lac
even more cepensive than the high cost transient rates.
h -hoots and colleges are forced to compete with
busineas users even for the available transient time.
Commeroal buyers generally purchase transient tame
fur business teleconferencing and major news agencies
often purchase it to coser unexpected major news
Lanus. Both are willing to pay whatever is reraiired
under the et cunastances. often driving the cost beyond
the reach of education

Amither problem related to the availability
of satellites is a projected shortage of transponder
time. Indastry experts indicate that new satellites are
being bunched with full or nearly futl contract
commitments. Some experts view the probkm ot
loaned transient transponder tune as likely to become
even tighter mei the next decade. Contributing to
this uncertainty is the impact of digital compressed
video technology will have un satellite capacnv This
dilemma underscores the Unpredictability education
purchasers of satellin; time will lace in the future.

It should he obvious that some education
agencies arc at a distinct disadvantage in such a
competitive marketplace. The inability of education
agencies to aggregate purchasing power means thcv
end up paying unnecessarily high rates for satellite
transmission. On thc other hand, vendors must deal
%vial multiple purchasers lew d *bleb hi themselves
Jae major consumers ot their commodds. In the

A SATELLITE SYSTEM DEDICATED TO EDUCATION
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larger marketplace, education ageacin do ma
=Present at the present time a major market tor
satellite senders. The bottom line problem is that
states are eapeading * much aS 40% more tor
trmsponder time than they would have to spend if
acre was a more efftcient marketplace. Presently.
there is no mechanism through which education
agencies can aggregate their purchasing of transpon
der. Sound puNic policy dictates that we search for
an alternative to competing tor transponder time with
commercial hi:sets.

The use of transient satellite 1SMC also
means that our education broadcast stations have to
find a vendor with asailabk time. Satellite
transmission requires precise telemetn. A change in
vendor tequires a reorientation Of the uplink
transmissa ii feciluies winch ID 'WO regialreb
CMCSpOrAlir.,.. 'Conciliation of the downlink Utilities.
The elicci is similar to haying tc. ;dace telephone calls
thzaugh 3i or 30 different tekphona companies each
requiring a different telephone recent:. Existence of
a single satellite source would chaise% most of the
need tor such tecluncal adjustmeats at the schosil
district or school sate,

When commercial vendors market then
programming to SC11004, 'MC offer receivers
oriented to their own satellite transmissions. This is
tantamount to having different telephone companira
selling unconnetted telephone SCMCCS to schools.
As teachers decide to move from one plogram to
another. they must reorient their satellite reCCOM's.
The problem could be greatly increased if commercial
vendors were so ahift their prat:Flora to the Broadcast
Satellite Service (BSS) band which requires circular
rather than linear polarization, The ground station
equipment now in place in American public schools is
based on C and Ku Band lechnologc which is
incompatible with 1355 traasmission pritarizati m

A Prupascal Sakent

The swims technical, operational and
fund problems described here arc directly related to
the nature of the satellite marketplace. Under the
present wstem. the need La satellite vendors to
ensure fiaancial viabahly leaves schoola, colleges and
universities without peedictab.,-. lovcust and elaw .
table access to satellite services. Cita, ion :a an
edutational satellite infrastructure is a tangible sirp
toward mitaraion of the equity and guilds of
education problems facing America's public schools
Such a tekcommunicatioos system could make
possibl: elaenose distributive of high quality

educational programming to every school, college.
universitv and library in the nation,

ft ts impractical for states. individually or
collectively, to undertake tut development of such a
syswrn without cetative partnerships among the
fed:rat governniera. the private sector and themselves.
Pie cost of the construction and launcb of a Ku-C
band satellite is estimated to be somewhere between
SIN) and $200 million. Additionally, annual opera-
ting costs for mainteuance of fix satellite can be
&axial million dollars each rat. Ow analysis
indicates that American 'amayers will pay at least
$45.5 million Lb s year atom to commercial vendors
for sawlike s _rvices, A similar investment in a
dedicated satellite would retura !Is "21"141 COSI in three
to four yeaas. Improved access 1.1 satellites would
eliminate some of the problems :hat inhibit greater
usc ol this technoloyy for eductional purpose%
thereby stimulate Wither denuiad.

in respouse to tin issue:s. tbc EDSAT
Insiitut is reviewiag the p acy, governance, fiscal
operational and technics.; thMies and options
assocoved with develorment of a satellitc-based
teleconineinications sv..tere dedicated to education.

2. ME STUDY PROCESS

The EDSAT Institute ts a non-profit tax
exempt educational and research organization
founded in 1988 to encourage the access and
utilization al tekcianmunicationi in all forms
throughout America's schools, colleges, universities
and libraries. The Institute is supported through
private gifts, grants, and contracts. The work of the
Institute is conducted under the policy guidance ot a
at member Advisory. Board.

Governor Wallace Wilkinson (Kentucky)
proposed to President George Bush at the
Charlottesville Education Summit in l989 that a public
domain satellite dedicated to education be built and
lauoched as a partneeship effort between the states
and the federal government. The EDIAT Institute
agreed to review the relevant legal. fiscal, operational
and policy Issues and to recommend options for
oreanizational structures to govern, manage and
utilize a dedicated public education satellite sastem in

manner that would ensure its appropriate and
rip', able use.

The workplan described here was designed
to direct', insolie representatives of she various
stakehalders the, project such as the education

rsa 1-1ThAl Latuute]
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community. various federal owners:a, the Congress,
the satellite and communicatioms industry and other
interested panics. Over the mune of the study
substantial interest in the concept was found among
these groups. The EDSAT Institute is indebted to
these groups and is grateful for the Wesson annum
of important haft:motion and assistance they

provided Their continued interest in the proposal
remains high.

The Workiag Grow

The laminae sought to broaden the base
of participoion in the study by establishing two
working groups made up of reermentatives of these
stakeholders. A Technical Issues Working Group
focused on the tedutical aspects of the proposal and
was chaired by Dr. Peter Likins, President of Lehigh
University and member of the Board of Directors of
the COMSAT Corporation. The mission of this
group was to reapood to informants+ prepared by the
EDSAT Instinne researchers regarding the technical
anxious, orbital configuration and estimated cost to
design, conatruct and launch a public domain satellite

dedicated to education. Mr. Frank Weaver, CEO of
WET, inc., an engineer and former satellite industry
representatite coordinated research for the technical

issues working group.
A Policy aad Governance Working Group

foamed on the legal, fiscal and governance aspects of

the proposal and was co-chaired by Dr. Joseph Duffey,

President of the University of Massachusetts System,
and Mr. John H. Buchanao. Jr., Chairman of People
for the American Way and former Congressman from
Alabama. The mission of this group was to respond

to alternative approaches to the governance and
management of one or more public domain satellites
dedicated to instructional No:lions or activities to be

used by educational institutions (preschool through
graduate school) and adult learning program& The
research for this aspect of the project was provided by

Grier Rodin, Partner, and Kevin Ditallo. attorneys
with Gardner, Canon and Douglas and by Philip

Maim and Jerry Howe. partners with Smote and

Johnson. Both law firms arc Washington-based with
strong practices in telecommunications law.

The primary role of the working groups
was to ensure that the researchers were responsive to
the coo:Trois of those entities which have a direct stake
in the existence of a publie domain satelhte dedicated
to education. The working groups met mime between
October and December of 1990 to review and

comment on the drab documents prepared by the

consultants and offered valuable insights that guided

the contents of this fast report. Revisions and
further research followed each session. The working

group members gave a final review of this report in
draft form in January 1991. Tbe EDSAT Institute
Advisory Board reviewed the draft report at a
December 1990 meeting and provided editorial
comment on the final report in February 1991.

The Coneeptaad Approach

There were several guiding principles followed

in the conduct of the study. A public domain satellite
system design had to sausfaaorily meti these criteria:

Accessilie Reliable

Equitable Tune*
High Quality Predictable
Acceptable in Users Sufficient
Affordable Compatible
fundahk Fully Utilized

Effective Flexible

The consultants were asked to advance only those
ooposals which would opium= attainment of these

attributes.

Vac Report mad CaorAisiens

This report is offered to poheymakers and
the public as an analysis of the various options

available for the governance, management and
acquisition of one or more satellites dedicated to
edusation. The conclusions of fact and the
recommendations based upon them are those of the

EDSAT Institute and do not necessarily represent the
official position of any of the organizaiiims. businesses
or governmental agencies wha served as participants
in the working groups.

3. TECHNICAL ISSUES

Several considerations were discussed in
determining whether or not satellites should be used

for the delivery of educational programming. A brief
review Of SOMe of the available delivery systems was
made to gar a comparable assessment of tbeu relative

strengths and umaknmses.

Aliterniaim Delivery Systems
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A satellite has the capability to deliver a
signal that can be received anywhere in its foe:pent
which an cam all 50 states. That signal can be
received by mew with a satellite dish. Calumny,
there sae several imam in oft* with the capability

tonsonit educational programming and there will
be no delay in sailing for a system to be bulk in order
to begin transmission. In adifition, salelhtm have a
tremendous cspaay to transmit *event peva=
iimultaneonsly. w h the advent of digital video
compression technolor, up to 20 video Fora= atay
be transmitted over a siegle transponder at one time
thereby enhancing the throughput of a Wale
without having to spend we cat in redesigoing or
retrofitting the mining base of satellites in orbit.
Though the use of vety small aperture terminals
(VSATS). it is possible to combine video. audits and
data with interactivity.

Of the 92 million U.S. television
households (TV1411), 53 million or 57% subscribe to
basic cable service. Not all households are passed by
cable, because it is either not cost-efficient to lay the
cable or areas are too sparsely populated to justify the
investment. Oddly enough. satellites are being used
to reach those bones inaccessible to cable. For

example, K Prime Partners, which includes Maier
cable propammers and operators, has just tinged a
service to dehver cable type programming to those
homes unsemed by a ground cable. Hence, the
obvious advantage of a satellite's ability to reach ems
henuebold is demoustrated.

It should also be noted that satellites are
used by cable programmes.% to deliver their progyems
to cable !leaden& for distribution to au installed base

of oar 50 tailliem TVHH. This fact should not be
ignored in considering the importance of satellites in
the delivery of educational programs provided there is
available channel space on a panicular cable system.
Cable is Waited in its throughput capacay. The

average channel capacity of cable systems is 35
chamuls. This is scarcely enough to satisfy the
voracious demand for entertaimnent and to offer
capacity for educational programming.

Fiber optic cable has some advantages in
that it has greater bandwidth capacity than metal
cable, suffers lower kisaes of signal strength over
distance, and is capable of interactivity. However.
fiber is not available everywhere and it would be very
conly to wire the nation with fiber. 11 is estimated
that if the telephone companies war to sore the
nation with fiber optic cable, it would cost bemeen
5500 and $900 billion and would take many years to
complete.

Microwave and terresuial broadcast
television are the oldest technology and presently are
the primary vehicle for instructional television.

Although both are effective means of video
dismbution, they each have cenerage and capacity
limitations and they cannot compete with satellites for
nationwide or men regional program COVerage. No
one delivery system is without any shortcoming bta

satellite transmission is the most effective for
satisfying the criteria stipulated in the piettiftes
section. Satellites are also compatible with other
delivery systems and can millet the inherem advastage
of each.

Tho Edioda Smear Makes

At lean nine C-baad satellites with 30 or
more hdl time or occasional me transponders offer
educaticeal seMces. They are GE Sate= 3R and
FIR. Hughes Westin. 4 and 5, Hughes Galaxy 2 and 3.
GTE Spacenet 1 and 2, and Tetsuo 301. At Ku-band.
eight satellites providiag 22 or more full time or
occasional use transponders are used. They are GTE
GSTAR 1 and 2, GTE Spawns 1, 2, mid 3, GE
Satcom K1 and 2, and Hughes SBS 4.

As of October 31. 122 Kn-band :swapper
ders were operational on satellites. Of that
amount, 111 are in use. Tbe Ku-band transponder
figures do not include 19 co SBS 6. launched ma
October 12. 1990, but akeady 16 of these base been
lemed for video entertainment services. GSTAR 4's
I6 transponders, launched on November 20, 1990 are
also not included. There wen 384 C-band
transponders operational for thc same period. Of
that mak 331 were in ase. Not Feller:ed in either of
these numbers are dm 24 transponders on each of
Galaxy 6 and GE Swam Cl. launched October 12
and November 20. 1990 respectively. All of these
satellites still become operational some ume in 1591,

Some difference of opinion mans within
the industry as to bow much surplus capacity is goiog
to be available to education in the 1990s. lodustry
estimates. based Du planned launches in the early
years of the decade, indicate that most vendors will
have prelaunch contracts for most of the transponders
available on new satellites However, emerging
techoologies such as digital video compression
techrology could radically change the utilization of
=inn* sad future transponders and dramatically
increase their capaeity.

Present satellite pioviders probably will
continue to have space for their current education
clients. However. the EDSAT Institute could not

feta EDSAT insinonj
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desennine haw prepared the private marketplace will
be to accommodate a rapid expansion ut educational
me. Our best estimate is that consolidation of
educational programming on oae or more satellites
will result in some migration of present users from
aiming satellites to other ingight or new satellites in
order to accommodate the presses market. Presum-
ably, lower cost reliabk transponder time also would
result in greater availability and utilization of satellite-
based insuuaion.

Ptogram ?mikes

At least 111 prcwiders of educe:Douai
programming delivered hy satellite have been
identified. A study compiled by Kentucky Education-
al Tekiision of 20 of the larger providers revealed that
they expect to purchase more than 75,000 hours of
transponder time during the 1990-91 school year. It
the prime broadcast time is 12 hours, taking into
tonsideration time zone differences, for five days a
week over 36 weeks which is the typical whoal year.
these 20 ageatim svimill avow 2,160 hours per year
isthmian of at least 35 transponders daring the
designated tone frames.

The KET study did not indicate the hours.
days as weeks during which these transponder hours
would be used so the exact utithation of a dedicated
satellite by these 70 education agencies could not he
deternithed. However, if one assames a satellite has
24 transponders, then inn these 213 Fograni providers
conceivably could maze nearly 73 petrent of the
capacity of two satellites during the prime 12 hour. 5
day, 36 week broadcast period. Obviously. there
could be considerable underutilization of these same
transponders duriog the remaining hours, days and
weeks by some users. A con efficient use of a
dedicated satellite system obvion* will require the
development of imaginative educational programming
lammed to nantraditicoal students, other edusational
uses of mew time, or the sale of unused time to non-
education users

Ginn that the 20 ageacies identified in the
KET study only represent about eighteen percent of
the 111 purchasers identified by the EDSAT Institute,
one can see that the probable demand tot transponder
time %ill be much greater than pictured in the KET
study. Many other egencies also will seek time on an
education satellite, although we could not document
haw mach it might be. The point being made here is
that education represents a signifkaM market right
now. The problem does not seem to be demand as
much as the lack of coordination in purchasing

satellite time so as to gam maximum economic .41
from such a imp expendittur.

Aracesmaii of lisle* Earth Madam

A minimum of 55,000 remise sites of
educational telecommunkatioas ham been identified.
This figure does not indude business television for
training. There are about 125.000 school buildings.
grades K-12 in the country. Them arc also 3,000
colleges and universities and 6,000 libraries. Little
data are available about the installed based of
receivers of satellite sigaals by schools calicoes and
libraries. What is knows probably remesents only a
portion uf the actual installed based. Hem is what
we found.

In a Fall 1990 Quality of Education study.
it is reported that 2,336 (16%) of the Mimes 15000
school districts have satellite dishes. Seen another
way. 19,201 (23%) el the schools in these districts have
satellite dishes. One earlier study of school districts
with satellite dishes identified that 68% are C-band.
40% are Ku-band, 7% are C and Ku-band. aed 64%
arc steerabk. In addition, there are over 3 million
home satellite dish owners mostly m C-band. Due to
the mix of earth stations operating at both C and Ku-
bands, any satellite servicing them should offer dual
frequency capability.

The size of these earth swims vanes from
about 2.5in to 1010 (or about 8 to 30 feet) in diameter.
There is a strong desire by program providers to offer
broadeast quality reception. hence a somewhat larger
dish is required to receive the weaker signal froin
some of the older C-baod satellites. The use of
higher poser Ku-band transponders brings down the
size of the earth station to about 1.2m (or 4 fea).
Mast dishes am mounted on the ground so as to
minimize problems of having to reinforce roof
structures to withstand the weight end eind loading
conditions imposed by these dishes.

Although no anusl cost figures are
available from educational telecommuniestients users.
it is known that earth station equipment costs,
including installation, can range from about 12,500 to
130,000 or more. This figure is exclusive of the costs
of peripherals suth as monitors, phone lints video
cassette recorders personal computers. or linking the
dish to several loostiom around a site. A more
complete survey of the univenc of ground stations
used to receive educational programming is in

progress-
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Ifsen &Went Coassmatios mud Deploymai

When one looks at the universe of
satellites hew used for educational telecommunica-
tions. both C and Ka-band satellites arc being utilized.
Hence, any satellite(s) provide* seirvice must offer
capability at both frequency bands. If one were to
aggregate the users on oste satellite. it should be a
hyterid. k may aho be desirable to provide cross-
strapping of C and Ku-band Intesponders on-board
the Waite. In other words. one could uplink at C-
hasid and the satellite would seamen the frequency to
downlink at Ku-band in addition to being able to
receive an uplink at Ku and downlink at C-hand.
This capability would make n possilde to access the
large number of C-band dithes al cable beadends and
al Private hous.-bolds plus the growing number of Ku-
band dishes. It should be noted that the FCC will
require full frequency reuse of both bands on a single
satellite in order to maximize the vse of binned orbual
slob.

Hsbrid satellites such as GTE Spaccact 1.
2. 3 aod Conte! ASC offer full frequency tense at C,
band but not at Knkand. Because of the increased
&mead for satellite capacity and the hart of
spectrum. the FCC Ix determined tbat these designs
arc oo longer an efficient u s c of an orbital slot.
Because instructional programs originate from and
are received in all 50 shoes, it is necessary for the
satellite to base COWS uplink capabibts so that the
location of any program provider or receiver is not
restricted.

A few comments on the relationship of
satellite power to doh sire are neeessars (ienera%
speaking, the tughe: the power on the satellite, the
smaller the dish and that implies lower cost of earth
station equipment and installation. The current on-
orbit C-band satellites operate between 3 and If
watts, and the Ku-band satellites between al and 45
watts. Future trends are towards putting even more
power on the sate/lite at both frequency bands.

The highest power sateihtes being
proposed (from 100 to 200 watts) are the direct
to- least satellites operating in the Broadcast
Sewage Service (BSS) band with AO 11Phrik al 17 Gil/
and a downlink at 12 Ghz. It is anticipated that
reception of a high quality signal can be achieved with
a 13 inch flat plate antenna or a similar size parabolic
dish, It should be noted that the circular polarization
scheme in tbe BSS band differs from the linear
polarization to the Fixed Satellite Service (FSS) band
of existing satellites and earth stations To &neve
compatibility, the existiag unwerse of dishes must tic
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retrained or replaced to reCtiNt signals in the BSS
band. In any event, none of these oew BSS bids will
be lauoched and operational before 1994.

boniest/1y, new satellite systems in the FSS
band are offering higher poner at Kwhand at 60 watts
and at 120 watts hy combining the output of two too
wan unveiling wave tubes. AT&T's Telma: 4. due
for launch between late 1993 to early 1994. will
provide this capability. Ottmr replacement satellite
systems may also offer similar power levels. Since
they will operate at the same frequencies sad
polanzatioas that are currently in use, there will be no
compatibility kW= Satellites that service thc
educational telecommunkations market today and for
the vear futum Amid operate at both C 5,1111 Kn-
bands in the Feted Satellite Service. BSS could be
used to augment program offerings when it conies into
existence but not to replace the systems currently in
orbit.

Teanalettaea far Tsentanimien and Reception

Digital video compression can help to
mouse the use of transponders by allowing more
than one video program to bc transmitted
simultaneously over a single transponder. Some
estimates range as high as up to 31) video sipals per
transponder. M present. no compression WV= of
more than eight signals per transponder has been
announced for commeroal operation. Aksi, coin.
pres-ion techniques do not affect the satellite desigo.
Instead they reduce the amount of transponder
capacity required and thereby lower the cost of
tr anon is000.

Sobeaniers eking with the video signal
offer the potential for simultaneous foreign language
translation as well as seeetal services such as data.
audio, and dosed-capooning for tbe hearing unpaired,
Technolop should and can make educational
programming available to all regardless of they
handicap.

VSATS (very small apenure terminals)
are ore of the fastest grossing apphcaiions of satellite
schnologv. Hundreds of business networks employ

vSAT systems to handle data, audio and video
transmission woh two-way capability among several
sites within an organization. Most of these services
Are presided on Ku-band satellites. This being the
case, there will continue to be increased competition
between the business and education sectors for accto
to the already limited supply of Ku-band traasponders
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Irmandal CImithamikam 4

Depeoding upon the design configurauon. 5.

a communicsios satellite can cost between $50 and
$75 million The launch vehicte required to place the b.

satellite kilo orbit is also priced in the $50 to $75
million 'mgt. Insurance to replace both the satellite
and the rocket the event of a launch failure or sosue 7.

other anomaly would cost as much aa 20% of the
combined cent of the satellite and Iamb vehicle.
Total space segment costs art estimated to be:

I Satellite a $75M 575 million
1 Launches Ca 751114 25 8

Subtotal 150

Insurance Cd, 20% IQ
Total MO million

Some experts believe it is prudent to purchase two
satellites and launch services in the event of a
catastrophic failure of ooe, thus reducing the time to
MO= the hut satellite to only a few maths. Sach a
plan obviously would double the cost.

Total system cost mot also consider the
con ei the ground segment, that is the size mad ant of
the thousends of earth statinns to be used for sateilite
reception. It was noted earher that to put more
power on the satellite weeld reduce the antenna sire
and eonsequendy its con. When several thousands of
earth stations are involved, this is always a beneficial
trade-off even it the space segment costs rise. They
will always be offset by the reduction in mound
segment costs.

The KET study identified 33 program
providers which sill puithase more than 75,000 hours
of transponder time in the 1990-91 school year.
These agencies represent only about eighteen percent
of the purchasers of satellite time. Although we
could not coufirin their total expenditures, a is
plausible to assume that the total market Ls ha excess
of $50 million annually which is more than enough to
pay for a satellite in about seven years including the
annual cost of maintaining it.

Sumnawy of Technical Roam

1, The universe of men of satellites to receive
educational programming is rather large, at over
55.00e receive sites and growing.

2. Both C and Ku-band frequencies arc employed.
There is a shortage of available transponder
capacity at the antes required. This is
especially true in the Ku-banci

Educational entitutions came effectively com-
pete with private business for transponder time.
There is a trend to put more power on the
satellite at both C and Ku-bands.
Digital 'video compression techniques are an
effective way to deliser mithiple programs on a
sin* transponder.
To service the exist* naiverse of earth stations.
a satellite should operate in the Fixed Satellite
Servise. Broadcast Smellite Service should not
be ruled out, bat should oafy be conaidered to
augment soviet delivery in the foreseeable
fume.
Some measures should be taken to aggregate
educatiosal program providers to more effect
ively obtain satellite capacity.

4. GOVERNANCE AND
MANAGEMENT MUM

Ownership of the Satellite

Oweership of an education satellite is a
matter of Feat importance to both federal and state
policymakers. There are three options for securing a
satellite for education purposes:

I. acquire a Federal Commumieations Com.
mission (FCC) license to an orbital slot
and purchase a satellite to fill

2. acquire a license to an orbital slot and
contract with a vendor to provide a

satellite on a lease basis; or
3 let a vendee acquire the hcense to am

orbital slot and provide the satellite on a
lease arrangement.
The fast option is ideal from a control

standpoint, but it may not be the most feasible
initielly. The design. construction and launch of a
satellite is costly and requires at least three years to
complete. It is a capital intensive venture that
requires consiclerabk up front investment before the
satellite is in orbit and useable. Financing a maim
like this from design to launch would be diffieult.
Since the need for an educatioa satellite is immediate
and posing, °az of the other DOOM may be more
viable for the near term.

Under the second option one could
acquire aa Orbital slot and then contract with another
party to build. launch arid privately finance a satellite.
The advantage to this approach is that it provides

A SATELLITE SYSTEM DEDICATED TO EDUCATION
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more flexibley finaneing the rend. However,
dune soli remains the long application process
required by the FCC. This option will take Sane
61110 to pursue, bat it could and can loon delays
usocisted with flaming or coostruction. II also
moms celestial span all be available ems if there is
a change in astelbte sender.

The third option presents the quickest
route to sewing access to a make kr education-
The rights wan lamas inn* satellite CaD be
secured either by outright purchase or by lasing all or
g portion el Its transpenders. An aging owner of
the satellite shady has an FCC license for an orbital
An and ao opernicsoal spawn& Such an approach
voids the lengthy process of seem* sights to an
onkel sk4 and the time required to design construct
and launch a new satellite. Aho then is no risk of
losing the melba at land.

The third optics does hsve some
problems. One reason for having es education
swain is to eliminate the need for npeated
reoriemation of pound aninume. The licensee is in
the best position to maintain its onshal slot. Also,
finding an existing satellite that is poperly configured
could be a problem.

Given the tan required to some a ay
satellite it might be prudes to get started with the
'best fir available sow and drags a better
replacement to came ce-live three to five years down
the mat Hourva, since an onkel slot belongs to
the waver of a satellite. a Ina change in satellite
vendor could require every uplink and downha to
change onentatioo to a different orbit. It is
enoceivable that a satellite owner might be soling to
wander one of its orbital slots as part of a warm to
provide the satellite hardware, but this option
probably is not a keg term sontion. At the very least
poliernekers should seek to hen metal hybrid
cabin slots resened by the FCC for educational
purposes. The option of din° or second party
ownership of tie saudfites then remains open but long
tam etability is gained for the pound septets of the
system.

Gammon al the Spina

The education satellite system is to be a
telecommunicathins "pipeline" available to eduestitioal
Memnon kir inatroctiossl ripens. The primary
mission of the suganizatiou governieg the satellite
system is to ensure effective, equitable and efficient
me of this pubfic mean at a reasonable cost to its
users. Designing an appropriate structure liar
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governing the system is a matter of determining who
should mown what donnas. The decisions to be
*minket in this instance viould soca to be nese:

I. The pin of satellite base;
2. Schedules and priorities for satellite am:
3. Equitable access to the satellite;
4 Budget, connate and debt;
5. Ownershqr of man
6. Aeon assd design (configurstion,

capaay, band, etc.) of satelflow
7. Espansicm, dist/Anna or an of the

system; and
8. Operational policies and procedures of the

organization

Other matters such in encouraging peater we of the
mains, monitoring changes in technologe, and
anticipa* ; future needs are more appropriate for the
cagsnizatioWs management rather than a sown/ace
body to deal with

Governance of an organization generally
falls to those who make op its membership or hate the
most financial interest in it. Many of the men of
satellites to &saber Instructional propmmig me
educational television stations which operate mks a
state darter or under the auspices of an eduntiostal
institution There aho me semal nonprofit man-
itigkillS which broker make-based insusatimial
pavans sash as the Black College &date Network
and the National Technological Univatiey. These
maxim base a financial interest in the organization
since the purchase of satellite time is a major program
expense. More importantly, these are the geodes
thu voll be expected to use an education satellite if it
is developed.

Modds dor Gamma

The EDSAT Institute examined many
orpointional models but this report addresses omly
those models which Aft considesed feasible to
implement. Central in the analysis was identifying an
organizationai structure which could both seta the
interests of those who wW use the system and those
who will invest in it. Four possible models are
discussed here.

1, a national, ncia-hicknI ageary responsible
for all governance functions:

2- a nen cc eating interstate compact
organization:

3. a multistate education telecommunications

A SATELLITE SYSTEM DEDICATED TO EDUCATION
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'cooperative; or
4, a VONSAT/laffELSAT type structure

with membership under the control of mer
goveniments *Woe educational agenda.

Each model is first discussed in gement terms
followed by dim:rim of isms related to continl,
membeiship, and funding. Of course, it is possible to
modify may of these modeh to meet specc concerns
the organizing parties may have.

(1.) A Nallonal Nonfederal Agency

One model is to create by Congressional
action a national nonprofit organization dedicated to
priniding satellite communiation services to educe-
dead agencies nation**. The chartered organiza-
tion is pubbe but not gavaninental in nature.
Although operatiag under a federal chatter, it would
not be a federal agency. The Haim! Red Cross and
the Boy Sam of America are examples of federally
chattered national organizations The charter would
pat* for the creation. SUBMIT, frovaniturc and
mission of the organizatim. It would operate much
I* a business entity except it has no stockholdess and
pays no divideads.

Causlasi At; organization of this rept is a
public corporation that operates at tie national level,
it is self-governed by a board of direr:tots appointed in
the manner specified in its charter. Neitha the
stmes nor the federal gmerement have direct control
of the agency unless they are given asponsiblity for
the appointment of its directorate. The agency
managernent controls As assets and has the same
fiduciary respoosibility as any public way. The
amount of control usas of the system Lave &pea ds
on *Usher they are represented on the board of
din:moss

Mgmbrashaix The agency is an operating
entity, sot a membership organization. There arc no
does or other membership type requirements. The
agency Amaisms as service organisation. Any
educational institution or agency fining the service
definition in in charter an purchase transponder time
on its serrates

Lading Initial financial support could
come froze federal or state appropriation, but the
agency is expected to be self-supponiag. Revenues
for the agency are geaerated from the sale of
transponder time an the amazes under its ownership
or control. The chaster grants the organization
authority to enta ituo contracts, waive debt,
establish fem for services, and conduct any other

business necessasy to its efficient operation.
Financing for its satellites and related land facilities
can be secured through loans, gifts grants and
means from transponder sales.

(24 A New or Earring huemare Compact 01101sumaiell

A accord mcdel is an interstate compact
atomization. The inventing compact is a legal
insurustent fin the conduct of multistate imergovern-
mental activity of mutual imerest and benefit
Organizations framed in this manner function as
ageocies of the participating states and, therefore, can
be supported through direct approprialioa of state
funds. The compact mat be rmified by the
participating state legislatures and is codifmd in the
atate statutes. The terms of fie compact are
considered binding on each state. However, a
compact organization does not have the "good faith
and credit" of the member stales so it must be
responsible for its own instruments of debt.

A compact organization can operate in a
manner *milky to a federally chattered latency except
it is ciancred by the states rather than the f-deral
government (See discussion below about kderal
approval of interstate compacts.) Therefore, all of
the funcsons described for the previous model can
also be performed by an interstate compact
organization. A compact would have to be drafted
and adepted by the states which desire to participate
in the satellite system. There me several regional
education compacts (Southern Regional Echicatioe
Board and Western Iowa= Commission on Higher
Education) sad one natioord compact forming the
Education Commission of the States. These three
interstate compams can serve as precedents for
creating an inters:me compact to acquire and manage
an educational satellite system.

The US. Constitution prohibits intmitate
compacts that tend to is:1MM the political power in
the states and to mama co or interfere with the just
supremacy of the United States. pee the U.S. Conn.
art 1, IQ, cl. I; Northeast Bancorp., lac. v. Board of
Governors of Federal Resem 472 U.S. 159 (1985);
U.S. Steel Corp. v. Multistate Tax Commission, 434
U.S. 452 (1978)4 However, states wishing to form
such a compact may petition Coevals for permission
to do so. Pee Texas v. New Maico, 462 US. 554
(1983); New Hampshire v. Maine, 426 U.S. 363
(1976)1 An express agreement among states ti not a
prerequisite to a fmding that a constitutionally
proluliited interstate compact exists such a Wing
could be based on reciprocal legislation by two or

Tas EDSAT Imams 1
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accotding to the policies established by the Board of
Governors. The Board of Cameroonwould be a kind
of lialchag company" and the Intelsat' would be cale
of its 'operating companies." Under this model the
Board of Governors could have a broader mission
with other operations emaciated with satellite.lused
instruction aides its control.

The Thelnling blawmament cif Sateffins

Creating and managing a public domain
satellite system requires a capacity to wen and operate
the technical infrastructure associated with space
technology. The design. construaio n. launch and
daily maketenance of the spacaraft are highly

technical responsibilities t ad scything stases or
edwational agencies have attempted up to now.
These responteilities can be performed by an existing
governmental agency at the federal level, a private
sector space and communicatiuns company, or a new

multistate Agency created for this pwpose. Ideally
the organization responsille for the business and
technical management of the satellite system should
have long expetience in this business. The only
federal agencies qualified to pelican these functions
we the National Aeroaautical sad Space Administra
tion (NASA) mid the Department of Defrast.

Abbot* the Depaismew of Defense hm
vaensive satellite system worldwide. the space

segment is dedieated to specific military missions and
is not readily available for civilian use. The mailers,
might be obis to donate one er more of its launched or
unhanded satellites for this pwpose. but it is

inappropriate ler a military agency to sump thc
technical and business affairs of a civilian educational

system. Therefore, the only other viable federal
agency is NASA.

NASA has been given the mision to
develop civilian utilization of space for -peaceful and
scientific purposes." The Congress could give NASA
responsibility for managmg the technical mpetes of an
edemas satellite system. I.:Am has all the traclues
melons and expertise required. In fact the satellites
could be designed. constructed and launched by

NASA contractors. However, NASA would be
operating a telecommunications business in competi-
tion with the private seam something the President
mid Longress might find politically undesirable

If the stales collectively create and finance
the satellite system, with or without some federal
financial Assistance. they would up doubt wish to
secure and mans to themselves ownership of the

orbital slots and frequencies for the system A

multistate agent" could matron with NASA or any
private sector satellite telecomnsunicationa company
for the provision and technical management of the

satelkes
Disco contracting with a private sector

space and communications company probably would
be preferable, since NASA would rely on private
contractors in any event. Such a course of action
would permit partiopation in the praises by the
private sector on a competitive basis and probably
result in lower cost to the states. If the states were to

lease or purchase transponders, presumably the
satellite owner would be responsilite for operational
aspects of the system.

5. FISCAL ISSUES

limmeing Osman'tine

The education satellite system must
become self-sufficiew as soma as posslite.. The
system provides a service which education agencies
cuirently are purchasing on the commercial market.
These apenditures, il aggregated. could be sufficient
to underwrite the cost of the satellites, their technical
management and e governing organizatioo. The
market toms that will play upon it are the same as
found in the private sector. The organization must
expect to respond in a similar manner.

The EDSAT laminae believes the system
should not assume it would be subsidized beyond its

initial years. furthermore, it must be able to provide
its services at a rate competitive with what is available
in the commercial ma:km In order to do this, the
organization may need to bt. structured in a way that
permits it to sell excess capacity at commercial rates to
noo-educatiotal pwchasers. Obviously, this can have
significant impact on its to status as an organization
and the tan status of any financing it may seek.

Florae* the Satelfte with Tas-Exampt SOWS

The coo of procuring and launching a
satellite for educational purposes may be fulancable
on either a tax-exenipt or taxable basis. Because tac,
exempt Wanes: rates are significantly tower than
taxable interest rates for comparable rated securities
of comparable maturities, it would be beneficial if the
satellite could be financed in whole or in part on a taw
exempt basis. If tax exempt financing is available to
the govern* body, then dirca financing (and

The EDSAT 1
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probably ownership) of a satellite might be a feasibk
approach. Federal and state laws regarding tax
exemption are diverse and complex.

Generally. tax-exempt financing for a
satellite can be accomplished if it is owned and used
by sane or local gosernmental bodies, by entities
which are exempt front fedend income tax under
Section 501(0(3) of the Internal Revalue Code of
1986, or by a eombination thereof. Any ownenhip
and interest in more than a cte asininity amount of use
of the satellite be for-profit entities or the federal
guverninent (or an agency or instrinnentahty thereof)
will eliminate the taxexempt bond option.

It is expected that sieeifteant use of the
s.oellite will bc made by 501(031 educationai
institutions. Therefore. nsues related to haring these
bonds treated as "qualified 501(c)(3) bonds is

important. With respect to qualified 501(0(3)
bonds, Section 147 of the Code provides that the
average maturity of bonds can be no more than tan
of the average useful life of the assets bang financed.
Thus, if it is anticipated that the satellite will remain in
orbit and be turfed for ten years. the average tefe of the
bonds should not exceed melee years. Thu
limitation does not apply if the bonds are
governmental bonds.

A practical concern with respect es the
issuance these bonds is that state enabling
legislation which authorizes the issuance of bonds foe
501(0(3) otganizations typically requires bond
proceeds to be used in the state en which the fecility is
located. Thus, any special launching facilities could
bc fusauced in the state in which those facilities wsre
located. It may also be posside, myth specific
language in state enabling legislation, that akbough
the aatelliie maid not be located within the state of
the financing, the finauciag could be done because it
weadd benefit institutions located in the state.

Where the number of institutions ship; the
satellite are located in a number of different statee, it
may be necessary to complete the financing throupA a
ember of composite offerings of separate bond
issues. Furthermore, if the entay which owns the
satellite is a 501(c)13) organization, it may be possible
to do the fmancing all is the state in which the
501(0(3) entity is located, regardless of the fact that
educational institutions around the country would also
be taking edvantage of the satellite, thus avaidiag the
need to do multiple composite miasma-ions. Finally,
if a new governmental teeny is created, the enabling
kg:highest could bc drafted to solve these issuet

Whethes bonds are hued on a taxable Of
tax-exempt basis, the key determination of their

marketabdies is the credit behind the debt, la all
likelihood, either the participating educational
institutions wel have to gummy debt service or
contracts analogous to take or pay contracts wail need
to bc entered into and piedged to the boad trustee
covering revenues from the use of the satellite.

Another issue which could anse in the
context of marketing of the bonds is the coverage ot
interest payments until the satellite is operational and
generating revenues. Typically. bond proceeds have
to be expended within three years from the date of
issue of the bonds, and the bonds cap be sized to
include the amount of interest owed on the bonds
during the constructioe or payment period. It needs
to be determined an connective with the feasesility of
the economics of issuing the bonds as to how long a
%rill be until the satellite generates sufficient revenues
to cover its debt service.

The entny oweing the satellite will aced to
be culler a 501(c)(3) orgauizatem or a state or local
governmental entity to take advantage of tax-exempt
financing. Furthermore, to the einem there would be
more than a de mminsis amount of usage by for-profit
emities, the fanatic* could not be done on a tax .
exempt basis. To the extent that use of the satellite
was limited to public schooh and universities. then
mole liberal tax-exempt bond rules would apply.

There are no specific limitations en the
amount of loans that a 501(0(3) organization may
have outstanding. However. under Code 514, an
exempt organization is required to include a fraction
of income rectimed from any debt-financed property in
its unrelated bininess taxable income. However, the
term "debefinanted property" does not include
property acquired with borrowed funds if substantial-
la the use of .. Jibe property) is substantially related

to the exercise or performance by such organization
of its charitable, educational, or other pwpose or
function constituting the basis fox its exemptime"
IRC 514(b)(1)(Attie

Odes Methods al naming a Sseellite

There may be an important role for the
fetterzi government in financing au education satellite.
The Congress could make an appropriatien for the
cost of design, ssinstruetice and launch of tbe satellite
and then turn it over to the governing body. Such a
simian° might be more likely if the states nese to pick
up a major portion of the cost. However, present
fiscal and military ciecumstances would indicate that
such direct financial support is unlikely in the near
term. The federal governmem could untie:write the

Ter liner 140114n I
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bonds issued by the governing body which would give

them marketability similar to other federally
guaranteed financial paper. Hemver, such securities

are not tax campt. bully. the kderal goverment
could douate au existing is:flight Or replacement
NASA or military satellite to the gowning body.
This would require na new appropriation or deltia in

it:mitt:nesting the project.
On the private sector side, the ornanizanon

could seek a satellite vendor nilling to finance, build
mad launch the satellite on a guaranteed lease-back
bes. A relatively *titbit revenue stream must be
established nisi. but this might be a feasible approach

in the outlying ran.

6. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

Some working pour puticipants expres-
sed concerns about various aspects of televised
instruoion such as propam quality, leather certifica-

tion problems and improvemein in the ability of
machos and students to interact. Although these are
important issues, the proposal presented to President
Bush by Governor Wdkinson ;mused only on
problems associated with the space segment of

distal= learning. Therefore, the EDSAT hotitute
has confined this analysis to mots associated with the
satellite system itself and not with the programming
whrch it might cam.

Another concern of the participants was
the amount of control, if am. the body which controls
the satellite should have over the agenoes which use
it. The EDSAT Institute has taken the position that
it is tneppelinate for the organtration which comrols
the 58teuile to control programming content or the

terrestrial transinusion and reception facilities of the

edurialonal agencies which use the satellite.
Therefore, the governance discussion focused only on
the kind of structure ninth am best ensure the

equitable, effteient and effective managemeat of the
space sesoneat of a satellite-based telecononmcamins
system dedicated to instruction.

The analysis did not include using either
the Corporation for Public Broadcasting CPB) or the
Public Broadcasting Senna (PBS) as candidates for

governing or managing the satellite system. The

Corporation for Public Broadcasting is a D.C.
nonprofit corporation, the creation of which was
authorized by Congress in the Public Broadcasting Act
of 1967. (TB was intended by Congress to foster the
development of public radio and television CPR%

39

active participation in the pursuit of these goals is
checked. Weever, by the reluctance of Congress to
allow it any control over broadcest operaneos or
program contest.

Specifically, CPB is prohibited from
owning or operating, among other things. *any TV or

radio broadcast station, system or network
mtesconaection system public telecommunicadom
entity, system, or network," and from producing

programs. Its function is thes largely baited to
emending grants to entities not cosstrained by these

probilitions. It apportions these pants so public
television and radio stations and producers of now
commercial programs throuph an elaborate process
prescribed by Co:Ingress.

as is endowed by Com/Teas with a
'Public Broadcasting Fund' admiaistered by the
Sersoary of the Treason/. Congress enacts authori-
zing legislation for the Fund seven] years in advance.
The amount available to CF13 is also linked to the
amount of funds raised by the entities CPS supports.
A "Satellite Interconnection Fund' has also berm
established. The amount of $200 million has been
authorized to the Satellite Interconuection Fund for

199L Preseetly, CPS is using these funds to
purchase transponders for use by the Public

Broadcasting Scalier.
The Pubtic Broadcasting Service (PBS) a

one beneficiary of CPB pants. It, too. is a D.C.
nonprofit corporation, incorporated in RN As
such it has 338 public television stations as

'members." PBS is substantially supported by funds
from these station members and receives only a small
percent of its funds directly from CPIS These
member stations, however. are financed by CPB or
apposimately 20'1 of their funds; the rest is provided

tecady by ornate sources and state and local

governments.
The statutory mission and constraints

placed upon these two federal agencies do not provide

the structure for the governance and technical
management of a satellite system. However, if the
federal government were to assume full responsibility
for the system, ineludies purchase of the satellites.
then it would be reasonable for the Congress to
consider granting either CPB or PBS respoesibilitY for

maoagum a federal satellite system. All 4:formation
available to the EDSAT Institute at the time of this
analysis indicated little likelihood that either the

Congress or the President were inclined to suppon
federally funded system at the present time.
Therefore, this approach was not considered feasible
at ibis time.

A SATELLITE SYSTEM DEDICATED TO EDUCATION
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SCHEDULE FON EOSRT WAREACH ACTIVITIES

HOST CITY'
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1

6/24 - 28 I 7/22 - 78

17thLt 78t1

025th i 26th

DRAFT
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I

8/S - 9 9112 - 16

nth 3011
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. _

Baltimore, Maryland
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Oil 1 2 4.
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St. Louisi Missouri
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Minnesota
Wisconsin

New Jersey 41chigan
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District of Columbia Ohio

Salt take City, Utz!:
411 North. Dakota

Idaho South Dakota
Washington toloradn
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Dear Mi. min/tains

I would like to teke this opportunity to extend a warn welcome to
the attendees of taday's EMT Conference at the Memo of
Science. As most of you know, the ECU? Institute is a
Washington-hexed, nonprofit ode:animal and rematch

itation, that was founded to encOurage the 4410ale and
rtrisation of taleammunioations sod related toOhnologies in all
forme throughoutAmerioa's schools.

I feel strongly that we *Wald actively eocourage all efforts
mixed at ensuring that the telesommunicationa revolution benefit/

Tiffsector of American society -- including America's schools.
s recently publinhea hook, limml&n, Alvin Teener

articulated the bta.ft link beTeditostion and the mewing
inforamtics-based economy. TO ignore this commotion. Tattler
said, would 1, sat the learners" Oho sill be farmed by this
nexus. Amer sonic vitality into the nest century will be
Predicated on 4,undanental realisation that education is, in
Toffler's words, 'no langur merely a priority far permits,
teachers, and a handful of education reformers, but for the
advanced sectors of business as well, since its loaders
increasingly recognise the connection between education end global
ampetitivanms."

It is imperative to begin to examine the bast of policy,
9VVIIIT3MO5. fiscal, and ial issues involved in establithing

sateilits-besed teleco:=1::tione system dedicated to
education. The MAT Institute's proposals and the important
meeting today will avail all of us of the opportunity to explore
these imam in greater detail.

Again, I would lire to extend a warm welcome and lock forward to
hearing the remits of today's meeting.

hast wishes,

5f;

Sincerely,

award J. nerkey
Maher of Congress
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Congrtoo of tbt ;Botta Own
oaust at Ezpresentritits

August 23, 1991
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Mt. Shelly Weinstein
President
The EDSAT inetitute
403 North Capitol Street
Suite 550
Washington, DC 200U1

Dear Shelly:

Thank you for the invitation to participate in the Baltimore
meeting to discuss options' for eetablishing an education satellite. I

will be attending a U.S. - Soviet Conference in Budapest in my
capacity as Chair of the Congressional Arne Control and Foreign Policy
Caucus and regret that I will be unable to join you.

I commend you and the other cosponsors of the Baltimore
gathering for your continued diligence in exploring possibilities for
establishing an organization to govern and manage an education
satellite.

Congress is deeply concerned with finding ways to improve
educational opportunities for all Americans, regardless of their
geogzephical location. A satellite-based infrastructure dedicated to
education is an obvious way to provide quality education and economic
benefits to the nation.

I am confident that we are only a short time sway from having a
dedicated education satellite. Meetings such se the one you are
holding in Baltimore will help ensure that such a satellite becomes a
reality in time to improve the quality of education for today's
children, and for generations to came.

I look forward to learning the reults of the meetings and
extend ay best wishes and appreciation to the participants for their
interest in this important work.

CAM:cb/ss

ncerely,

netance A Morella
mbar of Cbngres.
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July 16, 1991

Shelly Weinstein
President
sour
1025 Conneksticut Avenue, N.M.
Suite 506
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Shelly:

Thank you for your letter of July lIth, inviting me to the San

Francisco meeting of the MAT Institute to determine the level

of interest and support for an education satellite. Ae such as

I would love to attend this meeting, I will be required co
remain in Washington D.C. as Congress will be in session.

Please keep se informed on this situation, which is of vital
importance to me, and extend sy best to your participants.

truly yours,

CkZei-T

PATSY T. MINX
Masher of Congress
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TAB C

National Educadon Telecommunications Organization

The followrag have an briefest in On Eating with a National Edwation
Telecommtmicatkins * '"- ." (NETO) to purchase and manage affoldable
and equitable Malts and other related telecommunications SOMCOS.

Walter Banvick. Deputy Director
Wadi aft Np IMMO Nahvark/
Central -ftW Telecommunications Consortium

Washington, District of Columbia

Roger W. Koonce, Director
Communications Center
Clemson University. South Carolina

Ruth Truman, Director of Program SerVICOS
Univeisily Extended Education Services
Californkt State University at Futerton

pair Falkenstein. Director

Sind& Community College
Dayton, Ohio

Ralph F. Meuter, Dean
Regional and Continuing Education
California State Univemity at Chico

John Hill. GOMM Manager
Television Setvice, Clark County Schools
Las Vegas, Nevada

Roger Ferragallo, Director of Communications
Pendia Commurary Collage Diana PCTV
Oakland, California

Homer Dims% Director Education Services
Leuisiana Public Broadcasting
Baton Rouge. Loana

Jim Shehane, Assistant Director
Gem's Center for Continuing Education
University of Georgia. Athens

Tom Stip°. Director
Teiecommunications
University of Alabama. Tuscaloosa
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Nlwarti Major, Associate Dean of instniction
Michigan Community Coileges
Jackson, Michigan

Ron Brey, Director
Nall-Tridittonal Instruction
Austin Community College, Texas

Donald R. Martin, Telecommunications Manager

KPEIS
San Diego State Urdversity, California

Craig O'Belen, Coors Motor of Satellite Operations
Department of TeleCOMMUniCations
KMOIXX1 Community College
Ceder Rapids, Iowa

Mel ChastaK Director
KEMSas Regents Educational Communications Center
Manhattan, Kansas

Smith Holt, Dean of Arts and Sciences
Steve Mem Assistant Director of Operations
Educational Television Services
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater

Jerry Wan, Dean of Education
College of Education
East Texas University, Commerce

Pamela Quinn, Vice President
Le Croy Center for Educational TeleC0171111UniCatiOns

Dallas County Commurilty College District
Dallas, TWOS

Edward Groenhout, Assistant Vice President
Educational Systems Development
Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff

Jon Pommy, Director of instructional Media
Education Service Center Region 10
Richardson, Texas

Gary Hasetoff, Project DiTOCIOT,
Technology Development
Texas Education Agency. Austin

f;

I
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Rod Jensen, Director of Special Projtas
Conthesing EducationliTFS
California St Me University, Los Angeles

Pat liner, Manager of School Servtes
ASSET/KAEr-TV
Arizona State Univers liy, Tempe

Kamn Berke, Comminications Specialist
Agricultural Communk:ations
University of California Cooperative Extension
Davis, California

Gladys POIVIEff, Teleconferencing Coordnator
David Barney, Dean of Telecommunications
DeAnza
Cupertino,

Mary Welshok Associate Vice Chancellor
University of California-San Diego, La Jolla

Dankd del Solar, General Manager
KALW-FM
San Francisco Unified School District

Laura Brown, Coordinator of Distance Learning
Media Center
Compton Unified School District, California

Norm Wagner, Manager
Media Resources, Instructional Television
University of California, Riverside

Russ HMI, Director of industrial Telecommunications
Patricia Kart, Coordnator of Distance Learning
Instructional Telecommunications Center
California State University, Fresno

Robert This kaki, Director
Distance Learning Center
California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

Sally Johnstone, Director
Western Cooperative for Educational Television
Boulder, Colorado

James L Chesid, Director
University Mods Services
University of Louisville. Kentucky

r



Spencer A. Freund, Director
Computing. Communicatons, and Media Services
California State University, Sacramento

Wheel P. Stowers, Executive Director
Te Wade SINViCeS
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

inabeth MOW, Executive Director
Massufnaretts Corporation for Educational Telecommunications
Cembridge

Rk:hard Hezel, President
Hazel ASSOCiates
Syracuse, New York

Richard Stowe, Professor
Department of Informaton and Communication Sciences
Bali State University
Murcia, Indiana

Doug De Leo, President
NWS Corporation
Westfield, Massachusetts

hwin Hipsman, Executive Director
Cambridge Community Television
Massachusetts

Harvey Stone, Director of Continuing Education
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institution
Troy, New Yr,*

Marian Karpisek, Supervisor of Library Mec fia
Salt Lake City School District
Utah

Don R. Foshee, Director of Operations
and User Services

Oregon ED-NET
Portland, Oregon

Brandon Barnes, Direction of Education Services
KERNKOTN-Public TV
Dallas, Texas

E;3
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Patricia Cuocco, Manager
Mode and Telecommunications
California State University-Long Beach

Ron Hoffman, Director
Media &NOM
NOrthern Kent Udly Univemity
Highland Heights, Kentucky

Malcolm Phelps, Chief
Educational Technology Division
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
District of Columbia

&Rh Belden, Director
Division of Curriculum and Instruction
Georgia Department of Education
Atlanta, Georgia

Robert Young, Director
Mississippi Educational Network
Jackson, Mississippi

David R. T=tiaDita:nin
Callow of
Western Illinois University
Macomb, Illinois

Ted Christensen, Assistant Vice President
GW Television
The George Washington University
District of Columbia

Charles Greenhaw, Dean
Witham Nevada Community College
Elko, Nevada

John E. Bmckwell, Jr., Director
Army Logistics Management College
Fon Lee, Virginia

Ron McBride, Director
Louisiana Instructional Satellite and Telecommunications Network

at Nonhwesiem State University
Natchitoches, Louisiana

8 4
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Lauren Barnes, Director
heitructional ReSOLITCOS Canter
Kern County Office of Education
Baktusteld. California

Frank Bugg, Deputy Director
Geon*a Public Television
Manta, Georgia

Virginia Gaines Fox, Chief Operating Officer
Kentucky Eckicational Television, Lexington

Ina C. Brownridge, Director
WItimedia Resources
Stree University of New York-Binghamton

Ben Hantelton, Assistant Executive Vice President
Boise State University, Idaho

Glenn Kessler. Director of Media
Judy Garcia. Coonenator of Program DevelopmeM
Fairfax County POlic Schools
Annandale. Wginia

Howard Jones, Associate Executive Director
Missouri School Boards Association
Cambia, Missouri

David Hutto, Director
UrOversity Televislob Carter
Mississippi State Univeisity

Brian Raymond, President
Michigan Irtformaftin Technology Network
East Lansing, Michigan

Fred Rex, Interim Director
Georgia MOM of Technology
Continuing Education
Manta, (gtorgla

Leon W. Heirty, Director ofIl Media
University of Washington
Instructional Media Services
Seattle, Washington
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Stan Flews, Dean
Continuing Education
Dbd. College
St. George, Utah

M. Winston Elam Director
Educe *mai Telecommunications
Department of Special Education
University of Utah, Salt Lake City

Stephen H. Hist% Director
Utah Education Network
University of Utah, Salt Lake City

Ida Hill, Deputy Superintendent
Student Services
Virginia DeWitt Merit of Education

Lee Wing, Executive Director
North Carolina Agency for

Public Telecommunications, Raleigh

Ivy Hoffman, Program Director
North Carolina Department of Administration, Raleigh

Elizabeth Craft, Director
Distance Learning Technology
Arizona State University

Sharon Hoshida, Producer/Director
Instructional Development
University of California, Santa Barbara

IL Russell, Director
Instructional Telecommunications
North Carolina State University

Scott V. Feda le, Director
Cooperative Extension Service
Washington State University

; t
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TAB D
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The Nonorsole &ARAM Capeften
governor, State of Meet Virginia

"...colleges. univeralties Ana public schoel systems must

compete for scarce satellite time anO MO user fen-
The creation of a 'celestial highway over which our eoucation

systems Arm communicate is a dream of eine.'

The honorable *Mel) N. Fore
U.S. Senate, State of Sentucty

me winery reepongibiIity for good education most remain

at the State and local levels. Yet our federal government mil)

hes a vital supporting
role to play in our drive to meet tne

critical educational goals of this nation. he must Mese AMMO*

god present investments in the future."

The honorable Even Bayh
governor. State of Indiana

"...The opportunities associatee with such educational

technology can oe important to states in their attempts to

substantielly inprove education. ...A satellite designee to

provide greeter access to global knewledle ten only ensure

that more of our children will ba prepared for the many

challenges the future ?mitts.'

The honorable Edward J. Markey
J.S.housa of Neoresentatives. State of Massacnusetts

'Telecommunications will bp AS ImeArtaht tO the Infrestruct;:fe

of the Zist Century es nigimmys were to the 20th Century.

We need to greyer, now to ensure
that we neve an *vexation

system tont takes full advantage of the information age.'

The honorable John Ashcroft
Governor. Stets of Missouri

...; hope the concept of * public =male eoutation latel';'71

Lan loo fully milt:wee ano discusseo es a means to ,-nk Ouf

%WIC wools to toe vast array ot instructional -"sources

3va1l401e three/on telecoOlounicatlanS acerolOgy.

f'

MUT -
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The Nonereble James G. martin
Governor. State of north Carolina

"...Ws are taking stept in North Carolina to a-dedicate our efforts

lemma education. It is a mammotn toss. and en operative Satellite
System Mold fill many gees in making emloational resources available to

all learners Moog!, the maim of telecommunications. without feeeral

esSistaneo, it would be very costly end virtually impossible to rricn

Mee edit in repos.'

The honorable Claudine Schneider

°es Themes Jefferson said. 'I like tee creams of the future better :nen

the histery of the llost.' We cat build futur o our dreams unarm our

children can bleat a successful path in the glooel economy clear minded
and herd waning, without distinctions based on gender or race or

mmesingless categories.'

The Monorable Ned McWhorter
Goverimor. State of Tennessee

"I Me United abOut the new doors that mart tecenology can Open fOr tot
citizens of Tennessee. A public amain Meatier, satellite such 4S has
been pripostd would be a great use one in imminent resource...1
support the ongoing mum to develop arsvemi to tne legal, operational
and technical Oueetielle that have been raised nOut the ProPosal. I look

forwero to Continuing to monitor the pralress of your weft end nape thst

we will see the Public dOedin enucerion satellite become a reality in the

vary near future."

The Honorable William Donald Schaefer
Governor, State of Maryland

"The federal government. with our bele, Is in a unioue position to

purw a meeningful program on a national Stale. rine which would be an

enormous technological assist to mica:ion at all levels in every State.
know that Maryland would benefit highly from an 'education satellite.

The Honorable Jim Florio
Governor, State of hew Jersey

"There is nO linit to the value of this satellite. It is cloorly Vie

Cutting edge of education anti al:o Is on the forefront of provioing new

oeeortunities for children evarywnere. I offer my full sucoort of tris

program ana I canal/170 you for your oeoication to ensure tnat tnls program is

cornerstone of our children's future."

lEST COPY laiii:LARE
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EDSAT Advisory Board Members

Gon Ion M. Maw
Council at Chief State School
Moors
Wallington. District et Columbia

Cha inrisn George E. Broom Jr.
U.& Hass Of Repreastrestives
Washington, MOM of Columbia

Hama Ile John H. Buchanan, a
People tor Me American Way
Washington. Digit* of Columbia

Sandi Carey "
Maytag and Johnson
Washington. District of Columbia

Peggy Charon
Action for Chedmns T.V.
Combings, Massachusetts

Joseph Duffey
The American University
Washington, Maim at Columbia

Susan Eisenhower
Eisanisower Gimp
Washington, Dist= ot Columbia

Die% Rachman
Over the Grass
The Plains Virginia

MO Geiger
Motional Education Association
Washington, District of Columba

LaDonrs Hants
Arivaricans for Wan Opportunity
Washington, District of Columba

Honorable F. David Mathews
Kettering Foundation
Dayton, Ohio

1

Honorable Constance A. Moses
U.S. House of Repreeentotives
Washington. District cn Columba

Mabel Phifer
Slack Corilege Safaris Networit
Washington, Data of Columbia

Gra C. Rahn'
Gardner. Carton. and Douglas
Washington, David of Columbia

Donald Rapaport °
Whitman Advisois. Umbed
Wahingsin, District of COMutaa

Haan J. Roserstnelg
Westinghouse Cornmuncations
PlItatuigh. Pennsylvania

Albert Shariller
Amorican Federation of Teachers/
AFLCIO

Washington, District of Columba

H. Brian Thompson
LiTel Communications. Inc.
Colinas. Ohio

WWV Wetrattern
EDSAT Institute
Washington. District at Columbi.,

Honorable Wallace G. Wilkinson
Governor
Commonwealth ot Kentucky

Arthur Wise
Naomi Council fOr Acomaitation
of Teacher raturastri

Washington. Clara al Columbia

Directo:
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A DISCIMION PAPER
ON:

A PLAN TO CREATE A NATIONAL

EDUCATION TELECOMMUNICATIONS

ORGANTZATION

An Edneados Satellite System is Familia

The EDSAT Institute =armed the proposal for a public domaie

educanon sulks system and canfizated Is ectinical and financial
feasibility.1 A market lot an education satellite already mists, but it is highly

fragmented at the present UM The study found there are at least 111
providers of satelfite-haseo educauonai programming. Of this number.
twenty of the maim ones will puma= more than 75.000 hours of satellite

time in the 199041 school year.
While it was difficult to determine the ciLdribution of

programming at specific hours of the day, dam of the week and movies of the

yew. it is hiettly Wady that at some pans ail tw..sty of Mese apse= will want

to transmit prograumung at the same time. Co:mum programming by

jut these twenty agencies would cream a peak demand far mew
transponnen-mssrly 84 mu= of the capacity of a 24 transponder satellite.

The EDSAT lam= manuned the finanang alternanves far a
public domans mate. Pah& financing of an educative satellke req
either a direct appropriation 'tom the Conntess. the conathuuna of da
etaing fedend steam or applopriations by state legislature& Private

financing is feasllge if the arm which takes ownership of the satellite. or

guarantees a long term lease for its use. lam a cash flow sufficient to assure
payment or Mere a a govemmeozal guaranteeof so= payment m the event of

default.
Aldscagh the actual size of the education market is unknown. the

EDSAT Instate anaimis indicates that it is substantial. It is estimated that
maw mazer education program prowders mil spend about S453 million
during the 199041 school year for satelfite time. It is plausible te assume
that the espearlinne by MI educanovat amebas is substannally more than £3
million per VOL since these mum agencies represent only eightems percent

of the 111 paremsess.
A crsh Cow of this mesninide should be sufficient to seems a

simie satellite if it can meet the peak mu dements of the agenCICS UMW IL

While federal funding tor ao education satellite mats be evadable at some
Wm.. time. me proiert imee sr!! te =elm= cm= r- Tt: eromm =ad be
self-financmg ii the buyers bad an appropriate vehicle for securing. goveng
and mammon; the use of the wurniip

The inability to confirm the number oi pnrcuasers and how much

time they %mid me commutes a manir obstacle to the unman= acenoinon
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SEN.' TOR B1NGAMAN. Let's go ahead and hear from Mr. Donald
Ledwig, who is President of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.

STATEPAIENT OF DONALD LEDWIG, PRESIDENT AND CREF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER, COIWORATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCASTING

MR. LEDWIO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The Corporation for Public Broadcasting was created by the Congress

in 1967 as a private, not-for-profit commotion that would develop public
telecommunkations.

SENATE* BiNcamest. Let MC jUst inteITUpt you jUSt a minute here.
Senator Thunnond wanted to make a statement. He has amber meeting
he has to go 03, but let me call on him to make a statement hoe, and then
we'll go ahead with your testimony.

[Mr. Ledwig' statement interrupted.]

OPElerIG STATEMENT OF SENATOR THURMOND

SENATOR THURMOND. Thank you very much, Mr. Chaitman. It's very
courteous of you to allow me to do this. I do have to go in about three

minutes.
Mr. Chailman, it's a pleasure to be here this morning, and I'm going

to read this testimony on 'Technology in ihe Cassmorn; The Last Mile."
The healing today will provide us with valuable information to build

upon some of the innovative learning technologies already being used by

many schools, labile television stations, and others around the country.
Just a few years ago, it was a ptivilege for me to support the

establishment of Star Schools, which allows students in kindergarten
through grade 12 to take COMSCS by way of satellite, which they otherwise
would not be able to take. For example, some high school students in
mml =as are now able to take courses in Russian 1 and II, Japanese I
and 11, physics, advarced placement economics, pre-calculus, and several

other courses. Thanks to satellite technology, many students can now
participate.

Earlier this year, I was pleased to strongly supportlegislation reauthori-

zing the Star Schools program, and also to parncipate in a live, interactive

hook-up with several Star Schools at a hearing in this room. We have
come a long way in just a few short years.

Much of the success of distance learning can bc attributed to the fine
won( of people across the country who have made a commitment to this

cause. My good friend, Henry Cauthen, is here today, and is ore of these
people, and I particularly am pleased that he is one of our panelists.

Henry is the President of the South Carolina Educational Television
Network and the Chairman of the Board of Trustees of America's Public

Television Stations. He is a long-time leader in the whole field of public
television and all that it encompasses. He continues to make substantial

7 )
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contributions to public television and the advancement of distance
learning tectmokigies.

rm also pleased that another South Camlinian, Mr. Gary Vance, will
be testifying today. Mr. Vance is the Executive Director of dm Satellite
Educational Resources Ccesonium, a leading naticeal pmvider of distance
learning courses to high schools amass the country.

Mr. Chairman, again, it's a pleasure for me to be here. I have another
meeting, and I'm sony that I have to go now. Thank you for your
courtesy in calling on me at this time.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. Thank you for that statement, Senator Thurmond.
SENATOR &mammy. Mr. Ledwig, why don't you go right ahead with

your statement.
MR. LEDWIG. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I was just mentioning that the Corporation was formed

in 1967 to facilitate the development of piblic broadcasting in the United
States and public telecommunications, and conditions in our industry at
that time were very similar to the conditions that Dr. Foster just de-
scribed.

The stations were not interconnected. We were bicycling tapes and
mailing them back and fonh, because them was no integrated national
system. So, the Congress at that time created a private, not-for-profit
corporationour organizationto receive federal funds. The CPB Board
is appointed by the President and is confirmed by the Senate. The first
thing CPB we did was to mate a satellite system to interconnect public
broadcasting stations nationwide.

We were the first tenadcasting network by satellite in the United
States. We were there before the major networksNBC, ABC, antl
CBSin being connecting by satellite. At the time, some were connected
by coaxial cable.

then moved to facilitate the development of this system around the
country over the years. We particularly helped those states where them
were state systemsKET in Kentucky, as was mentionedand South
Carolina's educational television with our grants.

When the SERC project came along, we were pleased to be there with
our discretionaiy dollars to help fund the development them and, as we
saw, the increased uses of educational telecommunications in schools. In
1988 we moved to ask the Congress for funds to pmvide us wtili a new
satellite to replace the old one that was expiring, and we specifically
asked for funding to purchase a state-of-the-art satellite that would have
additional capabilities, so we could expand our direct access for educa-
tional purposes. That satellite has been authorized, appropriated, and
funded in the full amount that we requested and will be in place in 1993.

The United States demonstrated that we are the premier technological
power in the world during Operation Desert Storm, and I believe that the
time has come to use our superb technology in a major pan of our
economy where it has not yet been fully applied, and thm's education.
The Corporation for Public Broad.--asting has demonstrated our ability to

'7 t;
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move as an entity into these amas to the extent that we've had the
tesouttes to do so.

I really don't think that there is time or rmed for further study. The
time to act is now. Thin/sands of young people am being poorly educated
and turned out onto the greets of America etch day. They are ill prepared
for employment, and we know that. Ccesequently, America finds itself
increasingly unable to compete in a world economy that is becoming
more competitive every year.

When American industry is fwed with a need to increase productivity,
it looks to tedmology, and it trains its existing work force to make the
best use of technology. That, ME Chainnan, is what we propose vie do
for our schools.

My colleagues today will describe for you with far more detail, the
capabilities of the public telecommunications system that is now in place,
and the capabilities of the new public broadcasting satellite that will be
launched in 1993. They will also describe for you seine of the creative
uses that teachers am making of the limited resources that am available

to them in the classmoms today.
The picture that merges is one of a public bioadcasting system that

is serving education at all levels, with excellent educational resources
derived through a variety of technologies, including broadcast, instmction-
al television fixed service, satellite, fiber optics, cable, and computers.

As promising as our involvement in education has been, however,
public bmadcasting has only scratched the surface of the potential uses of
these technologies in education. This structure, which has benefited from
over 25 years of federal support, has created the foundation that places
within our Nation's reach a comprehensive telecommunications infrastruc-
ture for all of the Naticm's schools.

As pan of its commitment to providing quality educational programs
and services, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting has just completed

a nationwide study of the availability of instructional television, video
facilities, and programming in elementary and secondary schools. The
results of our school utilization study show that, while the use of
television and video in the classroom has increased since 1982, access to
television resources is still limited. It is limited not because the highways
for delivering those resources are inadequate, but because local facilities
am limited and teacheis do not have the training and support needed to
make appropriate use of the technical resources that are available.

For example, the results of our study show that the average school has
one television set for every four classrooms, orm video cassette for every

seven classrooms, and virtually no classrooms with telephone jacks a

vital necessity for computer communication or audio feedback for two-

way interactive television. Regrettably, computer equipment is even less
available in the Nation's classrooms than television and video equipment.

However, a disturbing factor indicated in the study is that, while
technology in the schools is gaining greater acceptability and use, funding

sources for those technologies in many cases are decreasing.

7 7
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We know from other information that the cunent economic situation
has forced many states, such as Michigan, Maryland, Vitginia, and
Tennessee, and individual school districts and other areas, to delay or
even reduce the twquisition of technologies or savices for educatiom It
seems to be the first item that is cut when budgets ate reduced, to cut out
the new television atm the new VCRs.

Our study has also indicated that many schools have a budget of less
than $600 per year for instnictional television or ITV and video. School
districts did not fare much better with the majority having a budget of less
tim .4,000 per year for the entire district to meet individual teachers'
needs for ITV tux! video.

These budgets must cover the cube range of costs. As a result, many
teaclwrs in order to utilize the potential of telecommunications in their
lessons plans ate spending their own funds. Teachers who themselves are
often seriously underpaid have very limited resources at their disposal.
School districts and schools just do not have the funds, especially given
the current ecommic climate, to invest heavily in ITV and video.

In 1988 Congras authorized an appmpriation of $200 million to CPB
to replace the public broadcasting satellite interconnection system. This
new satellite interconnection system provides public broadcasting with
new opportunities to move fotward by integrating many of the existing
and developing technologies into the system. As a result, public broad-
casting has the Nation's largeg television and radio network, with
established ties to the educational community. It is a unique position to
become the major provider and distributor and repository of educational
programming and SerViCCS to the Nation.

Indeed, Congiess has already begun to link technologies to the
classroom by funding this satellite. Yet, without a concerted effort and
mined funds for utilizing the satellite's capabilities, Congress will miss
an existing opportunity to bring technology into every classroom very
economically.

We know that using technology in education works. The highways are
in place. What is needed is the equipment at the local level. For the
infrastructure and end-user equipment to be utilized fully, we believe that
the federal role should include assisting in the development of quality
programming.

Funding through CPB for programming and through the Department
of Education for Star Schools are two examples of the ways Congiess can
make a significant impact on the availability of quality programming.
However, these existing programs have just begun to meet the needs and
tap into the potential of technology in schools. In addition, our study
sixiws a need to demonstrate to classroom teachers how they might use
the technologies to improve on what they ate curtently doing in the
classroom. Only one in four teachers has received training in the use of
television in the classroom. Even fewer have learned how to match the
characteristics of programming to the needs of their individual students.
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Finally, underlying these amiponents is the need for adequate and

sustained funding. Without adequate funding for teclmolog)cal advance-
ments, schools that are most in need of unproved educational resources

will be doomed to lag behind wealthier schools in our Nation.
Thus, the establishment of aneffective educational telecommunications

inftastnicture must include at least three components: delivery systems

and eml-user equirnenu software or programming and teacher trainiag.

Only then can we effectively address our Nation's educational needs.

Such an infrasuucture will be expensive, but it is an investment that we

cannot afford not to make.
CPB believes that an effective and efficient telecommunications

infrastnicture is critical to the educational well-being of America. The

public telecommunications system in the United States mid serve as a
model for such a national telecommum'cations infrasuucture.

We urge you to consider the effective rr:e that public telecommunica-

tions can play in roviding a comprehensive delivery system and the

accompanying programming and services.
In summary, public telecommunications already has the reach and

experience of working effectively with schools and colleges. It has
accomplished much to support education at all levels, and it has the

capacity to do much more in the future.
We stand ready to help improve our Nation's educational system by

bringing effective educational technology into the classmom.
Thank you, Mr. Chaiiman.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Thank you very much.

prepared statement of Mr. Ledwig followsl
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DONALD tEIPNIO

L INIXODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, and members of the committees, we all arc familiar uAth the education

crisis our natitm faces. Om nePri only ;tic% lt; z cop,:i a ;4-4 icptirt iimicd over me past ten

tu apprcZi;itz Inc cuumuiy of the prootem. While the reasons given fur this dilemma

we many, the plain fact is that we are not graduating students who art competent in even the

most basic skills of reading, writing, and simple mathematics.

The United States demonstrated that it is the premier technological pcwer tr. the world

dining Operation Desert Storm. I believe it is time to use our technology in a major part of

our economy where it has not yet been applied -- education. We need to forge a new

public-private partnership to bring advanced technology into classrooms nationwide. There

is neither the time nor the need for further study. The ime to act is now. Thousands of

young people are being educated poorly and then turned out onto the streets of America

each day, ill-prepared for employment.

Recent studies indicate that ac much as a quarter of the American labor force lacks the

basic reading, writing, and math skills necessary to perfonn in today's increasingly complex

job market. One out of every four teenagers drops out of high school and, of those who

graduate, one of every four has the equivalent of an eighth-grade education. Employers art

facing a proficiency gap in the workforce so great that it threatens the well-being of

tumcbeds of U.S. companies which art now forced to pour millions into education and

training programs in order to meet basic levels of competency.

S



Consequently. Amenca finds itself incitasmlly unable to compete in a world

economy ghat is becoming more global every year. What industry is faced witb a decrease

in producdvity. it looks to technology to improve prodactivity, and it rains its existing

workforce to make the best use of?e,:imology. That. Mr. Chairman. is what I parpose that

this comminer crhibic our i,.ttools to do.

As pan of eib commument to pmvidmg quality educational programs and services, the

Corporation tor Public 13rNidcasting SCP13; has jun completed a nanonwide study of the

anti video faculties and orocrammmd in elein,ninry

anti secondary schools The results of the Schoiil UtiiimOon Study snow that while the use

of television and video in the classroom has increased since 1982, access to television and

video resources is Limited. It is limited, not because the highways for debvehng those

resources are inadequate hist "ecause local facil4iCS arc lii4;te4 aial leachers do no: have the

training and support needed to make appropriate use of the resources that are available, Ir

general. the study also concludes that there is a clear need for federal involvement in at least

three areas: I) funding for the acquisition and replacement of instrucnonal v deo and

computer end-user equipment: 2) instructional video and computerprogramming and

resource development in core subject areas: and. 33 teacher training in the effective use of

technolog).

For example. the results of our study show that the average school has one television

set for every tout classrooms, one videocassette recorder, or VCR. for every seven

clUSTOOM5; and virtually no classrooms with telephone jacks. s vital necessity for computer

communication or audio feedback for two-way interactive television. While OUT studj-

focused on instructional television and video, I must point out that, as technology de ...clops.

the line used to clearly divide these technologies from computer technologies is quickl)

disappearmg. Regrruably, computer equipmem is evel, lev available in the naunn',..

classrooms than television and vieo eut:r;rnrr:

S I
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My colleagues on this pane/ will describe for you witi fa more detail the capabilities

of the public miscommunications system now in place and thecapabilities of die new public

broadcasting satellite that will te latunchei in 1993. They will also des-atbe for ru sour of

the creative uses that teachers art making of the limited resources that are available to mem

in their classrooms today. The picture mat emerges is one of a public broadzestin::

mat is servsng eaucation at ali levels with excellent educational resources dekvered through

a anety of technclogies, including broadcast. instructional television fixed serVICC (11-FS).

filyer anti 4.thaiputers. As promising as our involv,:ment in

tut% been. however, puhhc broadzchsung has been able merely to scratcn the surface of the

potential uses of these technologies in education.

This structure. which has benefined from over 25 years of federal support, has crested

the fouadation that places within nen. nancn's reach ielecomrnunicanons

infrastructure for all of the nation's schools. The public telecommumcations system today

offers a proven. effecnve foundation upon which loci. state, and federal leadership can

build a bettei education system.

El. : it : l 41 11.11

CPS and public broadcasting hots long played a successful role in the development of

public telecommunications programs and seivices. Public broadcasting has given

Americans the opponunit) to sec or hear educational. cultural, and public affairs programs

of the highest qality.

Whet- Ccngress establishr the Corporation in 1967, it directed CPR to find. initiate,

and finance tht produthon of hig".cualny educancial, informational, instructional, and

cultural programs. nearly :15 ys, pivgrams upported by CPB have been produced by

a variety uf %.:litrirs. rnciuthng putik broadcasting stations, minorit,y-based production

companies. rid2licndent producers. and educ. -.lima! institution:. Through zheir educational
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content, innovative qualities, and diversity, these programshave enhanced the knowledge

and imagination of *II Americans.

In addition. CPB has always strongly encouraged the useof public television as a

supplement to textbook education. Currently, approximately 65 percent of the public

brondcasting devvied tu oelivmng educanonal programming during the sehmo

:A.*. Ua cunputior, with um. CPEfunaed propammmg delivers a wide r..nge of

programming and ,:ervices acicressing eciucational problems both at home and in the

rIacrern_rn.

Since 19 /h. Corire7s has fo.ind that it is "in the pubhc interest to encourage the

growth and development of hanbraracast telecommunications technologies for the delivery

of public telecommunicanons services- (47 U.S.C. 396(a(2). emphasis added) including.

but not limited to. coaxial cable. optrai fiber, bioadIts: translators..:aaseues. discs,

microwave. cc laser transmission through the atmosphere.

Accordingly, CPB has directed its efforts toward beyond bmadcast aztivities. CPB

funds the interconnection of public broadcast stations via satellite md provides financial

support for the development of various specialized broadcast-related services and devices.

such as closed captiomng and decoder chips. CPB has also taken the lead in development of

interactive video WO the series. Thr Civil War, and distance learning by supporting the

creation of the Satellite Educational Resources Consortium (SERC). The Corporation also

researches public telecommunications industry and audience needs and trends, and helps to

develop industry policy, including methods to expand the reach of public

telecommunications.

in. PUBLIC TELEcommtmacsnoNs EDUCATIONAL Mt-RA-STRUCTURE

Public broadcasting plays a major and increasingly valuable role in the nation's

education system. Through on-site use in schools and the utilization of various
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combinations of satellite dishes. television monitors, computes networks, printers, VCRs,

and telephones, the in:gasmen= allows editeaton to reach students in other geopaphic

locadons. In addition, this infrasdnenne can free teachers to work with students in need of

extra assistance, access teacher training materials, and allow teachers to exchange ideas

among themselves.

CPB does not believe mai any one technolow can be designated as the best delivery

technology for education. Each one has its advantages and disadvantages, is suited for a

mtice!er need cr g, uroy uc ascii alone or in conjunction with one or more

technologies. to:marine, geographic. regulatory, and educational siandards icertification tar

teachers. curriculum requiremems, and electronic barriers) are determining factors when

choosing one telecommunications delivery system over another.

Recognizing these differencrs, the putlic telecornmenications infri.smicture in tile

United States has evolved into a multifaceted and diverse erxleavor consisting of many

elements, including more than 700 public radio and television stations. The broadcasting

component of this infrastructure, both radio and television, has a combined access to more

than 96 percent of the population

Many of them new public broadcasting telecommunications networks already are

hybrid mixes of transmission technologies such as the Satellite Education Resources

Consortium and the South Carolina ETV Commission, which are represented here today.

These are two excel= examples of the public broadcasting's Mfrastructure in action.

Additional examples include:

Wisconsin Educational Communications board (ECB). The Eat is responsible foi
ensuring that public radio and television programs and services are made aVitiabx
throughoui the state of Wisconsin. Further. the ECB facilitates the cooperative
acquisition, development, and use of insnuctional irrograms. terhnolopes and services
by the educational institutions within Wisconsin. In addition to using broadcast
technologies, the ECB increasingly is carrying out its eduratinnal mission through
such new technologies as narrowcasi servi -es transmitted over instructional tekvisiol.

0c,.;. 4
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fixed signal (IM) frequencies. program transmission and reception via satellite, fiber
optics. the radio sideband Subsidlary Communicauons Authorizauon (SCA) signals
that "piggyback" with the regular FM broadcast signal, and the vertical blanking
intavoi

Iowa statewide education network. When the first stages are comp!er in 1993. the
Iowa Educational Telecommunications Network will have a foundation of fiber optic
lines that will bring voice, computer. and video transmissions to IS hubs at
community colleges and then to the state's 99 counties. With microwave and satellite
t-arismissior, the nrtv'rtri, wsll extend tr IA arc! le ,!.171:...:1`;' ;.74
the world. ;owu Public lelevision is the planner and coordinator of the network's
educational uses.

Nebraska ETV. In 1990. Nebraska Educational Telecommunications leased a
;NE303AT) for educational arid public service

;;Ir vontinuattor i tour:mon:0
Imo the next century was assured through the purchase of a transponder. Nebraska is
the first state to purchase a dedicated multiple channel transponder for statewide
educational use involving all sectors of education. NEB8SAT is establishing a
comprehensive and coordinated network of originating and receiving sites across
Nebraska. NEB*SAT is designed to provide four distinct and concurrent services. 1)
a broadcast quality channel which interconnects via special receiving antennas
Nebraska's nme ETV Network transmitters ant! nine Nebraska Public Radio
transmitters: 2) a second broadcast quality channel which provides statewide
distribution of distance learning and continuing education programming for all sectors
of formal education. as well as in-service and continuing education: 3) new
compressed video technology which enables additional transmission of video and
audio singals between ongmation and recepuon sites, allowing for 12 simultaneous
one-way or six two-way Interconnections: and 4) working with telephone companies
that service Nebraska, NEBSSAT will develop regional fiber optic networks linking
groups of elementary, secondary, and postsecondary schools to share two-way
instruction.

The development of new networks IS 'Inked closely to the extended use of existing

networks. interactive capability, and shared usage. For example. state education

departments and other state agencies own the license for more than two.thirds of all public

television stations. In the past few years, more than 23 states have added new

communications technologies such as satellite, microwave, arid cable to their existing

broadcast facilities. These technologies Increase the capacity of the existing network and

can serve more special:zed interest groups such as education more effectively.

Currently. not all of these delivery systems reach the home. However, with the

continued development of these systems, the possibilities for the home learner expand

greatly.
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ELLBLIC.BROADLASTINCLSAML131

In widely varying degrees. each or the following technologies is used today in

American education: satellites. bmadcasting, instructional television fixed signal 1ITESI.

coa^ial cable. the public switched telephone network, and optical fiber. The costs of the

different deliver) systems and technologies vary widely for both the public and the ser% icr

provizer Paseo oil weir complexity. capacity. range, and purchase options The cosis,

especiaii for tne enc 1.1 NC% MP. t,e carefuil considered in detemiinin which oelivery

teclinc!:;y .i;; t.olyiuyeti.

Tn (7.L;rzs- ,r.propr,46,511 of SZOG million to CPus to repla;:e the

public broadcasting satellite inierconnection system. This new satellite interconnecuon

system p%.iides public broadcasting with new opportunities to move forward by integraung

many of the ennt and tkve/f.I.,:ng te:-.:iclogies in:: :hr. sys;e1,..

As a result, publk broadcasting, as the nation' s largest television are radio network

ivith established ties to the educational community, is uniquely positioned to become the

major provider, itil$17tibuzor, and repository of educational programming and services so the

nation. Indeed, Congress already has begun to link technologies :o thr classroom by

funding this satellite Yet, without a concerted effort and assured funds for utilizing this

satellite's capabilities. Congress will miss an existing economical opportunity to bring

technology into every classroom.

A. Expanded Ku-band Capacity

The Congressional approprianons funding for the replacement of the %utilize

irnerconnection system have enabled public broadcasting. primarily public television. to

purchase five wideband Ku-band satellite transponders on the TELSTAR 4W satellite.

These transponders arc the foundation of the public telecommunications system, and will

anow the integration of existing and new ielecommunicationnechnologies soch as live
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interactive VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal) systems. digital television technologies.

high dermilion television, and video compassion technologies. The use of these

technologies will be critical to public telecommunication's ability to povide educafional

programs and services during the 1990s and inn the ne3t century.

The predominant advantage of expaoded Ku-band capacity is its ability to incoroorate

nea team:mopes stiCn as

Interactivity. 1 his technology can take many forms. live interaction with a teacher
throu;li th ecu 6iannei; game-type simulations in commner software: and

1;0'4 ti,02r C.:".."1' r".' 0,7 -tern. it

enables the stum to be an aetive participant in ine learning process, and not just a
passive receiver of information and knowledge.

Digital technology and eccipsession techniques. Public broadcasting plans to
incorporate digital ielevis.on technologic!. into its new satellite interconnection
system. The change from i.rialog to digital nnsrnissions has enormous pownual for
increasing the quality of transmissions and ef,wely expanding available itannel
capacity. Digital compression techtuques allow more information Tvidec, data. audio).
to be compressed into a single transponder. Recent experiments indicate that four or
more full-motion video channels could be transmitted on a single Transponder and that
by the launch dare of the new satellite, as many as eight to 10 channth coidd be
transmitted on a single transponder.

For example. there could be a dedicated channel for basic mathematics. another for science

or literacy instruction, still anwher for music or art mszruction. and one for teacher training.

However, to utilize fully the educational capabilities of the new satellite will require

substantial resources 09 behalf of public broadcasting

B. VSAT capability.

This device allows a small satellite receiving dish to serve as a satellite transmission

dish beaming its signal nationwide % :a satellite In addition. the VSAT system could

provide the following databases to educational users. which could be delivered on a

real-time, live basis, or transmitted onto cassettes or discs for later use: central information

repositon. for educational programs and supolernentan educanonal materials: electronic
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bookmobile: bibliographic database; professional development for teachers. including

in-strviee vaining, teacher workshops. and an electronk bulletin board for nenvorkinx

interconnection with already existing databases, such as those maimained by the nation's

library system and the state and federal government; fax systems; pont materials aria

indexing to public television programs; and homework and reading assignments.

For exiimpti.. D using ix portion a: pubhc television's satellite tranr.ponders. the

VSAT system will be awe :o provide pith: television with nationwide. interconnactev:.

;. .;. ...C 4i1C) teducanonal programmers. schools. homes.

husiness. r7 public television smdons so that tflc may

communicate directly with each other on a live. interactive basis. Through such a

muld-point network, it will be posmole to tiranstait and receive data. graphics and texts,

audio. and low-grade widen arsalnr intercnrn?.cled users.

C Educational Use of Satellites

The educational communit has already begun iis nansition from C-band satellite

=ewe dishes to the much smaller Ku-band dishes. which arc easier and less costly to

install. The new public broadcasting satellite's expanded use of the Ku-band will make the

public broadcasting signal less susceptible to ground interference and, therefore, accessible

to a greater number of users. Fur example. many inner-city schools that might have

difficulty mstalline a C-band receive dish because of its size and interference problems

could have access to educational programming delivered by Ku-band. This Ku-band

delivety system will facilitate the development of a natiomvgde, two-way digital data

response system that will enable public broadcasting so further develop the use of

intetuctive distance learning educational activities and technologies that help to improve

access to education.
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One face: or distance learning i, ant. d.stribution of televised classroom courses to a

student body that, due either to logisUcs or economics, would otherwise be unable to

participate. Televised courses are erar wrtmed via satellite (or among more geognphicallv

close areas us:rig lnsructional Teleis:ou Stgnal (ITVS) microwave links; front a

central studio complex to remote classrooms. Dunng live presentations, students resoond to

i4ue,isnoris 0:..enis to . wail; a cordless classroom ;:lephorie usmc

kcvp L.::: tut uartsmis:.or int cent:a: stirdin conple.. S'..4Lients rr.«

inoaCic4s1. or to course tutors ither d.rc the

hrosiricAst r 4- 4 Lk.UUon. Some distanctx-icarning providers

utilize a portion of the broadcast signal to download course matenal directly to a classroom

computer. The telephone connection is utilized for the same purpose. dc,wnloading the

computer over land lines throufh the cl?sernorn mcdern. Additionally . the telephone link

provides the ca io corm.1:ex :in. the ability to collect student rracktng data trom

each remote sue,

V. BOIT OF 771 FrOMM1 NICATIONS TFCILNO1 OGIPS INFrnit-ATioN

Providing learners with the skills and too3 necessary to function roductively in a

rapidly compttMve economic. political, and cultural climate has become a common goal for

many Amencans. Achievmg such goals hinges upor the nation's commitment to provide

teachers with the resources ane training needed to utilize technological advances to improve

teaching.

Educators increasingly arc looking to technology as a method to expand teaching and

provide learninc opponunmes during a time of severe budget uts at the local and state

level, when skilled teachers art increasingly in short supply, and when cuinculurn

developmem struggles to keep pace with a changing environment.
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A. School Utilization Study

As pan of the Corporation's mandate to conduct research on matters relating to the

use of public television and radio broadcasting as well as other communications -

technologies. CPB recemly under.00k a major study focusing on the use of television in

schools. This stody was designed to be a census of what is available to teachers in

is:oh iITV, ano vsceo and pros toes the Only currern cornwrnens,ve

malarial isiti: Ti ia no: fo:us cr, :he availatiihry af

cnne. 64, sworn. as tilts miorMation 35 avzi:able from nth-r

MALTCes

Three patterns clearly emerged: I) use ofinstructional television and video by

teachers has grown markedly; 2) teachers have positive mingles about television and

video's value and use in the chusrporm: and, 31 despite it= growing enthus;usm by teachers

for instructional television and video in the classroom, the availability of equipment and

resources is severely limited and funding is decreasing.

3. Initial Results Indicate Increaszd Use

Results show that the use of television in the classroom has grown markedly in recent

years Today, televiston is used by more than 23 million students or 61 percem of all

children in pubix schools, up from 4t1 percent in the school year beginning in 1982.

Approximately three out of every four teachers used ITV and video to teach in the last

school year. and nearly nine out of 10 teachers agree that ITV can make a positive

contribution to education Other findings of ihc study include:

Nmety-stx percent of teachers have some son of access to ITV and video as compared

to 70 percent in 1982:

a Seventy-seven percent of teachers used IF% and video during the school year as
compared to 54 percent in 1982: and.

23.8 million students were exposed to ITV and ideo during the 1990 school vc-r. as
compared to 18.5 million students who received some ponion of CU:TIctilurn trom ITV

in 1982.

9
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Results also indicate that teacher's perceptions of ITV and vitteo axe positive. For example,

65 pettem reported that ITV and video generate new interest in a mpit. In response us the

question as to whether ITV and video help teachers teach more effectively, 79 percent of

teachers surveyed responded positively, while 77 percent agreed that ITV and video enable

teachers to be mere creative in their insuuction. and 87 potent agreed that ITV and video

n nave u positive unpa:.: oh tne Oliail* of Amencan educanon.

2.

In actdmon to heiri2 concerned with the use of instructional programs in the billows,

the study focused on the availability of telecommunications technologies in schools and

classrooms and the types of technologies being used.

The study revealed that 96 percent of all schools have access to ITV and video. In
addition, over RS percent of teachers have aCtess to a VCR in the school.

On average, schools have approximately one television set for every four classrooms.

On average, schools have fewer than four VCRs. For the average school with 25
classrooms. approximately 84 percent of the classrooms are without VCRs On a
permanent basis.

Not surprisingly. given teachers limited access to equipment, more than one-third of
all teachers are reporting that they regularly experience problems having access to
equipment on a timely basis. In addition, more than 13 pen:ant of teachers mport that
in order to use ITV and video. they Ural bring their own personai equipment w use in
the classroom.

The one promising statistic revealed by the study is that when teachers are able to gain
leceu to equipment, less than 20 percent reron that they have a problem with the
equipment being in good condition.

Apparently, when teachers do have access to television sets and VCRs, they will ircorporate

them into their lesson plans. A number of teachers even go so far as to bring equipment

horn their home. Unfortunately, while these results indicate that the use of ITV and video

is on the increase, schools snl, are lacking in having adequate equipment on hand for

teachers to use readily with any regulanty.
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3. Funding Trends

The survey also focused an school districts plans for incorporating technology during

the next three yea. Of the school districts respcmding to the survey. 45.1 percent reported

that they plan to add or acquire vidrodist eqwpment; 3 percent plan to add or acquire

satellite equipment; 27.3 percent plan to add or acquire cable television connection; 42.2

penr.cru p.er. i or iaaqiZe interzcove vittto capentiny. ant 21.6 percent ohm to 2dd V'

azAair: fib:- optic link symenis.

Pouor IT. di:tett:it; eccto; hi. jic MAO i Mat wnue tecnnoiorv in

Knuth is gaining greater acceptabihty end use. funeing sourcesfor those kchnologies are

decreasing. We know from other information that the =ern economic situation has forced

many states, such as Michigan, Maryland, Virginia, and Tennessee. and individual school

districts in other states to delay or even rrriuce 'h'e ecçutsition of technologies or aciviccs fur

education.

Our survey also indicated that many schools have a budget of lesF thar .S6f.r ;Tr

for ITV and video. School districts did not fare much better, with the majonty having a

budget of less than 55,000 per year for the entire district to meet individual teacher's needs

for av and video. These budgets must cover the entire range of costs for ITV and video:

purchase and repair of equipmenr purchase or rental of videocassette tapes; satellite

hook-ups; anC... antennas. As a result, many teachers. in order to utilize the potential of ay

and video in their lesson plans. are spending their own funds. Teachers, who themselves are

in many cases seriously underpaid, have very limited resources at their disposal. School

disuicts and schools just do not have the funds, especially given the current economic

ehmate, to invest heavily in ITV and video.

Clearly, any long-term initiative to equip our schools and classrooms with adequate

ITV and video equipment and tesources support must come from the federal level. Our

schools are not able to do so at the local level.
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B. Higher Mimi= Utilization Statistics

Tbe most TCCUkt national study of the availability and use of technology by insttutioas

of higher education in the United Slams was published in 1986 by CPB and the Nanonal

Center for Educauon Suiusucs. CPB plans to rephcate that study in 1993.

1. The 1966 Sway

The 19E6 sway resulD showed tha: 90 percent of the nation's colleges and universities

het-r. ;:f ;if majui typcs of technology tcomputers. audio. and video)

avanabit tor use by face:). it siu:iir.ts. The CMCM of avaiiiability vaned greany from

college to college. Larger and more sophisticated equipment was substantially more

available at public instnutions than at private institutions. FOT example. computers were

much less available at private incittunons and, when they were ai,a;lieulc, they were more

likely to be standalone rnicrozomputLis ither than the mainframes and minicomputers

found at msmutions. Student access to the equipment was often limited by the

number 6. ts available on campus. In the intervening years since that study. we kuow

from contact with colleges and universities that there has been substantial growth in the

availability of both video and computer technology on campus.

Perhaps more important than the growth in equipment availability is how faculty and

students have been using the available equipment. In 1986, approximately one in three

institutions used video to deliver college courses to off-campus =Warns. Data from the

Public Broadcasting Service's (PBS) Adult Learning Service and our own experienx with

the Annenbesg/CPB Project suggest that the numher has increased substantially during the

put five years. infaa, we estimate that telecourse enrollment has grown by alintut 20

percent per year for those five years.
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One very promising rend is that facuhy and institutions are beginning to integrate thr

technologies, drawing on the appropriate strengths of each technology to provide the best

possible educational opportunities. A new initiative from the Armenberg/CPB Protect best

illustrates this trend Tnrough the New Pathways to a Degree program. some 30 colleges at

seven sues around the country tin Mame. Oregon, West Virginia, Indiana, Virginia. and

New 't ;at v:171:: 0: 3:::1:.viogsv. it, provide complete degree programs lc

persor.s ho :nrnpo some 2:: using broadzas; .ictec fo: ci4as!.

lecture:. diszussions. and telephone calls. for tuto-in*

Uthers e us:~g for Itcaure,, comptai confetencing tor seminar

discussions, and telephones for private tutonng. Several provide students with electronic

access to hbra*' resources.

2. The 1993 Stud!.

What will our I993 study rtveal aegn: the availability and use of te:hnolopes 1"v

institutions o: nigher education? If the informal feedback we are receiving from those

institutions is an accurate barometer. it will show that most mstitudons (especially public

maim:ions) have mad: a formidable investment in video and computer equipment. that

those available technologies have enabled faculty w provide different types of instruction,

that students aiso have invested heavily in the technologies (by purchasing their own VCRs

and computers,, and that the lines that once separated video and computer technologies on

our campuses have blurred.

However, we also believe that the data will show that, having whetted the appetites of

faculty and students for the possibilities that result from the use of the technologies, colleges

and universMes will be expected to make even greater investments in more powerful

technologies as they become available in the second half of this decade.

9
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Vi ICFY ISSUES To nE raNswERFro

AS discussed above pubiic telecommunications services and other noncommercial

public service communicadons already are available to the American public in a host of

forms and through 3 variety of electromc delivery systems and technologies.

CPB and public broadcasting are currently in the process of evaluating how public

1ek.:o,nmi..n,-1...ns car best serve in: educational needs of thss country and use technology

in meenng ::,ds: eteos %T.:arch from the fields of education, government pelic). and the

1e:3(1313f Prir, "t Z. 1.40I:44. stuotes. Imamate a number of

ke) issuev

A. Comprehensive Planning
Plantung is needed to ensure that the electronic highways being put in place today

meet the needs of education and are cost effective. States are recognizing that
comprehensive plannIng is essential They are de...Tiepin; speetne long-range plans
for statewide and regional telecommunications systems. Some considerations snclude.

The inclusion of daycare centers, households. state and local office buildings, Me
private sector, and other establishments is not complete,

There have to exist clear education policies at the state, and federal level that
incorporate existing technology components,

Planning effons have to include educators at the local level since that is where
education policy is normally established; and.

Political support must be generated at the federal level and accompenied by a
commnmer.! of new funds, or the rez!lo:::--in of fundE, specifically touard full

implementanon at the infrastructure and the service s: provides,

B. Copyright Constraints
Copynght constraints pose a significant barrier to education m using technologies
effccuvely The rite:tonic technologies make it possible to take excerpts from
original works and recombine them in many different formats. In short, how can
in..ovators have the flexibil I ty to create new works whtle the creators of the original
works are adequately rewarded?

C. Accessible and Affordable Technologies
Which technologies must be accessible and affordable if the majority of students and
adults will be able to take advantage of them for learning? Technologies will play a

major role 3n makmg learmng more accessible and effective. Tc. which technologies
will people have regular access? What kind of support services wtll people need?
Can the system easily respond to students' and workers' needs for training and
retraining based on changes in the economy? Schools must have in place the
technological tools Mat students will be expected to use in the workplace. For
example
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Intexactive Video. WGBH-TV. Boston. Massachusens. produces interactive
videodiscs of the series. NOVA. that give secondary-school science students highly
flexible access to information and With the videodisc player hooked to a
school teonipther, students can foIlow curriculum or shear cunoshy. lemming
through introductory minidocumentaries, databases of video-illustrated text. and
hands-on acbsities. using both the television and the computer. Students also have
the ability to tailor the video to make their own reports and presentations.

3-2-1 Classroom Contact. CTW has edited this successful senes MID 30 programs
to reach corr scientific concertr in the classroom Schools v rr.vt
guiaes wiir. siep-by-step activ.ties and reproducible handouts The new rrograirs
will be airee tr ruhhe tel:v.sian stations for in-school vse

D. Bringing Teachers into Age of Technology
n'T 1,r.n; u teaLhers ana !inure teachers into the ar nf

4; ,.772rtunr:y. ann :F
lechnoirspe5 intn thc:r curnculc, ar. =us and salutes must reflect these
issues. Schools of education must build the policy of using technology into their
degree requirements, states must make it a pan of teacher cerofication. For example:

Annienberg/CPB Math and Science Project, The goal of this project is to increase
scientific and mathematical understanding of the nation's elementary and high
school students. The Annenberg 7-"oundatior. and CPB are collaboraung for the
purpose of helping teachers in kindergarten through the 12th grade better convey
the concepts and pnnciples of science and the ways in which sciences mathematics.
and technology depend upon one another. The project will use communicanons
and educational technologies -- includinc computers, two-way video, laser discs.
end elezeronii: networks ana cia:a se;-vices -- as means of achieving 1I5 ohjecIives,

a PBS Videoconferences One of the most effecuve, low-cost ways of reaching large
numbers of teachers. administrators, educational institutions, and community
groups simultaneously is through live , interactive videoconferences. These
videmonfetences let participants talk directly to experts, converse with other
educators across the country, and transmit and receive addinonal information.

WNET Summer Institute The Thineen*WNET/Texace Training Institute was
launched in me summer of 1490 through a partnership between Texaco Inc. and
Thineen*WNET. New York. New York. The Institute was foinded as a pilot
propam. on the premise that educational television could have enormous potential
in the classroom, but that teachers need training to use it effectively. The Institute
brings together elementary and secondary s:hool teachers to develop CrelitiVe
approaches to teaching with instrucoonal tclevisions curriculum-based
progeamming designed and produced specifically for the classroom and approved
by educators. It also shows tha: teachers embrace the opportunity to master the
technology and to integrate video Into their science lessons. So far, in the New
York area alone, the Institute has reached 2.500 teachers and 13.000 students from
diverse geographic and socioeconomi: schools. On August I, 1991. both CPB and
Texaco announced additional grants to the Institute for the expansion of the
Teacher Training Institute to additional public television sites and for the raining
of additional science teacher!
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E. Building Awareness of Resourtzs
As the oelivery systems are put into place and the curriculum materials ate acquired.
systems that disseminate information about the availability of resources. background
on existing models and implementation, and how to access that information need to be
developed. The VSAT capability of the new public broadcasting satellite will provide
educators with a netweek to share teaching resources. sL-ategies and cumcula with
other teachers outside their own schools, In addition. the VS AT system could provide
a variety of daraLases to educational users. Currently, there arc systems that provide
this service:

s Learning Link. Deveiopec t. WNET/New 'fork. this is an interactive. on-line
computer link betw ern punliz stzt:ons and ;nen- mrrme-
agencses. used to notify sthools zr.e. informatior.a: servi:es
available 25 well as program sumrnanes. lesson plans, and c.irriculdrr.

z ED:SCe...; m IVC,77.2=2.71 t Ez.:2-;;;;;.: ;,;;;;;;;;;;;

Central Eclucattonz! Network provide, a ei-,mpater infurmauon networK tor
inseruzuont4 television professionais There are now more than 450 EDISON
accounts at 200 stations and state and regional education agencies. Use has
climbed to 1.800 calls a month.

VII. IBLEEQERAL ROI r

We know that using technology in education works. However, the lecnnological aspects

should not overcome thc service provided The highways are in place What is needed is

the equipment at the local level. for the end users. As I stated earlier. CPB believes that at

least four major issues must be addressed funding. end-user equipment. programming and

resource development, and teacher training

One scenario that illustrates these Issues is that each classroom be equipped with

several muitimedia iearnmg stations that would integrate television/video. computer. and

voice technologies. While there IS still much to bt discussed regarding the appropriate

number of computers in a classroom, or the nu'isber of television monitors and VCRs. one

could argue -- for the sake of today's discussion -- that one such learning station in every

classroom is a starting point. In addition, any equipment funding formula must consider the

need to replace equipment as needed, and we would encourage the inclusion of replacement

provisions in such a formula
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Equally important is the availability of quality programming that is easily and

affordably obtainable by every teacher and student in the country. That currently exisu an

excellent pool of educators and producers that art capable of creating the resources that

meet tht needs of individual tea:hers and students, regardless of age or background What

is lacking is sufficient funding to guarantee a steady stream of such prograrnmmg

1. Funding

'HZ fe,ler.ii rose i.. me on moment of 3 natton..'

to.tlecntrmunl.rnnors cnsurc ddequwic funding for its development.

Without adequate funding for technological advancements, schools that art most in need of

improved education resources will be doomed to lag behind wealthier schools in ow nation.

The ability of thesr srhnr.os prodt.;:e graduate: whe able to curnpete in the world

economy will be severely undtmnined without a federal financiai commitment. Individual

students will be denied the opportunity to hve up to their nosen.nal, and the niii;on will no;

keep pace with a world economy that is gaining speed rapidly.

2. End-user Equipment

Another important component of the federal role includes the recognition of the need

for enti-u, :r equipment for students and teachers. Over 70 percent of classrooms do not

have their own television monitors, and fewer have telephone or satellite reception antennas.

In addition, computer access for students and teach.zs is sull far too rare.

3. Programming and Resource Development

For the infrasmicture and end-user equipment to be utilized fully. the federal role

must include assisting in the development of "software.' or quality programming. Funding

through CPB for programming. and through the Depaitment of Educanon for Star Schools.
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are two examples of the woys Congress can make a significant impact on the availability of

quality programming. However, these propams have just begun to meet the needs and tap

the potential of technology in schools.

4. Teacher Training

And fin:Li*. 0.17 may snows a need to demonstrate to classroom teachers how they

might use me improve on what they are ctz-renil+: doing tn the c.assroom

Onli tilr trdining in the use of television in me classrcxx7.

Evrr feWer hevr :he of prz,graaming to lac Dcz.4$ of

their individual students

None of these components is separate from the other and we believe that each is

needed m rnokr the rnti.-, wnri. Thus, the establiehmern of offective

educational telecommuniCZ:Mns infraszucture must mclude at least these four components:

funding: delivery systems and end-user equipment: software or pmgramrning: and teacher

training. Only then can we effectively address our nation'seducation needs. Such an

infrastructure will be very expensive. bur it is an investment that we cannot afford no: to

make.

VIM .0011CLUSION

CPB's rr.ain concern is not the delivery technology or system employed, but with the

public's access to the broadest pos... ole range of public telecommunications services

delivered by any and all available means. II is only through such access that public

telecommunications can continue to play a vital role in improving the lives of our citizens

through the provision of diverse. innovative, noncommercial educational and cultural

programming of the highest quality, no matter which delivery technology or system

becomes preeminent.

52-949 0 - 92 - 4
7rsTCOPYAmati
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cPB believes firmly that an effective and efficient telecommunications infrastructure

is critical to the educational well-being of America. The public telecommunications system

in the United States could well serve as a model for such a national telecommunications

infrastructure We urge you to consider the effective role ma: public telorarmsnicatsons

can play in providing a comprehensive delivery' system and the accompanying programming

anc

z;:cIN t.zs rt.4z1

tt!: 2::771:thtt U r2!".'`,"" P`..4"T!"...`"

level, and it Pas Mr capacity v., do mote in the tuturt. intlany. WI me key eiemenis oi

an infrastructure already are encompassed in varying degrees by public telecommunications:

high quality programs that inform and insbruct; the wide use of differing delivery systems;

and, national leactersnip. planning. and coordination of efforts combmed with local control

of stations.

CPB and all of public broadcasting stand ready ,o help you in me important iob ahead.

Thank you.

I 1,
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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SENAMR BINGAMAN. Our final witness on this panel, Mr. flowand
Miller, is with the Public Broadcasting Service.

Why don't you go right ahead, Mr. Miller.

STATEMENT OF HOWARD N. PAILLER, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT,
BROADCAST OPERATIONS, ENGIMEIIING AND =MIER SERVICES

FOR THE PUBUC BROADCASTING SERVICE

MR. MILLER. Thank you, Senator.
I'm the technologist and chief engineer for Public Broadcasting. My

responsibilities are to deal with and salve some of tlx many problems that
Mr. Foster has described.

You will be hearing today about our existing infrastructure and the
many uses that are being made of it, and also what we believe will be
accomplished in the future.

I have just two brief points that I would like to make this morning,
and then I'll be able to answer any questions you might have on the
technical side; issues such as digital compression or very small apenure
terminals, cable, 1TFS channels, other distribution media, and so forth. In
combination, however, these technologies will make the public television
satellite interconnection system an even more powerful tool for the
Nation's educators.

First, I would like to emphasize that PBS is firmly committed to
aggitgating a large number of educational users aboard its new satellite,
Telstar 401. This satellite is scheduled to bc in service by July 1993.
Digital compression technology will allow public television to increasethe
channel capacity of each of our transponders by a factor of 2 to 8 times
for video and perhaps even more. In addition, VSAT technology will
make it possible to interconnect many multiple combinations of user
groups with two-way interactive voice, computer data, facsimile, or even
slow-scan video services. The combination of these two new technologies
will make it possible for public television to deliver a very wide array of
educational services to every school in the United States.

The PBS staff has been instructed to develop a plan to make Telstar
401 the public television education satellite for the United States. I would
add that PBS's plan to aggregate educational users, that is, to offer
capacity to users who are presently paying commercial rates for services
on many other satellites onto a single satellite can produce tremendous
advantages, especially for rural schools, as you have heard before. Once
this has been accomplished, each school can have access to many
educational services at the same time from a single satellite dish.

My second pointas you have heard beforeis that the last mile that
is needed is to get from outside of the school building into the classroom
itself. Public television will have the ability to deliver educational services
to literally every school in the United States by wire, by fiber optic link,
over the air, by microwave, or by space link.

Ol
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Each school can be configured like a cable headend or a telephone
switchboard with multiple services, and each classroom could then
become a potential user. Ideally, each classroom should be equipped with
access to video, voice and data services, but each school will need to
decide for itself which of the voice, data and video services it will use in
each classroom.

The equipment that is needed to deliver these services to schools and
classrooms will, in each case, depend upon what is already available in
the community and upon the needs of local educators and students. In
some cases, this may be a satellite or microwave dish; in others, cable,
fiber or telephone lines; and in others, an ITFS or broadcast antenna.

Many schools will require installation of fiber or calles into the
individual classrooms. Once a signal is delivered, equipment that could
be used in each classroom, of course, will include computers, facsimile
machines, video cassette recorders, video disk players, television receivers,
and on and on. But there is no standard set of equipment for each class,
in part because there are various classroom uses for the new technologies.

Because of public television's broad experience in providing many
different educational services through telecommunications, including
satellites, it is uniquely qualified to advise and assist educators in an
application of these various technologies for educational uses.

I would be pleased to answer any questions that you may have about
this testimony or about technologies.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Miller follows:1
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PIMPARED STATEMENT OF HOWARD N. MUER

You have heard today about the pubfic television communications infrastructure
that is already In place and how, by building on this existing network, the Federal
Government can extend technology Into every classroom

I would lice to make just two points briefly. I will then be available to answer any
questbns you may have about technological advances, such as diOtal compression
and VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminals), that are bringing telecommunications
to the classroom. These technologies will make the public television satellite
interconnection system an even more powerful tool for the Nation's educadors than
it already is.

Fitst, I would like to emplunize that PBS if firmly committe4 to eggrzgating a
large number of educatbn users aboard its new satellite, Miser 401, which is
scheduled to be in service by July 1993. Digital compression technology wW allow
public television to increase transponder capacity by a factor of two to eightor
possibly more. VSAT wiff make it possible to interconnect multiple combinations of
user groups with interactive voice, data, facsimile or stow scan service% In
combination, these technologies will make it possble for public television te defwer
a wide array of educational services directly to our schools.

PBS staff has been instructed to develop a plan to make Teistar 401 the public
television education satelfite for the Unfted States. I would ackl that PBS's plan to
aggregate educational users, that is to place users that are presently on many
satellites on a single satellile, will produce tremendous advantages, especially for
rural schools, Once this has been accomplished, each of these schools wit have
access to many educational services at the same time.

My second point is that the last miles needed is really te go from outside the
school building into the classroom itself. Public television already has the &My to
deliver educational services to literally every school in the United States, either by
wire, over-the-air or via glace fink. Each school can be compared to !I cable
headend or telephone switchboard, with each classroom a potential user. ideally,
each classroom should be equipped to offer access ts video, voice and data
services. Each school will need to decide for bail which of the voice, data and
video SarViCES it will use in each classroom.

The equipment that is needed to delver these services to classrooms will in
each case depend upon what is already available in the community and upon the
needs of local educators and students. In some cases it may be a satellite or
microwave dish, in others, cable, fber or telephone lines, and in others, ITFS or
broadcast antenna. Once a signal is delivered, equipment that would be used by
schools would include computers, facsimile machine% videocassette recorders,
videodisc players, television receivers, etc. There is no standard set of equipment
needed by the schools in part because there are various classroom uses for the
new technologies. Because of public television's experience in providing educational
services through telecommunications, including satellites, it is uniquely qualified to
assist educators in the application of new technologies to educatonal uses.

I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have about my testimony
and about the technical advances that are bringing telecommunications to the
classroom.

1
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SENNA:IR BINGAMAN. Thank you very much.
have some questions, but before I stan, let me ask if Senator Simon

had any opening statement he wanted to make.
SENATOR SIMON. I do not. I regret that I'm miming between meetings,

as I guess we all me these days, but I appreciate that this is an ama where
them is no questiem that we can enrich the education curriculum.

It is not a substituteand I think this has to be stressedit is not a
substitute for good teachers, but it is a supplement. If we have the right
teachers, then thew can be an enriching factor here, and we want to
enrich our education all we can.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your holding hearings on this.
SENN= BINGAMAN. Thank you for being hero.
Let me stan with some questions, and then defer to Senator Simon

for any questions that he might have.
Dr. Foster, I'm getting some mixed signals here from the panel. As I

understand your position, it is that we don't have an transportation system
in place or plans to really pmvide the integration of this system that is
necessary to really help the schools and classrooms.

I guess I'm hearing from the other two witnessesMr. Ledwig and
Mr. Millerthat they believe that this new satellite that is going up will
essentially be a lot of the solution to this problem, and that the plans aro
in place to have a nationwide system that can reach each classroom. At
least that is what I picked up from the testimony.

Maybe you could explain to me why you think the plans that are in
place are not adequate.

MR. FOSTER. It seems to me, Senator, that it's easy for us to get into
a problem of overstatement of what's possible. I'll speak for Kentucky in
response to Ur PBS scenario.

What has not been told to you yet is where the money will come from
for the VSATs on 1,300 school sites. Kentucky may or may not elect to
use VSATs for instructional programming and other methodologies that
originate in Kentucky and stay in Kentucky. We're talking about a
transponation system that we want to use for staff development, for
conferences between universities, for university presidents and so forth.
We're not talking about just taking down programming from PBS or any
other source. We have a major decision to make about how we are going
to transmit data from one school to another and to the State Capitol and
back again on a single system that we cm pay s single bill to. So, that's
point number two. We need a tenestrial system that is very efficient for
quite different purposes than educational programming. It involves sharing
software and so forth.

You blow, we use the tectmology in our own in-state Star Schools
program that we fund ourselves in Kentucky, along with what we do with
SERC. It costs us $500.000 a year just for the telephone line to connect
the computers with those little key pads that the students use to make it
interactive$500,000. We pay $1.6 million for the transponder time.
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So, the fun ccanmunicsion spa= is costing us $2 million, and we
haven't invested anything in programming. ft's also on a mewled basis.
You know, you pay so much for this mile, a diffogent rate for that mile,
and another rate for another mile. It takes a prat deal of coonlination of
the switching of the system on the terrestrial side in order to make sure
that thcse computer signals and key pad signals reach the computer at
KET.

So, it seems to me that a system that we need has to be put together
in a fagtion where whoever is putting the system together is in a position
to negotiate with the local TelCos, the regicmal TelCos, and the national
interconnect commies, so we can get some dedicated telephemelines that
have the band-width capacity that we need to transport all forms of media
concurrently, so you don't have to separate your signals.

We have used conprosion tcchnology in several sites in Kentucky on
multi-point distribution. We have a demonstration site in westem
Kentucky that does that. We believe that we have to experiment with all
of these. I've watched it; I've participated in it and have been cm the
camera, and you have certain voice-lag problems between the terminal
connection of the voice and the video.

Yes, VSATs may be able to do that, but VSATs are only two way on
the data and voice side. You still have to have some kind of split signal.

So, can PBS and the Telstar satellite solve the problem? I don't believe
it can. Can it contribute to it? It obviously can. I mean, you've made the
investmem in Telstar, and we're not here to suggest that that's a bad
investment or that it won't interconnect. Clearly, if people are going to
use PBS originated programming and it's going to come down on Telstar,
we need some kind of system to do that.

The co-location of the pmgramrning is really dealing with a whole
segment of people that PBS does not deal with. When we held our
hearings around the NationI can tell you, Senatorthat the over-
whelming majority of pPAple who came were not PBS connected. They
were people who are using university-based uplinks or other commercial
uplinks and do not use the PBS system at all, and furthermore, indicated
to us that they do not intend to? So, we have to have some kind of a
system that we think will bc responsive to them.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. Why do they not intend to? I don't understand
that last point.

Ms. WEINSTEIN. Senator, I wonder if I might answer a piece of that
from the EDSAT point of view, and if I might also take a moment and
say to Senator Simon that I'm very pleased to sec that he is here. The
Western Illinois State University, the School of Education, the Dean of
the School of Education has been very actively involved in the steering
group on behalf of these effons to develop the National Education
Telecommunications Organi1/2tion.

S FNATOR SIMON. If I could just add that !hey have had the cooperation
of a great many schools in that. I've met with the grnup on a couple of
occasions out there.
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MS. WEINSTEIN. Senatm Bingaman, they are a small university in the
center of Minds that is delivering probably more public sdmolK
through 12eductun to schools who would Wherwise not have the
advantage of leathers in language, science and math than anyone of Ow
outstanding universities that has been &dm it for many years.

As they discussed in our very first outreach meeting in St.
Louiewhat we heard all over the country firm colleges and universities
that are rklivering to public school districts and those public school
districts that rue also getting into ittheir problem is that, one, there is
no highway and that, two, the costs of the transportation of the delivay
sysem were absolutelyto use their lartguage"blowing their budgets
out of the water."

I might add to the "costs" issues thatwhich we heard throughout the
outreach meetingsthe control of the delivery system is paramount and
important to the schools, colleges, and universities, as well as the
dependable low costs. Whether it was Kansas Smte University saying, if
I do not have depaulability, than how can I make plans for the next two
or three years to deliver to the schools, the public schools in the Size of
Kansas; or the Dean of the School of Ed at Western Illinois University
saying that I am delivering to schools who would otherwise to have this
programming. We need to have control of the delivery system.

Could I take one second, Senator, and go back. I really am very
pleased that Mr. Ledwig went back to 1967 when PBS was started in the
country, because I'm very pleased to tell you that our first chainnan of
the EDSAT Advisory Board was Dr. Norman Cousinsthe late Dr.
Norman Cousinsand when we fiat staned with the notion, we asked
what were the problems and why hal America's schools remained
isolated.

Dr. Cousins pointed out that he was the Chair for President Eisenhow-
er of the Educational Television Board, which was the precursor to public
broadcasting. He said that over the yearsthe 25 yearswhile we have
built a good commercial system through the Communications Satellite
Act, while we have built an excellent public bmadcasting system through
the public broadcasting stations, which the government has supported,
what we clearly have left out is education. We are at a point in time with
Ilchnology, the size of the education market, and the diverse and unique
needs of the education sector that we must build a telecommunications
highway dedicated, controlled, and managed by that education sector.

Dr. Norman Cousins served as our first Chair. So, I'm very pleased to
remind Mr. Ledwig of this, because over the 25 years, it is the education
sector that has been left out.

Then, if I might just add that when Governor Wilkenson went to
President Bush, it was not a technical question with the education satellite.
it was not a question of whose system do we use. It was a govemance
issue, and that was why the EDSAT Institute did the study. What we
foundthe key issIICS in that study from the national working groups as
they were reconfinned in our outreach meetingswas that control,
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governance, and equity were tire questions that were important to the

education establislunent.
I am suit that PBS has a dedicated system that you have helped to

support and indeed Wiped to grow in terms of delivering services to
public broadcasting stations. Them are now 337 stations. The National
Education Tdeconununications Organization is dedicated to its education
uses, whidi are 110,000 schools, 3,000 colleges and universities, arid

6,000 lilxaries.
Educators have told us in seven major regional outreach meetings and

in their surveys that they would like to begin services by the end of 1991
through 1992 and the beginning of 1993. They want control of this
sygan that gives them dedicated telecommunication services on land and
space, so they can get on with the business of modernizing American

education.
SENATDR BINGAMAN. Let me ask Mr. Ledwig if he would just

comment. It sounds as though, in Mr. Foster's and Ms. Weinstein 's point
of view, there are things that they believe are needed to get instructional
technology and use technology to get instruction into our schools that the
Cmporation for Public Broadcasting is not going to or is not able to
pmvide through the satellite, which you folks are planning to do in 1993.

I guess my initial reaction is that there is a big jump between 300-and-
some-odd public broadcasting stations and 110,000 schools, and I wonder
how much of that leap you folks are going to be able to take, and how
much of the services that Dr. Foster described you folks are going to be
able to provide, or is their a vacuum here that needs to be filled that you
folks don't have plans to fill?

MR. LUDWIG. Thank you, Senator. Rrst of all, I would say we're not
proposing any competition for control. Ms. Weinstein talked about
control, governance, and all of those issues for another system that is not

yet there.
My purpose in coming to this Committee is to tell you what the

Congress has already paid for, what is already up there, and how we think
we can exploit it funher. The costs that were mentioned, the costs in

various systems around the country-1as I understood rtare typically
analogue costsphone lines and all of that.

We have moved forward. We took a quantum leap to digital technolo-
gy for the new satellite. In selling this satellite to our Authorizing
Committee, I had trouble until the minority sidewhich happened to be
a vety forward-looking group of technology-minded individuals led by
Congressman Rittersaid, if you make this an educational satellite and
you put in digital technology and make this available, you can get a
bigger bang for tlx buck, so to speak. America can benefit from this, and
there can be quantum leaps in what PBS can do for the Nation in

eslucation. Arxi I said that's what we're proposing, and Congressman
Ritter said, "fine, we'll authorize the full amount." They authorized $200

million and the Congress appropriated $198 million, with strong support
on both sides of the aisle.

1 (
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I'm here simply to say that that htm been paid for, authorized and
appropriated; it's going up, and we ought to exploit it because the
problem is the down-links down to the schools and equipment, and
training the teachers need to use technology.

At the Corporation, we have worked with Texaco using their funds mai
ours to train teachers to use teclux logy, and there is a grezt lack of that
training. There are just some basic things that don't exist We're saying,
let's take what we have, let's extdoit what we have, let's add a few more
dollars and make the leap, because we're dealing with digital technology
that gives us the capability and a reduction in cog.

II other people want to pmpose other systems for reasons of control
and governance and educational establislunem and all those words that we
heard, that's their business. We're saying, why not take advantage of what
Ole ("Ingress has already paid for.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. Let me just ask a follow-up now. We have this
$200 minim digital satellite going up that will have all these great
capabilities. Do you facs have a plan that you could give to us or have
given to the Authorizing Committee or something as to how we =ally
get that into the classroom?

Out in my state, for example, the only thing anybody sees is Channel
One, and most of them don't see that yet, but ;try would love to be able
to just because they don't have access to anything. So, how are we going
to get from hat to actually getting some of this in the classroom?

MR. LEMIG. Well, you see, we are doing it in certain states. Educa-
tion, of course, is a ri zntralized system. Kentucky has a wonderful
system and so does South Carolina. The President of South Carolina ETV
will be twit to answer your question more fully.

We're exploiting what we have. I'm pmposing following the Japanese
model. If you have a great Toyota, you make it into a Lexus. That's how
they art beating us competitively as a nation worldwide.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. They are also beating us because they have a
strong national educational system where we don't, in my opinion.

MR. LEDWIG. That's right, and that's because we're designed to be a
locally controlled system. But we can provide programming at the
national level, and that's what I'm proposing we do, better programming.

We have thousands of smdents that get college credits florn
Annanberg/CPB project, college-level telecommunications courses that are
shown thmughout the United States. Students at home can take the course
and go down to the University and take the test. We're doing educational
television for the kindergarten through the twelfth grade. We're doing
these things. and we just want to be given the funds so that we can
compound the effectiveness of what we're already doing.

SENATOR BINOAram. But is there a plan? I think, Mr. Miller, didn't you
refer to a plan that has been developed, or is being developed, to actually
get this instruction into the schools to a greater extent than we have been
able to in the past?

1 h
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M. Mnisa. Yes, Senator. Let me explain, first, that our existing
capacity is slightly over One channels.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. And by that you mean that a
nt. MILLER. On the satellite, I'm referring 10,
SENMOR BINOMOIAN. given school can take in three courses at once,

if they have the right set-up?
MR. Mum. No. We have to deliver all of our services at the present

time on slightly over three chatmels. Therefore, many of the services that
people would like to have on the satellite are obviously not possible.
There is a priority sequence of services that have been offered.

The governance of that panicula; allocation process is not PBS. It is
an interconnection committee that is representative of all the users, a
number of which have nothing to do with PBS programs. As we move
more towart educational services, there will be a greater group of people
representing the educational community.

But the key issue here is that because of digital technology, our new
satellite, although it has six transponders, those six txansponders will
enable us to deliver probably in the range of 20 to 30 channels of video.
This technology is moving very rapidly, and you can't say for sure
exactly what you're going to have. We have another 20 months, and
we're working with a number of vendors, but we will obviously
maximize the number of channels possible.

In addition, since this is a federally funded asset, one of the proposals
that we will be submitting to Ow Interconnection Committee and the
Board is if) offer lease costs well below the commercial cost, but to use
that money to acquire additional transponders. In other words. offer a
low-cog alternative, lart nonetheless use the federally funded portion to
enable us to expand capacity even further if the need is there. We have
an option on an additional four transponders as a pan of our contract. So,
that is really our plan.

Now, with regard to how do you get it into the schools, in digital
technology, there are at the present time five totally inconsistent and
incompatible approaches that arc available. or will soon be available, in
the marketplace.

SEsIATOR BINGAMAN. These are the ones that Dr. Foster was refening
to?

MR. Mnixa. Ycs, and that of course could clearly lead to disaster if
you are not careful.

We have made a decision to join the largest buyers of this kind of
technology, which happens to be the cable industry in conjunction with
the DBS industry. By doing this, we arc hoping to set, if not a stamlard,
at least a common set of objectives for the manufacturers, so we can buy
from multiple sources and buy products that are consistent, so that no
matter where you go you'll be able to receive the programming appropri-
ately. In other words, what we arc trying to do is to avoid having
multiple, inconsistent, digital compression technologies.
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As I say. we have joined very recently this initiative on the pan of the
cable industry. We will add our buying power to theirs to achieve
commonality on the video side.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. Isn't there some governmental involvement in
trying to set a common standani?

MR. Maim There is no standards' effort in this area. A lot of this is
a result of work that is being sponsored in the high-definition television
atr.a. A lot of the technology actually applies specifically to our currem
television system, but there is no effort at tie present time for a national
standard.

I would certainly agree with having at least some guidelines. We do
have standard gauges on our railroads. We do have stamlards, so you can
talk from this pan of the country to other pans of the country, and the
telephone system still works and so forth, that would be very helpful.

SENNTOR BINGAMAN. Who would be the natural agency to do that?
Ma. MILLER. Well, We typically work with the FCC. So, I suppose they

would be appropriate.
SENATOR BNGAMAN. And they made a decision not to for some reason?
MR. MILLER. Yes, that's comet. It's a very difficult area, as you can

imagine. What we're trying to do, as I said, within the realities of the
world as it is today, to make sure that welt buying a technology that is
the most common we can get, and, as I say, the best way to do that is by
joining the large buyers.

SENATOR BusicAmAN. Let me defer to Senator Simon. I've been asking
too many questions here. Go ahead.

SENATOR SIMON. Not at all. I'm the nontechnician in this whole crowd,
let me tell you.

First, since you're here, Mr. Ledwig, let me just say, and this is a
comment to the members of the Senate more than to you, but I have to
say that I am a little discouraged, but it has nothing to do with this
hearing right now, that the Corporation for Public Broadcasting has to
lean increasingly on commercial advenisings or sponsors. I think that
means that inevitably you have to look for programs that get ratings. If
you have a program that wants to cover the conditions of tampitals in
Ethiopia, which will get 1/10th of 1 percent of the viewing audience, that
may be a special contribution that you ought to be making. Anyway,
that's more a comment for us, because I know your financial constraints.

Two questions, and then I have to get to a Judiciary Co.amittee
markup. Does the FCC have the authority to impose standards?

Ma. num The FCC does control satellite spacing and a number of
other issues. So, I would assume they could were they to choose to do so
yes.

SENATOR SIMON. And if they have the authority, your strong feeling is
that they should impose the standards?

MR. MILLEIt. We necd a set of common approaches in thc educational
community, or it will he chaos. So, whether they create a standard or

l t
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whether we fmd a way of &sing it on a voluntary basis, it must be date.

As I say, at the plum time, we're doing what we have to do to get
there. We have 20 months lett So, the timing is now-

SENATOR &maim. You have 20 months until you make the decision?

MR. MILLER. We have 20 months to have the system in place and

operational.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. When do you need to make the decision on the

standard you're going to use?
MR. MILLER,. Our plan calls for a standards decision in June 1992.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. So, they really need to make whatever input
they're going to by then?

MR. MEIER. Ye& The first hardware of these various vendors wril be

provided to us in January. We have some very large names in the United

States providing Ws equipment. AT&T, General Instrument, Scientific

Atlanta, and Compression Labs, for example& But, unfortunately, they are

all different
We are trying to create some commonality among these various

approaches so that we can maximize the communications capability and

minimize the COM
SENATOR SIMON. When you buy the equipment, you don't need to

know at that point the standards, or do you?
MR. MILLER. Well, if it were a standard, then obviously everyone from

then on would follow it. It's a free market today, ,nd not everybody

necessarily will buy the equipment that we specify.
SENATOR SIMON. I'm trying to detennine, and I think that's what my

colleague is also trying to determine, do you have just three months until

January, or do you have eight =ohs until June?
Mt MILLER. We have eight months until June in order to make our

decision, and hopefully have an agreement on what technology we all

intend to use in common.
SENKTOR SIMON. I would be interested in any comments Mr. Ledwig

or Dr. Foster or Dr. Weinstein might have. Is this something where we

ought to adopt the sense of the Senate resolution, saying to the FCC, you

ought to do this?
MR. FOSTER. I can give you a partial answer to that from our research

in a state what we are using several compression technologies at the

moment. This is still an evolving technology, and there air those who are

arguing that setting a standard too early may lock us into a less than

sufficient solution.
There is an international standaid that is to be issued from the

international body that sets those standards, and I believe it's in the spring

of 1992. However, this is already falling under criticism that it's going to

be a very minimal standard and piobably won't solve the competition

issue.

1 1 1
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In a sense, it is a side issue to hinge the whole thing on whether
complession goes or doesn't go. Most of the people who have been trying
to sell us compression in Kentucky are not satellite vendors ilry ate the
Tel Cos who want to use their T-1 lines for television communication, mai
they can only do that because of the band-width constraints if compres-
sion is available.

SENATOR SIMON. You're losing me.
Ma. FosTER. My point is that the standards that are there are not set

yet, and whether or not we ought to set a national standant apart from an
internatimal standani, I think, may be unwise for us as a nation, but I'm
not an expert in that luta

SENATOR SIMON. Let me phrase the question this way. If the Chainnan
of the FCC were to call each one of you and say should we or should we
not alopt standards before next June, what do you tell him?

Ms. Watisnati. I would answer it a little bit differently, Senator,
because I am speaking hert coming from the grass-roots colleges,
universities and schools. What we learned in our surveys in the answer to
that is, one, the education sector is hanging back with this. Those that are
experienced in the field know that they do not want to spend dollars on
first-generation equipment, which within a year is going to be either
outdated or unusable and will not connect them.

So, our surveys indicate that largely the education institutiom are
waiting to see what happens, and that feeds into the larger question.

SENKPDR SIMON. What do you tell the Chainnan of the FCC?
Ms. WEINSTEIN. I don't think the FCC is going to set standards for this,

Mr. Simon.
SENM'OR SIMON. I'm not asking whether they arc going to. I'm asking

what do you advise the Chainnan to do?
Ms. WEINSTEIN. I couldn't advise them because the commercial

industry right now is in such chaos. There are two tracks going. One is
the PBS stations and the other is the commercial stations, and that is what
is critical of why in the schools no one is looking at the diverse needs and
requirements of the schools.

SENATOR SIMON. SO, your lnswer to the Chairman of the FCC is no?
Ms WEINSTEIN. My answer to the Chairman of the FCC is that I do

not have enough information now about the schools to see what impact
the decision that you make will have on the schools, colleges, and
universities.

SENATOR SIMON. Mr. Foster.
MIL Fognat. I would say it's too early to set a standard. We need more

experimentation.
SENATOR SIMON. Mr. Ledwig.
MR. LEDWIO. I think that at some point we certainly need a software

standard so that all of the programming that is out there that is being
converted to digital will be on a common basis, so anybody anywhere can
access it nationwide. At some point that is going to come.

112
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As far as hatdware and those other standards, I will defer to my
technical expert.

SENATOR SIMON. Mr. Miller.
Ma. Mu; it. Senator, there is a thitg in the digital parlance called

hieratrhy, ana to the examt that high-definidon system selections will be
made in 1993, I would strongly urge that them be a commonality of
hierarchy between our current television system and high definition. That
way, it goes all the way from a vety slow speed or slow-scan vicko, up
thmugh high definition using common kinds of equipment It doesn't
have to be identical, but it needslo be sh.:dar. That way it's cost effective
and universally available.

SENATOR SIMON. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Thank you very much.
SENATOR SIMON. I jUSt latticed that in the next panel there is a

distinguished witness from Illinois, and I'm sure he will be the outstand-
ing witness for the day. [Laughter.)

But I regret that I can't be here to listen to that.
MR- FOSTER. Senator, may I have a matter of personal privilege just to

make one final statement?
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Certainly, go ahead.
M. Foam. I think that it would be unfortunate if you came away

from this discussion this morning feeling, at least on my pan, that we
have any sentiment of unhappiness with CPB or PBS. Kentucky has been
a beneficiary of the largess of the Federal Government, as it has come
down through those two agencies.

What we're really talking about here is a fundamental difference in
strategy on how to build a system, and I don't want to have missed the
point that we intend to build it as a public/private partnership with the
fmancing not coming from the Federal Government, but coming from the
revenues of the users, and that we use the private sector to come up with

the capitalization for the system. Someone has to put the system togettrr.
but that's a fundamental differenee.

Thank you for that opportunity.
SENA1UR BLNGAMAN. All right. Well, thank you all vet) much.
We do have two additional panels. Before we stan the second panel,

let's take about a live-minute break.
[Brief recess.]
SENATOR BIMAMAN. Why don't we go .,;:u up again !..:rc.
Let me just ask, if there is still .:,/fr, !"1.011.. the Corporatic for

Public Broadcasting, if you lolLs could give 1) of fzurit.: 'hat

you referred to, wheir you surveyed the exterv tle .1ble

in the schools today. If we could have that. v. 10

in our record.
MR. lAinwto. We would bc pleased to do tt ,s,
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Ail nght. Thank you :rv mitch.
Inc following survey was sub% -quently sum,lied tor the ret,ord.1

I3EST COPY AVAILABLE
1 !
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INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes the resuhs of the 1991 Study of School Uses of Television and Video.

This study is the third in a series of comprehensive national surveys of the use of television as

a teaching resource in America's classrooms, sponsored by the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting (CPB),

The first School TV Utilization Study, cosponsored with the National Center for Educational

Statistics, was conducted during the 1976-77 school year. and provided widely-accepted

national data regarding the educatievial usc of television. It was followed by the 1982-83

School Utilization Study. which tracked the role of instructional television as new

technologies emerged (such as videocassette regattas. or VCRs) and expanded the

in/imitation availsble for effective planning. implementation, and evaluation of policies and

p .grams to further the effectiveness of instnictional technologies and educational

achievement

The nine years since the completion of the 1982-83 study have seen important changes in

classmom television and the technologies that accompany it. VCRs have become far mote

plentiful. giving teachers greater flexibility in piesentation and scheduling; the growth of

program delivery systems, including videocassenes, satellite, cable, and broadcast services

have given educators more sources for programming; and newer technologies such as

interactive videodiscs have begun to enter the nation's classrooms.

CPB has sponsored the present study to provide cunent data that reflect the impact of these

important developments, to document almost a decade's worth of on-going experience in the

use of classroom television by literally hundreds of thousands of educators, and to expand and

update the existing base of infonnation.

This Summary Report provides key measures of the use of instructional television,

availability of equipment and programming, and support and resources devoted to

instructional television. It summarizes teachers' attitudes toward the use of television in the

classroom. notes the growth of several new television-based technologies, and suggests what

trends will develop during the next few years.
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It is CPB's hope that this information will assisi pmfessionals in education, broadcasting. and

government to make mom effective use of classvom television and misted teaching

resources, and ultimately help impsove teaching and learning in our nation's schools.

A miller of national education and broadcasting organizations provided important suppon

by endorsing this study. These arganisaticsis inclucin: American Association of School

Adminisuators, American Federation of Teachers, Association for Educational

Communications and Technology, Council of Chief State School Officers, Voiotia'

Association of Elementary School Principals, National Association of Secondary School

Principals, National Education Association. National PTA, and Public Broadcasting Service.

In addition, this report reflects the cooperation and support of the thousands of teachers,

principals, and superintendents who agreed to participate in this study, and who took the time

to respond to lengthy questionnaires. Without their generous assistance and cooperation, the

success of this study would not have been possible.

METHODOLOGY

In early 1991, over 6,000 educators throughout the United States completed detailed

questionnaires regardirg the availability, use, and suppon of school television. Their

responses arc the basis for the 1991 Study of School Uses of Television and Video, a

comprehensive national study sponsored by CPB.

The design of the 1991 Study of School Uses of Television and Video called for a national

random sample of classroom teachers, school principals, and district superintendents. The

sampling procedure was Jesigned to ensure to the extent possible that every puhlie school

teacher in the nation had an equal chance of being selected for paiticipation the titcle

The sampling technique involved 1) the selection of school districts with the probability

proportional to size, using number of teachers as the measure of size; 2) the selection of a

sample of schools within selected districts, to reach the desired number of elementary. junk,-
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high, and senior high schools, and to reach a desited number of urban, suburban, and rural

schools; and 3) the selection of a sample of two teachers in each selected school. The final

munber of selected participants was:

716 school superintendents

2,032 school principals

4,112 school teachers

The Bunn was conducted by mail questionnaire, with separate questionnaires developed for

superintendents. principal% and teachers. Data were collected dining the period from

February through June 1991. and the mailing procedure included up to three questionnaire

mailings, two follow-up mailings, and telephone follow-up. Final participation rates were:

87 pawn of superintendents

90 percent of principals

75 percent of teachers

Questionnains were all returned to a single, central location, with bar-coded identification

numbers used to zreard receipt through an automated survey control system. Keying of the

data fmm the questionnaires was controlled by data entry programs designed for each of the

three questionnaires; all keyed data Wit 100 percent key verified.

A sampling weight was assigned to each member in thc original sample to account for

unequal selection probabilities; these weights were adjusted further for nonresponse in an

attempt to reduce, to the extent possible. potential bias resulting from such nonresponse.

These adjusted weights then were used for estimating results for the total population of

superintendents, principals, and teachers in the nation.

Despite efforts to teduce error to the extent possible, the estimates in this study are subject to

both sampling and nonsampling error. Error for survey responses is no greater than two

percent; in many cases, the error is less than five-tenths of one percent. Fo7 several more

detailed cross-tabulation or sub-population analyses. the standard errur may be higher. The

cases are noted in this report.

1 7
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SURVEY RESULTS

The results of the Study on School Uses of Television and Video are best presented in the

tables and graphic presentations of this Summary Report. The following text highlights

partizular dimensions of these tables and charts, and where appropriate, provides additional

explanation and trend data for particular findings.

TELEVISION AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT IN SCHOOLS

The study collected information on the number of television sets and videocassette recorders

VCR) available at a school, as reported by the school principal. Figures 1-2. 3-4, and 5-6

present these data in per classroom, per teacher, and per 100 student ratios.

The results indicate that relatively few schools. approximately 5 percent of all schools, MIX:in

having a TV set for every classroom or for every teacher (Figures 1-2 and 3-4). The median

ratios for TV setF .s roughly one TV set for every four classrooms, and one TV set for every

four teachers. The median per student ratio is roughly 2 TV sets for every 100 students.

There are fewer VCRs in schools than there are TV sets, and this is reflected in lower ratios

for VCRs (Figures 1-2. 3-4, 5-6), Approximately 1 percent of schools report having a VCR

for every classroom or for every teacher.

Equipment is made available in a number cf different ways for use by teachers (Table 7).

Most schools. 78.4 percent, have some TV sets that can be rotated among classrooms on

request. Many schools also have equipment that is kept in one location for use, either in

specific classrooms or in a media center or library.

A range of other equipment and video resources art reported as available at schools (Table 8).

Most schools, 82.9 percent, report having at least one video camera, and most schools, 78.2

percent, maintain a videocassette library. Newer technologies, such as videodisc players and

interauive video systems, arc available in only a limited number of schools. reflecting their

moie recent development and introduction into schools.
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souRcEs OF PROGRAMMING
Each of the respondent groups (superintendents, principals, and teachers) were asked how

instnictional television andfor video are available. The =pones from each group reflects

generally on which delivery systems are most widely available (Table 9).

The responses from each group with regard to broadcast, both public television and

corrunercial, are somewhat difficult to explain. Actual signal availability of public and

commercial broadcasters is much higher, on the order of 95 percent or higher. In addition,

teachers report that die programs they used in classes include many general broadcast

programs that are made available by broadcast simal to over 90 perceru of schooh. It is

therefore difficult to make any conclusions from the responses regarding availability from

broadcast.

Responses regarding availability of instructional television and video from cable art morr

consistent, at least among superintendents and principals. Teachers may be less likely to

know if cable delivers programming to their school. A clearer picture of availability of

specific pro gam services over cable or satellite systems is described in Table 10. Principals

report that 11.9 percent of schools have some access to cable or satellite programming.

Listed are the total school coverage of the various cable and satellite programming services to

schools. It should be noted that the broadcast network figures (i.e. for ABC-TV, CBS-TV,

PBS) reflect availability only through cable systems. and do not include availability by

terrestrial broadcast signal.

Availability of programming by videocassette is the largest category and is consistent among

all three groups, with P.1 percent of all schools reporting availability by vidrocassene.

Satellite delivery of instructional programming is available in 17.3 percent of all schools.

Many districts. 49.5 percent, report having satellite systems, but for most districts, such

availability is limited to only a portion of the school buildings within the diseict.

Availability by videodisc is reported in 13.6 percent of schools, and availability by

instructional television fixed service OTFS) is reported in 13.5 percent of all schools.
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Sources of insmictional programming on videocassette is reported by teachers inTable 11.

Many teachers report using videocassette libraries maintained within their school (69.5

percent), by their school district (50.5 percent). or by a stare orregional agency. Teachers

also report a significant amount of use of other sources, including commercial video stores

and public libraries, as well as rem/Ming at harm or borrowing from .4nother teacher or

friend.

When teachers were asked about how they record programs off-air (Table 12), the leading

method was recording by the teacher, either at home (65.2 percent) or at school (16.2

percent). Forty-seven point five percent of teachers use other school personnel to do the

oft-air reconling.

Leading categones of original programming produced by schools for school use included

videotapes made in school for student and teacher feedback of performance. videotaping

sports and extracunicular activities, and video productions for instructional use (Table 13).

The survey examined for the first time the category of use of "live televised insmrction."

which was defined as instructional television and video invelving distance learning.

teleconferencing andior "camera in the classroom." It included interactive services with

hookup through satellite, micro-wave. OT fiber optic and phone lines. As reported in Tables

14A and 148, 21.3 percent of district report that they had some use in this category, with the

vast majority of the services delivered by satellite with some interactivity. While only 8.9

percent of teachers responded that they had ever used live televised instruction, typical users

may include teaching aides which were not surveyed. Therefore. this count may not reflect

the full level of use.

RESOURCES AND SUPPORT FOR INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION AND VIDEO

Most schools and many districts have some personnel providing support for instructional

television and video (Table 15). In schools, almost all of these people share other

responsibilities in addition to coordinating instnictional television and video (Table 16), with

most sharing hbrary and other media functions.
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The services provided by these personnel are wide-ranging (Table 17) and include

distributing teachers guides, providing assistance with equipment. calling attention to special

programs, and recording programs.

Perceptions of the level of emouragensent for ust of instructional television were surveyed

(Table 18). Moss principals report that their superintendents "strongly encouraged" (15.9

parent) or "encouraged" use (62.8 percent). Only 1.1 percent of principals report that they

felt their superintendents discouralped use.

Roughly half of teachers felt their principals encouraged use, with 47.1 percent reporting that

their principals neither encouraged nor discouraged use. Only 2.4 percent of teachers report

that principals discouraged use.

Financial support for msinictional television and video has remained steady. or has increased

in the last thme years gable 19) at both the district and =hoe. levels. For most schools and

districts, this level of support is expected to 'main constant in the next year. The study

shows that 31.1 percent of districts and 22.2 parent of schools repon that they everted

support to increase in the 1991-92 school year, while 13.0 percent of districts and 18.6

parent of schools expected support to decline.

Levels of financial support for all media and instructional television and video are reported

for districts (Figure 20A), and for schools (Figure 20B). For most school districts, overall

expendinnts on all media are less than $25,000, and are 85000 or less for instructional

television and video only. For most schools, the average expenditums on all media are $5000

or less, and for instructional television and video am $1000 or less,

Sources of funds for instructional television and video equipmem include federal grants, state

grants, district funds, PTA and annmunity groups, and corporate sponsors (Table 21). The

leading source of funds is disnict revenues (62.4 percent of funds at the district level, and

56.8 percent of funds at the school level). It should be noted that the data in this table were

particularly difficult to collect, and thus the standard enor for these figures is higher than for

other tables.

1 2 1
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Districts reported anisiderable interest in expanding their efforts and reSOUJIMs for

instructional television and video over the next three years (Table 22). Most plan to increase

their number of television sets and VCRs. Most plan to expand their videocassette libraries.

Many express interest in adding saltlike equipment, interactive video capability. Production

equipment. and fiber optic link systems.

Many schools report thai in-service training is available to teachers on the use of insouctional

television and video (Table 23). Most districts and teachers report that television and/or

video also is used to deliver in-service traMing on other topics (Table 24).

Bin relatively few teachers (25.0 percent) report that they have ever had any training in

instructional television and video, and fewer (11.3 percent) mon they have received :mining

in the last three years (Table 25).

AVAI1ABILITY AND USE OF INSTRUCTIONALTELEVISION AND VIDEO

Today. On= is virtually universal access to television and/or video for instructional use

(Table 26). with 97.1 percent of teachers reporting some access. This reflects a significant

increPse since the 1982-83 survey, when only 70 percent of teachers repented access.

Teachers repcft using a variety of arrangemerns for viewing instructAmal television and video

(Table 27). The leading uses include viewing by the entire glass and viewing a program with

another class. Viewing by small groups Or by individual students is used considerably less.

In the last year. 79.4 percent of teachers report that they used instructional television and

video (Table 28). This reflects a considerable increase since the 1982-83 study, when only 54

percent of teachers reported use in the last year.

The leading subjects in which teachers used instructional television and video include science,

-tading, social sciences, history. English, health/nutrition, and math (Table 29). The ranking

of subjects has not changed appreciably since 1982-83. and in pan reflects the number of

teachers that teach these various subjects.
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When asked whether they had used instrucdonal television and video in the last month, 52.4

percent of teachers report such use (Table 30).

Most teachers tepon that their use of instructional television and video in the last thtte years

has =rained about the same or has increased (Table 31).

The survey polled teachers about difficulties they might encounter in using instructional

television and video (Table 32-33). Many teachers cited some ptriblems with finding out

about programs in advance, having programs available when needed, and sampling and

assessing the quality and appropriateness of programs before their use. Fewer cited problems

with having equipment available when needed andhaving equipment in good condition.

When asked about what snident outcomes teachers had personalty seen in their classes (Table

34), most teachers report observing that instructional television and video generated new

interest in topics, and that students comprehended and discussed content and ideas presented

in programming. Many teachers reported observing that students leant more, that student

motivation increases, and that students follow up ideas mentioned in the programming. Very

few teachers =port observing an increase in discipline problems or a decline in attention span

of students as a result of WC.

The survey asked about teacher pezmptions of instructimial television and video (Table 35).

Most teachers agree that instructional television and videohelps teachers teach more

effectively, enables teachers to be mom creative in instruction, and can have a positive impact

on the quality of American education.

When teachers use instructional television and video in class, a considerable amount of time

is spent discussing the subject of a program both before and after a program is shown (Table

36). The median amount of time for discussion is about 10 minutes before the program is

shown, and about 15 minutes after the program is shown.

Teachers guides are made available both to schools and districts, as well as directly to

teachers (Table 37A). Of teachers surveyed, 34.4 percent report that they do not have teacher

guide available. Wbcn asked about whether they use teacht,rs guides, most teachers

responded that they use them some of the time or most of the time (Table 37B).
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Teachers report that they also use a variety of other classroom activities in conjunction with

insmteritmal television and video (Table 38). Leading acrivhies include classroom

discussion, lectures and presentations, wrinen assignments, cid examinations and quizzes.

Teachers were asked skill the effectiveness of instructional television and video with various

student characteristic groups (Table 39). While many teachirs reported noexperience with

some of dm groups, teachers maned that instructional television and video was effective

with gifted and talented students, with learning disabled and other mild handicapped students,

and with economically disadvantaged students.

PERSONAL USE OF TELEVISION AND VIDEO BY TEAOIERS

Finally, teachers were surveyed about their media use at home. Virtually all teachers (99.8

percent) report having a television set at home (Table 40), almost all report having a VCR

(93.2 percent), and 25.1 percent report having a video camera.

Teachers report that they use their home media equipment for bodi personal and school uses

(Table 41). On average, teachers used their VCR to record for personal use 4.0 times a

month, and for school use 1.4 times a month. Teachers report that they also used their video

camera for personal use 3.3 times a month, and for school purposes 1.1 times a month.
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Figure 1-2
Television Sets and Videocassette Recorders per Classroom,

as Reported by Principals
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Table 7

LocatVon of Television Sets in Schools. as Repined by Principals

Location of Equipment

Percent of
Principals

Kept and used in specific classrooms, except
for maintenance and repair 46.8

Kept and used in the media center or library 64,6

Rotated among cla.ssmoms on request 78.4

Kept and used in large rooms or auditorium 11.8

Other 0,8

Source: Principal Questionnaire item 13

Note: Multiple responses by principals *ere possible.
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Table 8

Availability of Other Instructional Television and Video Equipmein
and Materials in Schools. as Reponed by Principals

Available Equipmem/Mineriais
Percent of
Principals

Video camera 82.9
TV studio in school 7.9
Videocassette Hbrazy in school 78.2
Videocassette library =Untamed by district 54.2
Videocassette library maintained by state or region 53.0
Videodisc player 19.3
Intmactive video system 7.2
None of the above 2.0

Source: Principal Questionnaire item 14

Note: Multiple :espouses by principals were possible.
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Tab 9

Scums of losoortioosl Televisloo and Video. as Reponed by
SUpeffiZI11106111. Priodpels, sod Teachers

Some GUN
Perms of Perms of Paw* of

Soperiserodeers Piticipab Umbra

Dim olfsit bond= from
public islevisloo 64.2 646 49.3

Moo off-air borsdcssi
frees comnescial television $4.3 52.6 33.1

Cable er fiber syslem 64.1 64.5 40.4

Videassissas 64.1 69.1 65.11

Satellits wool 49.3 17.3 12.5

Videodisc 23.9 13.6 74

lennictires1 *Intim fined
monies

Volorown

16.9 133 73

0.2 0.3 93

Source: Superiaseedon thes000roile item 6. Prissripal Questionnaire item 11. Umber QuilliON11111,

ham 9

Nem Whips resporisra by sample members were possible.

134

52-649 0 - 92 - 5
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Table 12

Means by Which Teachers Record lasaectional Posipmaraing.
as Repro:4 by Teacbeis

MOW of Remedial Piossontraini
Pewees et
laschess

No mess to Vat 6.7

Record it at home 6.6.2

Recoid it at Wool 16.2
Rellial; record* be done by other school personnel 47.3

Neves wanted to record *off-ale 7.3

Source: Teacher Questicautabe hem 13

Noce: Multiple reopens by Imam were possible.

I 3 -I
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Tibia 13

Ramona far Pradicias Original Telavisice or Video Pang= far
Schaal Um. as Reported by Principals

Reason far Original Prawn= ling

Paean al
Principals

linnuclianal use 45.1

Allosinisnative ma 22.6

lisciersice Mining 24.8

hadvesion =perks= far Entlean 96.0
41.7Tarim feedback af own pecans=

Sashes frodback al awn patinas= 63.1

SpanctEximr:icular =hides 62.9

Scbacil dons nag pude* anginal persanning 31.9

Scam Principal Quernannaire Hem 17

Now Multiple responses by principals were postble.
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Table 14A

Utilization o( Liz. Titievised lemingtion Telectudetences
Mame Ednanicm) in Waders and Classusonts. u Reported by

Superintendents and Teachers

ream of Penman of
Superintendents 'bathos

Uw of Use stievised inerniction 21.3 8.9

Some: Superintendent Questionnaite imp 14, Towbar Questionnaire hem 70

1 3 ,
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Tab 16

Clb Raponsibilitis of bisrammional Taleviskai sod Video
Coordioators in Schools with Such Paddock as Raponad by Principals

Other Rawest Matt
Paani of
Prim:Mei

No oat responiibUllics 1.3

Administration 132
Thclabis 32.3

Lamy 'ASA

Mu media 30.7

Ohm 2.9

Scam Principal Quanionstise ion Z1

Now bliddple Tammy by prizselpab war possible.
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Table 17

Services provided by hientetton Ueda= and Video Coordinators in
Districts and Schools with Soda Positions. as Reported by Superintendents

and Pancipab

Activity of fry c000mator
Poems of

Supaintaxienn
Paean of
Principas

Db tributes readers guides 111.4 81.3
Provides nowsktten or other information 59.2 613
Calls anistion to special pop= 81.8 84.5
Provides assists= with mptipmene 891 89.9
Provides Milked= hainingkonsultation 39.7 55.4
Works with Wimps of indents 47.1 63.0
Records programs for keels= 81.4 80.6
Repairs mad reabnains equipment 50.9 34.4
hkintsins videommette/videothsc libraries 66.0 75.0
Saws ITV prepares for mann 56.7 6L8
Produces ITV ounalais 37.4 35.0
Disnibutes 'sums on utilicadonhands 54.3
Coordinates inevionsfsmeestinp 52.2
Met 2.3 1.9

Soo= Superimendem Questioonshe item 33. Principal Questkamain item 23

Now Multiple responses by supnilltenhati Were possible. The two speak= not mked of
superintendents me represented with dashes.

1 I 3



Encooragsment of kimuctionel Television in Districts and Schools,
as Reported by Principal and Teachers

Level at Enceorairensens

Percent of
Principals

Percale of
Taub=

Sums* cuccurap use 19.9 6.4

Dm come tree but letve to
discretion of individual umber 618 44.1

Neither encourep nor discousase use 20.2 47.1

Discatrage sus but leave to diecresion
of individsul teacher 1.0 2.0

Strooply discourage use 0.1 0.4

Seam Principal Quesionnehe item 24, Teacher Questionnsire hem 39
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Tabb 19

amps in Flnancial Support far lortnicaloold Television sod Video.
as Reported by Sicesinesodsms and Principals

Period of Clamp
Per= of Pescens of

Superinumdeom Principals

foligmall

Sown bas Mama!
Support bas remained about tbe same
Support Ins decreased
Datil imow

47.5 4E0
42.3 42.7

5.5 10.6
4.7 5.6

Pen Scbool W4049149921

Support will increase 31.1 22.2
Support will main about the sante 45.1 46.9
Sawn will *awe 13.0 16.6

Don't know 10.11 12.3

Some: Supertutuident Questionnaire items 22 end 23. Principal Questionnaire bans 32 and 33

145
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Sand Year 1990-91 lispendkures for All Instructional Media
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Fig= 2013
School Year 1990-91 Expenditures far All Instructional Media

and for ITV Only, in Schools, as Repotted by Principals
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Table 23
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Tab Is 24
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Tibia 25

Event of Tondos to the kanicticaal Uses of Tdevisioa
and Video, as Repined by Tear:ban

Percent of
Teschen

Ever received waking in rrv 25.0

Received minks to ITV within last 3 yews 113

Some: Timber ()maimed:a item 34 sad 36

Now Analysis restricted r teachers with access to ITV.
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Table 26

Mailability of Television and/or Video for Instramional Pommes,
m %Toad by Timbers

ream of
Tads=

Tedavisiao/Video available 97,1

Sow= Teseber Questiminaire item 6

1 1
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Table 27

Amnestied, fir Viewing Instnictional Television and Video.
as Reported by Teachers

Mormon far Viewing
Pawn of
Tenben

Clem views prop= with another clan or classes 43.1

Entire clan views proven withow other class or classes 92.7

Small poop from the clan view Foram 11.7

Individual endow are sniped to view programs 3.6

Assigned viewing before/after school 3.3

Encourage viewing before/after school 16.3

Sour= Teacher Questioonahe item T

Note: Multiple responses by teachen were pcasible. Analyses sestricted to teachers with access to

1 5 f ;
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lhbk 23

Um a losoncrecioal Telovisios and/or Woo Dodos do 1990-91 School
Yen, as monad by Toocloos

Pomo a
Toodisis

Voscl 111, 79.4

Some: Tischer Questiolooke WIG 16
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T

able

29

Subjects

in W
ch

T
cachas

U
sed

Insm
ictras1

T
elevisice

andics

V
ideo

during

the

19904991

School

Y
ew

,

as

R
eported

by
T

eachers

Subsrative

A
im

Pecan

of

T
eachas

M
I

113

C
rafty

V
ocational

educed=

C
om

puter

ranee

2.5

B
ug

lids

27.3

R
O

O

ss B
arad

lausuale

1.5

Fortin

ragtim
e

2.9

G
uidance

8.9

lienIddN
issition

26.9

H
istory

29.1

H
om

e

cooncsnics

1.7

W
itold

education

2.6

liim
pinfortnatraiR

esesish

skills

6.4

M
ath

19.5

heat

10.6

Physical

education

4.9

R
ollin;

42.0

W
ray

44.3

Social

sciences

39.6

Special

education

3.1

O
ther

Sow
er

T
eacher

Q
tterayninite

hem

18

N
otc

M
utdple

resprays

by teraw
n

w
ere

possible.

A
nalyse

restricted

to teachers

w
ith

access

so

and

using

IT
V

In SY 1990-91.
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Table 30

Classroom Use of losirectioosE Thevision salfor Video Within the Lan
Mooth. as Repassed by Teachers

Peens of
Tambora

Usod ITV wftbin kit =nth 52.4

Source: Timber Quesdoonsite iron 23
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Table 31

Made in Tenches,' Uses at Insincdassi Mesita. and/or Video OVEr the
Paa Mime Years. Is Reported by Umbers

'Dud in Use
Paean d'
Tambora

A lot mem 8.1

A Me mom 23.3

Abed the same 49,4

A link less 12.3

A lot lies BA

Soma Tasty Quistimmine isms 32

Nosy Analysis masiesed M mime with mans so 1TV.

1 G 0
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Tab 3243

Ddlesidoe Mos 1sesie1ood Tdrdeiss Wen Itiesking team
11gemesi Ind Ff0.1110114 me liapssei Tad=

Ana al DEMO"

Haft as shad pogroms Ss
stases

51selso cesposs erredeble etas
sold

(Nay st pram= is esbjea

sepipmese sees
soda

ssipmem Is seed
sordiess

oi peps=
snikeNe

011edase Odes aid

Seicasdiromiss ipaltoy ere
appoislorms of wpm
beim us

Zarmailkadmialleslat

Mob
Suesdess
DIM*

Mem
IMO

Nam
=WI

16.2 40.3 26.1 13.3

201 40.9 27.1 12.0

152 394 32.4 12.1

9.6 27.4 35.2 273

4.11 MS 43.9 33.5

7.1 36.4 39.9 10.7

167 43.3 29.0 11.0

22.6 37.3 26.5 13.4

$oma Tram Qussiesois Mrs 17A-1711

Noe Andy* eseripsil Is nadirs Rib arose as red nisi 11IF is SY 1990.91.

f; 1
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Table 34

Sada* Oatmeal Annboted to hanictionel Teirrision sod
Vika or Reprise by Iamb=

Parent at

Soar Outcome Tanana

Sadao Ina mon whit ITV vetd 51.1

palm eteepasiti and &lam caseafidest
penionied in ITV 704

Disciplese patina imam aka viewing 3.9

Shama nue new rocahniary ineaded in ITV 345.1

Sadao Mow idea astarmed in ITV 44.2

Endadion about abed sat a omega
larg areas 39.3

Stadia atendion spate decline dm
omit. Iry 7.6

Libtory em Mau= Ow ITV 0 7

Sadao wet& now edienniond IV hem

ITV see refinted by atedcza Can
demean nada

ITV puma sew tamed in de topia 72.4

Try owner modem activation to tram 45.3

Soma Ueda Quatiamein item 31

Now NW* teeponies by trachni pasible. Andy* seinard to trachea with =IP Ut

1 f
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Table 33

Pampa resospOoao abaci boasocoosal Ts Witco aid Video. as Reposed by Mods=

Ales of Potorioa
Sato*
Arm

21112116.11.11111313111itiMg

Saco*
Awe =same asap. Na

Opidiao

TV aid video bp* stadows orsob asim
ofikadvoly 21.3 61.9 5.9 1.4 9.4

1 wad woo arming ia frir 13.3 43.4 16.11 3.0 21.4

Prolamine soadable so ma is vim good 6,3 499 22.6 7.4 13.6

1 doom foil imaskrisblo oiorbilig Iamb ITY

nv mow maim so be mom mown so
don icassoodoa

2.3

114

11.9

62.9

444

71

23.0

1.4

17.7

10.0

ITV bads lannisiomal am at* =dam 2.6 21.1 54,1 13.3 19

14aoy ioadass ow ITV's,' to pi a brook
boa isasblog 9.2 35.3 31.9 13.2 10.3

/TY ars boo a posidos rpm co the
quo* of dasedosa obstasioa 21.5 62.1 2.3 0.6 31

Seem UMW! QUIlltiOMMIN bess 33

Now Analysis mattood to aids= wbb scam to 11V.



Figure 36
Time Spent Discussing or Othetwise Rvparift for Ind

Following Up co Lessons Using 11V, as Reponed by Teachers

ragas at Toed=
40

35

30

25

20
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0 - 5 6 - 10 11 - 20
MON th tams

183 183

20 30

LTA Preparing INN Following Up

Scam Tarim Quaticamin Meg 23 mod 26
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rob 37A

Acorn to lhashoss' Ooidso for behoctioosi Toirvisiso
mew Mamas Isponod britothers

Atom to Twwbow thsidos

GAIN ctosidott to diswistAchold sod
thsititood

Oak los powithd &may to swam

Odds ow wadable

Paws Di
Teodoro

0.9

163

Saws: Thodwir Questwoosho Iasi 26

Now Mobil& otspoosso by wad= woo possiblo. Analysis tostriced =bon with axes so sod Woo
1T9 lo SY 1990-91.

1 f;t)
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Tilde 37B

Use of Suggentene boot Tembas' Oskiee in Papering
fox or Pa Vowing Up no Ptagnow is Waned by Iltathers

Regneney of Um
}WOKS of
Teed=

Always ose

Use man of dm time 26.0

Use same of dm ume 49.7

&Mom ime 16.0

Newer use 3.9

Sdelom Teniftly Qinstiemmiss items 26 27

New Atatysie minded to imbue with nano to 111f sod Umbrae Woes sod using 1W in SY 1990.
91.

1 f )'
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Tob lo 31

Minim Maim Wed in Coopiation with loomantal Tt levizion
sod Vidor. lapoisod by Tadao

Clomom Activity
Nam of
liticbos

Cloononto lams sad promotions 62.0

Claroom diamints 116

Eminnias sod Om 311

Skim mignootall 31-3

lioaratk mairmait 27.9

Crito spoke" atol tionoostrotions 213

Mid Isips 2a7

Lamm mijoinonOlisil tvotk 14.7

BEN unlit 113

Dan also Moms smignam so TIV 13

Toodow Qmostinmin 21 nod 19

NOA bioldpit isopoms by sodas Imp posiblo. Andras woolase so %Mos with mass to led Nies
Trv ho3Y 199041.
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Table 39

Effectiveness of Instroctiood To WA= sod Video
*Oh Stales Cbarsererisde Groups

Swam assrscrestatic
14o &mem/

Warms

ZEIPELET. DZI1ULMENIS

Scenentnt
Uneffective Meth*

Vary
Eflottivs

MEM or -wow" 9.4 0.7 59.1 301

Lemke disiddieVother
skid hisidimped 391 11 301 27.6

Modmodessnes buslicapped 72.1 3.0 141 10.7

Wed usi Iskared 261 1.5 323 394

likenossically diestbsersiget1 22.6 2.1 43.7 31.6

United Wilt weds= 591 3.2 ZIA 14.6

Source: Tesdrer Questiononse Mein 40

Noir Aordysts sestrieted to machos with access to rrv.

1 f,

52-649 0 - 92 - 6
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Tabie 44

Availability a/ Umiak= mod Video EqMpmem at Home.
am Repotted by Thad=

Equipment Availability

Eiment of
TWO=

Tdeeisitia let 991

Vklaammene socada 933

Video Omen 15.1

IIII1,
Souive: Teacher Qum:imams tem 41, 43, and 43

-

1 7 t '
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Tibbs 41

Mention of VW, &Opens II Homo co Rased INoseessesses forPersoosl

or School Use Within die LIPt Moo*. so Repoissd by Timbals

&TAPIlesi TM,
paso0s1 Use School the

VIdeociseetis es000ler

Video amen

&0

3.3 1.1

Smogs: Member Quesisoosies brass 44 sal 46
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DEFINITIONS

Thrughoul this quegionnate several tonne are used relifitedly. Fat consistency in interpretation and

ease in riestionnen oonplation, we have MOWN Mee derilions below.

Cable Television: For the purposes et this study. consider cable televison to involve Obti Mew schools

connected to commercial or educationg agencies cable television systems. COMOCtion to cable MS

terns al flame should be ccesidered Or* WM respect to laollrerns Mal am recorded le home ler Instruc-

tional use al school

Instructional Tetragon: Any in-school usesel television pmgrammiret and equoineni tor instructional

imposes. This programing can include videotapes of movies ce programs Purchased oommererelly:

tigOtded cialeoWittat, puttee. Of cable televIsion prOgetiMS: as Woe all traditional educational television

programs available by broadcasl orvideotape.

Instructional Television Fred Service 0179): CIOSIKI-Cittuft television netwonis nal by educational

ingestions under Federal Commwmations Commission liaises. The broadcasts are in a special

microwave frequency range designated tor educahonal television outside of Me UHF and VHF range.

Recepion requires SWIM equipment.

Inferactive Video: An instruclional program !usually operating wifrin a coinputer and televisoNvideo

system) designed in in/Irma in which viewerchoices or responses to strucoured questions influence

the sertence, sue and shape ci the program

Live Teievised Tescidng: lintructional television and video imicitving dstance learning,Ieleconterencing,

andtortamere in the clesslcom. it soften interaelivevithhOOkup through Melte. rricrivave. Or fiber optic

and phone linee.

Vidacceseetr Reamer (VCR): Any unit designed to WWI" information from cassettes ci viderape.

Several tape tangs re arm* used in Anarcinschools, iocktding au inch tapes !U-leatic), 1/2-Inch

Was (SETA end VHS form**. Ind OM tePee-

Vidioalse Mayer: Any device thal is cepa*** retrying tionntion from videodiscs: 8- or 12-inch

discs upon wNch frames et infOotaleit AM stored; thus. proses:eV ebe er Mem Ptivrell

STATEMENT OF CONFIDENTIALITY

This gam *being conducted by the Research Triangle Institute lor the Corporation br Public Broad-

cagey It memento MO thed in a series of Schaal Ilearalbn Studies funded by CPS to determine the

DIMS to which Mitts, semis, snitclassmome in ow United Slates heve access in and employ

television and video for Ingniclional purposes.

Cala from Me siudy we iniended for aggregateMOM analysis only. Ali information wNch would

permit idertecation of Me individual responder* wi be held in gm codidence. WI be used enty by

persons engaged in and ter me purposesel the survey, and will Poi be disclosed or released to others tot

any reposes.

Ouestions or concerns about conlidenlially or any wiped ot the Mu* should be &Med by

Dr. Thomas R Curtin
Research Trie-gle WOWS*
P.O. Box 12194419*
Research Mangle Park NC 27709

80013344571

l 7
,-
,)
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SECTION A: GENERAL INFORMATION

Rem soppy the antortnation in this section why school year 1990-1991 EgUlte This edema-
Won e used tor ow reconlineoev an d data anaksis putposes onk and will notbe dismb-

Wed or wear in any twits.

1. MO Is your VW

2. Chas ALL pada which ata lawilt layoff dieldst (5 unpack& &Me atentantsf grade Kle.rairmx)

Pre-K K 1 2 3 4 S 8 7 6 9 10 11 12

3. MO urn the total Avenge Daily Allandenbe (WA) in your Want on or aboutModer 1 ,ies07
eadf-dar nursery seined at teranpanen arteriamt &UM be counted as half-ama tot detemmtno
ADA. PPM need slut vaunt te IMMO NAL* MOOS f.)

ADA

4. What WO be the total mann (19904991 School Thar)Otanottig sePendlealle lar yaw dharict.
excludIno capital oultay? fanicis aditanisbabon. instruction Mende= and heath saniats,
operadrn and mantenanat at plonk* pran& and tentetarepet &nide natat emendates and dew
senada) Ronne your astenates at .the nearest dent.

Dian °parsley *zoation

5. Which of the tiotionvby boa descolbes the arta tweed by Mb school district?

Prole ant, ant)
1, man prep (Population ot 100.000 or man
2. Urban mut (Population cd less then 100.000)
3. Silbinsan wee
4. Smailtown
S. Rwil area
6 Ma rease swan

SECTION Rs INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION AUD VIDEO

5. How we buttructional nintsion and* video avant* at schools In your district?

(Canis OM accsy)

, Doke elf-atbroadcast (i.e., opals taceivad is they are aired) from public televinin
2. Dna ott-air broadcast hem commercial televison
3. Cable or fiber system
4. Videocassette
& Sane* system
6. Moan
7. DVS enstnictionai Television Fixed Sancti
6 Don't know

171
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7. Mow many misidelan sets VIM ore used for listbuoilansi proposes as there in your Mena

IMO us owned by Um Mined for OMR

Mow Moe r am)

TV eels

IR Nom mew videocsimelle issorders (MOM me mired tor insinnsionel wpm@ o. there

your did WOO one owned By (et NNW

fi tom pima war selD)
VidlOcallalie Amide*

Now mew videoribm Pleysie OM are used tor Insouniand purposes me Mem In your disides

*MO ins mined W the Male pm

(111 ow pease marrow
Vtleadisc 011)11111

ie. Don Pouf whom system lave a mismstio moose byt., mpleownent schedies, omen

proceduma) for moaning old inenundonel televieion mod video equIpment?

min* one/

1. Yes
2. No

11. For acts type DI school OiledWO" pines WNW the number al schools your *Met

Pal= IN.in COMM 114, oboesMai* Me =mem 00 Mem schoolspossessing at WM

one: 71 see gams p,101001INAINID igoader Mama 30, view amen(Cokes, 11), end

videodisc Oyer (Column 5) tor trienuctioral mos.

(Pew =OW al paw es appepitsa t. now. Palm t rata*
5

Numbs, el Selma, nah Sebools 'UMW *1MM:hoots with
Schools Mesta with VCRs 1Ndso Gomm Videodisc

a. Elementary Schools
iliddIALlunkw NII Schcoas . . .

c. Hv Schools
d Oiner Schools

Vocalionaimeemedve) . . . . .

. -
- -

TOTALS
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It Dom your SIM put= any orlis own Wilevtelon or video prowamming?

Otte id Mid WV
1. 74
2. Yds. for Inshuallonal use
3. Yin far administrative use
4. Yee, fer imisroke WW1)
5. You . teediellion liodiedenoe for Wider*
5 Yet ler Main, feedback al awn pedonnenco
7. Yee, for Nudged WOKE of oem peitarinance
5. Yee, for sporauereacteriouhr When

It Rem specify In Column 1 II you have done nny of die follovnne. b Column 2, MOM* if you

ete to do any of darfollowing.
(Club al ind NS* CONIsin)

1
Achieved Wing Planned for

Paw 3 Yews Neal 3 Years

a. Increase the fumble of TY we 1 1

a. Accadrennasase vIdearsesafie equipmera 2 2

c. Sian videocassette limy 3 3

d. Expend videocaseede NW 4 4

S. Acwirennouse videetNerisforafmwe 5 5

I. SUN VideedisC SIM, e 6

g. Extant videodisc library 7 7

h. Acapirennowase WOW raoshing Menne end equipinent is II
9
10

11

2
. 13

t Add txonectaw lo Cable lY system 9

I. Add irearecthe Wee waft 10

k. Acqukerinwease induction IKIAMISM 11

I. Develop a fber soda Ink system 12

M. Acc$MM1mMIMIS lame sow wojecOon equipineni 13

14. Doeu your ichoel SUM use eny telerfeed Insliudlon (og., teleconferences, distance
eduaallon progranat)92 offer Ong% dam or courses to aludents when quadded teachers are
nal middy sale* lo teach In person?

pm* cow)
1. Yes
2. No -ow Skip Ointstim 17

15. now le de eve televteed inshuolion delivered?

iCitelt al Ma ism
1. Salsas
2. Fiber or cable
3. TOMOSIMd merman

UrkflOW/1
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15. Does your o littrolsed instnetdon haw interacfrvi copeallity?
(Cede el pet op:*

1. Yea, votil or Bound
2. Yes, video
3. Yes, hitypadokevOlhod
4, No IntaractivimpatAly

19 Does pow district hew or peniclpete in one or more instruodonal Telsolston Mein*Boaresor *Mar MOW
(Cede one)

1. Yes
2. No

15 Dom sour MHO haws a tonna' plan or pees regarding die acqulattion andfor Lee of program.ming or mesertals for Instructlonst talevisionand OW?
(On* one)

li1. Yes Muse Mac i 5 A photocopy or descrOonf
2. No -0- SW to Ouesbon 21

19. Who participates in developing these piens and policies for programming and materts1 so:MO.don and* toe
Weds se thas eociv In both cioRinviso

1. Med sielenlyeldani 7. Panels
2. DOW 1TV supervisor V. Sludents
3. School board members 9. Communly onsanicanord
4. Buielng princOale 10, Lop* IMMO:a station
5. Teachers 11. Regional or stale education agencies
8. CounseognauldancWPsychology dee 12. Other (Please spoory)

U. Which of the following boors doming otdch Instructional tolevision and video programa andmisled nueertsie are approved for use in theWool or classroom?
(Code al MN Now

1 cod of puichoseifeese
2. Visual prodrction wally
3. Audio proextion wady
4. Ouantly of instmelional content
S. May of insinictional owed
5. Usk and KM aPProprietonese of Menai
7. Sma r spacial populations
5. Sursbistv
9, Connialiontintevation sith CUITICOQM

6

r

177
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SECTION C: SUPPORT FOR INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA

21. Who will be lho kW currant )11102-1991 school year) tripsnditures tor eh
(LL, Udeeksker, video, audlonadaz computars. WS, fnahlps,slides. etc.) in your ihshict?

(11 mono. plasm alio aro. I mita ttgef ase wit mailable, please perlindo per best annum)

a

o $

Tow Media evangelises (rackidino textbooks)

Expencatures atocaled for insiructionsi television and *deo anly

22. How Irs MOM per capita tinarsial swoon tor instnalonal television and video changed
the past three veers?

Min* ono)

1 Swett hes remised
2. Suicon has rematned OM the same
3 Support has decreased
4 Dorn know

23. What wIS the &WW1 per molts finsncial swoon for instnictional television end video be In the

next school you. (11191.1942)7

lax* ano)
1. Supped wit Vanua
2. Supped edll regnako about Me aorta

3. SWAIM will dams*
4. Delrl snow

24. Funds tar Insowellonsi Islevision and video quIpmsnt Wad to come from the Wowing
hams. Mew Ogg tor your MOM* oinaiaty what pincentip amenity (1990-1091
School yew) cones born ash igen*

(ri non& Plass maw actin Me gdPhafghf wad)

a Foam, tyre funds
D. Slate arms funds

c. schael dished royalties

d PTA or other =MX* Vac .

a. Comrade dormrs

1. nther (plans way)
...... 100 %

. ININNAMOMPIM 111111111101

'I 7
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29. Does your WW1 tiletitt mievlsion mite video io deliver In-service training or develop.
MOM on NW WOO

Min* onAl

1. Yes
2. No

313. le Mem among in your district who Ns dig10de msponsibitily for insinictionat television
and video?

Mimi/ onej

11 1. Yee
2, No --PP- Sffp Ourtition 34

31. Approximately what percentage of that personli One Is devoted to instruotionei television and
video?

32. How many sr hdliline positions are on the district-wide insiructional television and video
stall? (eese repos ma members sr Arittorte eduiyakutiss) An FTE is ma amount Ot tuna actually
went on a job drilled try the amount CW erne norm* xl1evdtu4lno tor nat 01). For !narrate. a
dark sly worts nall4ime so essructonal lalevlson and Woo rat& be .5 FM)

Fit positions

93. Whet types of swims am powided by the instmotional television and video coordinator and
instructinnel television end video staff?

(Cads ail that apply)

1. Distributes teacher guides

2. PrOvidas newsletters or other estimation
3. Cali aniuton * special programs
4. Provides eititance with scamprnent

b. ri-wides uffirrition Vainingtoniunatien
ti, Works with subgroups ofMane
7. Records programs tor teachers
8 Repairs and maintains equipment
9. Maintains videocassenesNideodisc libraries

in. Selects instmotional television end video programs for purchase
11. PrOdixesntliSts with production Of inseuidional television and video materials
12. Other (l'anse specey)

1 bi
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34. Nesse supply the Intonnstion requested Mom This Worms Hon urd be used only Uwe should
need* noontint you sbnut the destionnalre.

a. Nano d individual completing questionnaire:

b. Telephone number; (

C. NW is the best Ine to contact you?

Thank you rely much for Wen g flo Moo to 0 out this quesOonnako.

Piesse return Ns cognomen In the envelope darned or mail lo;

School Uses of Televlsion and Video Study
Research Wangle Mtn
Atm: Jawed MoNred (4857-03)
PO flar 121N
Research UM* Par% NC 27709-2194

I you would Ike to rocofro I umunary ropod of dm Mews ofOils May, plow pod* your
non* and comp*, address

Name:

Addren:

10

1 s
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CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCASTING

901 E $treet N.W.
Washington. D C 20004-2006

The Corporation tor Public Broadcasting (CPB) was established es a result of the Public
Broadcasting Act ot 1957 to promote Me development of a diversified pubic toleinsion and
radio service for ad of Me American people.

The Corporation, neither an agency nor en institution of Me Federal Goverhmem. was
created as a free.standing. private, non-prole corporation to insure es independence as the
publs rePresereatwe in public broadcasting.

Its authority to oci in the public interest stems trom the 1967 levitation Among CMS
responsibilities:

; Supporting public radio and television stations with direct grants to help meet operating
end prOciaronsm Costs;

Providev funds tor the production and acowsition of innovative and high-quality
Progrwns tor national esintoution;

2 Safeguarding the independence of local ticanseaS and the freedoinof expression within
a decatotralized public broadcasting community,

Acting as the trustee tor Me funds appropriated by Me Congress or contributed to CPB
by other sources;

&Naming the technology and application of delivery SyStems;

Conducting research in matters relating to nen.commercial educational !atavism.

The Study of Me School uses of Television and Video is being conducted by the Research
Tnangle Institute for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. An correspondence or other
communication regarding this survey and other aspects of the study should be directed to.

Dr. Thomas R Curtin
Research Triangle Institute
po Box 12194
Reteutich Marcie Pak NC 27709.2194

800/3344571 or 919541-6538,
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0 Study of the School Uses of Television and Video

CORPORATION
FOR PUBLIC
BROADCASTING

Indorsed b$

Amerman Ass...colon ot
Salmi A.Inseasnravn
,AASAI

Arrserst an Wit/300 0 Trailers
^FT

tows own im Eduriounal
Como vottaforts and T.% hnuickgv

Count 11 of Ctoet
Stan k heal Officers
ICCS.S01

Nalsoesel Aunron
Iternenurr School Prusrtpsis
NAISP)

listumal Assocsaboa
%%onion Salmi Prolopah
NASSP'

tiatoosal Reims oosi AWIC wpon
NIA'

PuNK flroadmons 5cm/cc
,pos1

February 4, 1991

Deer Principal:

Enclosed Is the packet of materials that we mentioned in our previous letter
requesting your panicipation in the Study 4 the School Uses ot Television and
V4eo. These materials Maids:

ro Three questionnaires seeking information on the availability and use of
television and video in your school. The attached PrincVal Questionnaire
ts for you to consilete. and should take less than 30 mules to finish.
Please feel keel° pau this instiurnent on to others in your school ;e g., an
assistant principal or media specialist) to complete. Teacher Question-
naims are included for two ol your teachers.

1113117.1CICTIS (mon sheet) for ralvfoonly selecting and recording the names
al two ciassmom teachers who are to be given the le eCher questionnaires.

cl A postage-paid return postcatd on which names of the selected teachers
as twee as the tobil number of fist-time teachers in your school are to be
moonSect

Li Separate postai,. ?aid return envelopes tor each of the three question-
noires.

Please select the teachers, distrenee the questionnaires, and return the
leacher identification post card I us as soon as possible.

Your participatim in this study provides you with en OPPNIUltity to influence
amiculum offerings available to your classrooms in the tutum. Since we are
requesting iniennatien trent *IVY a small PrOPenion of the aeon schoots,
your response to Ws questionnaire is extremely important, *Yen ftYOUr school
does not us! iristnctional televiSion and video, Fuilher, your respontie is
invariant because informaten 6 also being requested tram your district
superintendent, and your questionnaire wJ supplement that information. The
accuracy of ow findings depends on a high rale of response trom all schools
and districts.

Only aggregate data wie be reported. individual responses to these ;Jeshon-
nakes will be held in strictest confidence.

If this package is not amplate or it you have any questions or concerns, I can
be reached at 919541-6538 or toil free if 800/334-8571. Thank you fOr your
cooperation UI thiS important effon.

Sincerely,

Thomas R. Curtin. Ph.D.
Project Director

Coesdayseel ts.

It/watch Thank S/331101/ rntits gevArth Tnentle ,v( re ,rcr
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DEFINITIONS

Thnaughord this questionnaee several termS are used repeadedly. For constancy ro interpretation and

ease el questionnaxe COmptetiOn. we have included their definitions below.

Cale Television: For the pigeons al des gutty, consider =ore television to Meyers only those schools

cennsitied to commercial oreducabonal agencies cable television systems. COnnection to cable sys-

tems al home should be consIdered web respect to programs that are recorded re home for instruc-

tional use al school.
Mane:Slone Television: Any In-school uses of televisien programming end equrpmere tor inStructional

Plansees. This programming can include videitargres of movies or programs purchased commerciasy.

recorded commercial, pulpit. or cable television programS: ItS weU as eaditiOnat educaeonat television

programs available by broadclet cw videotape.

Instructional Teter Sion Find Semite (11IFS): Closed-Yeud television networks run by educational

institutions under Federal Communications
Cotemission licenses. The broadcasts are in a special

microwave frequency range designated for ell:calms! telewsKin outside of the UHF and VHF range.

Recephon requires special equvIner

Interactive Video: An instructional program (usually operating w4hin a computer and lerevisiormdeo

system) designed in segments. in which viewer choices or responses to structured questions influence

the sequence. sae and shape of the program.

Live Televised Teaching: Instruclional television and video involving distance learning. teleconferencing,

and/Or-camera in the classroom It is often interaceve wah hoorup through satellite. micro-waveortiber optic

and phone tines.
Videocassette Recorder (VCR): Any unit deSigned to retneve information from cassettes of videotape

Several tape formats are currently used in American schools. Including 3i4-inch faPes 1V-inch

tapes (SETA and VHS formats) and errs, tapes.

Videodisc Player: Any ijovice that Is capable of retrieving informatron from videodiscs: 8. or 12- inch

discs upon which frames of eVormation are storee thus. producing still or motion pictures.

STATEMENT OF CONFIDENTIALITY

This survey is being COnducted by the Research Tnangte Institute for the Corporabon for Public Broad.

casting. It represents the third in a senes of School Utilizaeon Studies funded by CPU to determine Pie

extent to which districts, schools, and classrooms in the United States have atcess to and employ

television and video for instructional purposes .

Data from the study are intended for aggregate slatisical analysis only. All information Nnich would

permit identification of the individual respondent will be nerd in strict confidence. will be used only by

persons engaged in and tor the purposes of the survey, arid will not be c:kbciosed or released to others tor

any purposes.

OuestionS or concerns about contidentiatey or any aspect of the study should be directed to

Dr Thomas R. Curtin
Research Triangle Institute
P O. Sox 12194
Research Triangle Pant, NO 27709-2194

81=4-8571

1

1 S
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SECTION As GENERAL INFORMATION

Please &wily the information in this section using school year 1990-1991 form This Ogonna-

bon we be used tor our teconesseping end dabs anidysis imposes only end we not be dont-
uted or weer W any moods.

1. What Is your tit*7

2. Now meny tome One(uding Ode yew) have you been employed as en educationalprolusions!
(e.g., mbar. counselor, or administrator) fa any public or phase aChool,

Years

3. Now many years Oncsurang this year) have you been employed in your wren*position?

Years

4. Circle AU. wades which are taught in your schooL to invaded mote Ow Mann; gra* equnia-
Stun)
Pre-a K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

5. Whet wee MO tOSI1 Avenge Daily Attendance (ADA) in your school on or about October 109907
(Halt-day nursery isoIorkipanw alloodonor shouid be counted s Warne (of deunnumng
ADA Films mine to me mews whole timber.)

ADA

8. Reese eattoiste the peroentage of your students who mune from families in the Wowing
categories.

(0 am please sorer WOO

a. Lower Income (Under $12.0001year)

b. Lowlf-MiddIe ACME 012000 - S32.000)yeari. ......
c Upper-Middle Income (634000460.0004011)

d. tipper moon* (Ow 580,000iyaart

TOTAL 100 %

7. is this school qualified to receive ESEA Chapter 1 funds?

(Oicie One)
1, Yes
2. No

s
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9. Approximately what percenlaga al the students In your school am In each ot the !avowing

racieVethnic categorMe?

(V none. please enter ic/DS)

a. American Indian or Alaskan Nave

b. Asian or Pacific Islander

c. Black. nol or Hispanic engin .

d HiSpanic
e. Mee, nal os Hisesnic vvfPn

TOTAL 100 %

9. How many teachers or Instructional specialists am them In your school? DO NOT INCLUDE
aides or nonMaching specialists such as guidance counselors or nurses in your calculations.

(11 no m. please enier mos)

a. Full-lime leachers

b. Dan-time teachers

10. How many classrooms, laboratories, and other instructional spaces lei., band rooms, gym

anus) are contaimd in your school?
Instructional spaces

SECTION 8: INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION AND VIDEO

11. Sow axe instructional television andior video available In your school building?

(Ciee BO that apply)

1. nireci off-air broaacasl fi e.. signals received as they ere aired) from pubhc television

2. Direct on-air broadcast horn commercial television

3. Cable or fiber system
4. VdeoCassette
S. Satellite system
B. Videodisc
7 ITFS (Instructional Television Fixed Service)

El. Don't know

1 Y1
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12. Haw many television seal thie ars used tat instructlanal purposes ace them in your school
which aM owned by the school tor district or state)?

(ff nano, abase itnar atm)

a. 'dumber of black and white sets

b. Number of color sets hinder 45 inches)

c. Nuntsr of pmMclion end large screen sate

/OTAL SETS

13- Describe the *MOM al 7V eels In your school?

Mick a Mat iiirply)
1. Kept Mid used in specific classmoms, except for maintenance and repair
2. Kept and used in the media WNW Of library
3. Rotated sown.; classroom on request
4. Kept and used in large moms Ce 414341141uftl

MOT (Please specify,

14. Which of the Wowing ere available in your school?

(Gals ma mg apit)

1. Video cam& .
2. TV Mgt in Ms school
3. Videocassette library in Me stool
4. VideoCesutte fibrmy maintained elsewhere by the ciattict
5. Videocassette Wary maintained elsewhere by Male or legions, caseation agency

Videodise Orly
T. inivective video system
5. None ol the above

15. Row many videocassette recorders (VCRs) are available tor hisinmilonat purposes in your

school?

(ff non& enter cm)

VICIO0Cistiene 11C011181111

15. Mow many videodisc paws am estarible b tnatructionst purposes in your schooi?

(ff none enter zwo)

4

Videodisc Mayers
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it Doe* your stMoot pmduce any original television or video programs for school use?

Prole Omar itMly)

1. No
2. Yes. for instrUCtiOnal use
3. Yes. for administrative ida
4. YeS, 1114ervics balmag

S. Yes, fur pmduction emerleme tor Students

8. Yes. tor teacher feedback al own padonnance

T. Yes. tor student MOW& ca own pWtormance

a. Yes. for soodWastracumcular activities

18. Does your school have access to cable television programming? (111CAale any intetnal sctvot

district cable charinOtS)

(circle on&
11 1 YeS

2. No Skip to Ouesion 20

19. Please circle Me names ot the cable or satellite channels to whlch your school has access In the

19984991 school year.

(Carle SO Mat apply)

afIC.IV (ABC)
Arts and Entertainment (ABE)
Amman Move Classics (AlkC)
Black Enteneinment Television (BET)

Bravo (BRY)

CSI"-TV (CBS)
Channel IMMO,
Calomel', (MAX)

Consumer News and Business Channel (CNBC)

Cable News Netwolt (CNN)
CNN Headline News (CNNII)

C-SPAN (CSPAN)
Disney Channel (DIS)
Discovery Chemin (TDC)

ESPN (ESPN)
Family Channel (FAM)

Fox Broadcasting (FOX)

Galawsion (GALA)

Home Box Office (HBO)

I.

.

VI

ea

bb
cc
dd.
es Unit/favor+ (UM)

USA Network (USA)

gg. Internal school Maim) channam(Channel

developed for internal distnbution by district)

hn Other (Please specrry)

Lifetime (LIFE)
Mind Extension UnIversty (MEU)

NBC.TY (NBC)
Nickelodeon (NiCK)

Pub ic Broadcasting (PBS)
She mime (ssow)
TBS Superstahon (TBS)

The Learrong Channel (TLC)

The Movie Channel (TMC)
Turner Network Television (TNT)

The Weather Channel (TWC)

5
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SECTION C: SUPPORT FOR INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA

20, is than persors in your school building responSible for coordinating instructional television

and video?
(Circle one)

yes
2 NO --110. 5014, to Ouesnon 24

21. Dees this coordinator tor instructional television and video have specMc training in media?

(Circle one)

1 Vas
2. No

2. What other ruPonsibitalos does Ms person nave

(Circle all that WOO

1 None
2. Adrneustrative
3. Teaching
4 Leztan,
5 Other inStruclionat media
6. Other resportsthiley (Please wary)

23. What typos ol servlcu aro provided by the ITV coordinator?

(Cried aff that apoly)

I Distributes teacher guides
2 PrOvides newsletters or other information

3 Calls attention to special programs
4 Provides Desistance with equipment

5 Provides Winton traininglconSuhafon
6 Worits wen subgroups of students
7 Refolds program tor teachers
a Repairs and maintains equipment

9 Maintains videocassette/videodisc hbranes

10 Seism instructional television and video programs tor purchase

11 Producesragssts with production ol instructional television and video matenals

12 Distrzbutes surveys on utilization anclior needs assessments

13 Coordinates previews/screenings
14 Other (Please Spec-ly)
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24. Generally spealiMg, which best describes the district practice regarding the use of instruvional

television?
prele mei

1. Strongly encourage use
2. Enccurage use but leave io discretion of ettividual schools and teachers

3. Neither encourage nor discOurage use
4. Discourage use but leave to discretion of individual schools and teachers

5. larongly discourage use

25. Does your district make available to your teachers in-service workshops on the We of Instruc-

tional television end video?

(Cis Gm)

1. Yes
2. No

24. Have you personalty ever had veining In the kistrucdonsi uses of teievision end video?

(Circle ens)

. Yes
Z. No -lip- Ska, to Question 31

27. How wee the trainhig conducted?

Mixt eve *ply)

I. Pre-service (during undergraduate or malice:a training)
2. Graduals or continuing education
3. District irr-service
4. Inservice by local public TV dation
5. Slate Depanment of Education in-seivice
8. Workshop al professional meetings
7. Instructional Television Agency/Cone:4Juni In-service

Se24augle

W. Have you received training In the Instructional use of television and video within the lest 3

)7
(Cede ono)

1. Yes -el- Continue with Outeseon 29

2. No Soo fo GueStan 31

192

"""1.
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29. MUM the kW 3 pears, which of the Wowing have been Included as topics in these in-senfice
workshops on instructional television and video?

(Cede a I Mat IWO

1. Selectingfordering materials

2. &OMNI Offenthons
Dalfict/School mesa and use

4. Evalualith of merges
5. Clan prspandion involving instruaional television and video
B. Litation and owricukim coordination/Integration
7. Copyright prolection
5. Other (Please Wooly)

311. From which agency do the persona's who conduct these wotkshopscorns?

(Celt* all Mal apply)

1. Slate department of education
2. School district
3. School buithng
4. Pubec television station or network
5. universay or college
5. Other (Please sway)
7. Donl know

31. What win be the total current (19904991 school year) expenditures for di Instructional media
(LA., television, video, auflionadlo,computws, films, filmstrips. slides, etc.) in yam school?

(If nom, please ewer WM if mot Vass are not available, please provide your besi esemale.)

a. Total media expenditures {excluding textbooks)

b. Expenditures allocated for instructional television and Indy* only

32. How has the financial suppon tor instructional television and video In your school changed over
the pail throe yews?

(Circle ors)

I Suppon has increased
2. Support has remained about the same

3. Suppon has deceased
4. Dom know

8
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33. What wal the fhienchil Nippon bar instructional television snd video be in the nest school lire!

(1991.4992) In your School?

(Circle wet

1. Sawa ital Increale
2. Suppwl wa remain about the same
3. Supped will decrease
4. Coal know

34. Funds ter instruCtiond tolevialon and video equipment land to corns from the following

aphelia For your school building, pima àiimst. for the current (19904991) school year
what percentage coma Qom each agency.

(It now please Wear zeta il7 the OPINCIPnata sPeces)

a. Federal grant funds
et.

b. Slate grant funds
%

c_ Other school district revenues
%

d. PTA or other communey group
%

e. Corporate sponsors
%

I. Other (please way)
%

TOTAL
. . igg%

33. Funds for instructional television and Maoprogramming and malenala tend tO coma train the
following agencies. For your school budding, plisse estimate for the current (19904991) school
year what percentags comes from each agency.

(If none. please enter tyro in the aPProfstare SP3Ces)

a. Federal grant funds

b. State gram kinds

c. Other school district revenues .

d. PTA or other commumty group .

e. Corporate sponsors

1. Olher (Please sPectty)
100%

TOTAL
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36. Please supply the bdonnallon requested Wow. This information will be used only If we should
need le MOMS% rill about the question/Wm

I. Name cd individual completing qiiesliennaire:

b. Telephone number ( -
c. Whei is the best time la whirl )ou?

Mei* you my much har taking MO OM to WI out fhb quitstionhakft.

Please Muni hes Questionnaire in Me envelope pmvided or mail to:

School Uses or Television end Video Study
Research Triangle institute
Ann: slannlier McNeil (4857-03)
PO Bus 12194
Research Triangle Pak NC 277(4-2194

II you would Oa es toothy s afmmary wort of the Weigle of Ms study. pm.movide your
some and comphteadd/VSS.

Name:

Address:

1 0
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0 CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC BROADCASTING

901 E Street kW.
Washington, MC, 200042006

The Corporation for Pubec Broadcasting tCPB) was established as a resue of the Public

Broadcasting Act of 1967 to Palmate the development of a diversified public television am,

radio service for ad of the Amercan people.

The Conporahon. neither an agency nor an institution of the Federal Government. was

created as a free.standing. pnvale, noprold corporation to i. sure its independence as the

putSc's representative in public broadcasting

tts authority to act in the public inierett stems from the 1967 legislation Among CPB's

responsibilities

Supporting pubic rade and television stations with direct grants to rtetp meet operating

and progranvning costs.

.7 Providing funds for the production and acquisition of innovative and hignquatity

programs for national distribution;

7 Safeguarding the rhOepenctence Of local lcensees and the freedom cd expression within

a decentralued public broadcastingcommunity:

Acting as the trustee tor the funds appropriated by the Congress or oaninbuted to CP8

by other sources;

Advancing the technology end apocation of delivery systems.

Conducting research in matters relating to noncommercia1 educational television

The Study of the School Uses of Television and Video is being conducted by the Research

Triangle Institute tor the Corporation for Public Broadcasting Ali correspondence or other

commurecalon regarding this survey and other aspects ot the study should be directed to

Dr. Thomas H. Curlin
Research Triangle Institute
PO Box 12194
Research Triangle Park NC 27709.2194

800133441571 or 919/541-6538

1 f;
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Study of the School Uses of 'television and Video

February 4, 1991

Dear Teacher.

in 1977 ard 1983. the Corporation bor Public Brew loan (CP8) spon-
sorial notional Midis of the use of television tor htaiOff U American
schoolS. These Mew Vs first el theirriind tc be conducted on a national

scale in the United SUM yielded Mormation of great importance to
educators. broadcasters, and the general Pubic.

Animas kdomuceled Radon
1011 Elgta yews have passed since the MI Study yearsmarked by significant

xsowerior br ithamonsi
changes in ardent enrolment, tuntfing tor Matructional nueenats. cost and

Cosionosocassems sod IIettioloar availatidy ol television and video equipment. anlithe Yen*" 01111091111n-

isficsi ming available Or timeworn use. To investigate Wese issues, CP8 is

cameo ;A Mei
1190nt011001100Plet IOW al update the previous ramrod+ into th- avadabil

kat Wad Moen ity. Winton, and support al instructional television and wdeo.

=ma Your distrist superintendent and building principal have been notified of Ms

riwionti Allainintitll 10 broa:Sy endorsed study end will receive similar orestiomores. Further,

imam
your Principal selected you and oneother leacher amording in a processessisainsm Settool Ptolemais

which we have supplOd. Please twlp ad =new effort by eoreelehlta the

stimmu Ames.= v. enclosed questronneire (I should take about 30 Mnotes) end Mono; 4 to

INASSM
us as mon as possible in the provided postage-paid envelope.focoodss, School Pommels

Your parlidpation in This impartant study will be of weal assistance lo us

and will provide you with an opportunity 09 influence curnculum odenngs

available to your classroom In the future. since we are requesting informa-

tion from only a small proporltin of the nation's teachers. your response to

00 questionnaire is extremely irriportane, even I you do rot use instruc-

tional teleVtaien or video. The accuracy ol ow todrnOs depends en a hch

rale of response trons our teachers.

Only aggregate date wil be reporled, individual responses to the study

questionnaire vae be held in strictest confidence.

it yOU have any questions Of concerns. please do not hesitate to COMM

Ina. I can be reached at 919/541 -6538 or toll free at 8000334-8571

Thiok you tor your cooperation O this unportani anon.

Noma) Edisateor Ammo:11013

paw

him* BroadicumeSerna

Sincerely.

Morriss P. Coto, Ph D.
Project Director

-Andiscitol

JIMA Thar* Lasositts PO lea 1219a iteseoth Thuile Pak, NC 177OP 219a
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DEFINITIONS

Throughout this quedrannave several terms ate used repeatedly. Fre consistency In intenxelabon and

ease vi quesbonneva cemplition, we have Included Met dentitions below.

OW! Teter% Ion: For the purposes of this elegy, COnlider cable television to involve only those schools

cannel:fed to cenetercial Or adigatonal operscret Mb* television itysseins Connection to cable sys-

tems al forte taleueS be ocrisidered oNy with respea to propene that am recorded at tiOrne for Maw-

MOO USG itt wheat

inienretiallei Television: Any 1n-school uses of television programming sal equipment tor outnictional
putposet This piogranmsng can induce videotapes of movies or programs purchased cOnenesciany,
refteded atenmerCiat public, or cable television loran*: as well esVaditional educaeonal televiste

pmgrarre available by broadcast or veledillPe

instructional lleilletilen Fixed Serve* ;TM: Cbsed-cirmie television nowitilis nin by educational

mettlutions medal Federal COrnmunieateine COMMosto licenses. The broadcasts are in a special
eumewnee frequency range designated tor ectucationat tetevision cutside of the UHF and VHF range

Reception rewires special equipment.
leisrectwe Video: An instructional WOW= (usuaey operating *Min a computer and televoiorvvideo
system) designed vi segments. in efferty view eloicee Or responses to structured questions innuence
Me sequence. stre and shape 01 the megrim.

Live Televised Teaching: instmcbonal television and video invohm; detance learnov, teleconferencing.
enteortameve mite classroom tt is often veeractive h hookup through satellite. mem-wave, or ttieroptic

and phone tines.
Vkleoceseene Recorder (VCR): Pry unit designed to retrieve information horn cassettes of odeotape
Several tape formats am currently used In Arrencen schoon, eicludvig 314 InCh tapes (U-Matic). 112-rich

tapes (BETA and VHS formals), and limn tapes

Videodisc Player: Any dame that is capable ot retrieving information from videodiscs: 8. or 12-inch

discs upon which frames of intormItiOn are stored: thus. producing still or motion Mures

STATEMENT OF CONFIDENTIALITY

This teem is being contercted by the Research Triangle Insteute tor the Carpi:1100n tor Pubic Broad .

casting a represents the theft ste Banff of School Lltiltrallon Sludsee lundecl by CPB to determine Ihe

extent to whet districts, schools. end classrooms m Me United Stales have access to and errplOy
televison and video for instructional purposes.

Oda 1mm the study are intended for aggregate slatishcal analysis only All ;room/mon whsh *mid

pemet identification ot the individual respondent will be held an met confidence, will be used onty by

persons **peed in and for Ine purposes ot the survey. and will not be disclosed or released to others for

any purposes
Ouestions Dr concerns about contdenhably or any aspect of lhe studyshould be directed to

Dr. Thomas R. Curtin
Research Tnangle InsIffide
PO Box 12194
Research Tnarcie Park NC 27709-2194

1300/334-0571
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SECTION Ds INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION AND VIDEO

& Am television - video tor ineinictiOnal pwpOess avaltable for you to use with any al your

MONO
Prda cabe)

1.1 Yee
PM t a Masten 41

7. Vesta* arrengemetes can be made to Lee insbuctional television and video. Which describes

the anangerawee you use?

(cir* se Ma

. Class views prowern WI another class or classes
2. ENO, class views program without other class or classes
3. Small groups trom the class view program
4. mdividuse erudants we assigned to view programs
5, Assigned viewing befonwalter school
6 Encourage yrewing beforwafter school

11, how is equIpmem made available tor InStruclional **vision andervidao use with your

Wailes?

Pre* al Mar Wyly)

I. Equement la menteased in my ciassmonvlaboratory
Etelipmen1 can be checked out horn media Cer441 or AV **annum

3. Ecsripment is maintained and used In Riedel centerffieecial use classroom
4. Eiwiprnent can be checked out from depanment. grade-level office, or other source

5. Use my own poison* equipment hom home
6. Other (Adam spErce39

How * inatructional television and video available In yrur school boding?

Peck Mar amp)

Three one*, broadcast I 0., signals received as they re awed) frain POW lelerson

2. Dimcl oh-air broadcast trom commerce' television
3 Cab* or fiber system
4. Videocassettes
5. Selene system
6. Videodisc
7. 1TFS flitstrucsonal Television Fixed SernCe)

8. Don't know
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10. VOW kind of TV uts do yoa have aeRitabill to use with your clausal

(Cm* al .Mar awry)

.1. None
2. Black and while
3. Color Bess Man 45 Inches)
4. Protectiondarge screen

11. Do you have amen 10 a videoceseede recorder (VCR) tor Math/atonal purposes in your

school?

(Cala oast

1 Yes
2 No ----D. Skt, tO alieSeVn

12. From what "Wren da yOu obtain programmlao on videocassettes tor Instructional purposes in

your school?

(Corie &I axpl)';

. Requested from collection mamioned by state depadment ot education or regional education

ocler1CY
2. Requested from collection maintained by school distal

3. RequeSted from codeClion tnamtamedby library. department. or other once m WW1

4, Purchased from COgnmercial vendor by school or district

5. Rented tor use hum video Mom
6. Recorded al homolrom collection mainuamed el home

7 Checked-out from public Wary
B Borrowed from another teacher of Mend
9 Other (Peese Weal)

11 if You worn to Noord a luclerom .011417" (1AL, 1,3 the program is bromidesl by do tateviston

station or transmitted by a cable system) and play if beck for your class leter. how is the flICOrd

Soo accompasiwd?

(Code ag Mat awry)

I Irecorddaltvme
2. l record it al school
3 I request recording be done by Mei school personner

4 I have no resource to record "oft-ev"

5 I have never wanted to record -oft air

52-649 0 - 92 - 7
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14, Please estimate the size of videocassette collections maintained by other educational agencies.

(Cede one on earn ene)

Videocassette Collection
Not Aware of

Such a Collection 40 20-50 50-100 .100

a Stale department of education
or regional education *gamy 1 2 . . 3 . . 4 . 5

b School district I . 3 . 4 . S

c, School 4 . 5

15, Do you have access to a v1deodfsc player for Instructional purposes in your selool?

(alas one)

1 Yes

2. No

15, Have ezii instructional television andror video this year (19204991 school year)?

(Cinie one)

1. Yes
2. No 0 MO to Oueslon 31

17. Rate each cd the following with respect to haw frequently It presents a difficulty in using inetruc-
Omni television and video.

fan* one on each ene)
Often Sometimes Seldom Never

Difficult Difficult Difficult

a Findeig out about programs in advance . . . . 1 . . 2 3 4

b. Having programs available when I need them. . 1 . 2 . 3 . , . . . 4

C. Dually of pmorants in my subject areas ..... . 1 . . 2 . 3 . . 4

d. Having equiment avaerdde when I need a . , .

e. Having equipment in good condemn .

1

1

2 .
2 .

3 . . ,

3
4

4

1. StructureAangth al programs available for use .
g. Obtaining Mies I would like to use .

h. Sampling and assessing the qualityrapprepnaleness
of programs before use . . .

. 1 .

1 .

I

. 2 , ,

. 2 . .

, 2 . , .

3 . . . .

3 .

3 .

4

4

i Other (Meese semen 1 . 2 . 3 . . . 4
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It Passe Moats the MOM br which you used television end video this school

Mega at dui &OW

1. Ad
2. Cweedeocedonal sairadian
3. Computer scienan
4. English
5, English as second language

5. F01110
7. &Mem
S. HealitINtailion
9, History

10, Home economics

11. Mitallial education
12. UtreryltniennationtResearch skins
13. Male
14. Music
15. Pflysiod edcabn
le. Reading
17, Science
13. Social sciences
19. Special education
20, Ms (Please specey)

19, front Ihe WI in Question 15, UNPI3 the one suabd in which you believe new Instructional
Saleviston end video programing le rnost needed lor yota classes end record the correspond-

Mg number (1-20) beim
Number ot sru (1.20) in which progrenvring is mow needed

20. Ham you ever used am televised imtruction with your claim fag., toleconterences,distance

edisstkin progroms)?

(Om* one)

1. Yes
2. No

21. Hew many efferent instructionel television series do you use mif 75% or more of all

lams in the aeries)?

fit none en* ma)

Minter of series

22. What pwoentege of the shalenla you bath Ma been exposed to inelnationsi television or
video in your classroom within the lesi yew?

nOMP, OHM WSW 2511:0

percent

23A. Mese you used lostruolloost teievision andior video in your classroom in Ms UM rnonth7

Prat OM)

1, Yes -01.Continue with Qtrshon 238 on two page
2. No --el. SO ta 120eStion

2 I' 5
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238. 0 you have used Instiuctionel television sod video in the last month. Owe MOTO MO following:

1. Mos of any end" program, of mobs you am using or him used In the lest month;
IL The substantive was at Ms Insituerion moth, Wont
3. TAB niunbors of studwrits visodng gm thit doenklun of undlipncetsd student counts boron
4. The supporting megrim sveliable Ser ths progrmombg;
S. Now the prawn ming was non n swim uslogle program ce main, or progr am segment); and
I. How effseibe peogrammIng was in mewling in Wong oblectlyes ol yew ens.

1

Serbaletegminablevis
lltie

a

%beton' Iv. kis
04, lintel Studies)

3
Pnetupbsted
amen of

Wawa*

7

4
Curriculum Guide

Availability
(Con One)

5

Progreso Type
(Can* ono)

6
E.I %envenom In libeling

Leaming Objectives
(On* one)

Student*
I. Arsiabis
2. Unavailable
3 Unknown

1. Sem
2. Susie Provimr

Mow
3 Pregism Segment

(I 20 nun)

1. Nighty &Wiwi
2. Somewhat elfscin
3. tiot vary *NW**

___,

Sordoni*
1. Avoid*.
2 Unsvadablo
3 Unknown

1. Swiss
2, Singe Program/

Moro
3, Program Segment

Is 20 non)

1. Mighty offsclwa
2, Somewhat allikihno
3 Not vary Own**

Studios*
1. Available
2 Unsvesliblit
3 Unknown

1. Swiss
2. Single Rogow&

Morro
3 Progism Sirginoni

IS 20 min)

i
1. Wyly gnome
2. Somewhat sffsernis
3, Not very stfocrws

Studoniv
1. Avadable
2 Unswiltnbki
3 Unknown

1 Suits
2 Single Piogranti

Mon
3 Program Segmeni

15 20 ma)

I. Highly snschre
2 Somewhat oflocItv*
3 Nod vary Owen

SlirdinIs
1 AvatlabOol

2 Unavalable
3 Unknown

_

1 Sinn
2 Single Program)

Mowe
3 Program Sagmsni

420 mcn)

1 Mph. ansetwo
2 Somewba1e1fiklive
3 Nol racy affective

Aw unduptrated count Macaw Ow unique number of students moo.; s parttruffs Frif tows proissm. mu:vows In ethyl wood* do MI 'Ocvals ONO' Ins studentsWIG might stew
the sons pogrom Art two diewant OWssos dut you foga

Attach addoowal shoals So tOssifory

2.
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24. How long do you typically spend discussing for enigma's prepwing far) lessons using Wing-
Venal televislon and video bolas the doss views the SIM" trinstitual Pr*Prom, or Segment?

Minolta

25. Now long do yOu typically spend discussing (or otherwise following up on) lessons using
instructional television entividso Mar the class views the stales, Individual prognon, or seg-
ment?

24. Do you have moons to ilkaters guides for Instructional tsfralsion end vklso? (For example.
these wren mill tads cunitulorri Dudes lo letevem of video mows, a teadief Smarasal. or'

lisligs el tubas programs)

(Circa o0 OW acply)

if1. Yes provided to district or school and then distnbured to instructional stall

2. Yes provided &softy ro me (0 g., by math

3 No OP, Sat ro Cuestion 20

27. Do you typically use suggestions horn the teachers' guides In moving for or following up On
OW props's?

(Code ow)

1. Pao)"
2. Mar; of the tune
3. Some of Ihe Vone
4. Seblom
S. Never

2' s
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211 How Mon am cabir classroom WM laments Mond to content In !not= Ilona! television and
video progreMS1

(COM orie)

-1. News
2. WO 01 the taro
3. Some crt the hme
4. Seldom
5, Never -ob. Sky to Question 30

29. What ciarosiocen actbritin dO yOu uso in oonlunction with instructional television and video?

(Code all that Acply)

1, Classroom lectures and presentalions
2. Classroom discussions
3. Examinations and quizzes
4. Wilton assignments
5 Homework assignments
5. Guest speakers and demonstrations
7. Field Ines
8. Laboratory assignmentsiField work
9. Extra Grade

30. GI Ow limo you usa Instructional tefevision and video in Me classroom In a typical week thls
year, aboitt how much time la spent on thee* different lands of programming? (0 you teach
more man one group ol students, answer tor the total cumulative amount of time you use
bustiuctionsi television and IMMO

(Circle one number on each OW
TIME VIEWED PER WEEK

Nona 'is Hour Hour 1 Hour 2-4 Hours 5. Hours

a Programs from ITV senes
leg., Reading Raga:row/

b Progrrns from general public
television le.g.. Mister Rogers'

1 . . 2 . . . 3 . . 4 . 5 6

Neighborhood MacNeil.terver
News Hour). ... . .

c Programs on commercial television
ie g., 60 Minuses. After School

3 4 5 6

Specials) 1 2 3 4 5 6

d Feature 4renglh movie . . . . . .

a Programs from cat4e or saleade
channels (CMV Classroom.

1 3 4 5 6

Discovery Channel) 1 . 2 a . 4 5 6

I. Live televised instruction . .

g AD other programs

1 ,

1 .

2 . . .

2 . .

3 4 5

5 .

6

6
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31. WItklit of the blowing student outcome love you prolosetty nen In your damn which you
vdold atelbuts to Ineanctional television and video?

(Mob a/ OW agol)

1. Students barn mono when use instnictiondtelevision and video

2. Sudan* Comprefiend and discuss tiontent and Ideas presorted in instrtictional television and

vide0
3. Discipline problettlit Wawa after vitialng
4. Swan* use now vocabulary Included In instnotonst television and video

5. Students have Wowed up WO nuntioned in *emotional television and video

a. Enthusiasm about ectetil Ivo* in general inoreasse allet *win:
7. Student attention spans dozens slue viewing Insbuctional television and video

S. Leary use increases aller InebuctOnal televisionand video

9. Students match mota educational Witt home

10.. Insane:WMtelevision and video are prefened by etudenl over other classmom media

11. Generale, new Waned In the toot covered by programneng

12. insbuctionel television increases student =Ovation to learn

32. Are you using Instructional television and video mom orWs this year than you have in the past

;row
Masa ono

. A ice more
2. A bide mom
3. Abola the ume
4. A NM less
5. MO loss

33. Kow do you kW about V* following statements?

Pitts ono number each kive)
Stmngly Strongly No

Vol Vey Disagree Disagree °pow

a. TV and vidsu he!" madors teach mom eflotivoy. 1 2 . 3 4 5

b. I ivanl more training in lTV I 2 . 3 4 S

c, Pmgrarmang welsh* to me is qui* good 1 2 3 I 5

d. I do not feel cantonal,* abcot meting with ITV . . I , . 2 . . 3 . . . . . 4 . . , . 5

e Instructional television and video enable teachers

to be Mere creative in their indructon . . . . . . I . . 2 . 3 . . . . 4 .

I. Instmcional television and video tent the

MIS for Instructional stfivibes with students 1 2 3 4 . 5

g. Many teachers use vetsuclional television and

video lust to get a break from teaching 1 . . 2 3 .
4 . . 5

h Miami anal television and video can have a positive

inpaC3 co Me quatin a 1 American eskicason i . . 2 3 . . 5

'I 1
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30. Denerelly speaking, which best describes Me practice of your principal or building
administrations) warding the use of inetructional television?

(Circle one)

I. Multiply enccurage use
2. Encourage use but leave to discretion oi individual leacher

3. Nefther encourage nor discourage use
4. Discourage use bui leave to tiscrelion of individual Wachs'
S. Strongly discourage use

40. Based on your loperiences, how ~hot Instructional television end video with thit following
categories Of sludents? (CA* one reinter en each kne ?I you hoe no expenences waffi a Nueva
mem, please indicate unknown)

Effectiveness of ITV

No experiencel Somewhat Very
Unknown lineal:five Effective Effective

TypiCal or "average studeote I 2 . 3 4

Lewning disabled ervi other matey hand4apped students . . I ..... . . 2 . . 3 4

Moderately and severity handicapped students I 2 3 4

Dialed and laientou students 1 2 . . 3 4

Econoinicaby disadviintaged students 1 2 . 3 4

tinkled English proficient students 1 2 . 3 4

SECTION et PERSONAL USE OF TELEVISION AND VIDEO

41. Do you have a 11/ set In your borne

(On* one)

4 1. Yes
2. No --IP' Skp Dimon 43

42. Please estinutle the manlier of hours you personally watch TV so horn. in a typical week?

Hours per week

43. Do yOu have e videocassette recorder (VCR) hi your home?

(Code one)

1 Yes ie. Continue with Oueslien 44 en nert Page
2 NO ----Ow Skip LD OW'S/0n 45

13

0 4 r-
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44. Please settmate the dumber ot Orme you have recorded programs tor personal or schcor use
within the last month. (If none, pease enter rem)

Times programs have been recorded tor school use

b. Times program have been recorded tor personal use

45. Do you have a video camera in your home?

(rude one)

1. Yeti
2. No Skro to DueSlon 47

46. Please estimate the number of Ones you haw used We video camera to record events or
activities for personal of schoot use withal the feet month. (t none. pease emer zero.;

a Tunes video camera has been used to tecord lot school use

Times video camera has been used tor personal use

47. Please supply the intormation requested below. This information will be used enty if we should
need ft recoMeCt you about the questionnaire.

a Name of individual comP4e1419 Outlohonnerre:

b Telephone number -

c What IS the best tone to contact you')

Thank you very much lot taking the time to till out this questionnaire.

Please return this questionnaire tn the envelope provided or meet*:

School Uses of Televisson and Vsdeo Study
Research Triangle Moline
Atm Jenretr McNeil (4857-03)

90v 12194
Research Tnangie Park. NC 277C4-2194

H you would taut to receive a sun:awry report of the findings fa this study, please provide your
name and complete address.

Name,

Address'

14
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0 CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC BRQADCASTING

9016 Street P4W
Washington. D.C. 200044006

The Corporaison tor Public Broadcasting (CPS) was established as a result of the Public
Broadcasting Act at 1967 to pronto* the development al a Oversilied mitotic television and
recto service tor at of the American people.

The Corporation. nether an agency nor an institution ol the Federal Government was
created tat a treellanding, pmts. non-prote cOMOrstion to msum ds mdependence as me
public's noresentative in public Itutradcastmg.

tas authority to aCt M the cubic mtereS1 slams from the 1967 legislation Amon? CPR'S
reSpoitsdaleas:

Supporting WOG radio and television stations lon1h &ea grants to help meei operating
end programming costs;

Provitbnp funds for the produclen and acquenhon at Innovative and hagh-qualAy
programs tor national deartubm;

Sideggratchng the mdependenCe Ot local lames and the freedom al ewiression within
a decentralized public broadcasting community.

Acting as the buster, for the funds appropnated by the Congress or contributed to CPB
by other sources.

Ai:Nowa Me technology and application ol delivery systems,

.7, Conducting research in matters relatmg to non-commercial educational television

The Study ol the School Uses of 'Niemen and Video is being conducted by the Research
Than& lnstrtute for the Comorston tor Public Broadcasting AU correspondence or other
communication regarding this survey and other aspects of the study should be directed to

Dr, Thomas R. Curtin
Research Triangle Institute
PO Box 12194
Research Tnangle Park, NC 27709.2194

800133441571 ci 9196414538

1 r,
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SENATOR B1NGAMAN. OUT second panel, we have Mr. Henry Cauthen,
who is with South Carolina Educaticmal Television; Mr. Dennis Cooler,
who is with the North Central Regkmal Educational Laboratory in Illhrois;
and Daniel Schultze who is the Assistant State Superintendent in the
Michigan Department of Education.

Thank you all for being here.
Why don't we start with you, Mr. Cauthen.

STATEMENT OF HENRY J. mummy CHAIINIAN, BOARD OF
TRUSTEES, AMERICA'S RELIC TELEVISION STATIONS, AND

PRESIDENT, SOUTH CAROLINA EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION NETWORK

MR. CAU'INEN. Thank you very much, Senator.
You asked us to try to present some vision of the classroom of the

future, and I think you see that some of the elements am already
beginning to fall in place, and I think it's tremendously important that we
make sum that they fall in place in some son of orderly fashion.

Right now, for example, in projects that we're involved in in South
Carolina itself and other states in other parts of the country, we're
reaching into the multicultural, inner-cities; we're reaching out to the rural
remote populations. Educators in those areas are using distance learning
technology to bring educational resources into their clawroom that simply
couldn't be brought Owe in any other way, and that's with the technology
that is already available to us.

When the new digital technology that Howard Miller speaks of is
available to us, we're going to be able to do much, much more of that.

What we're doing right now at this level is really the testing level of
how to use the technology, which is an important period. What we are
finding is that it's working, and it's working very, very well.

Really, at the core of what we are doing, the public broadcasting
system hasas was pointed outcreated the first satellite interconnection
system, and it's dedicated to serving the public need. It already has in
place a lot of the infrastructure that is needed to make this system woit,
and it's cost effective. And it is interconnecting not just public broadcast-
ing station& The primary responsibility is for PBS to reach the public
broadcasting stations, but the public broadcasting stations ate regional
offices that, in many cases, serve educational needs of all sons.

For instance, in South Carolina we interconnect not only the public
schools and K-12, but we interconnect child-care centers and higher
education institutions, the technical colleges, state and federal agencies,
health care centers and hospitals. Virtually every user that might have
need for the technology, we're able to reach and are reaching.

There are 340 public television stations and 32 state networks out there
in this country that are trying to find the best means of using this
technology to serve educational purposes at all levels, and I think that's
important, because we don't need to recreate the wheel in this structure
in order to disseminate this infonnation.
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We have the technology that's available through the public television
stations to assist the schools, the colleges, the univeredes, the hosnitals,
the libraries, and other usets that might have need of this technology. We
have what you might call field offices scattered throughout the United
States that are there tO help them use the teclwrology and to bring the
technology to tlxir door sep.

The infrastructure that I speak of will be uemendously enhanced by
PBS's new replacemett satellite, Telstar 401. This, as you know very
well, was funded by Conga= and will be operational in 1993, with the
six transponders 'ha Howard Miller talked about and with the digftal
techrsalogy.

We are looking at it, and for South Carolina's purposes, we see the
possibility of up to 20 channels of television and related technology over
one transponder, and if you look at the number of transponders that
Howard talked about that will bc available, the system can be built upon
and extended and expanded to meet educational needs as they develop.

That kind of o:Jerly development process is what I would suggest is
the way that we should try to proceed. The technology intermix is very
important because the satellite that PBS is putting up and fir VSAT
technology that was spoken of interconnects in a seamless fashion with
the telephone Ems and other technologies that are available to us already.

So, we will have a situation where same states will be using one
technology and some States will be using another, but the satellite itself
will not care in terms of delivery, as long as we take care of the digital
portion of it. Computers, some are not compatible with one a .other, and
that's the kind of thing we're talking about. As long as we have that level
of compatibility, the system is going to be very versatile, and it will serve
multiple needs in education.

And it's not just the hardware that we're talking about, but it's also the
people with the experience to build and operate a national system. a
system that is developed, as I say hopefully, in an orderly way.

We did it in public broadcasting, building the first satellite interconnec-
tion system, and we're Wilding the next generation right here today. Our
country needs a system that provides compatibility while maintaining
flexibility to work and meet the local needs, because each community and
each state is going to approach this somewhat differently, as our
experience has shown up to now.

A system that can truly revolutionize education is really right within
our reach, and we don't have to wait until the year 2000 to make this
happen, because we can begin immediately. In fact, we're already
beginning as some of the experiments and some of the projects that are
underway are already indicating how valuable the technology can be.

What do we need to do? You've asked the question, really what is the
last mile? Well, the last mile can be a variety of things, but one of them
can simply be putting a satellite dish at a school and putting a television
receiver and a VCR perhaps in the classroom, and that teacher and those
studeats will have acLess to msources that can also come from any part
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of this country. They rkset come from PBS necessarily. They amid, but
they can came from South Carolina, or they can mune nom Kentucky, or
tley can mite from Nebratdca or Wisconsin, as is haPPening right now
in the project that you will hear aboutthe SERC project.

What we have is a vast reservoir of resources that are available in
education arxl public television stations around the countly, and this
satellite system is going to allow us to tap and share with the rest of the
country.

Without that kind of orderly mime and without taking advantage of
the tesources that we already have in place, we will be a long time
getting something else up and miming.

With the satellite, we can have the equal access, and it's important that
we have that. Because if we daft have equal access with all schools,
there are going to be a lot of students that simply are not going to have
the resources available to than to pursue the careers or college of their
choice or whatever other desired camer paths that they might want to
take, but we can prevent that from happening. We can ensure that every
child in this country can have access to what they need.

We have in South Cantina a project that is very important, and again
satellite technology is an important part of that. It's a program aimed at
training Head Start workem, the Head Start temIters, the ones who take
care of the children in the day care centers. But the primary focus of this

program Ls wortring with rural and migrant camps, Native Americans and

Alaskan village populations.
We're going to work with all those groups, and it's going to come out

of South Carolina, but we're also going to tie in the public television
station in Chicago that will help us produce portims of this. It will be
live and interactive instruction that will provide specialized training to
meet varying socioeccammie conditions, language, and cultural back-
grounds. Because of this project, there are going to be a lot of children
that would have been disadvantaged that will get a healthy first start.

I think it's important to just look back a moment and realize that
today's young students are growing up in the electronic age. This is their
technology and their culture, and it's time that we hamess that and turn
them loose with it, because they am going to use this technology if we
make it available to them. With a pullic telecommunications system
firmly in place, the door is wide open for delivery of any curriculum
materials.

The stations have yews of experience in utilizing and producing
educational programming of all sortsthe type of delivery systems. They

have forged partnerships with education at the local, state ami multi-state
level, and no one can match the experience of public broadcasting in this

area.
What I have described is a telecommunications system for the Nation.

It is already operational, accessible, cost effective, and ensures equity. By
building onand I emphasin building onthis existing infrastmcture,
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the Federal Government can avoid duplicatkm and waste as it extends that
techncdogy to every classroom.

By investing in a public system, we ensure that our paciety will never
be divitted into information haves and have-nots for educational pwposes.
The cornerstone of putdic television's mission is educalon and public
service, and we're detennintd to serve all Americans, regardless of their
finarcial means or where they might happen to live.

Our mission will not change as bugness or regulatory =editions
change. This, it's important that we rethink how new and existing
resaumes will be used.

For example, in South Carolina we are now providing statevfide
educational services on a multi-channel basis. We offer more than a
hundred hours of instruction every day. Yes, more than a Waited hours
every day, and we utilize virtually every technology that is out there. We
use satellite, we use ITFS, we use fiber optic, we use cable, we use
microwave, we use broadcast service, we use computers, and we use
interactive key pads. All of these are available in South Carolina, and we
arc using right now up to 12 simultaneous channels of instruction and
have plans within two years of adding 20 additional channels of
instmction to that.

I point this out not as a way of bragging about South Carolina, but as
a way of showing that in one of the nation's poorest States we've been
able to put together this kind of telecommunications system for the
service of education at all levels. It's costing us less than I percent of our
state's education budgetless than 1 percent to put together the most
sophisticated educational communications system that any state has. With
the aid of the federal support that is going to come thmugh the new
digital satellite system and with the aid of other federal support that has
come along the way, we've been able to enhance and expand what we've
dorm with state dollars.

It's not going to be an expensive proposition in relative terms. If we
can afford to spend what we are spending on education in this country
today, if we can take just I or 2 percent of that and rethink how we use
it, we can create a telecommunications highway that will serve all of
education. I know of no other means of bringing about that kind of
change without major increases in funding and perhaps decades of
planning =I development.

We can't afford to waste another generation of children, Senator,
seeking complex solutions to what to me is a very simple process of
using what is already available. As new technologies develop and are
created, they will only enhance what we already have available to us
through public and educational broadcasting in this country. All we need
to do to make it happen is to have the courage and determination to bring
about change, because that is really all that is necessary.

Because of this technology making quality education equally available
to every child is for the first time really truly within our reach, and I want
to emphasize that. For the first time ever, we have the means of making
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quality education on any subject equally available to every child in this
country, and the only thing again standing in its way is whether we have
the determination to do that.

Semator, I thank you for puuing a spotlight and a focus on this issue
because I think it's tremendously important We have the resources at
hand and can do a lot with what we already have, and we'll be able to do
much, much more when the PBS satellite is in pia= and the public
broadcasting and education broadcasting system is standing them ready
to help in resolving some of our Nation's educational problems.

SINATDR &MAMAS. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cauthen

2 1
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PREPARED STAMM OF HENRY J. CAUTHEN

1114 have been asked here to offer a vision of the classroom of the future.

That classroom in many ways is beginning to take shape today. For example, la

the multi-cultural inner cities and la remote rural areas, many classrooms ars

utilizing interactive technologies to sake quality education both accessible

and challenging.

The core of this effort is public broadcasting, the first national media

system interconnected by satellite to provide educational prosying,

services and signal access to all citizens.

Public broadcasting has a strong infrastructure already in place to

effectively address education reform. It can cost-effectively interconnect

schools, child care centers, higher education institutions, technical

colleges, state nd federal agencies, and health centers across the country.

It has the power to organize partnerships at every level and share resources

to combat the education crisis.

With over 340 television stations and 32 state networks, this natioj

'already has many of the lanes of the public telecommunication. highway needed

for education in the 21st century. It offers for the first time a solution to

the problem of providing equity and accessibility at all levels.

This infrastructure will be greatly enhanced by PBS's replacement

satellitz, Telstar 401. Funded by Congress and on schedule to become

operational in 1991, the satellite will have six transponders. With advances

'1 1'7-4
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In digital compression technology, public television Ill be able to provide

up to 20 channels on mast of these six transponders simultaneously. Each

channel con deliver high quality 2-vay video and audio services for education.

Further, advances in the remark/Ale VSAT technology will make it possible

to provide interactive voice, data, facsimile and slow scan video services.

Telstar 401 will become the education satellite for tee United States, greatly

expanding our reach and service to all citimap..

And it's not just the hardware. It's also the people with the experience

to uwad a national system, a system that is developed in m2 orderly and

efficient way. We bunt the first satellite intnrconnecr.on system and we are

building the next genetstion today -- both space and grJund segments. We need

a system that provides for maximum compatibility, while maintaining the

flexibility to suit local needs. Public broadcasting knows how to construct

euch a system.

What this means is that the technology and expertise that can truly

revolutionize edt.ratin in America are already within our reach. We don't

have to wait till the year 2000 to make it happen. Sy simply installing a

satellite dish st a school, and a television set and VCR in the classroom,

teachers and students can participate in live interactive lessons. They will

have access to critical subject areas that would not otherwise be available to

them. Without this equal access to education. many students will be blocked

from ente;ing the college L,f their choice or limited in pursuing their desired

career paths.

bRRC, which vou will hear -tore :bout today, is a prime example of

interacrive diAance learning at its bft:t. A similar project based in my

state will provide training to Head Start tezehers working primarily with

, .1
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rural. migrant. Native American and Alaskan village populations. The training

will include education, health social services. and parent involvement. We

will also offer specialised training to nest varying socio-economic

conditioes, language and cultural backgrounds. Because of this project, many

disadvantaged young children will get a healthy first start in life.

Today's young students are growing up in the electronic age, getting their

information through television and working with computers, video games, and

other electronic devices. It is their technologytheir culture. It's time

we harness the power of the technology for something positive.

With a public telecommunications infrastructure firmly in place, the door

is wide open for the delivery of any curriculum materials. Individual

stations can provide the critical local compooents of the system. They have

years of experience in utilizing all types of delivery systems, and have

forged partnerships with educators at the local, r.ate and multi-state level.

Public television also has nearly 200 production studios. May are

staffed by experienced professionals who can produce instructional

programming, as well se recource materials, to assist teachers in utilizing

the technology. No one can match our experience in this area.

What I have described is a telecommunications system for the nation that

is already operational, accessible. cost-effective and ensures equity. By

building on this existing infrastructure, the Federal Government can avoid

duplication and waste as it extends technology into every classroom.

And by investing in a public system, we ensure that our society will never

be divided into information haves and have nots for educational purposes. The

cornerstone of public television's mission is education and public service.

We are determined to serve all Americans, regardless of their financial moans
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or the population density ot where they live. Our mission will not change as

business or regulatory conditions chance.

Our priority, then, is to rethink how resources can be reallocated to

enhance this highway that already exists for education. For example, in South

Carolina we are now providing education services on a multi-channel basis

statewide. We offer more than 100 hours of instruction each day, using as

many se 12 simultaneous channels of instruction, for less than 1 percent of

our state's education budget.

If we can provide this level of service in one of the nation's poorest

states, we can certainly afford to do it on a national level. It is

reasonable to estimate that less then 1 percent of the nation's education

budget would be required to install the necessary satellite receiving

equipment, or other locally appropriate systems, to reach unservd schools

across the country. Another 1 percent would provide the necessary funds for

the development of programming and course materials.

Just consider that for a moment. For less than 2 percent of the funds

presently allocated for education, we can dramatically impact education. I

know of no other means of bringing about this kind of change without very

major increases in funding and perhaps decades of planning and development.

We cannot afford to waste another generation of children seeking complex

solutions when so much can be done with what already is available to us.

Us must further develop and fully utilize the extraordinary resources

public broadcasting offers us. As other technologies are developed and

refined, they will only enhanre what can be done with the existing public

system. Because of this technology, making quality education equally

available to every child is, for the first time, within our reach.
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Lat me repeat that. It is an extraordinarily tepartant fact. Yes, for

the first time ever. we have the means of making quality education on any

subject equally available to every child in this country, and the only thing

standing in our way is whether we have the will, the determination, and the

courage to engage in the difficult process of bringing about change.

If we truly want to make it happen, we can. I believe we have that will,

determinatioe, and courage . . . and the time to start is now.
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SENATOR BINGAMAN. Mr. Goo ler, why don't you go right ahead. If you
could summarize your statement in 8 or 10 minutes, that would be peat
so that we can get on and have a little time for questions.

STATEMENT OF DEIBWS D. GOOLER, DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY,
NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY,

OAK BROOK, RIMS

MR. GooLER. Mr. Chairman, thank you for inviting me to participate

in this hearing.
I am Dennis Gooier. I direct the technology efforts at the North

Central Regional Laboratory in Chicago. We are an agency that serves
seven states in the Great Lakes.

It's entirely appropriate in a discussion of last mile infriatmetute to
approach the topic from a technical point of view, and this morning we
have almady heard a number of technical discussions about the nature of
this infrastructure.

I would underscore many of the points that my colleagues have made,
but today I would like to approach the topic from a slightly different
perspective; namely, the perspective of the kids and teachers who will use
whatever it is that comes through this last mile.

If we are to accomplish the critical goals that we have set for
education, our students need to be active learners. They need to be
manipulating and interpreting and synthesizing information from many,
many sources. They need, as a matter of business as usual, to be
communicating with other students in their classroon, their school, their
state, and throughout the country and the world. Classrooms, in other
words, need to be dynamic places where students are directly involved in
shaping their own learning objectives and strategAes.

To achieve this kind of learning environment, each studentintspec-
tive of their location, their family experience, or their socioeconomic
condition- must have regular and ongoing access to the world's informa-
tion resources and to the tools needed to act on those resources.

We have mapped out telecommunications and other delivery systems
in our seven states There art tremendous highways and complexes of
electronic highways available in our states, but very, very few students
can get access to the resources moving on those highways. In too many
cases, the student's view of the world is shaped by access to a single,

often outdated textbook.
Teachers need to be able to respond to and manage individual student

needs and aspirations in ways that have never been possible before.
Teachers need to be able to construct collaborative and individualized
learning opportunities for their students, and leathers need the insuuction-
al resoumes and tools that professionals in almost any other profession
simply take for granted; the capacity to communicate with others, to
continue their own education, and to draw on research and development
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information to improve prwaice. Yet, for most teachers, contemporary
electronic highways are as nonexistent as they ant for students.

So, what must be done to create the last-mile technology so that
learners and tewhets can gain ready access to the information and tools
of the information age? That is, hum the perspective of educatots and
learros, what must the last mile infragructure and the greater information
resource system to which that last mile connects, provide for our
classrooms?

Well, I see at least the following. One, these systems must provide
movement of all folms of information to the classroom level and, indeed,
to the individual student level. Video, quantitative and qualitative
databases, audio, textual material, instructional program software,
textbooks, reseateh and development information, raw data, magazines
and journals, vinually any kind of information that is out in the world,
should be availaNe to our kids and teachers.

Second, the system needs to have the capacity to store and redistribute
information on reqyzst within the school or the classroom. To be most
useful and to accomplish most learning pals, the system should permit
each user to wort on whatever information he or she needs at the time
that they need it.

Individual students and teachers should be able to communicate
thmngh various forms of electronic communications with other students
and experts outside the confines of their classroom. Teachers also need to
be able to regularly and easily communicate with other teachers and
experts. In other words, the teaching profenion needs to be a profession
in the best sense of that term.

The last-mile infrastructure must make it possible for users to comMne
video, data, text, and other fonns of infonnation in their attempts to
understand a phenomenon, to carry out research or to create a product.

The kind of learning environments made possible by the technologres
that we are discussing today present complex challenges for instructional
management within classrooms. The technology systems that bring
massive infonnation resources to the classroom must also include
provisions for teachers and students to manage all of this, to monitor what
is being done and with what results. And in creating the last-mile
infrastructure, the Nation as a whole must be concerned with issues of
standanls, compatibility, obsolescence, front-end costs and recurring costs.

So, what might be appropriate Federal Government roles in supponing
and implementing a last-mile infrastructure that would permit the creation
of the kind of classroom and learning environment I have outlined?

I see at least several roles. I believe that the Federal Government does
need to play a strtmg mle in causing the development of standards for
hardware and software and telecommunications that are intended for use
in classrooms. I don't know the right timing on this, Mr. Chairman, but
I am convinced that unless some of those standards exist, schools are
helpless in the wake of incompatible haniware and software and changes
and are simply going to be unable to move.
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Second, I think that the Feckral Government might look to support
research and develordnent lealing to thsi. creation and manufacture of
powerful affmdable multi-media work stations that are intended for
individual student and teacher use.

Thinl, the Federal Government might develop or encourage favorable
rate structures for classroom telecommunications. It will do us little good
to get the last mile into the classroom if the daily usage rates exceed air
caPacitY to Pay.

Fourth, the Feskral Govenunent might focus in some way tar the
developmem of user interface processes so that students and teachers do
not have to learn and master a bewildering array of ways to gain access
to these information resources.

The Federal Government might consider supporting an Institute for
Educational Technology Training and Applications, whose purpose it will
be to develop strategies of materials needed to prepare teachers to use
these technologies. It will simply not happen by chance.

And, finally, the Federal Government might consider ways to suppon
the design and develwment of curricula that reflect the use of vast
information resources and tools for using those resources.

A few years ago a bridge on Interstate 90 in Upgate New York
collapsed with agonizing consequences. A major component of our
tranwortation infrastmcture had atrophied to danger levels.

In contrast, the information resourves infrastructure that is fundamental
to the future success of our young people, our teachers, and indeed the
long-range social and economic condition of this Nation is yet to even be
built. It is evident that the need to invest in our classrooms, to provide the
information resources and tools our young people must have, is no longer
a luxury, but is rather a necessity. We must address this last-mile
phenomenon as quickly and as flexibly as possible, but we must do so
keeping in mind the perspective of the users.

Thank you, Senator.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Thank you very much for that.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gooier follows:I

23f;
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PREMED STATEMENT OF DEWS O. OODLES

To oreata classrooms in which students are active learners,
using the moat current infatuation to pursue both individualised
and collaborative learning project'', both studwats and teachers
mast have access in a vast array of information resources, and
the toals needed to use those resources. TolecommUnications and
educational technologies will be needed to purply mob
information resources and tools. While electronic highways
capable of txaneporting vast amounts of potentially relevant
information resources increasingly surround our nation's schools,
relatively small IMOUnts of such information attually makes it
into our classrooms. To data, schools have been unable to put
together and maintain the slut mile* tachnologies needed to
acmes information resources.

Muilding that last mile into our nation's classrooms
requires attention to hardware, software, and finance issues of
considerable complexity and importance. But last mile
discussions wet a/so inolud, attention to what teachers and
students mad from last oile technologies, what will actually be
available once the last mile has been built, and how taaohars,
adminixtrators, and learners will be prepared to take advantage
of the information resources and tools that will be available in
classrooms. The last mile discussion thus involves sore than
ugbalgal issues, but conceptual issues as well. It is to these
lattar imuss I Will direct most of ay momenta.

From this perspeotiva of eduastors and laarners, what must
the last mile infrastructure, and the greater information
resource's systass to which the last mile connects, provide for
classrooms? I me at least the following:

1. Movement of all forma of information ta the classroom
level asa, indeed, to the individual student soar
level. Toros of information include: video;
quantitative and qualitative databasas; audio; textual
material; instructional program software; and othar
forms of information that can be digitized. Examples
of kinds of information would include: instructional
programming; textbooks; research and development
information; "ravu data of a variety of kinds; nulti-
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media packages; training programs; magazines, both
print and video; and virtually any other fern of
infarestion that may be useful in teaching and
learning.

d. capacity to store and redistribute information on
repast within the school or classroom. That is, the
system should permit off-line usage of information
resources initially distributed through the electronic
highway system. To be mast useful, and to aoceeplish
nost learniog goals, the system should permit each user
to work on Vhstever information be or she needs at a
given time, irrempective of what other learners need at
that same moment.

Electronic ocemuticatioss capacity. Individual
students and teachers should be able to coemunicate
through various forms of eleotronio communications with
other students in a classroom or within the school.
The capacity should also exist to permit students to
communicate with other students in their state, region,
throughout the United States and tut world. Students
shoAld also ba able to regularly communicate with
exports in content areas in which et:Wants are working.
similarly, teachers should be able to regularly and
easily comnunicate with other teachers and experts.

4. Integration of iaformaties resources. Students and
teachers need the capacity to integrate a variety of
kinds of inforsation resources into a given
instructional activity or project. That is, the lest
mile infrastructure east make it possible for users to
cothine video, data, text, and other forms of
information in their attempts to understand a
phenomenon, to carry out research, or to create a
product. Perther, the technology lusts: should
facilitate integration of the substance it deliverr
into curriculum and instructional plans.

5. Effective spites and Untruth= management cepasities.
The technology systems that bring information resources
and tools into the classroom most include workable
provisions for teachers end students to manage the flow
of information, to monitor vhat is being done with the
information, and with what results. The kind of
learning environments made possible by the technologies
we ars discussing also presents complex problems in

instructional management. If adequate system end
instructional management programs are not available,
the instructional programs envisioned herein will
simply collapse on themeelves.
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Transforming classrooms from their present nature to the
kind of information and communications-rich environeent suggested
above means children will not be learning only from outdated and
limited textbooks; children will not be penalized because cf
where they happen to live, as all children will have access to
the world's information resources; teachers will function as tbe
kind of professional they ahculd be. What is being deeeribed
game well berand many education reform proposals. nut the
environments described cannot exist unless or until individual
classrooms ars able to tap into the woridWide electronic hiehway
System.

There are undoubtedly a number of ways the last mile can be
technically constructed. nUch of tha needed hardware and
software already exists tbat might form the basis of tbe last
mils technology infrastructure. Certain components of that
infrastructure will require serious examination, however. For
example, it will be important to develop a powerful, yet
affordable, multimedia workstation intended tor use by individual
students and teachers. Ways must be found to make regular
telecommueications affordable. Common interfaces nust be created
so that users do not have to learn complex and different
interfaces to use each electronic database or cemmunications
progrem. Thus, will existing teChnologies may be useful in
crsatimg tbe last nile infrastructure, new technologies may be
required to make the systen as robust as it needs to be.

Wbet might be appropriate Federal government roles in
supporting and implementing a "last milen infrastructure that
vould pernit the creation of the kind of classroom learning
environment I've outlined? I see at least the following roles:

I. Play a strong role in causing the development of
standards for hardware, software, and
telecommunications intended for use in classrooms.
Schools simply cannot afford to deal with rapid
obsolescence and incompatibility in hardware and
software. Without such standards, the last mile will
never bo closed.

2. Support research and development leading to the
creation and manufacture of powerful, affordable multi-
media workstations intended for individual' student and
teacher use, that will Termit learners and teachers to
taks full advantage of nformation technology tools.

3. convene representatives of federal agencies interested
in telecommunications policies, vendors, and regional
communications companies to develop favorable rate
structures for use by schools of long distance calls.
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4. Support research focusing on the development of =mon
and amiable user interface protocols, such that students
end teadhers are not faced with having to learn and
easter a bewildering array of interface requirements to

use different hardware, software, and cemmunications

oenfigurations. Until sudh prot000le art developed,
technologies Will not become transparent tools in
classrooms, and thus will not be used to their maximum.

5. Support and coordinate efforts; to make available for
learners and teachers in tbe nation's classrooms
information resources from networks sUch as araFNET;

materials and programs from the regional laboratories,
research centers, and Hrel; and information and products

available from buainesses and industries, professional
associations, and other eisilar organisations.

6. Support an Institute for Educational Technology
Training and Applications, whose purpose it will be to

develop strategies and materials needed to prepare new
teadhers, as well as teachers already in the nation's
classrooms, to effectively create the einds of dynamic

learning environments outlined earlier. This Institute
wills serve as a resource for existing teacher
education programs, and continuing professional

agencies sudh as intermediate service unitm, and Would
especially concentrate on ways to um information
teehnologies to train teachers (and learners, parents,
community members, etc.) in how to use technologies.

7. Support projects focusing on the design and development
of curricula that reflect the use of vast information
resources, and tools for using those resources.

S. Establish an Institute an Education Teohnology Planning
and Policy, and charge that Institute with the tasks

of; 13 Staying abreast of technology developments and
forecasting potential uses in education; 2)

Porsulating prototypic policy at state, regional,
national, and local levels that will reflect the
potential uses of telecommunications and educational
technologies to improve education; 3) Regularly
convening meetings of policy makers, vendors, and

practitioners to ensure continued partnerships between

education and business around these powerful issues of

technology uses in education.

A few years ago, a bridge on Interstate Highway 90 in

Upstate New York collapsed, causing the death of a number of

people. That incident drove home the point that a major

component of our transportation infrastructure had atrophied to

dangerous levels, with potentially devastating consequences. I
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suggest to you that the information resources infrastructure that
is fundamental to the future success of our schools, and thus to
the long-range social and economic condition of our nation, is
not simply a victim of atrophy, but that in fact the
infrastructure has not even been built at all. For all the
reasons I have outlined today, it is apparent that the need to
invest in our classrooms, to provide the information and tools
our young people absolutely must bays for their future survival,
is not luxury hut necessity. The last mile phenomenon must be
resolved as quickly and as flexibly as possible. Even in schools
where investments in technology have been made, a plateau of use

is being achieved. Without access to the complex or electronic
highways, and without quality materials moving an the highways,
that plateau cannot be overoome. But for most schools, even
minimal technology investments have not been made.
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SENATOR BINGAMAN. Mr. Schultz, why don't you go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL SCHULTZ, ASSISTANT STATE
SUPERINTENDENT FOR EDIXATIONAL TECIMOLOGY AND

GRANTS, PACHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

MR. SCHULTZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and good morning.
My name is Daniel Schultz, and I'm the Assistant State Superintaident

for Educational Technology and Grants in the Michigan Department of
Education. On behalf of le Michigan State Boni of Education and
Deparunent, I am very pleased to be here today and have the opportunity
to highlight one state's experiences in developing instructional telecom-
munication systems and offer some comments on the steps the Federal
Government could take in supporting classroom initiatives and technolo-
gy.

It has been noted that public education is the last major labor intensive
industry to begin to use technology in its day-to-day business. With this
perspective, the topic of today's hearing is of critical importance.

In response to national calls for school reform, pioposals for schools
of choice and initiatives dealing with the restructuring of schools, State
Departments of Education, schools, colleges, and universities air
exploring innovative ways to use telecommunication technology for
teaching and learning.

In this context, telecommunications must be defined in the broadest
sense, as accessing and communicating information via technology.
Telecommunications is receiving unprecedented attention, and our public
education systems must be included in this debate. Increasingly, the
successful operation of schools and businesses hingm on the efficient
exchange of voice, data and video signals.

One of the most efficient examples of telecommunications technology
in use today are the lottery systems operated by 33 states and the District
a Columbia. We have done a lamer job in this country of electronically
linking party and convenience stores with our state capitols than our
schools. And with a satellite dish on virtually every automobile dealer-
ship, it's easier to communicate with sales managers than school
superintendents.

It begs the question. Why haven't similar communication networks
been created for our schools?

Michigan's experience in connecting buildings and classrooms through
telecommunications for instruction has resulted in over 40 different
interactive distarre teaming projects, halfof which are active and offering
courses today. This represents a hybrid system using coaxial cable, twisted
pair, microwave, ITFS, ars:I fiber optic technologies. These telecommuni-
cation systems are used to pmvide instruction for students, training
programs for teachers, and site-to-site meetings among administrators.

Michigan has shown that a hybrid multiple technology system can
work. Yet, in a State that has an infrastructure with over 150,000 miles
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of fiber optic cable, less than 1 percent is being used for instroction. Like
many other states, the fiber optic capacity that exists is nr.t being used due
to regulatory, pricing, or other last-mile issues.

Should schools be put in the position of comrding with private
industry and creating their own telecommunications systems? We have
examples of that. States should build cm the investments that already have
been made.

In 1990, in 14chigan, a state-level telecommunications task force
recommended a strategy for capitalizing on the State's communication
resources. The task force specifically recommended Wilding telecommu-
nication partnerships between businesses, communities, govenunents, and
schools; providing quality train'Ang programs for educatois; providing
incentives and competitive grants to encourage the deployment of
telecommunication technology in schools; coordinating a telecommunica-
tions netwodc for education; supporting efforts of post-secondary
institutions in training a marketable work force; and encouraging the
establishment of new entrepreneurial vrgures that draw upon the
untapped potential of telecommuniedions te.. nology.

In Michigan recent legislative iniCatives are addressing the State's
cunent teleconmunications policy, which was initially written in 1913,
and there is significant regulatory interest on ihe part of the Michigan
Public Senrice Commission.

SWAIM BINGAMAN. You had a telecommunications policy in 1913?
MR. SCHULTZ. Initially drafted in 1913.
SENATOR Bmioamm. That would be an interesting document to read.

[Laughter.)
Go right ahead.
MR. SOW Liz. Financing for telecommunication projects is a continuing

comern in the educational community. With approximately 30 states
experiencing serious fiscal problems, it's unlikely that states will be in a
position to contribute to a national telecommunications network.

A new development from the private sector has accelerated interest in
instructional telecommunications. Michigan has the founh largest number
of middle and high schools subscribing to the Whittle Communications'
Channel One news program. What prompted over 10,000 schools across
the country to sign three-ymr contracts with Whittle Communications?

Channel Or= has raised a national debate regarding the use of
commercial advertising in schools. Clearly, the Whittle organization has
touched a responsive chord, and scisiol districts responded for financial,
programmatic, and symbolic reasorm. It suggests how urgent the need is
to acquire technology no matter of how basic.

As the consumer electronics industry nishes to many oeisonal
computers, television, video cassette recorders, compact d tsks, and
telephones, multimedia applications for education are alrealy being
marketed. Multimedia software integrating voice, graphics, music, text,
and video images will soon be available to the mass maiket, and pi:ents
will be pressured to purchase the latest electronic notebook. These
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portable laptop devices are capable of cormecting with telephone lines to
communicate with computers.

The pmblem on the horizon for elected officials arEl policymalters is

the question of equity. How do you ass= that children of low-income

Parents and thon in rural, sparsely populated areas have access to these

new tools? How do you assum that the system of public-tax supported
librariestmditionally the place where knowledge, information and ideas

could be acquired free of chargecontinue to be available for all

Americans?
Public library collections are diminishing at an alarming rate, andas

Mr. Cauthen has notedwe risk a society of information haves and have-
nots. There is an opportunity to reinvest in our libraries by installing
sophisticated computer-based transmission and renieval systems.

A priority must be based on training for classroom teachers, adminis-
trators, students and parents as access to information increases via
technology. Consumers must be competent in finding, selecting, analyzing
and summarizing information to solve problems. What is needed is a
program similar to driver education to help people access and navigate

these electronic highways.
Typically, there is a technical vocabulary that is commonplace among

engineers and telecommunication providers, but it is often viewed as a
fomign language by educators and consumers. As a result, aitical
decisions involving teaching and learning are deferred to time least
knowledgeable about the instructional process.

With telecommunications, schools can offer an expanded and high-
quality curriculum. Schools will be able to choose televised programming
available from across the nation and from other countries. With these
changes, the curriculum will need to be more individualized, focused on
the solution of actual problems, building job skills and awareness of
different cultures, beliefs and values.

Incentives are needed to reduce the number of students who drop out
of school, and provide alternative programming for those who have
dropped out, and increase equity in rural areas. Telecommunications offer

adult learners, panicularly those with transportation problems or child-care
needs, opportunities for high school completion and job skills training.

Telecommunications should also be used to serve the education and
rehabilitation needs of individuals in correctional institutions. It has been

shown that the mom years of education a person has completed, the less

likely he or she will be involved in criminal activities. Over 80 percent
of this country's prisoners are high school dropouts. Nationally, an
average of $21,000 a year is spent to house each prisoner, a figure which

far exceeds the per pupil expenditure in any state.
As new technologies become available for learning, a different kind of

classroom develops, an inquiry-centered classroom of the future.

Technology serves a.s the backbone for this new learning environment.
Through the use of technology, students experience greater access to
information and resources.

7
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I have submitted some written materials that go into great detail about
these new classrooms, which I will, in the interest of time, skip over here.

If the Federal Government makes a long-term commitment to
telecommunications and puts funding behind it, the private sector will
respond. With national and state policy that requires or provides
incentives for telecommunication providers to woik with the educational
sector, cooniinated systems for schools will develop.

In conclusion, telecommunications and educational technology can
provide new opponunities for teaching and learning, but they are not a
panacea to the problems facing educational institutions. The following
points are essential to realizing an integrated high-tech telecommunica-
tions netwoik for all schools:

There should be incentives for improvement of local government
services.

Any telecommunications system should represent the needs of all
levels of education, kindergarten through graduate school and adult
training.

National standards should be &veloped based upon existing model
classrooms.

An information database should be developed, which includes
specifications for instructional telecommunications systems.

National standards for electronic data interface are essential.
Joint ventures between users and providers should be encouraged

to simplify operation of new technological tools.
The ultimate objective for instructional telecommunications systems

is to become as ubiquitous and invisible as a telephone call.
The gap between society's information haves mei have-nots needs

to be narrowed.
Decisions must be based on solid engineering, technical studies and

demonstrated needs and increased efficiency.
Training programs for educators and administrators arc critical to

ensure maximum use of telecommunications systems.
Telecommunications systems can provide greater equity in the

delivery of educational services.
And the education community must participate in strategic planning

to ensure better use of scarce resources.
It's obvious that an investment in instructional telecommunications is

an investment in the future.
Thank you very much for the opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Schultz, together with additional

material, follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DANIEL SCHULTZ

Good morning. Mr. Chairman. My name is Daniel Schultz and I am Assistant State

Superintendent for Educational Technology and Gams for the Michigan Department of

Education. On behalf of the Michigan State Bowl of Education and Department of

Education, I would like to thank the members of the Subcommittee on Education, Arts

and Humanities and the Joint Economic Committee for the opponunity to highlight one

state's experiences indeveloping insmactional telecommunications systems and offer some

continents on tlw steps the federal government could take in suppotting classroom

initiatives in technology.

It has been noted that public education is the last major labor intensive industry to

begin to use technology in its day to day business. With this perspective, the topic of

today's hearing, Edugglimagglinologutullalassmom' is of critical impotance.

In response to national calls for school reform, proposals for schools ofchoice,

and initiatives dealing with the restrucuring ofschools, state departments of education,

along with schools, colleges and universities, ate exploring innovative ways to use

telecommimications technology for teaching and learning. In this context,

telecommunications must be defined, in the broadest sense, as accessing and

communicating information via technology.

Telecommunications is receivingunpatcedented attention and our public education

systems must be included in the debate. Increasingly, the successful operation of schools

and businesses hinges on the efficient exchange of voice, data and video signals .

r)
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One ad* most efficient examples of teleconmunications technology in use today are the

lottery systems operated by 33 states and the District of Cohnnbia. We have done a better

job in this country of elecnonically linking piny and convenience stores with our state

capites, than our schools. And, with a satellite dish at vinually every automobile

dealership, it is easier to communicate with sales managers than school superintendents.

It begs the question; why haven't similar communication networks been created for our

schools?

Michigan's experience in connecting buildings and classrooms through

telecommunications for insraction has zesulted in over 40 diffetent interactive distance

lemming projects; half of which are active and offering courses today. This mpresents a

hybrid system using coaxial cable, twisted pair, microwave, 1TFS (Instructional Television

Fixed Services), and fiber optic technologies. These telecommunications systems are used

to provide instruction to students, training programs for teachers, and site-to-site meetings

among administrators.

Michigan has shawn that a hybrid, multiple-technology system can work. In a state

which has an infmsoucturt with over 150,000 miles of fiber optic cable, less than 1% is

being used for insraction. Like many other states, the fiber optic capacity that exists is not

being used due to regulatcay, pricing, or other 'last mile' issues. Should schools be put in

the position of ccalpeting with private industry and creating their own telecommunications

systems? States should build on the investment that already has been made.

In 1990, a state-level Telecommunications Task Force recommended a strategy for

capitalizing on the state's communication resources. The Task Force specifically

recommended:

Building telecommunications parmerships between businesses, communities,

governments, and schools.

Providing quality training programs for educators who use telecommunications

technology to deliver instruction.

Providing incentives and competitive grams to encourage the deployment of

telecommunications technology in schools.

Coordinating a telecommunications network for education.
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Supponing the efforts of postsecondary institutions in training a marketable

workforce.

Encouraging the establishment of new entrepteneurial ventines that draw upon

the untapped potential of telecommunications technology.

Recent legislative initiatives an addiessing the state's current telecommunications

policy, and significant regulatory interest has been shown by the Michigan Public Service

Commisskm.

Fmancing for telecommunications papjects is a condnuing concern in the education

community. With approximately 30 states expetiencing sCriOUS fiscal ptoblems. it is

unlikely that states will be in a position toconttibute to a national telecommunications

netwost As it is, competition for existing resources is keen.

A new development from the private sectorhas accelerated interest in instructional

tekoonmunicadons. Michigan has the founh largest number of middle and high schools

subscribing to Whittle Communication's Channel One news program. What prompted

over 10,000 schools across the counny to sign three-year contracts with Whittle

Conmunications? Along with two minutes ofcommercial advertisements presented during

lite Channel One programming, a school receives approximately $30,000 in television,

video, and satellite equipment Channel One raised a national debate regarding the use of

come:I:jai advertising in public schools. Clearly, the Whittle organization touched a

responsive cord, and school districts responded for financial. programmatic, and symbolic

masons. lt suggests how urgent the need is to acquire technology, no matter how basic.

As the consumer electronics industry rushes to marry personal computers, television.

videocassette recorders, compact discs and telephones. multimedia applications for

education are already being marketed Multimedia software, integrating voice, graphics.

music, text and video images, will soon be available to the mass market and parents will be

pressured to purchase the latest "electronic notebook". These portable, laptop devices are

capable of connecting with telephone lines to communicate with other computers.
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The problem on the holism fir elected officials and policymaken is the question of

equity. How do you assure that children of low-income patents and those in rural,

sparsely populated areas have access to these new tools? How do you assure that the

spa= of public. tax-supported libraries, traditionally the place where knowledge,

information and ideas could be acquired fine of charge, continues to be available for all

Americans? Public library collections are diminishing at an alarming rate. We risk a

society of information haves and have-nots. There is an opportunity to reinvest in our

libraries by installing sophisticated, computer-based transmission and moieval systems.

A priority must he placed on training for classroom teachers, administrators,

students and parents as access to information incrusts via technology. Consumers must

be competent in Rotting, selecting, analyzing, and suinmarizing information to solve

problems. What is needed is a program similar to "driver education," to help people access

and navigate these electronic highways.

Typically there is a technical vocabulary that is commonplace among engineers and

telecommunications pmviders, but often viewed as a foreign language by educators and

consumers. As a result, critical decisions involving teaching and learning are deferred to

those least knowledgeable about the instroctional process. Schools end up with an

engineer's fantasy, but an educator's frustration.

With telecommunications, schools can offer an expanded and higher quality

curriculum. Schools will be able to choose televised programming available =ass the

nation and from other countries, not just locally. Connections will bestrengthened

between K-I2 school districts, community colleges, and universities. Library collections

would be accessible by students no matter where they live.

With these changes, the curriculum will need to be mom individualized, focused on the

solution of actual problems, building job-skills and awareness of different cultures' beliefs

and values. Incentives are needed to reduce the number of students who drop out of

school, provide alternative programming for those who have dropped out, and increase

equity in rural areas. Telecommunications offer adult learners. particularly those with

transportation problems or child cam needs, opportunities for high school completionand

job-skills training.
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Teleccannumicadoes should also be used to sesve the education and rehabilitation

needs of individuals in emreetional institutions. The mom years of education a person has

completed, the less likely he/she will be involved in aintinal activities. Over eighty

patent of this country's prison= are high school dropouts. Nationally, an averne of

$21,000 a year is spent to house each prisoner, a figure which far exceeds the perpuinl

education expenditure in any sum.

As new technologies become available for learning, a different kind of classtoom

develops an inquiry-centered classroom of the fume. Technoloe selves 83 the

backbone fcr this new learning environment. Through the use of technology, students

experience greater access to information and resources.

Tl*se classrooms will have the following features;

Studeni and teacher explescrs welt together in teams that practice the strategy of

cooperative learning;

Student teams work separately on subtopics within a common classroom theme.

Students are encouraged to investigate knowledge domains on their own and form

hypotheses based on information uncovered in their independent research.

Students learn by doing.

Students get hands-on training experimennng with numerous group problem-

solving strategies.

Students learn how to respond to unexpected, chaotic situations, take risks, and

suppon each other through the learning process.

In arkiition to these remarks. I have submitted written :7%timony which describes how

all of these concepts work in a unique model classroom facility that has been in operation tn

Michigan for the past three years and has attracts:4 national interest from the media.

corporate sector, and other states.
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lithe fiteleml government makes a long-tenn commitment to telecommunications and

puts funding behind it, the Fivate sector will respond. With a national, and state policy

that requhes or provides incentives for telecommunications ploviders to work with the

educational sector. coordinated systems for schoob will develop.

In conclusion, telecom,munications and educational technology can provide new

opportunities for teaching and learning; but they us not a panacea to the problems facing

educational instinnicms. The following points ate also essential to realizing an imegrated,

high-tech telecommunications network for all schools.

There should be incentives for improvement &local government services.

Any telecommunications system should represent the needs of all levels of

education .. kindergarten through paduate school, and adult training.

National standards should be devekped, based on existing model classrooms,

An information data base should be developed which includes specifications i'or

instructional telecommunications systems.

National standards for electrtmic data interface (EDI) eze use:1nel.

Joint ventines between users and providers should be encouraged to simplify

operation of new technological tools.

The ultimate objective for instructional telecsommurncations systems is to become

as ubiquitous and invisible as a telephone call.

The gap between society's infommtion haves and have-nots needs to be

narrowed.

AU decisions must be based en solid engineering, technical studies. demonstrated

needs, and increased efficiency.

Training programs for educators and administrators are critical to ensure

maximum use of telecommunications systems.

Telecommunications systems can provide greater equity in the delivery of

educational seivices.
The education commumty must participate in strategic planning to ensure better

use of scarce resources.

An investment in instructional telecommunications is an investment in the future.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to come here today, and I am prepared to

respond to your questions.
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An Inquiry-Centered
Classroom of the Future

y
Fred Dignazie and Daniel Sault:

Pulting.Isdbasaint2AhLEnturg
The inquiry-centered classroom of the future will emphasize four themes:

I . It will reinforce the vital leadership role of the teacher.
2. It will integrate technology into conesl areas ift the curnculum.
3. It will offer start-up sostegies for schools with semely constratned

budgets and minimal in-school technology eapemse.
4. It will link advanced technologies to advand teachingsvategies.

This last theme will make the classroom a true learning environment of the future. In mans 01 the
innovative projects in education, only one foot is placed in the fount while the other foot is yuletiv.
invisibly mired in the past. For example. an advanced-technology project may use older teachmg
strategies which have not been supponed by current research or by recent test scores. Or an
es mrnwinal classroom may be urns new teaching and learning strategies without making
effective use of advanced technology.

Half Sokinan Hal a %mon

The inquiry-centered classroom of the future vvIll conthme advanced mulumedta techintIogicv
advanced teaching and learning stnnegies, including

Cooperative Learning
Thematic Teaching
Guided Inquiry

Apprenticeship
Group Problem-Solving
Critical Thinking
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Cooperative Learning Student and teacher caplet= work together in teams that practice
the ww-a of _cooperadve -ng which has been developed and tested in c11135700131s for the pm
ten yems, based on research conducted at The Johns Hopkins Univasity and the University of
ivrinnesata. Teams perform self-managed, self-guided inquiry. Students are responsible for their
own learning and for their teammates' learning. Students rotate the tele of leader And other roles
No student is supposed to know everything, but all students are encouraged to make a
conMbution.

Thematic Teaching The teacher functions as classroom leader, head explorer, knowledge-
specialist, process-facilitator, de facto team member, and final arbiter. The teachercombines
several conicuhun units under powerful umhtella themes, such as China. the American
Consatution. whales, space exploration, etc. The themes contain units amoss the curriculum and
apply curricular topics to teal-world problems and issues, Student teamswort separately on sub-
topics within a conunon clasnocon theme. Teams work together collaboratively under the
teacher's direction to integrate their independent research into a single, interactiveFoduct.

Guided Inquiry The teacher teaches not by telling students facts and answers but by
posing problems, mysteries, and questions that challenge student teams to investigate knowledge
dommns on their own. The teacher guides the stut!ents imptiry at all tints to help the students
approximate the most recent findings in each field and to encourage minus to feam creative and
dramatic Interpretations of their own. Some credit is given for "comer answers, but even mom
credit goes to students who me able to intent.= their line of reasoning. fonn hypotheses based on
information uncovered in their independent research, and who take an the responsibility for
encouraging their classmates' learning through the inquiry process.

Apprenticeship Learning by doing in the presence of a master. la the classroom the teacher
is the plaster, and student apprentices aproach sub' as "apprentice machos," In this role they
are challenged to do deeper processing to better understand a given subject. They must learn to
communicate their understanding clearly and effectively to their fellow classmates. And they must
"show what they krow" Madly and gemly so they can build their classmates' self-esteem, self-
confidence as learners, and ultimately their knowledge of the subject.

Group Problem-Solving Students get hands-on training experimenting with numerous
group problem-solving somegies. They learn verbal strategies, written strategies, tented
strategies, etc. The wader constandy challenges the group with inttresting pmblems would
be too long or too complex for any individual to solve on their own. Students learn that they an
smaller, quicker, and more powerful as a team than they are on their own. Yet they develop pride
in their individual connibutions and in the way those conmbutions move the entire group forward.

Critical Thinking The classroom of the future is not for the faint-hearted. KA course,
neithn is dr world of the future!) The teachers strategy is to place the students in confusing,
chaotic situations in which they understand only partly what is expected of them and how they
must get them. The student teams learn to nurture and suppon each other as a strategy for coping
arid revival. The teams occasionally fail in their missions, but they learn that failing isn't the end
of the world. They learn that mistakes are occasions for learning and they learn how to maximize
the learning arising from their mistakes They learn that to cowl= their missions they must take
risks, go out on a limb all the time, and figum out how to compkw their tasks successfully most of

the time.
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The CiaSSTOGIS of the future will model an inquiry-centered classroom of the 1990s in which the

teacher acts as the leader. guide, and evaluator of several student knowledge explorer mama. Each

ex team will use an advanced multimedia and telecommunications inquiry center to

A Conduct invemigative msearch into the world around them.

A Capture imatrigaLnt sounds frail the real wodd to develop a
Mtlidinedia

A Cream dramatic sexy problems and simulations as decision-making
exercises for fellow students.

A Create presentations and publications to show to other classes,
the students patents. and their comsamity.

Studeto Explorer Tenn, Sordent Explorer Tam
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Inquiry-Centered Classroom of the Future

Computer and video networks will de all the classroom workstations togetherfor the easy. quick.

Invisible" exchange of images, sounds, and spoken and written text among student research

teams. In addition, the classroom will be wised to the outside world via cable TV, fiber optics,

telephone lines, and satellite dish. This allows the student Mquiry teams to "dial up" world news

as it breaks, online information services, students in other classrooms, and outside experts, as a

pan of their research and investigation into a vital curricular topic.
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Muslim-Iran logits

The inquky centers will combine the following technologies:

Audio Tekcouununications
Video Distance Learning
Computer Hyper Media

Audio Student and teacher exploras mean audio data bases using sounds they have captured
from their classroom, school. and conammity, and from electronic sound sources. including
twoadcast TV. broadcast radio. cable. records, tapes, compact discs. etc. The sounds am digitized,
stared on computer disk, and linked thematically whh images, text, animations, etc.

Video Explorers use video cameras, still-image tecorders, video digitizers. and computer
"semen- colds to capone images bum the real world and save them as disk files in their
complus'. The images are linked thematically with sounds, text, animations. etc.

Computer The computer acts as the hub of each explorer team's inquity center. It is usod to
capture. store, process, transform. conominicate, and publish the expktrer teams findings.

Telecommunkations Student and teacher explorers conduct their investigation into
different subjects (e.g., tip, Mann= Szo " Y. or Plane fleomeuY) by Wing tor
computers moon:pumas in other classrooms " down the hall and around the wodd. Explorer
teams interview leading experts and decision-makers via modem and telephone. They conduct
these intaviews ever ler and record miginal quotes, images, documents. sounds, etc. on
their multimedia du oner teams in classrooms mowed by thousands of miles conduct

joint investigations by ,,..1iicating images, sounds, text, animations. etc. over phone lines
from computes to computer.

Distance Learning Two-way data, voice, and video carriers in the classmom of the future
enable explorer teams to "plug into" other members and experts in the local community and
across the planet. Teams invite master teachers from science, business, govemment, or the arts to
their teleclassloom as "teachers for a day." Guest teachers may be invited to Inane, or. more
frequendy. to conduct john inquiry activities with the student =MS in theteleclassroom. (A
"teleclassroom" is a cluster of physical classrooms wiled together with two-way interactive data.
voice, and video carriers.)

HyperNiedia Explorer teasns will return from their expeditions and create interactive
idonnadonal reduce in the form of presentations. publications, tele-presentations, or tele-
publications. The team products will be in the fotm of hypennedia,which integrates music, text.

maiges, live-action video, spoken voices, colorful animations. etc. Into chalk:mpg simulations of
real-wodd situations. The teams' classmates who use the products will have to solve a challenging
problem or problems. They will take on the role of real-world actors (explorets. policymakers.
seientistS, peacemakers, or everyday people) who are fared with dramatic problems and who have
to make decisions based on imperfect information and too little time. The products' users will be
challenged to work 'vely and effectively to discover the best course of action in
as bale time as possit°Les.her
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The missitm for each explorer team will bc similar to that of the Starstup Enterprise tram the famed

Sur Trek TV and Dwane series: to boldly go where no learner has gone before.

Each inqay center will be a vehicle of knowledge and the unagination, piloted by a team of

student expus. . One week the vehicle might take a team of =plumsoff to Neptune. the next

week to a meeting of the COMinftltal Congress, the week after to a fish-Orucessing plant on the

southern coast of Iceland. Each voyage the students make will be centered around an imponant

topic or theme chosen by the wad= which integrates critical subjects in die cturiculum. The

student explorers will journey to the farthest teaches of time and space. but they will always begin

their journey in the classroom s library and in the world just outstde the classroom door.

The students' mission, during a typical unit. will be to map the worlds that they discover, and to

develop multimedia presenautons and publications that encourage fellow classmates to follow in

their footsteps. All pnaducts the students develop will be interactive, designed to engage their

classmates in critical thinking, problem-solving,
and decision-making m a dramatic, real-world

scenario. The philosophy of the classroom will be "Make It and Take It." so that the students can

take the tapes, disks. and papers they create back home to show thew families.

The classroom teacher will be at the helm of "Mission Control."emphasizing the critical leadership

role played by the teacher in the classroom of the future. The teacher will guide the student

explorer teams, keep them on wick, and help them climb out ot the black holes that they will fall

into on their journey. The teacher will propose the major areas of inquiry, train students in vital

process sialls required to conduct their research at peak effectiveness. monitor each teams'

progress in their invesoganon, and evaluate their success in shaong their journeys with others,

Mictigan's Teacher Dtplorer Centers

For the past three years the state of Michigan has run a model classroom of the future program

funded by the Michigan State Board of Education. The model classrooms. dubbed 'Teacher

Explorer Centers." have been set up at three sites:

East Lansing Public Schools. East Lansing. MI
Oakland University, Rochester. MI
Bay de Noc Community College. Escanaba. MI

2 .1 !s
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During this time the Teacher Explorer Centers have trained over four thousand K-12 teachen and
administrators from 150 school districts anitmd Michigan and from 18 states around the United
States. In addition, we have conducted a "collaborative inquiry laboratory" for another 1,000
Michigan =dem.

EarilemIntarnati2n
Please contact the paper's authors if you woukl like more information:

brd D7gnazio

Daniel Schultz

President. Multi-Media Classrooms, Inc. and Director of the
East Lansing Teacher Explorer Center.

Teacher Explorer Center
East Lansing Public Schools
309 Boehm Dlive
East Lansin& MI 48823
Phove: 517/337-1781 ext 58
Fax: 517/337-8171

Assistant State Superintendent for Educational Technology and
Grants, with the Michigan Department of Education.

Michigan Deparonent of Education
P.O. Box 30008
Lansing. MI 48909
Phone: 5171373-6331
Fax: 5171335-4565
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SENATOR BM:4MAX Thank you very much.
Let me ask a question which any of you could respond to. In looking

around at what could be dtme nationally to upgrade instruction in our

schools, one thing which occurs to me, and I'm sure it has occunrd to a
lot of people. is that we have general agreeman on the advanced
placement courses that are available to high school students, and I guess

we have those in a lot of differ= subjects now, and I don't know how

many.
As I understand it, the quality of that course wotk is not questioned.

I've had teachers explain tv me that they felt very comfortable, because

they knew exactly what the content of the come was; they had instruc-

tional materials on how to teach it they had tests that determined whether

they had taught it and it was a compact piece of the curriculum that they

felt very comfortable with.
Why can't, or maybe it is available, but it would seem that providing

that instmetion in Iv:Nance placement courses, on a national basis for all

schools that wanted to access it, would be a very natural thing to do. So,

if there is a school in my state, whether they have a teacher who can

teach whatever it is or notcalculus or Japanese or American history
advanced placement or whatever come, they could go ahead and give the

students that wanted to take that course the opportamity to do so by
plugging into a national system. Now, why isn't that an appropriate

objective for us to ptusua, or maybe that is being pursued somewhere. Is

that being done, or something similar to that being done, at the prewnt

time on a national basis?
MR. CAUTREN. Senator, yes, it is. The SERC project, for instance, is

doing just that in terms of the advanced placement courses in Russian, in

Japanese, in calculus and others.
SMATOR BINGAMAN. Now, you're reaching what, 24 states?

MR. CALMEN. Twenty-four states now, that's right, and then them are

several other distance learning projects that are maching other states. So,

yes, it is an appropriate thing.
SENNIDR BINGAMAN. You're providing advanced placement coursr s to

thase 24 states, and do you have that capability available for all dlr..

schools in those states or jiiet those that have hooked up to your satelliw

system? How many actual schools am panicipating in that? When wc say

24 states, it sounds like half the kids in the country kwe that oppon i:y.

is that accurate?
MR. CAUMEN. Not at all, no. Mc :111&:, into its fountl

and funding really has been the que-suult of 'I.., far it Ns txnand and

it has not reached anything like the total pywat.. it' j1
percentage of the population, but the teslini; _an ht. i. 'irk;

The question is the cost of donig it.
SliNNI*OR 131NCANIAN. And that involves the !-
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Ma. C.Aunnui. The satellite dishes and the satellite time, because with
the live imeractive instruction, you don't teach 100.000 students at one
time. You have a finite group of studergs so that they can interact.

SENATOR Ilmomm. Now, the satellite time that you refer to, is this
new PBS satellite going to help solve that problem for you?

ML CAIMIEN. It certainly will, because right row on the SERC
project, when we garted out, we were having to putrhase one transponder
to tiansmit a program. Then, the second year we needed two. One
transponder now with the digital technology will carry many channels. So,
the cost, you just divided it, and if we were paying dare or four hundred
dollars an hour for that, it's divided by 8 or 10 or 12.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. But now that new satellite will be available for
your use in broadcasting these courses that mere broadcasting to your
schools?

ML CAUTHEN. PBS is working on the means, yes. of making that
available. Theft will be a charge, lxn it will be far less than what wc are
now having to pay from a commetrial

SENATOR BINGAMAN. And the main obstacle, as you see it, is that cost
of using the satellite at the present Lime

MR. CAUTHEN. Absolutely, that's it.
SENAIDR BINGAMAN. Do any of you have comments on that? Mr.

Gooler?
M. Gooma. 1 wa, going to say that there are a number of systems

offering such courses, and in general, depending on how well those
courses ate constructed and made available, people are quite pleased with
those courses.

What we are finding in our region is that our teachers are interested
both in full courses delivered that way, but increasing also interested in
having information brought into the classroom thal they can then construct
into their own courses and integrate into their own cunicula

But certainly the course idea you've talked about is being done, and
it's pretty widely accepted, I believe.

SENKPOR BINGAMAN. How extensively is it being used? I mean is this
purely an experimental thing we're sitting here talking about, or do a lot
of teachers out there have this opportunity? I have the sense that if I had
a panel of teachers sitting in front of me randomly selected from around
the country, they would tell you all this stuff is pie in the sky, and they're
teaching with books and pencils.

MR. Gomm. I believe that the coverage of such courses is very, very
limited, and it is a function and part of the ability to receive it, the costs
involved and so forth. So. the widespread penetration of this thing is quite
limited at the moment.

MR. SCHULTZ. It's our experience in Michigan that it's available in
KWIC places in Michigan. It is limited due to some of the financial aspects
related to subscribing.
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There is another perspective on this, too, and that is that there is
interest in it, but time are also local values and local school district spins
on rogramming that school districts feel very strongly about. With the
decentralized system we have in this country, there is not a lot of interest
in schod districts for a national advanced calculus or chemistry program.

SENN= BINGAMAN. As I understand it, them is a lot of interest in
taking the advanced placement course in calculus around the country.

Ma. SCHULTZ. Very definitely.
SINAToa BING Amis. So, all I'm saying is that you would just use the

technology available to facilitate the taldng of that course. I'm not
suggesting mything else.

Mit CAUMEN. Senator, them is an interesting spinoff that we found on
this, too, and that is that the teachers who work in those classrooms with
the students, the facilitating teachers at the local site in the language
courses, for instance, we found out that teachers of other languages want
to be those facilitators. They're learning Russian and Japanese, but the
math teachers who don't know calculus want to be in there. They want
to leam it. We're spreading and extending the quality of the teaching
force in that process, and we didn't expect that to happen.

Ma. Gomm. There is another offshoot of this, Senator, which you will
probably hear. It's not an insurmountable roblem, but one to be aware
of. The distance delivery of courses presents interesting problems related
to teacher cenification. In some states, this has been solved, but in others
it's a real battle about who needs to be in the classroom into which these
courses are being beamed. Must it be a certified teacher in the content of
the satellite instruction or not? This is a particularly critical problem in
rural schools that may want to bring in courses for which they have no
teachers substantively qualified, and certification requirement.s in some
areas prohibit that from happening. It's an interesting problem.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. Is it one that you think the Federat Government

should address?
MR. Gomm. Certification remains a state province, I believe, and my

guess is that there would be significant concern about federal involvement

in this particular pmblem, unless one started to move toward a national
certification of teachers, with reciprocity acmss State lines and so forth.
It is an issue that I believe must be looked at if we are going to really
expand technological alternatives.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. Well, I could go on again with a lot of additional

questions, but we have another panel, and I think NI stop at that point
and allow the others to come and give their testimony, as well.

Thank you very much for being hem.
Our final panel today is Cecilia Lenk with the Massachusetts Corpora-

tion for Educational Telecommunications; Sally Johnstone with the
Western Cooperative for Educational TeleCommunications in Boulder,
Colorado; Gregory Liptak with the Mind ExtOsion University; and Gary
Vance, also with SERC.
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Thank you all for being here. I appreciate it very much.
Why don't we start with you, Ms. Lenk, and jun go rigAt across the

table there.

STATEMENT OF CECILIA LENK, PH.D., PROJECT DIRECTOR
REACH FOR THE STARS, 1HE MASSACHMETTS CORPORATION FOR

EDUCATIONAL TMECOMMUNICAMONS

114s. Ulu. Good morning, Senator Bingaman. I'm delighted to be here.
Over the past seven years, I have been involved in designing and

implementing three major educational projects that use telecommunica-
tions technologies to improve science raid mathematics in elementary and
secondary schools. These pm*ts are the National Geographic Kids
Network, the TERC Star Schools Network, and, cunently, Reach for the
Stars. These projects are among the largest telecommunications-based
cuniculum pojects in education. They have been funded by the National
Science Foundation, the U.S. Departmetu of Educatim Star Schools
Programs, the National Geographic Society, and private foundations and
corporations, including businesses in the telecommunications industry.
Together these telecommunications-based projects are reaching students
and teachers in thousands of schools throughout the United States.

It is important to tecognize what we have learned hum these three
pmjects about the potential impact of telecommunications in education.
The National Geographic Kids Network and the TERC Star Schools
projects are built around computer-based telecommunications. Participat-
ing classes undertake cooperative experiments in areas of cunent scientific
interest, such as acid rain, chaos theory, and radon. Through a wide area
computer network, students and teachers share data, questions, and
observations with otixr classes on the network and with professional
scientists.

Reach for the Stars integrates a broad range of technologies. With a
focus on impmving science education in the middle grades, this project
is developing innovative products and distance learning programs for tht
entire educational community, students, teachers, school administrators,
and parents. The Reach for the Stars products and programs bring
together multiple technologies, including interactive satellite broadcasts,
computer-based telecommunications facsimile machines, computer
software, videotapes and interactive video disks.

The evaluation findings from thcse three projects iedicate that
telo,communication technologies, combined with hands-on, inquiry-based
activities, air effective in improving learning and touching sciei. 4141
mathematics. Students learn irnp-,71ani c-c-rtent, sh:trpen their analytical
skills, are motivated, and gain an .pl,reciation for sci-nce and mathemat-
ics. Importantly, these telecommunications-bared curricula encourage
students to take an active role in their own lealaing. This finding is
especially true for girls. miwrities, learning disabled -hildren. a: I

students with typically poor acadenti, nt:rr^; ances.

A..
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Data from these projects aLso indicates that this telecommunications
apruach to science and mathematics education can change how teachers
teach Many teathers involved in these pmjects term that they have
modified their teaching styles to allow fix more student exploration and
collaborative learning. Additionally, these three projects show that
telecommunications technologies are effective mechanisms for providing
teachers with much needed profewional development and the ongoing
support required to strengthen teaching and learning in their classrooms.

These projects show how important telecommunications can be to
improving our Nation's schools. They also point out some of the barriers
that wc have to address if we are to use telecommunications effectively
and widely. The overwhelming majority of classrocans and schools today
are very poorly Nuipped to take advantage of existing telecommu-
nications technologies, let alone technologies that might become available
in the next five years. These rugrams, funded by the U.S. Department of
Education and the National Science Foundation, have assisted schools in
acquiring equipment, but tremendous needs remain.

A good example of this is the telephone line problem. In every
telecommunications project that I've been involved in, participating
schools have been required to install and maintain a telephone line for use
with a computer modem. In far too many cases, putting this telephone
line in a classroom has been the major barrier to giving students and
teachers effective access. Installation costs and mcatthly service fees for
telephone lines strain school budgets. Additionally, the idea of a telephone
in a classroom is novel. Very few classrooms today actually have a
telephone line. Teachers and students involved in these telecommu-
nications projects frequently use the line in the school library, tic
computer lab, the school office, or their own homes. So, this might be
considered as a first step in developing a telecommunications infrastruc-
ture for American classrooms. Put a telephone line, which can be used

with a modem for interactive distance learning programs, in all class-
rooms.

As a result of my work, there is no question in my mind that
telecommunications technologies must be key components of our Natica's
efforts to improve elementary and secondary education. It is also clear
that the Federal Government must provide consistent leadership if
telecommunications resources are to be widely available in classrooms
and if elementary and secondary school teachers, students and administra-
tors are to use these technologies effectively to improve teaching and

learning. To achieve these outcomes, the efforts of state and local
governments must be supported by the Federal Government.

It is important to recognize that achieving the last milefully integrat-
ing telecommunications technologies into American classroomsis a
multifaceted, owing and long-term task It involves the development of
a national information system that integrates current network systems and

will give students access to audio, video and data transmissions. Clearly
this network system must include components specifically designed for

255
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the needs of elementary and secondary schools. It also iequires creating
an organizatioul structum for the national informaticai system that can
coordinate the use of telecommunications in elementary and secondary
schools. Achieving the last mile means that technological and cost baniers
to using telecommunications in classrooms must be eliminated. Schools
must be able to acquire the haidware and software necessary to use this
information system and have the ability to update and replace outmoded
equilanem. Programming and structural materials and other educational
resources for classtooms must be readily available. Finally, the K-12
educational community must be premed and supported as they incorpo-
rate telecommunication into their educational programs.

The Federal Government can support this effort in the following ways:
Provide large-scale and long-term funding to physically connect

elementary and secondary schools into the current national telecommuni-
cations infrastmcture god to allow schools to take advantage of new
technologies as they becone available.

Continue to support the design and development of the national
research and education network, NREN, which will fully interconnect
elementary and secondary schools with colleges, universities, research
laboratories, and other educational institutions.

Support standards and protocol for network systems that integrate
telecommunications technologies, data, voice and video.

Assure that elementary amd secondary schools can utilize telecom-
munications technologies at very low costs.

Deveop mechanisms to pmvide technical msistance to schools,
districts, and states in developing long-range telecommunications plans.

Support the development, evaluation and dissemination of telecom-
munications-based instmctional materials and other resources for
elementary and secondary school classrooms.

Support the research and tkvelopment of hardware, software, and
services specifically designed to facilitate the use of telecommunications
in education.

Support professional development programs for teachers, school
administrators, and communities around telecommunications, including
assisting school districts and communities to participate fully in these
innovations.

Support msearch around the effective use of telecommunications in
elementaiy and secondary schools, including research into how these
technologies can extend learning into homes.

Coordinate and integrate the efforts of federal agencies involved in
the use of telecommunications in education.

And, finally, review and revise federal policies and regulations on
telecommunications to pmmote, expand and improve the use of telecom-
munications in education.

The cost of widespread integration of telecommunications into
elementary and secondary education will be high, and it is unlikely that
most local school districts could find the fluids to accomplish what needs

2 5 t
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to be done. The key players involved in finmcing this critical initiative
are the Federal Government, individual gate governments and businesses,
particularly the telecornmunications industry.

The Federal Government must be integrally involved in the funding
process over a long-tenn time. What is required is consistent large-scale
and long-tenn federal funding. In addition to increasing the funds
available to fedend agencies who have pmgrams in educational telecom-
municatices, funding mechanisms that should be considered are:

Creating large-scale programs in educational telecommunications
similar to tlx U.S. Department of Education Star Schools program.

Ltveloping mechanisms to fund telecommunications pmjects
through multiple federal agencies.

Developing a program of low-intemst loans for schools, districts,
and States to build the necessary telecommunications infrastructure and
to acquire or upgrade equipment.

Developing funding pmgrams that are jointly funded by the Federal
Government and the telecommunications industry, and developing
incentives for the telecommunications industry to invest in elementary and
secondary education.

I am committed to educational telecommLaications. The potential of
this technology to improve education in our Nation's schools cannot be
underestimated. I want to assure that all children in all schools systems
in the United States have equal access to these critical technologies.

Thank you.
SFXATOR BINGAIMN. Thank you very much. That WAS an excellent

summary of some of the things that we need to be looking at twre.
IThe prepared statement of Ms. Lenk, together with additional material,

follows:)

(
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PREPARED STAMM/ff OF CECILIA LEW

1, Integrating teleocmmunications mo eleSSMOMS: The experience from mree
major projects

Over the past seven years. I have designed and implemented three major
education projects whirh tyro totecommenicaerm teeherileziee. to irnprcrve
elementary and secondary science and mathematics instruction: the Nationel
Geographic Kids Network; the TERC Star Schools Project and currently. Reach
for the Stars. The National Geogreptec Kids Network is funded jointly by the

National Science Foundation and the National Geographic Society The TERC
Star Schools Project end Reach for the Stars are funded by the US. Department of
Education Stu. Schools Program. Together these telecommurications-based
projects are reaching students and teachers in thousands of schools.

The NGS Kids Network and the TERC Star Schools Project are built around

computer-based telecommunications. Participating classes undertake
cooperative experiments in areas of current scientific interest such as acid rain,

chaos theory, radon, and water quality. Through a wide-area computer network,
students and teachers share data, questions, and observations with other cies:vs
on the network and with professional scientists.

Reach for the Stars integrates a broad range of video. computer, ard

telecommunications technologies. With a focus on improving science education
in the middle grades, this project is developing and disseminating innovative
inquiry-based products and distance-learning programs for the entire educational
communitystudents, teachers, school administrators, and parents. The Reach
for the Stars products and programa bring together interactive satellite broadcasts,
computez-basell telecommunications, facsimile machines, computer software,
videotapes, and interactive videodiscs-

As evidenced by the evaluation findings from these three projects,
telecommunications technologies combined with hands-on, inquiry-based
activities r.re effective in improving learning and teaching in science and
mathematics. Students learn important content, sharpen their analytical skills,

Smolt Educalion, and ArJs Suivommilitt; Mini Economic Committee Ltak-2
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administrators, school committee members, and parents from the partidpating

.
districts in discussions around technology and improvement of soence

education. Scheduled to be completed in September, 2992. Reach for the Stars

will disseminate the results of this work nationally

2. The ;Die of the Federal government in establishing and supporting
i^

As a rcc: a. r-,und that

telecommunications tt,thholosie!-, must he kev components of. our n:.tion's

eff,'zts 1,:, 4 ,:i LS ?'"

my experience with these projects, among the largest and most innovati%v

telecommunicafions projects in elementary and secondary education, that the

Federal government must provide consistent leadership if telecommunications

resources axe to be widely available in classrooms, and if elementary and

secondary school teachers, students, and administrators are to use these

technologies effectively to improve learning and teaching. All cluldren and ail

school systems in the United States must have equal access to these technologies

Schools must be able to use current technologies and take advantage of future

technologies. To achieve these outcomes then the efforts of state and local

governments must be supported by the Federal government.

Achieving the "last mile"fully integrating telecommunications technologies

into American classroomsis a multifaceted, on-going, and long-term task. It

involves the development of a national information system that integrates

current network systems and provides access to audio, video, and data

transmissions. This network system must include components specifically

designed for the needs of elementary and secondary schools. It also requires

creating an d ganizational structure for ale national information system that can

accorrunodate school districts. Achieving the last mile" means that

technological and cost barriers to using telecommunications in classrooms must
be eliminated. Schools must be able to acquire the hardware and software

Soule Education, Humanities, and Arta Subcottortittes: joint Economic Commitme lank-3
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are motivated, and gain an appreciation for science and mathematics.
Importantly, these telecommunicitions-based curricula encourage students to

take an active role in their own learning. This finding is especially true for girls,
utinorities, learning-disabled children, and students with typically poor academic

performances.

Data from these projects also indicate this telecommunications approach to
science ant.; rni.tiv:maties t.-tucation ca -. change how teachers teach. Many

teachers partic:p; hng ts e. prrle= report that titey have modifiec: their
teaching styles tc allow for more student initiative, open-ended exploration, and
r.etitar."11... 0" 1, : Kt1004 ...a . /MO, mtli 0,44%40U, .1 C''
rat new ruieslearmng with tneff students. Additionaliy, these three projects

show that telecommunications technologies are effective mechanisms for
providing teachers with much-needed professional development and the
ongoing support required to strengthen teaching and learning in their

classrooms.

Telecommunications offer new opportunibes for school districts and

communities. Working with 59 schools and disticts throughout the six Nev
England states and New York, Reach for the St= is spedfically addressing hr w

schools and dist.:cts cart best use multiple educational technologies to irnprc ve

their science programs. Each of these schools has developed its own plan for

participation in the project, choosing from among the Reach for the Stars
technologies, rrogamming, and products and meshing these choices with it

own on-going science cuniculum.

critical component of the Reach for the Stars project is the development of a

st ence improvement team at each school site. Based on their needs and their

...xperience with Reach for the Stars, each team will produce a school Sciehce

Action Plat plemert after the grant period. Recognizing that change
involves the ar..ire educational community, the project is using a series of

interactive distance-leaming programs, delivered via satellite, to link teachers,

Sirtzte Education, fiumanitis, and Arts Suboarromtter Joint Econaniic Commit:re
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necessary to use this information system and have the ability to update and
replace outmoded equipment. Programming, instructional materials, and other
educational resources for daurooms must be readily available. Finally, the X-12
educational community must be prepared and yupported as they inonorate
telecommunkatbns into their educathmal programs.

We have a peat deal of work to do to bring schools into the 21st mitury In

undertaking ti-.is the role csi the Federal government must include the

follpcin

Tir",..; 04 1 ...".",..}T .10 ra. _ ., . . . or . JAL., ..1b.,61,41C1..t.

elementary ahil scc(indary classroums into the current national
telecommunications infrastructure and to allow schools to take advantage

of new technologies as they become available.

Continue to support the design and development oi the National
Reseuch and Education Network (NREN) which will hilly interconnect

elementary and secondary schools with colleges, universities, researth

laboratories, and other educational institutions.

Support standar& and protocols for network systems that integrate
telecommunications technologiesdata, voice, and video.

Assure thLt elementary and secondary schools can utilize
telecorununications technologies at very low cost.

Develop mechanisms to provide technical assistance to schools, districts,

and states in developing long-range telecommunications plans.

Support the development, evaluation, and dissemination of
telecommunications-based instructional materials, applications, and other
resources for elementary and secondary school classrooms.

Senate Educhian, Humanities, sand Ms Subcommittee; Joint Eamernic Cemmittre Lenk-4
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Support the risearch and development of hardware, software, and services
specifically designed to facilitate the use of telecommunications by

students, teachers, school administrators, and communes.

Summit professional development programs for teachers, school
administrators, and communities around telecommunications, including
assisting schuol districts and communities to participate fully in these

innovations.

Support research around the effective use of telecommunications in
-11

..a.

technologies can extend learning into homes.

Coordinate and integrate the efforts of Federal agencies involved in the

use of telecommunications in education.

Review and revise Federal policies and regulations on
telecommunications to promote expand, and improve the use of

telecommunications in education.

3. Achieving the last mile": Connecting classrooms into the Jrnntinications
infrastructure.

The overwhelming majority of classrooms and schools today are very poorly

equipped to take advantage of existirL telecommunications technologies.
Programs funded by the U.S. Department of Education and the National Science

Foundation have assisted schools in acquiring equipment, but tremendous needs
*-emain. Few schools and districts are ready to take advantage of future

telecommunications applications.

In every educational telecommunications project I have been involved in,

participating schools have been required to install and mainta:n a telephone line

Senne Educoion, Numanitz, old Arr: 5ubt:10/717niner; 101711 Ecunamic COT/1773nze erk.5
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for use with a computer modem. In far too many cases, this telephone line has

been the mayor barrier to giving students and teachers effective access to

telecommunications. Schools have limited funds. Installation costs and

monthly service fees for telephone lines strain school budgets, Additionally, the

idea of a telephone in the classroom is novel. 1.-y few classrooms tcciay actually

have a telephone line. Teachers and students involved in telecommunications

frequently use the telephone line in the school library, the computer lab, the

scilool office, or tr.cir own homes. So ttus might be consieerez. as the first step ir,
csroc.rnspu:

a telephone line, whk.i. can be used with a modem and for interae-ive distance.

.,

But we cannot simply give classrooms access to current technologies. We must

equip schools now so that they can take advantage of what is available today, as

well as equip them to be able to use what will become 2 vailable in the next

decade and beyond. The key components which must be in place if elementary

and secondary schools are to fully integrate telecommunications into their

educational programs fall into five major categories:

3a. Installing cabling end equiprnert.

Schools and classrooms need the internal wiring to connect into a national

telecommunications network as well as into district and school-based networks.

Although a variety of transmission technologies are used now, if we are to

provide schools witl-. access to what may be available in the future, we must

install high-capacity communications lines in classrooms so they can receive

audio, data, and video transmissions. Although schools may not immediately be

able to use these resources, the high cost of installing cabling in schools,

particularly retrofitting older schools, necessitates installing a system that will

serve schools well for many years.

Additionally, most American classrooms require the hardwaie and software that

are needed to participate in audio, data, and video applications. Although

Senate Education, ilionanities. and Ans Subcommittee; faint Ectmenric Committee Lcnk-6
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computers are widespread in schools, not all classrooms have a microcomputer.
Equipment in schools is often old and many schools find it difficult to update
their eidating equipment.

The minimal equipmerit that classrooms should have includes a video monitor,one or more microcomputerc, a modem, a printen and a telephone. The
classroom microcomputers should be linked into a school-based local area
networi; sc; teed:err c.r.c: ctudcnt.:. cor. :onlmunicate witlur. i;4::.! own
Addie=zi:y. hzve access te fcintic math:nes,
VCRs, interactive videodisc players, and video cameras (for two-way video
interactions).

3b. Developing an organizational structure to facilitate K-12 telecommunications.

Interconnecting elementary and secondary education into the national
telecommunications system requires that we establish an organization which
will coordinate and support the use of teleconununications in K-12 schools and
districts. Similar to the network organizations that support higher education, we
need to develop similar organizational structures to support
telecommunications in elementary and secondary education. K-12 educators are
beginning to develop such organizations and should be supported. Tn particular,
we need to provide linkages between groups involved in video and data
telecqmmunications.

3c. Providing professional development and support.

The third component of building an effective system for educational
telecommunications is providing teachers, administrators, and the entire
educational community with professional development and ongoing support.
In order to make informed decisions, schools and communities must become
aware of the telecommunications options available to them and the ways in
which they tan benefit from these technologies.

Senate Motioi, atnignitiES, and Arts Starammitter: Pint Erammtic Committee Lent4
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A critical component of this effort, must be ongoing support, including access to

up-to-date information, as schools and communities implement these

technologies. The teleconummications system itself, through electronic mail,

coMputer billetin boards, and distance-learning programs, can be a primary

mechanism for providing support.

3d. Developing and disseminating curriculum materials. programming, and other
telecommunications resources.

We cannzi thc tezhnclogy

developing an educonal telecommunications system for American classrooms

is assuring tEat innovative instructional material; and orozrammtnc. and other

educational i-esol,rces ifor exarty0! iarge data sets. biblieg-nphic datab:tscs, and

access to supercomputers and remotely-sited telescopes) are readily available to

feathers and students.

We need to undertake additional research in how telecommunications can best

be used in education. We also need to build on the results of the current work

and develop and disseminate programs and curricular materials widely. An

example of the type of innovative telecommunications-based rnatenals aka: need

to be further developed and disseminated is found in an approach to teaching

science and mathematics called "Nerwork Science."

Network Science gives teachers and students the opportunity to do science and

mathematicsto actually experience for themselves the excitement of inquiry

and discovery. Using the capacity of telecommunications technologies, we can

provide students and teachers with the tools and resources they need to

undertake scientific and mathematical inquiry. The common elements of the

Network Science approach includes:

Hanc Is-dn, project-oriented activities which emphasize cooperation,

problem-solving, data collection, and data analysis.

Investigations into meaningful and important science and mathematics

topics, such as acid rain, radon, chaos theory, and astronomy.

Senate Education, flumanitirs, and Arts Subannmittec Joint EX07107711c Committer Leak -8
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The sharing at data, ideas, and results with other schools through

telecommunications.

Collaboration both within and outside the classroom among students and

leathers.

The involvement of professional scientists and researchers in student

investigations through the network

The inregrz.tlor. o: murdpie tecluv.ilogies including computers, distar.ce-

learning broadcasts, facsimile machines, and interactive videodiscs.

j. n effechve use at telecaminvartications in

elementary and secondary education. There are similar examples in other

disdplines. However, most of the work to date has been on a relatively small-

scale Consistent funding must be available to develop and disseminate

innovative telecommunicatio1g-ba5ed curricula end programming in ail subject

areac,

3e. Developing a user-triendly system.

It is aitical that we design a national telecommunications system that does not

lead to "information overload," but rather facilitates use and promotes

corrununimtion. The NGS lads Network was one of the earliest and largest

educational projects to use computer-telecommunications on a nationwide scale.

From the inception of the projects we recogaized that the technology could not be

the barrier Teachers and students needed to do science, not deal with technology.

Throughout the design of the software and network, we wanted to make the

software simple, intuitive, powerful, and engaging. Today, the NGS IGds

Network is used in thousands of classrooms worldwide. In the vast majority of

cases, teachers can participate successfully although they have little or no formal

staff development.

The basic premise of the NGS Mcis Network softWarethe elimination of

technological barriers and hurdlesmust underlie all our efforts in educational

Sanatt 4ucatjon, Ifurnanitia, and Arts Subranorium Pint Economic Committer Lenk-9
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telecw,unimications. For the most part, the existing teleconununications

systems available to schools are difficult to use, require unnecessary amounts of

time, and are unduly expensive. Research and development is needed to design

-7-interfaces for educational telecommunications systems, including hardware and

software, that an: easy-to-use, integrate mulfiple technologies (audio, video, and

data), require little or no training to use, and intelligently handle large amounts

of information.

4. The technolocnC2' On`;nnRr rtirront 1h' ^.'":1"61^'- 1.1 1
Cassrooms toi.-44y celn ta acvantage of educational projects on wide-area

computer networks and video programming delivered via satellite; cable

television; broadcast television; Instructional Television Fixed Services =FS);

microwave; or fiber optics. Video programs range from non-interactive

programs to interactive ones which use either one-way video, two-way audio

systems or two-way full -ideo and audio communication. Because of differences

in the transmission systems in different parts of the country, as well as the lack of

the necessary equipment in schools themselves, not all these technologies are

currently available to all classrooms.

Each of these technologies requires a somewhat different mix of hardware and

each has their own costs. My focperience has beenprirnarily in the areas of wide-

area computer networks and interactive satellite broadcasts therefore my

remarks in this section will focus on what a classroom would need if teachers

and students were to use programming involving these two technologies.

conputer-Based lelecommuitications

TO participate in currently-available computer-based telecommunications

projects, such as the NGS Kids Network, or to access electronic mail systems,

databases, and computer-based bulletin boards and conferences, a classroom

Seat Education, Kuntaniries, and Arts Subcommitta; Joint Economic Committee Ltnk-70
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needs the following equipment

A miaocomputer, preferably a recent model.

A computer modem, preferably at least 2400 baud.

A printer.

Telecommunications software

Accesf to E. direct, outside telephone line th e.. doer rio' g th:ough e

switchboard or opmator.

prtz= zr.e. 5Z:4:CS may requirt specific types of equipment and
software. Based on the published educational prices of the major computer
vendors, the hardware and software costs for the equipment listed above are
apprmdmately $2000. The installation and monthly service fees for the

telhonc anc wi at.14 additional costs. If a toil call is required to access

computer-based services this can substantially increase costs. In addition,
commercial products and services will have access or subscription fees,

InteractivehSatellite Broadcasts.

Interactive satellite broadcasts are typically one-way video, two-way audio.

Teachers and students view a television broadcast and interact with the on-
camera personnel in real time via a telephone connection. To participate in such
interactive distance-learning progrimuning delivered via satellite, teachers and
students must have access to the following equipment:

A satellite downlink. ln order to maximize the programming available to
schools, these downlinks should be steerable, programmable, and able to

receive both C and Ku transmission.

A television monitor suitable for viewing by a group of students or an
entire class.

Sonata. Education, Huinoniiks, and Arts Subtantrritter: /putt Forums: Commttee
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A portable telephone to use during the interactive broadcasts.

A VCR.

Based on =rent prices, the costs for the necessary equipment will be about

67500. Equipment costs car. be greatly reduced if a single satellite downlink is

used to provide programming to an entire district. Schools can be connected to

the downlink via the local cable television system or other network. A fixed

dish u-1.11 lower cos::3, but also reduce the amount of programming schools car.

access, Full :wo-v..z.v videc and communications reouire are consitierab!v

more expensive to equip or.d generally link relatively few sites.

A wi. it..ty tance-leaining programs are currently available in all

subject areas. For example, the Massachusetts Corporr.don for Educational

Teleconununica dons (MCET) provides schools with electronic field trips,

scientist and arbst-in-residence programs, academic courses on the 1..uman

Evartuase.

Additional costs to participate in interactive distance-learning programs may

include: subscription fees to a program provider (typical annual subscription fees

areS2000-55003); course fees for individual students (typically $250 per semester):

and fees for staff development courses.

5. Financing the telecommunications needs of classrooms.

The cost of widespread integration of telecommunications into elementary and

secondary education is extremely high and it is quite unlikely that most local

school districts could find the funds to accomplish what needs to be done. The

key players involved in financing this critical initiative are the Federal

government, individual state governments, and business, particularly the

telecommunications industry.

Scrim Ethextiun, Humanitirs, and Arts Subennrruttee: loint Economic Committer Lenk-12
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The Federal government must be integrally involved in the funding process
over a long period of timewhat is required is consistent, large-scale, and long-
term Federal funding. In addition to inaeasing the funds available to Federal
agencies who have programs in educational telecommunicafions, funding
mechanisms dm should be considered are:

Creating large-scale programs in educational telecornrnvnicationr sir.% lar
to the U.S. Department of Education Star Sthools Program. Change': tc the
this funding program would include increasing the length of the proje:ts
from two to at least five years.

Developing mecrianisms to fund telecommunications projects through

multiple federal agencies.

Developing a program of low-interest loans for schools, districts, and states

to build the necessary telecomm-anications infrastructure and to acquire or

upgrade equipment

Developing funding programs which are jointly funded by the Federal
government and the telecommunications industry.

Creating incentives for the telecommunications industry to invest in

education.

Senate Education, Harmamties, and Arts Subcommittee; pint Erenomir Curnmitirr trnk-13
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REACH FOR THE STARS

The Massachusetts Corporabon for Educational Telecommunications
38 Sim Street, Suite 300

Cambridge MA 02139
(5171 6214290

Project Director Cecelia trenk, Ph.D.
Assistant Project Director: Baxbara Ahem

Project Goals and haMt:es

Reach for the Stars is a two-year (October 1, 1990-September 30, 1992)9;9.6 naion project funded
by the U.S. Department of Educadon Star Schools Pro*t. Reach for the Stars is designed to
improve science education ln middle grades (grades SO by integating distance-leaming and
other °duodenal technologies with inst.:m.0onef rategies that emphasise imestigative
problem-solving and cooperative learning. The rroject worts with teachers and whole classes of
students at all, levels of interest and actdevement. A mideal component of the Reach for the Stars
is the involvement of administrators, school committee members, and patents in this innovation
pores& To accomplish the goal of improved science education, the MassachusettsCorporation
for Educational Teleconaminiations wan and its llelecormumications Partnership of leading
educational cupid:moons axe focusing an five key areas:

1. Develop, adapt, and dissuninate tramvative pragrarroning md pzoducts which use
multiple tedmologies, in:hiding interactive satellite broadcasts, computer
telecommunication% videodisc, and fax. These program and products are being
developed for students, teachers, school and district-level administrators, school
Committee members, and parents (see list of programs below).

2. Implement the Reach for the Stars interdisciplinary and mufti-technology approach
tO science education in 59 s:hools and districts in the tskatheast. At mch school, a
team al two teachers, one focusing on science, ane an another disciplire, are
collaborating to implement the Reach for Stars programs and products which suit
the needs of their students and schools. Each teacher team has developed a
Participation Plan which deli& how they will implement the Reach for the Stars
products and programs during the 1991-92 school year.

A critics/ component of the project is thc development of a science improvement
team at each site. This team ean insiude the participating teachers, technology and
discipbne-specibc coordinators, school-building aad district administrators, and
school board members. Based on their needs and their everience with Reach for
the Seas, eivii team will prod= a school Science Action Plan to be implemented
after the grant period.

3. Provide assistance and support to teachers, schools, and districts at the
demon:stream sites in improving science ueouction.

Staff developrnem Is an essential component of science education reform. Reach for
the Stars is providing staff development and on-going support to participating

Ranh for Mr Stem
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teachers. In addition to site visits to schocis, Reach for the Stars has held one-day
workshops and a one.week tourtmer institute for mothers and treaters can
pertieipate in several distance-learning skiff development workshops during tho
school year. Using the capabilities of a murder neratirk,elecnonk mail and
conferencee keep teachers and Reach for the Stars staff in daily contact

The teletemference smite fiat sehool comenfttee members, superintendents, parents.
Umbers, and other =mhos of the community are critical to in, ;nth% the
community in this innovatim

Evaluate the innovetion process at the demonstration sites.

Reach for the Stars is developing substantial formative and sonanative evaluation
program which will contribute to knowledge about how to Improve middle grade
=hence educstimi. Under the direction of Dr. Barbara Flew the project is
undertaking knnadve evaluation of Reach for the Shin prognins and pmdocts.

The Regional laboratory fer Educational Impmvement of the Northeast and
Islands is conducting surnmadve evaluation ol the project. The sitinnutive
evaluation process includes documentation of project activities. documentation of
the change proem at the demonstration sites, and the deve/opment of arttensive
case studies at ten sites.

S. Disseminate the products of Reach for the Stan regionally and nationally.

Reach lar the Stars will disseminate two types of products curricula and distance-
laming plummeting for students teachers, adminisermors, school commttores,
and parents; and case studies of the innovation proms. These products will be
disseminated through Mars distance-learning network, the Mass Learnrikc,
other regional and national distance-learning networks, and direct market:Mg of
telecourses and Foducts.

The Reads for the Stars Telecoramunicafions Partnership

Reach for the Sian has created a Telecommunications Partnership of leading educational
throughout the Northeast. The menthes of the Telecom-nonications Partnership are:

Product Developers

The Chedd-futster Production Company
&Watson Development Center CIEDC3
Museum Institute for the Teaching of Science (MUS)
Museum of Science. Boston
Takott Mountain Science Center
Tecludeal Education Research Centers (TERO
TOM Snyder Productions
W12131-11ducational Foundation

&nth far Mr Stars
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Technical ASSistaner Providers

Chapter 1 Compiler Cooperative Center
Education Development Center (EDO
Lesley College
Menimack Educatinn Center 04E0
The Regional Litho:story far Educational Improvement of the Northeast and islands

Supporting Institutions

Archdiocese of Boston
Connecticut State Department of Education
DulawareChestango-Madison-Oesego (New York) Board of Cooperativp

Educadonal Services
Massachusens State Department of litimstion
Mosso County (New York) Board of Cooperative Educational Services
New Hampshire State Department of Education
Rhode Island State Department of Education

Contributing Instihitions

Apple Computer Ccaporatiun
BankStreet Osllege
Challenger Center for Science Eldmation

sopment Corporation
Intemethe Video Science COMOI1311111
Prodfor Services Company
nodes Use Reduction Instimte, University of Lowell

Selection of Ow Demonstration Sites

The Reach for the Stan demonstration schools and districts were chosen in collaboration with the
Archdiocese of Boston, the Departments of Education in the six New England states, and two
Boards of Cooperative Educatinnal SCITifla (BOCES) in New York.

The selection process varied by state, although in all cases the selection process was based on thC

criteria outlined tn the initial Reach for the Stars proposal. The major critens used in selecung the
demonstration slim in all seven Wes included the folkrwing

Eligibility for Chapter I funding.

Demonstrat 41 commitment, involvement, and support of the project from school and district
adniiitisosb Yrs.

Demonstrated ennunitenertt from two teathers (one a scienm leacher, and one focusmg on
another disdpline) to wont together rs a team in implementing interdisciplinary
programs and products.

Reach fer the Sign 3
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CammiOncnt by the school and district tO prOduce a long-range action plan for improving
educe education ill the school and district

The demonstrations :sites include public; private, and parochial schools m follows:

Cormeedrut 4 strhowi( li public rivets ar!..1. 1 private schcc!)

Mane 3 public schools

Massachusetts 37 schools (32 public and 5 parochial schools)

New Hampshire 3 putdic &limb

New York 4 schoolspublfe

Rhode Island 5 public schools

Vermont 3 public rehools

School Equipment

The equipment package mid demonstration s te emenred includes the following:

Saturn 3.1 meter C/Ku band, stcerable, programmable satellite downlink.

Sharp 27" TV Receiver.

Sharp VHS Videotape Recorder.

Pioneer Lase/disc Player.

Maciotoah LC 2MD computer with 40 MB herd drive.

Apple Wlewritur printer.

Apple Personal Modern 2400.

AT&T Portable Telephone.

Carts MacWrite and Marramt software.
PacerlInk telecommunications softwate.

Bretford cart.

For the &ration of the gan '. the cquiFattrt is owned and insured b1 4CET. Ownership of the
(smocks,. equipment will be transferred to the schools at the completion of the project.
Arran; ..rin.ts for the satellite Jownlinics are described in your Mass Lean Pike contract or in
stemoraiid sn from Reach for the Pars dated Februrry, 1991.

Roth far thc Sta.-1 pse-4
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Reach for the Stara Programs and Products

INSTRUCTIONAL PRCG1 AMM3NG FOR STUDENTS

* ficiencellsta

Seitice Nees is a scies of mead* 15-iminute broadcasts that focus on research curmilly
being done in the areas of tint environment, etdogy, and astronomy at mutrums in New
England and New York.

DanItz2ziatszickais

The Mica hilointtain Science Center will deliver ten trieractivebroacieasts in their On the
Shavlites of Wants scies which focus CM =temporary sdentists who are involved in
ecology, environmental science, end spare science.

Thelistend.Cominnnicetoz

Developed by Aim Hein, professor of behavior and corremmication at MIT, and Steven

Mahoney, a tome teacher from Cambridge, Massachusetts. this telecourse for students
integrates live, inierectivebroadcasis with the Inwirenve NOVA videodisc, Animal

Pathrinara.

INSTRUCTIONAL PRODUCTS FOR STIMENTS

# AniznaLtabliacts

Aninral Pallfentiets is an interactive videodisc program that combines video footage and slides
awarded oti laserdiscs with s computer database of related information that lets students go

simulaied field tnps to study the habitie and behaviors of a variety of animals in their

natund environment*

mat ragalfiglusammulizaz

Tie Grad Saler Sysion Rescue is an interactive .ideodisc On planetary science developed by
The Chedd-Angier Production Company and Tom Snyder Production* The module ir
dedgned to foster informed classroom discussic-s,
motivate small group irsenrch and individual learning, and challenge students so becomp

interdiseplinary thinkers.

RaceinEraralactiand

Devricrped by WGBF., this intcracbve videodisc and videotape series is an adapts ticri of the
CPB Armenberg television writs Race ta Save the Planet.

The ChtntingZarth

During the second year of the project. The Chedd-Angier Production Company and Tern
Snyder Productions, inc. Will p-oduce an interactive videodiscarPd cuniculurn maserbis

ReaJt jor fidc SLurr
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package focusing on the theme of the Earth as a charsill ecosystem

Ear saanivatisgarcitsimnimugralkmainka

Adapted from the TERC Star Schools naterials, The Tedudad Education Research Centers
CTERO have developed three *nib, Tim Saler Energy, and Polls and Swins, that usc
ampuW-based hi:eroationti for data *hating and analysts among participating
&sees.

DeZeitinetillaisiadentittatillealefotedis

Developed by the Taleott telcemtabt Sdence Center, the Regional Student Weather Net:perk% a a

multi-media weather and taduslogy pm:Jed. Students ie the weather network use a
contputer network bi mess =Ted welder date available through AceuWeather, a national
weather service, and to share teal ma:the: obserrotions with other dames in a ten-state

Selierise-Ry-MeU

5de:rice-By-Mg inveiven students in hands-on problem solving with scientists as pen pts .
We will also tin4te families of students at the danonstration sites to participate in Science-
BOWL

lardebis

Developed by Eduettien Development Center (EDO with funding from the National Science
Poundal tion. bathos is a series of interdisciplinary sdenee modules designed far students in
urban schools in grades 5-8.

JWIRUCTIONALPROGRAMMING MR TEACHERS

Scicismfor..theldiddlcrizades

MB five-OOSSion series of hands-on workshops, developed by EDC, will help middle grade
teachers and science coordinators understand and work with the process of science.

MOSAlakt.=1.21Srignmottiztansinzuniodismilorihr_Claisillata

Developed by the Museum of Sdence, Doston, this teleconference steles for teachers involves
them in hands-on ace vfties in environmental sdence and ecology. Teachers at the down:mk
sites will receive a package of classroom materials for use with their students.

1tIl !It), . , i ti w. S. ..

Adapted from a highly successful workshop series on critics, thinidng, this year-long
tuterdtsdplisory telecourse for loathers is being developed and taught by David Perkins,
Harvard Univer sity, and Robert Swartz, Univrxdly of Musachusetts. Topics for sessions
include teachin; thinking with content aras insbuction; decision makinv creating
opportunities 'kir thinking; engagieg students in matecogre Oen; infusing analyticel skills to
wthance understandinv and understanding duough design.

Reach for Me Stars Past-6
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PRWRAMKING FOR PIUNCTA1S, SUPERINTENDENTS, SCHOOL
CONSCIIEE MEMBERS, AND SCIENCE WITROVMENT TEAMS

Entting.kmagzetherauftbahato

This genes, developed by r DC, is an expansion of the program originally entitled 'Mr
Critical Role of SdonreEsiuottion:' Clanges to the format end audience fto this pries have
been made in response to the mulls of ow evaluation of the series first session, aired in
May, '1991.

Ths six-session ping= involves superiMendents, =Mot board members, bathers.
principab, panuats. and science improvement team mambas b an ongoing dialogue about
is-Iince reform tr.r1 the nee.t ie.:* improving seisnce at the middle grades 1ev& Session topics
include wientific litcrscy, inquiry-based teaching and *mita& assessnItM, and developing
Sdence Action Plans.

finsdatcalath:minandtakie

The discussion in this ene-insion txleconferenec will build on the swim 'Prating 1 .4/1

Toga= Reg r,h for *he Siam" and win focus on tho role of the sisperintendent in supporting
improvetrent In science education at the enstrict

bbsiagityaseastakk

In this follow-up sesslon to 'Tutting it All Together Reich for the Sters." principals will
discuss the latest research in middle level science aod issues In managing change in their
sehoOlS and supporting teachers in introducing new methods in science educauon.

PROGRAMMIN :3 FOR F.WIDUES

ZUMg1113-Sdrire -extrxdoZ

This two-session series far families of middle grade taudents will assist them in
understanding what good science education is and provide strategies to use with children
that build on the school curriculum. This series is developed by EDC

f I sit

Science-Thy-Ma has been deVgled for use by familes at home. We will distribute
infonna hen about this low-cest program to families of students at ow demonstration sites.
Through the teleconference series for families, we win demonstiate how ScienaBy-Mail can
be done at home.

.Rozeh ;C:r Stars
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SENN= BING/WAN. Ms. Johnstone, please.

STATEMENT OF SALLY M. JOWSTONE, INRECTOR,
WESTERN COOPERATIVE FOR EDUCATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Ms. JOHNSTONE. Senator Singaman, thank you very much for inviting
me to talk with you. You are going to hear a reiteration of sone of the
points that Dr. Lenk has just made, realizing that we have never met or
talked or shared direct information, but obviously have come to some of
the same conclusions.

By way of following up on a few things that came up earlier that you
had mentioned at the beginning of this that we in this country seem to
Jack a clear vision of how teachers should use these telecommunicated
technologies, and what I guess I'm trying to suggest, and I've heard
several other panelists suggest, as well, is that the role of dm vision is to
empo.,,er teachers to understand how to use these technologies. It is the
role of the State and Federal Governments to set the goals, not to
determine exactly how these telecommunication tools are used. Rather, to
help give the knowledge of how to use them to the teachers and have the
teachers make the specific determinations of use.

Another interesting element that has come up that I feel the need to
point out, since I'm representing the educational community in the
Western United States, in a sense, is that we've talked about nationally
delivered programs that are available in virtually every state flom some
vendor or another. The vendors include SERC, ESD- 101 up in Washing-
ton State, TI-IN, and a number of other independent groups that are
working in this area. It is important to keep in mind that there is an awful
lot of very innovative, very effective educational programming that is
going on at the local and regional level that you'll probably never hear
about here, and that's because they don't have a national voice. There are
small school districts, or clusters of school districts, throughout the mral
areas of the West, and there are examples in virtually every state in the
West, where it is the ingenuity of the local community recognizing their
needs to either bring programming in from the outside or, more interest-
ingly, find support within the local community to develop telecommunica-
tions networks to meet their needs. They are usually assisted with a little
bit of seed money from either the State or the Federal Government to
create these networks.

Onc example of this is in the San Luis Valley in southern Colorado
and norther New Mexico. We have yet to bridge that line between the
two states, but we arc trying to work with the school districts there to do
that. A local initiative, tying together what those school districts saw as
common community needs, developed a network. I think they had about
a $5,000 seed grant from the state, but that much was enough to get
something started, and they welt able to link those different school
systems to offer not just AP courses, but the kinds of courses that they
needed for their ov n communities.
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Something that I hope you will not lose sight of is the nemendous
need for what we have called local coning or initiative, and it is only the
locality that truly undentands the full range of educational needs in their

own community. To have a federal prop= that would in some way
supersede that would be devastating to the diversity in this country.

Let me switch into some of the prepared materials that I believe you
have, and I assume goes into some kind of record. I also want to mention

something that I forgot to include, which is a report that we just put out
of what is happening in the Westeni States, and I will give that to
someone after this session, and hope that it would be of value to
someone.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. Okay. We will include that in the mem!, as well.
Ms. Johnstone. Okay, gmat. The organization that I represent is a

cooperative among the 16 Western States and includes school districts, as

well as colleges and universities, education agencies, and a variety of
different people. But what we have been able to do in Or last two years
is not only track what is going on. but be a focal point for information in

both directions. That is, fmm the (Amide world into these various state

efforts as well as from these state efforts, sometimes into the outside
world.

We have also helped to develop some regional programs. One, in fact,

from my colleague herr, Mr. Liptak with Jones Intercable, using again
combinations of education and industry, all of whom have the desire to
raise the standards of the area with regard to education.

Let me address Ns last-mile issue for just a moment, and I would like

to suggest, as have several other people have also suggested today, that

the last milewhat is delivered on that last mile, and how that last mile

is usedis equally critical to whatever the technokigy system ends up

being.
I would also like to suggest that it is highly critical that teachers not

just be given a window from the outside world into their classroom for

their students, but rather that they have a way to share information in two

directions.
The simplest solution to that, arvi one that has been brought up several

times this morning, is the notion of working toward having every
classroom in this country have a phone line, a simple phone line, and I

would like to add to that that it may inv( :ve changing the way we define

"universal phone service" in this country. Right now I believe it is defined

along the lines of standard dial, single party line service, and the goal is

to have every household in the country hooked up.
Instead, what we are talking about now is digitally switcheda touch

tone kind of serviceand, again, not ignoring the notion of having each

classroom in Ire country hooked up.
I would also like to suggest that it may be possible to finance this

much along the lines that the 911 emergency services have been financed

in several of the states, and I realize that this is a state-by-state eifom, but

it may be that there could be some federal leadership in this area.

12 7
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Typically, there is some kind of surcharge, although it may be called
something else, that is added to people's phone bills, that in turn makes
it possiNe for a regional pfxme company to offer a univeisal 911
emergency service statewide.

I also don't want to suggest that this could be done automatically.
There is a lot of complexity to that, and obviously a lot of concern with
regard to how those charges are levied and how they are regulated, and
that again goes back to the State Public Utilities Agencies.

I would like to also reiterate a suggestion that my colleague, Dr. Lenk
made; that is, it makes a great deal of sense at this point to follow up on
some of the marvelous work that has been done with regard to the Star
Schools effort, which provided seed money to make a lot of changes and
a lot of new programs develop in the way that we're delivering education.

What we need at this point, I think, and vety critically, is to again
empower the teachers to know how to use dm technologies that we're
trying to make avalable to thcm. is impossible to explain the critical
need in that arena, and it is reiterated every time I talk to people in
schools.

You were right Just a fcw minutes ago when you said, if you had a
panel of teachers sitting here and you asked them about these nationally
delivered programs, most of them would say, "well, you know, sure, it
would be a great idea, but I've never heard of it."

The notion that we're talking about now is bringing these tools directly
to the teachers, but also empowering those teachers to know how to use
them and integrate them into their curriculum. In addition, to know how
to help their students learn using this variety of informational tools.

I would also suggest that this doesn't require any kind of national
agency, that their are a number of these effons going on now, not only
in the federal labs that arc around the country, but in many colleges and
universities that are offering teacher training kinds of activities.

There arc State Depanments of Education that are trying to work in
this area, but all of them arc hampered by low funding. It's not a
glamorous area, but it's so critical to make this kind of change that it has
to be done. The notion of perhaps establishing some kind of Star-Schools-
like grant program, to enable these irgional and local efforts to expand
with regard to empowering these teachers, I think, would go a long way.

The rest of my information is available in print, and I will leave it
there and let us get on.

SEroa BINGAMAN. All right. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Johnstone, together with material

sabsequently supplied for the record, follows:1

2 !') t
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SALLY M. A:wawa

I. Thank you for opportunity to let you know what the nesters of the

Western Cooperative tor EduCational Telecommunications think is

important in this area.

II. Background
A. Personal: My degrees are in experimental psychology ... my
inteneive stndies and later teaching was in the area or how people

process information (learning and memory). Thus my view point is

closely tied to that of the learner and the teacher.

D. tmganization: We Western Cooperative for Educational
Telecoumunications is a collection of about 150 school districts,

departments of education, colleges, universities, and state
agencies throughout the 16 western states alons with interested

corp=ations. This cooperative is two years old. Our parent
organization, tlx. Western .:eterstate CommLasion tor Higher

Education (WICHE), is an educational compact that was created
about 40 years ago by the legislatures in 13 states and signed by

then President Eisenhower to assist the region in "sharing
educational resources and assisting states with educational policy
decisions.r The founding of the Western Cooperative is one of the

=any ways WICHE continues its mission. There are three other
regional educational compacts in the country. One among the Wes.

England states, another involving the southern states end thu

third has just been formed between mid-western states. Thm

Southern Regional Education Board is currently working tows=
forming an analogous organization to the Western Cooperative for

Educational Telecommunications.

C. I wanted to point out these arrangements between the states to
highlight something you all know, but I believe is critical to

keep in land in these hearings. An important aspect of education

in sal country is its brientation to the -peal community's needs

and its control by that community. I dn not think we want to
shift.thet emphasis from the community, but rather empower the

A.'.5" with the best tools available.

2S1



III. You asked about the "last mile" issue and I would like to suggest
that it begs the questions of what is to be delivered that "last mile"

and What role the federal government should play in determining what

that is. I would like to suggest the following;

h, In order to effectively reach stndents in the cIassreom, there
met be a multi-service connection with whatever resources an
individual teacher chooses to use. De* way to accomplish this is
to legielatiVely expend.the definition of universal phone service

to include digitally switched, touchtone service that must be
available in every claasroom (not school). Also to create a
special *long distance* rate for instructional une.

I. Rational

a. Teachers are cut off frau their csmounity when theY
are in their classrooms. It is very hard for teachers
to contact parents, cr even their front office in an
emergency. With digitally switched, teuchtone service,
they would be able to participate in in-service sessions
to which they would otherwise not have access. They
WOul4 be able talk tO ealeagees to help than solve
classroom problems.

h. Without phone lines into every classroom it is
almost impossible to connect computers to modems which
in turn will allow conneetion to a wide base of
resources eurrertly available and planned. The federal
money expected to be available to support the
development of the National Researet and Education
Network (NOW) will not be put to the best use unless
this *last mile issue" in solved.

c. Phonelines in classrooms can provide access to
4.nteractive, enrichment programs (the tools they need).
as well as full cournes, if they were needed. As I have
been reminded, only an individual teacher knows his or
her students. Every child has a different learrOng rate
and no nationally delivered class can be tailored to all
the learners' needs. Nationally delivered classes have
been quite succeestel fer special students (advanced
placement, highly motivated remote students, etc.), but
may not be as effective for all learners. We cannot
afford to leave "average" students behind.

d. Digitally switched phone lines in classrooms can make
available links through voice, gate, and low banowidth
video (compressed/still-frame). Those links can be to
regional and national resources, other schools, and
international groups.

0 Li 17,
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2. Financing: Just as 911 emergency services are financed in

some states by surcharges to everyone's phone bills, so this

socially critical sducatiOnal service might be finenced in

tne same manner (with careful supervision by states' public
utilities agencies of the telephone coepanies' actual costs

and charges).

IV. Tbe federal government can assist with courseware by training

teachers how to use these tools.

A. Perhaps a national grant program (like Star Schools) focused on

training teachers to effectively use telecommunication tools could

be deve:.oped. This would allow local and regional efforts already
underway to expand and to offer services that night not otherwise

be affordable to assist the teachere.

S . A national directory of available resources that is maintained

and easy for the Elmore= teacher to use would ba critical. This

nay be part of the NREN.

C. One approach to funding this type of training and clearinghouse
serVice might be to have a "check off" on our income tames.
Designating tam dollars tor specific educational services could be

a very popular concept.

V. In sumnary. I would like to suggest that our teachers need easy

access to educational electronic tools, and the training to use them

effectively. I hope your efforts will empower teachers to develop into

the "guides" to knowledge they can beacon and thus effectively reform

our educational systen. I am reminded of an old saying that somehow

seems relevant: "Give soneons a fIsh and they will eat for a day. Give

them a fishing pole and teach thc .. now to fist and they will eat for a

lifetime."
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Research on Ibleconmunicated Learning:
Past, Present, Lind Fat tare

By SALLY t stOtitibrOlvE

MISTRACII Researcb on inettiv-aimAtat4d t.oce education has
been conducted since the 19304 and moot eludes agree that when
such muses we desienkfl, they esti a tat:ive ath ose Unagifi,
in a traditional environment. MGet uf this reet4uch la based on
liroited population however, and the oistont t41%. hich it can ba sanee .
aired to other poups is (peg:Mtg.:a MON rocant research focuses on
broader issues, such as new nu..delo of diata_lcd learning and inter,
activity trategles for learners 4 u distant:ix there are still some
unanowered questions relating L th SAIL>di Wes tivc types of interao
tion between learners and their teatimes.

Sal& M. Johnettert earned a muster'd &low from Virginia Aobtedusk buditats
and a doctorate from the Linisereity of North Carolina Chapel HSII, 14 experimental
psychalaiy, She Iasi& mehology b*re becominj an ocaderaie administrator at the
thaviasiky of Maryland Unisys* Cake, then served se the first dinsttar a I its Center
for los:national Dieturnmunitations. She illow direct. the *earn Cooperative for
Educational Thiecominualeottone in Boulder, Colorado. She har published mend
a:tido on educational tune of telecommunications kanoloets.
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A IL over the country educational
administrators from &omen-

tary to post-secondary levels are
being faced with demands to provide
educational equity to studenta re-
gordless of the students' Iscation.
Generally, these demands are maw-
companied by the maseive amounts
of funding that would be required if
traditional methodsrequiring new
bisildinga, new teachers, new support
personnel, and new support gyatems
wore used. Consequently, adminia-
tnams in inasetwiNg numbers anseek-
ing new ways to effectively deliver
classes to 'Andante. Distance learn-
ing has become an *attractive option.

The solution to the administra-
tor's dilemma has centered on the use
a recently developed tPlecoramuni-
cations teclmoloese 'lot «lbw Mu-
? to be linked with faculty via

lines, cable television, broad-
cast and microwave networks, and sat-
ellites. The media being used range
from telephone conferencing, tele-
phone/computer conferencing (audio-
grephim), one-way video with audio
interaction, and two-vnay video to com-
puter conferencMg. In the past few
years the U90 Di bile); systems by edu-
caters has proliforatod dramatically.

In order to spetoci up the develop.
ment of theft systems to serve ele-

mentary and tavoudeity school stu.
dents, the federal government is in-
vesting millions of dollars through
the Star Edam's Grants Pregram.
systems developed under this pro-
gram are already serving thousands
of learners around the country.' In a

1. frank Withrow, "Star Schools Mama
Learning The ?monies," 7tch4a4sw1tel Bari-
ime a Educat4on ahourowt, I7tPO-64 atsy
199W.

-

ION survey at tmiversities and col.
lallas that were members of Um Na-
tional Continuing Education Assad-
ation, 91 lastitutions In 39 states
reported using variety of telecom-
munications tadmoktgies to sane
their students at a distance.' Daring
the 1999 legiskative sessions, 9 of tha
15 western states surveyed %flab-
Used same typo of educational tele-
communications planning process.
Of those 15 stems 4 already had ad-
ucational telecommunications ay*
tem. in place.°

VMAT DO VIE KNOW
ABOUT BFIPICTIVENSS87

The sudden investment and aetiv.
IV in this way oflinkingstudente and
teachers brings up the question of
what we really know about its effect-

tiveneas. A. it turns out, researchers
have been examining this issue ever
since the early days of radio.

Ewty research nn theircanic
mut ia instnaction

Aa early a 1939, the effectivenesa
of instruction via radio was hwesti-
pled. Researchers divided SOD De-
trait public school students into two

groups matched for /200, grads, and
measured intelli nee. 0 no gruup lie-.

tened their 15 leasenu urbr radio.
The students in the other group were

al Willicand Bunn R. Bridwall, Di roe,
Amy of Diataar,4 Macoaen thsvairhlgazws.
nstutioaliotir tWaabiaitnn, DC: hiatiozai
varsity Continitiag Umiak/it Astociatiun,
1989L

3. DwIght Divot% Iridacational Mama asu.
Magian in the West NM abate Lagisiative
Actions, WICHE 24195 Moulder, CCh %elm
Intravialo Caterninalcia (sr Ifiatut
1589).
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taught the same lessons by tradi-
tional methods and were not permit..
tod to listen to the radio broadcasts.
All of the students teak the same
tests throughout the course of the
experiment. The investigatory re-
ported that those students taking
their demos via radio performed as
well ae or better limn these in a tra-
ditional elaseroce0

In the 1960e, at Met five review
articles were published examining
kindred* of studies =lapwing tele-
vised instruction and traditional
classroom instruction, The conclu-
sions reached by each of the review-
me agreed that, at worst, there were
se aignifkant differences unearnicg
achievement between them modes of
delivery. In several cases, the tele-
'hied instruction resulted in higher
test scores.'

Effrchuentis of inWactive,
klecanununicatai karning

'beim*, the effectivemeas of dis-
tance learning Woken measured by
comparing tent score' end other
achievement measures a etudents
whu are taught. In the face-to-Lace,
traditional cleserooni with those of
students who are taught at a distance
using telecommunkations teehnolo-
OWL The evidence seems to mipport
an equality of test, scores. Will
Kitthen made a report to the Senate
Committee on Labor and Huunth

4. D. C. Cook and C. 1. Nernst/1k. "run
Effectleezees reilrechingby Radio:Journal vef
Eirsaatips lisitorck now

6. %Lumen P. CAW*, 'The /..ilairtitnen...tu,
el 11.clum3tgy Applied le 1natructicn: A Sum.
Nary of the Research 1.1tonetuire (Visper pre-
pared fur the °enter kr Cloanniniirilt ;Mx. F.,ej,
Mao Stale University. 1669), pp. 3 6

2-', 1 )

Servicoe on tee use of interettive
televielun in rural school districta in
alinnamtal No idatiatically
emit differeacee in achievement be-
twowsz the ia uchunal-television stu-
dente and Mier peers taking a wide
variety of eire time courses in tradi-
tioaal classuec me were found fir the
yeera between 1983 and 1086.

hobinson I% viewed the progress of
a distance-Ice-Meg consortium ,of
four rural Olinda school districts?
The coneurthim was formed In 1988
to hicrease the number of courses
that could he offered in each of the
echo** to peenote achievement se
meneured by meatery of advanced-
level course work, and to inert:meths
efficiency a the teachers' learnt,-
Lionel time. The review concluded
that the pn4ject effectiveV achieved
iti goale of expanding the curriculum
rani inasei log teacher efficiency. In
edditen, tLe atodente in the remote
i ils L Valor; al. televi aim classroom
bee-red jôt6A well as their counter-
pal t1d in tre.ii.ional classrooms.

While thtse students may be
Nets/hag as their peer. in
truJitiunO clx4ezeeme and respoed.
ing trutritiv ly the technology, there
ia evh1JaaAl ti uggest that, it levee
titu uption, tLuy would prefer a o'er-e-
tc...Edge envirvnalent. In a 1967
vuy vf ato1l:1,4d taking climes

L. VisLI "Eigucatim and T4.1404.fa.
LI P4,:rrge in F-01.7-v5,0: ERIC YU
2bA bI ; 4161 LefiuND L.8 En5t, ale, (.404

Low nu LA *Lid Human BerViP , 11 kiar,
194 1).

hi.tz.de ti ,u,hinaor, 'An 7 e-A614: Lon

T.E Ancnnical Lf irtir.! *stir)
E ; ED LA ;Ili 4i'spor 4tlivErroi aI Ittff AD
.11.11 0 ,....-Lvent..1 Iiist?.n1W W

r41311,0411:cao 114. sind Uvelwar-gr, 11.7.115.
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bred over a satellite netwurk, 70 pep
cent indicated they would choose a
traditionally taught course over the
satellite count:1.'9*mo cram reason&
these students gave were too much
work some difficulty in hearing, dif.
Scully in contacting the teacher, and
inadequate teacher preparation and
training. They also said, however,
that they appreciated the increased
number of course offerinp and the
interesting i natruaion. It should also
bo noted that this network was just
beginning in 1987 and has matured
lila= that time.

If these technolegically delivered
dames are the only way some of
these students can have the opportu-
nity to take a particular clam and if
they learn the material as well as
their peers in traditional classes do,
it seems that the classes are effective.

Nonethelees, it may be that °affix-
tiveneas" needs a broader definition
than test scores. With reprd to ale-
anentary and secondary school activ-
itiea, Haley and Cowell point out
b01110 other 'aspects of the effective-
ness of distance learning.' These in-
clude a positive ettitude on the pert
of students, higher levels of commu-
nication between schools and die.
tricts, greater levels of parental in-
volvement with the courues, and the
obility of teachers and students to
apply to other areas abilities ac-

& Bruce O. Barker, "the Effects el Learn-
ing by fialellite an Rural Sebeala,,g ERIC ED
284 4103 (Paw delivered at Looting by BA-
ollita Conforanno, Ube, OK, Apr. MTh.

0. Anna Battey and Riobard N. Cowell, Dia-
sauce Uraemia's; An Ovemiew, ERIC ED 27$
S)R (Portland, CR: Northwest Regional Edo,
cation) laboratory, IOW).

slaked in m-der to We new technolo-
gies in an educational setting.

Adult learners

Mare analytic studies haws been
conducted using collegzolevel &Lad
other adult !samara Juat as with the
younger learners, there ars ilissy
studies Hist compare the achievw
want measures of older atudaasta in
teleconferenced dames with thwie of
older staidents In face-to-fug classes.
A variety of adult learners have been
casminednoncredit ouid....lig, un-
dergraduate students, graduate stu-
dents, biboratary subjects, and so
forth.in a variety of content areas.
There is general agreement that de-
livering claims via teleocniereas.ing
is as effective kir learning as are ti e-
ditions] classes.

Blackwood and Thant examined
learning differences between adult
students in a noncredit finance
course; some of the students wen:
taking the class by audloconferenc-
ing snd the others by a traditional,
face40-face teaching method" The
investigators found no differences be-
tween the SAM group& in the amount
of learning. Puzzuoli looked at the
differences between resident etu-
dents and remote students taking
college ciallnea via audioconferenciag
with a graphic component. His anal-
ysis Indicated that the adjure:want
scores of the remote students were

11.1an Blackwood and Dallis 'Most, A
cmsperiewsafiheiVfretiveseee al Face4isroar
and Remote Mackin, is Cesoseranicatiso ildek
mama infortsasion se Admit., ERIC ED 1124
324 tMenhatim Moms State Ur» Ansi% Co.
operelive Estonian Service, 19624.
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equal to or better than the acme cif
the resident stu4/01a" Finally, Hoyt
and Prys concluded that undinvad-
nate and graduate students taking
teleconfereoced classes performed as
wall en a variety armee:ores es stu-
dents taking identical on-campus
classes.°

A more complex analysis of tele-
cmlerencing and the factors that tn.
Mame effective learning was re-
ported by Chapania" He =chided
that same communications tasks
typically used hz.clemes are as ef-
fectively accomplished over a tele-
manmunications system as in a face-
to-fece classroom. These include ex-
changing information, solving prob-
lems, and pnerating ideas.

Vandehsar analysed the beak con-
nturation and plocedures of tele-
oonferenciag classrooms in term of
how they encourage pr limit student
development within a paradigm de-
milled by Arthur Chlekering, a stu-
dent-developmestUdedsr. She =elu-
ded that while studied cognitive de-
velopment is compsmble to that in
traditlonal classes, the teleconfer-
towing eavironoleat se it is currently
boles used does not foster multiple
dimensions of student development.
Slur suspats that the barriers to

11. DAMS. Pluatall,A Studyof Thachino
Univerzio Extonsion Cam by Diadem,
ERIC RD 042 90I aderpetawn: West Virginh.
Universitx 19701.

12. Dena P. HO sad David W. nye,
'The Effectiveness stabisoorunnoicatiens as
ee Educalissal Whey System,' ERIC RD
070110 Cidamuweillk Mum ewe University,
19723. -

IL Alphonse Cicamnia, Haman radon in
ikixonfirencing tasslow bbeJ Ripart, EMC
ED 102 902 Olsitiserest John& &Ada/
thuversity, Depactessel 4Psyche1sa 19710.
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develoment axe not a direct moult of
the teleconfetencing environment
per se but ratieir of Hmited or inap
propriate teaching behaviors an the
part Ur instriscuire."

Even though there are no isea-
sured differences in achievement,
adul to, like you: &ger Warners, seem ;a
prefer faceto-face teachers when
they are evesi a choice. In a study
comparing in.e..uction via telecon-
ferencing, face-to-face teaching stud
a combination of the two methods,
Davis reports that as face-to-face con-
tact increasee so does the learner's
satisfaction with the inetructimal
method."

Although etudente, regardless of
age, seem to 1.earn course matariula
equally well in traditional and tele-
communicated situations, some dif-
formers in student reactions have
been noted. Au mentioned previously,
students often prefer the face-to-fisee
setting. We do not know whether this
is a reaction to a novel learning set-
ting or whtthei it actually ham some
oiled ea overall learning that is not
reflected its teL scores. Some would
argue that 6et then do snore than;ust
present material. They interact with
the student, au war questions, en-
courage the btudent, and assist the
student in understanding the les-

Ai. Dab Viiluj 14oralar Imbrue
Her. sad Thom (malty IVeciarsfeetnas Claw
nonce ln Th.lisoisjireackti and inectrcusla
Costanamnioadmi V, ad. L Partosr sad a 01.
yen Madison: Universiky el WiesanainRa
tension, Cent sr ler Interactive Prepense,
19063.

Deleresat iSvalusilan anitCom.
patina afThiatancferenca veld YU.
to-Pece 11-airdzi and the Efforts en Attitude
-A tearable (MD. Mahe UalsersitA
1928).
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eons. Since the advent of telecommu-
nications systems that allow stu-
dents and teachers to be linked for
two-way communication, it seems
possible to have the vital aspects of
the teacher-student relationship pre-
eerved at a distance.

WHAT ARE THE LIMITS OF
OUR KNOWLEDGE?

Moat simple comparieone of die-
tenet and traditional students do in-
dicate that learning is equivalent for
thew groups, but there ars limits to
our ability to generalize Irvin these
fmdings. In 1989 the congressional
office of Technology Assessment
compiled a comprehensive report on
the use of technology for distance
learning. The report makes it clear
that the vast mnjorily of the litera-
ture on effectiveness is based on
14b1y motivated adult le atilerat.

The typical distancelearning pro-
gram in secondary schools ham tar.
gated highly motivated, cullege-
bound students." Evaluations of
such programs indicate that these
high school students seem W enjoy

11. Uit, Congress, Office ef 'flachnidogi
Anaemia:eat, LiAkinal for 1-corning.. A Now

Co0rot for Education, O1A-SE1430 (Wash-
ington, DC: ceram achnoltio. Asuasem..ni,

1980)4 P. 44.
17. Us ova earoption I. U. is ia tha area
eomputenassiated instruction, wbkh is

widely regarded as an a:furtive soot lb: Tuiains
az/linemen!, among low-achieving students,
increasing student mothrMion la learn, and
inn-suing eluded ationlion. This revoarth ii
summarised irs Consrebe, Mao °Mich.
mangy Assasarneni Power On; New Ads for
%whim and leonsMg (Washington, DC: Of.

fica gillchnotogyhmemantst., HM) . Thaw,
Net attic!. done not claim to toverthe mama
on toehold** conahlorwil se leaching took'

the experience snit score as well on
class teats as their peens who are
physically present with the teach-
era.1° The Reeittion of the effective-
nese of distance learning for other,
leen motivated students remains un-
=swine& however-

In a 1987 review of effectivenese
literature, Sieennan and Williams°
found no utudies that compare differ-
ent center* areas and none compar-
ing the effectiveness of Lunt:Wien
using different instructional design&
What seems to work with one specific
canna may not be as effective with
different types of courses.

Helen Warriner-Ilurke' points
out that a televiaed teacher is not
able to provide the individual encour-
agement and opportunity for practice
that are essential for successail for-
eign language learning. We cannot as-
WW2= that, because a calculus course
can be effective), taught at a dis-
tame, a foreign language elan would
be equally effective using the same
technical delivery systems and the
same instructional design concept&

Another concern arises when one
tries to generalize results brom stud-
ies that compare resident college stu-
dents and ofkempue students. Them,

IE. Witbraw, 'SW School. Dialiarme

burning.'
19. Malan, D. Eiserroan *ad David D.

balms, Skatowido 8001mo:ion Apart on Prodmo,,
tivity liNtirci Studies Related go Improved floo
onechoolosy to Falsout iikluootionol :Weems.
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and SscoAdary SAtieb; A Reilime of As Likr.
mum, MC ED en see 0499331 tT Wrsotd
Inattlida for Besesith *ad Enfold Ian, inn

O. Halm P. Wastinar-Hurlia, Dtolance
Leas:lbw Wbat %Deal Mow Can Hurt Us,'
Foreign Langsoge Aemala, W2):12*35 (Apr.
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olkampua students are usually a lit-
tle older than their on-campus coun-
tosparta. The are usually employed.
and, frequently, they are taking
classes that have direct relevance to
tbe work they aie doing. In other
words, these may he two different
populations, and the comparisons
obey be reflecting vuore than jutht the
instructional environment.

WHAT WE MDT° KNOW

'Nenty-four years ago. Chu and
Schramm suggested that the ques-
tion is not whether media ca n be used
to teach but how they can best be
used to teach." Thia brings up Bey-
ond rater-4in* of incioily that wiU be
fruitful for future researchers.

Instructional design

In the conclusion of an exteneive
review of the literature an distance-
learning effectivems, Nil Whit-
tington pointed out that the moat
critical element in student achieve-
ment is effective instructic sal deaign
and instructional technique,* regard-
less of whether the iestruction is de-
livered by televiaion or by traditional
ineans.0 This see= tabs the bottom
line for all inetructional delivery.

What are the inaanatalonai design
princiOes that make distance learn-
ing =et effective? How can inatnie-

Gaiwin C. Chu awl WM*, Sarum,
Leamini from Thltioldsme Mat Ms Iissismis
&lye, ESIC Docussot Ispoduaion Service,
ED 109 98b tWashinitcsa. DO. &Haul Asap.
dailloi of eduestimil Broodisiders, 18871

21, Nil Whilthisthib,"Isliastruellool Taw
'kW EoluostIonsllyEffeshoThitssoamhits.

Aeserioaa Journal of Diatadsoe Educe-
Om, 1(1);47-5711927).

tienal designer take better advan-
tage of all the technologies cursedly
available to &bait learners and notbe
limited by our I unent standards of
Liao troditiunal lam-to-face chum-
mom?

Supp,ort ter te.44:4 fr.;
and duck:its

In a *survey if facultar using Ws,
communicatient technology to tesch
oiseuice learners, one of the moat
frequently me:Aimed suggestions
1/411 to provide faculty with more
training." MA* desired waa
not only on &Man WO the technology
Lut also on strategies for teaching
etudente at i L stance. As Venda-
Mined analpis strongly bugged*,
teleconferencing teachers may tut be
using appropri.its teaching behav-
k.rs to help their students Rally de-
velop." What the minimal sup-
port oak= 111 instructors need in
eider to !rarebit: their face-to-faou
cllth s,. into tal....mimunietited claw
Laosiusas?

Ditferent teiecunferencing aye-
-111111.11 cbphic, one-way tclevi-

b4m, twu-wey televhdonhave aV
Ledn repent:4 IA be effective learning'

teathiej; tells. What instruc-
tional strategiet are neceasary for the
ifective use ef each aflame oaten&

What instructkoel support is neces-
sary fur teacher3 to be able to tele
each of thew systen3a effectively?
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There is another aitical grin* of
questions concerning tha needs of
learners. We know that distance stu-
dents want all the obvious services
provided In a traiitional setting,
such Asa library acme and advising."
What other services sod support do
they need to make the learning expe-
rience as rich as poaaible? What is
them in the face-to-face clue that
might be incorporated into distance-
learning atrategies?

Different stacknt populations

There is very little research on
how well diffennit population re-
spend to distance learning. At a re-
cent conference on distance-learning
Issues for teachers," a teacher of
learning-dleabled children pointed
out that she thought that teaching
with interactive television might be
very effective for her students,. She
mentioned that them students seem
to have an easier time paying close
Mtention to television than topeople.
This is an interesting observation
that warrants father research,

As previously noted, there is very
Utile information on whether the av-
erage secondary adiool student
would respond as well as do those
hiehly motivated atudente who have
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taught? We do know that
with knowledge of their
students' characteristice ca
effect on student schievem
what typea of skills would fa
need in order to provide in
the secondary or elements
student?

Interactivity

One of the amain:10one
in the design of mod coat
dietance-learning option
need for interaction Leh
dents and their teachers. DI
and students need to see on
for effbctive learning end ix
to take place? Is reel-tsoic
teacher or etude:1044am
lion really the best or only
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Re repot" on a eomparison between
computer and audio conferencing,
whish ha uses in place of face-to-face
clam discussions between his tele-
course students. Oxman notes that
one of the great advantages of the
cumputer confirms= is its demo-
cratic setting. Threvone is parceivad
on a similar basIs regardless of Aye.
ical handicaps, segional or national
scam* usual auerlivenetts in face.
hrfabediscusidons, and other charac-
teristics that would tend to put stu-
dents.= unequal footing in the usual
amorous setting

Can computmermferenced student-
teacher and student-student interac-
tion be more effective than tradi-
tions/ typea of ieteraction? Can the
democratic nature of computer con.
fp-renting allow students who ty1.41.
Lally do not mop in classroom die.
elledionli to be more likely to exprees

2f.'3

their thougt its la this anode? Is this a
posalbhrtceena of eneouraging active
partidpatioc in the learning pncess
on the part of Moss Auden!. that our
tradition al chessman preceduria do
not effectiviv mach?

In bri 11; teleconferencing is mak-
log elegem available to studenta who
otherwise wmdd not have amen to
them. Them ie a long hietery of re.
bearch eats blishing that Argent I; can
learn effecth ety via electronic media.
The research questions that now face
us are of a different order. Thai are
more dottiled, more probing, rind
mons special:. Research must now ad-
dress th2 Litiato orhow beet to uae
educ all DM s. resoureesdiatence-
ttarning at nategies includedto bring
qualibt 1.:ation to all learners.
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SENATOR BIDIOAMAN. Mr. Liptak, go right ahead.

STATDMIT OF OIWOORY J 1.03TAK, PRESIDENT,
IDMRSION t*IIVERSITY

Mit LIPTAK. Thank you, Senator, for pesmitting me to come from
Colorado to present testimmy on this haportant issue.

Yesterday, Colorado had six inches of new snow. All of our ski areas

are open, and we invite everybody to come. That is, of course, if you
choose not to go to New Mexico. [Laughter.]

SENATOR &MAMMY. Anyone who can't get into Taos, we would be
glad to have you go co up to Colorado. 'Laughter.]

Mit LuYriax. I'm the President of Mind Extension Universitythe
Education Networkthe Nation's fastest growing basic cable television

service.
Our parent cianpany is the nation's ninth largest cable television

operator, and we're the prirwipal cable TV operator in New Mexico,
serving the Albuquaque metropolitan area, as well as the Cities of Grants

and Soccoro.
In my brief testimony today, I would like to make two points

concerning distance education.
Point number one. The U.S. cable television industry today serves

more than 55 million cable TV subscriber households and is now the
dominant means of the delivery of television to the American public.

Two yews ago, most of the Nation's cable television operators, called
MSOs or multiple system operators, agreed to participate in a project
called Cable in the Classroom. These 43 MSOs represent 82 percent of
all U.S. cable television households.

We agreed to do the following: Ali of the cable systems operated by
each multiple system operator would provide one standani cable drop and
free basic service to all consenting public junior and senior high schools
passed by our cable distribution systems within our franchised areas by
December 1992. We also agreed to provide cable service to all consenting

state accredited private schools by the end of September 1994.

Now, many cable companies arc going far beyond this minimum
commitment. Many are wiring all of the classrooms, raising money to
support distance learning projects in their communitim, and so ibnh.

Joining with our major program suppliers, we agreed we would
provide educational programming offered without commercials by the
programmer members to the participating schools.

Further, all of these MSOs agreed that all participating schools will

have a minimum of one video cassette reconier, one television monitor,
and one equipment cart in every school.

Well, I'm pleased to report that as of today nearly 1,600 cable
television systems in the United States arc participating in this Cable in

the Classroom project. At this time. participating cable systems passed

2
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more than 18,400 junior and senior high schools, and 15,500, or 84
percent, have received cable semi= as of this date.

In your state, Sauttor, for examie, 81 percent of all the consenting
public and private jtmior and senior high schools passed by cable have
today had cable service ma& available.

This multimillicm dollar commitment has also produced a magazine
called "Cable in the Classroom" that currently has a circulation of MOM
than 56,000. This document summarizes all of the pmgram canmitments
by the various suppliers.

Because of this aggressive program, I suggest to you that I do not
believe the Federal Government should make any investment in hardware
to deliver distance education. Satellites, earth stations, and distribution
systems are all in Oace and available.

The cable industry, with a full video pipeline into 60 million homes,
plesents, I think, an efficient delivery system that is already in place for
the delivery of materials. System operators have committed to make
service available at no charge. Also, them are other transmission
techniques that you've heanl about todayfiber optic systems, riTs, low-
power television, which are available.

In my judgment, the cost of constructing a totally new redundant
infrastmctum for educational purpmes is not only prohibitive, but also
unnecessary, and especially in view of the sites that have already been
developed by the earlier Srar Schools funding programs.

On the horizon, as we've talked about today, new technological
developments hold great promise. With video compression technology
brought to market over the next decade, them will be a major expansion
of cable television channel capacity.

In my judgment, the schools of the future will have access to seversl
channels on cable televisim systems and will be able to offer a variety of
distance education programs to tlwir districts.

Mosi cable TV systems will be coming up for franchise renewals over
the next three to four years, and from what I see around the country,
school districts and cities are making absolutely certain that a variety and
a number of channels are available on these refranchised systems.

I think it would cost billions of dollars to constmct a new redundant
television distribution system by fiber optics cable across America.
Construction of new satellite systems will require the placement of
expensive satellite receive stations at every school.

To me the only practical =I cost-efficient distribution system for the
delivery of materials is cable TV. All levels of government and all of our
major schools should work with their local cable systems in this '4.i: cost-
effective mile to take full advantage of this incredihle commitmcit that
the ,-ahle television industry has made ;o America.

Now, my second point concerns the funding of distance education in
thy United Stales. First of all, our company has mounted Mini Fxtension
University. the Education Netwe:Y. The ch;innel was fmnfic;'.. fmr yoar.
).*:) h% my ,qt:iirr'lan, icon Jones His cop< vot v
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a school, to combine the tectmologies of cable and satellite, to cmate a
nationwide electionic classromn without walls.

Today, we serve 17 million cable and satellite dish households, with
an additional 3 million expected by the end of the year. Therefore by
eariy next year, with 2.9 persons per household, pethaps as many as 50
million Americans will have access to the channel.

The netwott has been called a life-long learning resource for a
conununity, because it pmsents several major program elements. As
you've heiud, we offer the live interactive direct instructional material
from the TI-IN Network, advanced placement courses in mathematics,
science, foreign language, as well as student enrichment and staff
developmem.

In addition to secondary instruction, we offer graduate and undergradu-
ate courses, a MBA program from Coloiado State, and a bachelor's
degree completion program from the University of Maryland and a variety
of other materials for the Natien's consumers. We am affiliated with 20
of the country's most presigious colleges and universities, including Penn
State, Kansas State, the University of South Carolina, and Colorado State.

The secondary school programming from the 11-IN Network was the
original mcipient of a Star Schools grant in 1988. Thc TI-IN United Star

Network provided interactive instmctional services to 316 sites, serving

more than 20,000 students with credit and noncredit comes and more

than 100,000 teachers.
The OTA has documented the effectiveness of this approach to

distance education in its repon to CongressLinking for Learning. In
fact, the success of MIN and the demonstration Star Schools project led
OTA to introduce TI-IN to Mind Extension University, thus providing a
low-cost efficient way to disseminate quality education into schools and
into the living moms of America.

I want to encourage you to help fund the ongoing program develop-

mert for these networks. Some of the poorer schools that were involved

in the early Star Schools funding simply have not had the fmancial
wherewithal necessary to continue the program once the demonstration
project ended.

Money is need to finance the development of programming at the local

school level. Help the schools across America, particularly educationally

and economically disadvantaged schools in both rural and urban settings,

to pay the modest sums necessary, to provide access to master teachers

and distance learning techniques.
I'm sony that both Senators Thumiond and Simon had to leave early,

because both of them have appeared on our rwtwork and have talked on

an interactive basis to students in their home states using this technique.

I know I speak on behalf of my colleagues in the cable industry when

we say we're wady to provide the last mile, the disdibution system
necessary to bring this material into America's classrooms. We can, in
Glenn Jones' words, bring the facilities of satellite and cable TV together

in order to make all America a school.
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Thank pro, sir.
SENA= BINGAMM. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Liptak follow%)
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PREPARED STA1EUENT OF GREGORY J. IWTAK,

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members ofthe Committee for permitting me to

come from Colorado to present testimony on this important issue.

I am the president of Mind Extension Universfty: The Education Network, the

nation's fastest growing bask cable television service. In my brief testimony this

morning. I would like to make twa points concerning distance education.

Point #1 - The United States cable television industry today serves more than 55

million US. cable TV subscriber households and is now the dominant means of

delivery of television to the American public.

Two years ago most of the nation's cable television operators, called "NISOs" or

'multiple system operators', agreed to participate in a project called "Cable in the

Classroom." These 43 MSOs represent 82% of ail United States cable television

households. We agreed to do the following:

All of thetable systems operated by each multiple system operator would provide

one standard cable drop and free basic service to all consenting public junior and

senior high schools passed by our cable distribution systems within our franchised

29 7
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tuns by December 1992. We also agreed to provide cable television service to all

consenting state-accredited private schools by the end of September 1994.

Joining with our major program suppliers, we agreed that we will provide

educational programming offered without cmumerkals by our programmer

members to the participating schools. Further, all MSOs agreed that all

participating schools will have a minimum of one video cassette recorder, one

television monitor, and one equipment cart in each school.

I am pleased to report that as of today nearly 1,600 cable television systems in the

United States are participating in this Cable in the Classroom preject. At this

time, participating cabie systems passed more than 18,400 schools, and 15,500 (or

144%) had received cable senrice.

This multi-million dollar commitment has also produced a magazine, "Cable in the

Classroom", that cumently has a circulation of more than 56,000.

Because of this aggressfrc program, I suggest to you that I do not believe that the

federal government should make any investment in hardware to deliver distance

education. Satellites, earth stations, and distribution systems are all in place and

available. The cable television industry, with a (Ulf video pipeline into nearly 60

million harm., presents an efficient system that is already in place for the delivery

of educational materials. System operators have committed to make service

available at no charge. Also, there are other transmission techniques - fiber optic
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distance learning providers to create a nationwide 'electronic classroom without

walls.' ME/U, as ft is known, continues to be the fastest growing cable network in

Amerka, currently serving more than 17 million cable and satellite-dish

households, with an additional 3 million expected to be launched by early 1992.

Therelbre, by early next year, with 2.9 persons per household, perhaps as many as

SO million Americans will have access to the channel. The network has been called

a 'lifelong learning resource' for a community because it presents sevcral maJor

program elements. On school days, it retransmits the live, interactive, dirxt

instructional material provided by The TI-IN Network of San Antonio, Texas.

Offered are classes in foreign language, mathematics, science, and student

enrichment programs, as well as pmfessional staff development for teachers. One

real-life story of distance learning success concerns Remigio "Mice Peraies, a

young man from Nordheim in south Texas, population 369. Mico took his

advanced mathematics and science courses not available in his high school

curriculum - via this interactive televised distance-learning vehicle. His

peribrmance earned him a scholarship to Massachusetts Institute of Teclmology.

In addition to secondary instruction, Mind Extension University delivers graduate

and undergraduate courses, including an MBA program and a bachelor's degree

completion program. We ofihr literacy program, GED preparation, and English-

as-a-Second-Language program. With the Library of Congress, we present each

week the Global Libraty Project. This project, funded by a $1 million grant from

our company, seeks to bring to the nation the largest repository of information in

the world. A number of your colleagues have already appeared on some of the

programs.

2.9(
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We are aflillated with 20 of the country's mast prestigious colleges and universities

including Penn State, Kansas State, the Universky of South Carolina, and

Colorado Stott University. Our secondary school ptugram provider, The TI-IN

Network, was the managing putter of an original rwiplent of a Star Srhools grant

;n 1933. The seed money you pnwid4 enabled The TI-IN United Star Network to

provide intersetive instructional services to 316 sites, serving more than 20.000

students with credit and non-credit courses, and more than 100,000 teachers. The

Office of Technology Assessment has documented the effectiveness of distance

education, and a TI-IN's approach in its 1939 report to Congress, ylinidng for

Learning" A New Course for Education.' In Ant the success of the TI-IN research

and demonstration Star Schools project led OTA to introduce TI-IN to The Mind

Extension University network, thus providing a low-cost, efficient way to

disseminate quality education, not only just to schools but also into the living

rooms of Amwica.

I want to encourage you to help fund the ongoing program development for these

networks. Some of the poorer schools that were involved in the early Star evhools

handing simply have not had the financial wherewithal necessary to continue the

program once the demonstration project ended. Money is needed to finance the

development of programming at the local school level - help the schools across

America - particularly educationally- and economically-disadvantaged schools in

both rural and urban settings to pay the modest sums necessary to provide access

to master teachers and distance learning techniques.
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I know I speak on behalf of my colleagues in the cabbs television industry when we

say we me Ready to provide the distribution system necessary to Wang this material

Into America's classrooms. We can, in Glenn Jones' words, bring the facilities of

satellite and cable television together in order to *make all America a school.*

52-649 0 - 92 - 10



Progress Report 10/31/91
CABLE IN THE CLASSROOM: 43 Cable Television
Multiple System Operators (MSO's) which represent 82%
of all U.S. Cable Television subscribers have agreed to
provide a cable drop and free basic service to both public
and private junior and senior high schools passed by
cable within their franchise areas.

15,462 Total Public & Private Schools
wired as of September 1991 3' :;
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SFNATOR BINGAMAN. Mr. Vance, why don't you go right ahead.

STATEMENT OF GARY N. VANCE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
SATELUTE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES CONSORTIM (SEW)

ON TECHNOLOGY IN TFE CLASSROOM

MIL VANCE. Thank you, Senator.
Just as an aside, I'm very pleased to be hem, but if you would like,

th:,se of us who don't share the beauty of your mountains in the West, we
would be happy to cane to both Taos and Aspen, and we could do some

, comparative studies for you. [Laughter.]
I am the Executive Director of the Satellite Educational Resources

Consortiumbetter known as SERCwhich is a leading national,
nonprofit provider of distance learning COUTSCS. We are based in
Columbia, South Carolina.

Although I'm here this morning wearing the hat of a technology
representative, before I get into the techmlogy side of things, I was for
15 years a classroom teacher, and it is my experience in the classroom
and woiting with students of varied backgrounds and interests that led me
to my fascination with a belief in the uses of technology to stimulate
learning.

Last week I nad the privilege of sitting in a SERC classroom in
Austin. Texas, and for 50 minutes I shared with five high school students
their experience as they reviewed for te,sts in our Japanese One course
with their telephone tutoring partners in rural Drew, Mississippi.

watched those students as they helped each other, and I absorbed
some of their energy as they demonstrated what happens when studenks
take responsibility for their own learning, while using the powerful tools
at the command of public television, in a strong, effective telching
cuniculum. For me that is what SERC and distance learning in general
is all about.

The growth in SERC enrollment has been phenomenal and exciting.
We started with a pilot semester in 1989, involving 59 schools and 363
students with two courses, and this fall we ate serving over 500 schools
and over 5,000 students in 12 high school courses in 23 States. We are
going to pick up that twenty-forth one that as mentioned a while ago.

Every day 17 SERC high school classes meet via satellite and audio
bridge for live interactive classroom instmction in math, science, arx1
foreign languagessubjects such as Japarwse, Russian, pm-calculus,
physics, and probability in statistics.

SERC student enrollment this fall is up roughly 10 percent over what
it was last year, despite the fact that most school districts am suffering
from budget cuts and program retrenchment. We obviously are on the
right track, and I think the success of SERC lies in two key factors.

The most of these is dm fact that SERC is an equal partnership of the
State Depariments of Education arK1 the State Educational Television
Networks in our participating states. We arc unique in that respect.

3
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So far es I know, we are the only distance learning provider whose
governing structure provides an equal voice for the masters of the
technology and the masters in the classroom, but that is the secret of our
success, aml I believe mela strongly that any successful, new federal
adventure in this area nu. 4 have at its heart this same kind of equal
partnership.

The second key to our success has been the fact that we seek to tap all
of ttw existing tedmologjes. Our name has the word "satulte" in it, and
that is our dominant delivery mechanism, but satellite is by no means the
only technology we wok with.

Some SERC cotuses ate being delivered to schools this morning by an
rns system, while in other areas, schools do get our ccorses over cable,
and still other classes are bloadcast over the air just like a regular
television program. We am also exploring how some of our states can use
their new fiber networks to deliver SERC courses, and in using all of
these delivery systems, we rely heavily on the telephone company, one of
our most valuable technology partners.

Let me now turn to some of the specific questions you raised about the
use of educational technology. I think that before we can answer many of
the key questions, it's critical that we first identify what kind of an
educational model we want that technology to serve, and you've head
many suggestions as to what that might be this morning.

It's important as we look at the possibilities of technology that we do
not operate from the assumption tha we are trying to replicate a student
and a teacher looking at each other and talking. We live in the infonna-
tion age, and the learning process is becoming much too complex for that
approach to work.

Rather, we need to be empowering, in addition to the teachers, the
students to be responsible for their own education by making available
instructional tesources both in live real time, such as through our
interactive courses and study groups, arwl via databases readily available
as the students' journey of discovery requites more information.

As I saw in that classroom in Austin last week, students can take
responsibility for their own learning, helping each other and moving at
their own pace and questioning, all in a way that makes the process of
learning exciting, challenging, and rewarding.

Interactive distance learning can allow students to communicate with
students from other parts of the country, to interact with other cultures, to
have direct contact with key policymakers through satellite seminars, and
to tap the resources of the best research universities in the world. In shon,
it can provide access to almost limitless sources of information.

So, how do we go the last mile to see that all students have access to
those kinds of information resources?

We have literally scores of schools in virtually every one of SERCs
23 states who would like to use SERC courses, but they lack the financial
resources either to acquire the necessary equipment or to pay the student
enrollment fees that we require to cover our costs.

4 ""i
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Going the last mile would tequire the Federal Government to help buy

the technology distribtnion system within local schoolsthe reception

system, most likely a satellite dish; computer access capability; telephone
linkages, along with the necessary wiring and such standani equipment as
televisions awl VCRs.

I hav- recommended satellite tectmology not because I think it's the

only detivery system, but because I believe that satellite technology is, at

least in the short runand by that I mean the next 6 to 10 yearthe
most cost effective technology for getting the widest range of resources
into the hands of the largest number of student&

Satellite downlinksconunonly called disheswill enable every
school to have access to almost every signal that is cunently available, or
is likely to be available, in the next decade, and they allow each school

to decide for itself which signals it warts to choose, from a press
conference in France to a university-based course in agriculture that may

come hem the Midwest No other current &liver)/ mechanism provides
this range of options and degree of choice.

Such a program of assistance to local schools, however, should not be

in lieu of federal assistance to those national, distance learning providers

who have the burden of effectively erecting and maintaining the national

learning linkages and the high quality cowses now available through the

course produce's. It will take careful central planning and central
resources to take advantage of all of the opportunities offeled by

technology.
You asked as well about the appmpriate federal role in curriculum

development. I think that there should be an active role, not in the sense

that the Ftderal Government should guide the decisions about what
constitutes the cuniculum for a given subject area, but by facilitating the

distinctions of the barriers between states aml school districtsas you
heard between Ncw Mexico and Coloradothat lead through local choice

to mutual acceptance of common curriculum olectives.
As a practical matter, SERC and other distance learning providern are

already offering a national curriculum. In our courses of Japanese and

Russian, for instance, these courses are being offered with full high school

credit in 23 states, and they are a viable choice for schools making local

decisions, but they are available at the nation:I ievel.
It was federal money through Star Schools that enabled us to develop

these courses, and without both the federal money and commitment to

offering courses on a nutitistate basis, we could not have developed either

Japanese or Russian and the fitx quality they represent.
But I think the manner in which we crafted these courses is also

instructive. The Federal Depanment of Education did not dictate to us
what should be in those courses. Rather, the members of our consortium

who produced the courses conferred with the leading experts around the

country and, most importantly, with the educators in each of our states to

detemtine what that course would need in order to pass muster in each

state.
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I think that hits at the issue of ceniflcation, and I suspect that is
realistically the way to deal with national curriculum issues. The role of
tin Federal Govenuner* is to provide the boost that gets people together
acmss state lines. In our case, it was the Star Schools prefereme for
muhi-State consonia, and to help them with the resouices that will enable
them in partnership with our professional colleagues in other states to
craft a satisfactory curriculum.

At the same time, we must make sure that any new curricula will
reflect the changing role of the teacher, from a disseminator of infonna-
don to a facilitator of learning challenging the student, and manipulating
the technology and linking each learner in the most appropriate way to all
of the information and ideas that await them beyond the four walls of the
classroom.

In concluMon, Mr. Chainnan, I think that there arc some fairly obvious
but important lessons from the SERC experience.

The first, as I have suggested, is not to become so absorbed by the
technology that we lose sight of the educational purposes that should
underline the L.ive for technology.

The second is that we should build on the infrastructure that the
Federal Government has already put in place. There is no need to create
new stmoures that basically replicate existing distance learning programs
or delivery systems. It makes more sense, instead, to simply build upon
and expand those structures and systems that are working effectively.

The third is that all agencies of the Fedetal Government need to share
in this national mission of estabdishing a uistaruce learning network. This
is not just a concern of the Department of Eduotion. It needs to include
agencies as diverse as the National Endowment for the Humanities or the
Environmental Protection Agency, and it may take a fairly forceful nudge
from Congress to get some of these agencies to recognize and facilitate
the national commitment to educational technology.

And, ftnally, we do have to make sure that we are working to keep all
of dm technologies integrated and working together. As a practical matter,
I deobt that we will ever conclude, at least in the short run, that there will
only be one dominant technology. At SERC we art going to use them
allsatellite, telephone, VSAT, cable, and all of the others you've heald
aboutbut I want to underscore that it is still the people and the human
resources that make this work.

We will continue to need the expertise of the educational television
community in producing course work and the educatots to ensure that the
material actually gets used in the classroom. We are not talking about
replacing teachers. We're talking about eying them a wotwlerful array of
new tools and resources that they will usc as they guide students along a
exciting voyage of discovery and intellectual gnowth.

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased that you are putting these issues squarely
before the Congress and the American public. At SERC we look forward
to worlemg with you as you previde the technology that will enrich our
students' voyage.
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Thank you,
[The impaled statement of Mr. Vance followsl
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PREPARED STA7ENENT OF GARY N. VANCE

Good norning, Hr. Chairman. My name is Gary Vance and I am
Executive Director of the Satellite Efteational Resources
Consortium (SERC), a leading national non-profit provider of
distance-learning courses, based in Columbia, South Carolina.

I an pleased to have the opportunity to appear before you this
morning because I believe that the experience of SERC, a pioneer
in crafting a national distance-learning structure, Can be
benef:Icial to you Lnd thr Como.itcee as yov, enore t2-A. ra steps
that we as a nation should be taking to ensure that all students
--regardless of the location, sire, or financial condition of
their schools--have access to the rich array of educational
resources that distance learning technology offers.

Let me say at tNis v.. Lhai. I am here to tal4 aOout. TASCA140Awlity,

ant I am wearing the hat of a technology representative.
However, I was a classroom teacher for 15 years before I got into
the technology side of things. It is precisely that experience in
the classroom, working with students of varied backgrounds and
interests, that led to ley fascination with, and belief in, the
uses of technology to stimulate learning.

Last week I had the privilege of sitting in a SERC classroom in
Austin. Texas, and sharing 50 minutes with five high school
students as they reviewed for tests in our Japanese I course with
their telephone tutoring partners in rural Drew, Mississippi. I

watched those students as they helped each other, and I absorbed
sone of their energy as they denonstrated what happens when
tudents take responsibility for their own learning while using
the powerful tools at the command of public television and a
strong effective teaching curriculum. For me, that is what SERC
is all about.

SERC was one of four rulti-state consortia that received fundin7
for the first two years of the federal Star Schools program. We

stand as evidence, I hope persuasive evidence, of the value of
naking a strong federal commitment to a national program of
distance learning resources. To help you understand better the
relevant lessons of our experience in distance learning, let me
oXploin how SERC operates and review with you our experience in
using distance-learning technology to enhance the education of

,young people across America.
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$2RC Is a consortium of state departments of education and state

educational television networks, representing a 50-50 partnership

between those professionals responsible for curriculum in each

State and those with the technical expertise to deliver the

4101112011 vie the boot technology available.

Beek in 1988, when SERC applied for Star Schools funding, we had

la state members; this fall, we have 23 state members and we are
having discussions with almost e half dozen other states who have

expressed an irterest in r..ir!r1;.. corscrtiv.r.

The following states (and cities) are now members of the srn
partnership:

Alabama Mi Tehee

Arkaneac O41.1-eaLc
virclnia

Florida New Jercey West, VirgirLa

Georgia New York Wisconsin

rows North Carolina

Kentucky North Dakota

Louisiana Ohio
Detroit, MI

Maine Pennsylvania
Kansas City, Mci

Michigan South Care New ?or% N.!-inp

SZRC met your Committee's call to address the need for

.interactive advanced math, science, and foreign language courses

for geographically and 'moronically disadvantaged schools. This

year, students in small remote high schools, soma with fewer than

500 students in all four grades, are able to take Japanese,

'RUssian, tatin, Advanced Placement Economics, Discrete Math,

World Geography Honors, Physics, Pre-Calculus, and Probability

and Statistics.

The growth in enrollment in SERC courses has been phenomenal and

exciting, as the graph on the following page illustrates. We

started with a pilot semester
involving 59 schools and 363

students with two courses. In our first full year of operation

we had 3500 students enrolled in credit courses. This fall we

are serving over 500 schools and more than 5000 students in 12

high school credit courses.

Perhaps more isportant than the total numbers of students and

.sehools served are the
characteristics of SERC schools. Last

year 72% of SERC schools were eligible for Chapter I funds, and

604 of our schools are located in rural areas. Three-fourths of

our schools have fewer than 2000 students.

3 1 I.
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In addition to our high school courses, this fall for the first

time we aro offering 118 hours of interactive staff development

rt.COurseep with copies including math, art, bilingual education,

and Critical issues facing educators in the 1990's. Teachers in

more than GOO schools, including schools in several states that

are outside of our consortium, are currently enhancing their

prefessional skills through these SERC courses.

EVeryday 17 SERc classes eeet, via satellite and audio-bridge.

for live classroom instruction.
These classes are taught hy

highly qualified and exparlenc t. r.ester tceohor; locator.. ln Lot4A

different states.

Although the class may involve as man; as 300 or 400 students in

23 states, there ars norsally no more than four students--and

sometimes only one--taking the class in any one school. We

require a classroon facilitator to he in the room with the

students to coordinate the class at the school, but, in general,

the students manage their own classes, working closely with the .

student workbooks and their textbooks.

Depending upon the subject, the students may be on-line (on the

telephone) throughout the class. (Some classes rotate which

schools will be on line.) The students can be expected to be

called upon, by name, just as though the teacher were in their

claesroom, and they likewise may ask questions of the master

teacher.

SERC courses are full-credit, graded classes, just like every

other course that the student takes. Each of our courses is

fully accredited in each participating state (due in large part

to the participation of tate departments of education in

determining our curriculum offerings). Each master teacher

prepares tests for the students and the exams are returned to the

master teacher for grading. SERC sends a numerical grade to each

student's school at the end of each six weeks, the emester, and

the year. The classroom facilitator in the local school assigns

the final letter grade, based upon the individual school's system

of converting numeric scores to letter grades.

Our language courses operate a
little differently so that we can

.enpose our students to native speakers. Students are divided

into groups of 10-12, and on the telephone days each week, they

cell and speak with native peakers for 20 minutes of

conversational class. These are highly structured classes, and

the students are graded on their participation and performance.

'
t 1 ti..."
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Teachers and tutors are
available after class and throughout the

day during office hours. Students and classroom facilitators are

encouraged to call and talk with the teacher if problems occur.

Ws use the feedback from the facilitators to help gauge the

pacing tar the class and identify problems to resolve.

Interestingly, Mr. Chairman, !or our students the technology very

quickly becomes secondary, merely a part of the classroom

background. As one of our students recently commented, "The

technology becomes transparent.0 And the focus becomes not th

technz::m: ttt ;.:Cfi4Ct Lf thc

is T;hat az 4;401siti iaave been accomplished

so quic4ly, wxth the level of cooperation that characterizes

SERC, without the federal Star Schools money. Although some of

the research and planning for SERC had already been completed,

the funding gave just the incentive and encouragement that was

needed to move widespread distance-education
from the drawing

board to the classroom.
Particularly in light of what has

happened to local and ovate education budgets in the past two

yeais, I am quite sure sm would still be in the concept stage

if it were not for Star Schools.

SERC has used the Star Schools money to leverage both financial

support and the time commitment of scores of education officials.

It has used the federal support to attract financial commitments

from both the public sector (through state and local education

agencies) and the private sector (through corporate and

foundation support).

The matching funds were used in large part to equip schools with

satellite receive equipment and classroom technologies, including

the interactive
keypads used for the math and science courses.

The first-year Star Schools grant of $5.6 million generated an

additional $5.2 million in state dues, equipment matches and

student fees. The second-year grant of $4.1 million generated

$6.1 million from state membership fees, student fees and

foundation funding. In all, with an investment of $9.7 million,

SE= has generated an additional $11.3 million for equipment and

course production and delivery.

3 t 5
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As these numbers suggest, SERC did not use the federal money to
offer a free ride to szates and local schools. From the
beginning each state joining SERC put up 420,000 for an annual
mastership fee. This year, we have a flexible membership fee
structure with the largest states paying $35,000. In addition,
either the state or the local scho'l districts had to supply a
match (often roughly 504) for the satellite receiving equipment.

1::Thially, each local school must pay a per-student fel for SERC
courses. This truly is a federal-state-local partnership in the
fullest sense of the word.

SERC's experience underscores the critical role the federal
government must fill in helping make this technology
availet:e to lt.r.3t. ;%u,t.dars cnd students.

think tha haat way tu halp yuu and the committee begin to get a
feel for the costs involved in using this interactive technology
is to share with you the malor expenses that SSRC has incurred as

it has worked to outfit schools and provide quality courses. The

basic categories of our current costs are outlined below:

Satellite transoonder. SERC operates on a Ku-band
split transponder. This allows SERC to provide two
courses simultaneously during the school day, beginning
at 8 M and ending at 4 PM Eastern time. SERC also
provides two hours of staff development programming two
days per week atter regular class hours. To
accommodate this, we leas': tine on a privately owned
satellite, five days a week, 10 hours a day far nine

and a half months. The cost of the satellite
transponder tire is $910,000. Leasing the transponder
full-time (y11.1 -round, 24 hours-a-day, seven days a
week) would lixely cost $2.6 million.

Satellite =link . SERC reimburses the producing
entities for their costs to access the satellite from
each producing site through the use of uplinks. The

average cost is $200 per hour for uplink services.
SERC provides multiple sections of each of its twelve
courses, with each section requiring separate
uplinkinq. If SERC were to buy the uplink equipment
for any of its producing entities, that equipment would
cost between $400,000 and $500,C.J0 per uplink.

irch212/shanliaLIDSLaillit212311_1613Z
participate in SERC courses,
satellite downlink (commonly
receiver, a television, VCR,
necessary internal wiring to
many classrooms as desirable

3 t.

. To
most schools need a
called a dish) and
speaker phone, and the
connect the downlink to as
SERC strongly recommends
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that school's use so-called "steerabli" downlinks, which
enable schools to choose information resources that are
offered on satellites other than the one that carries

SZRC's courses. The total cost for this package of
locml school equipment at this time is roughly S6,500

per school site.

Audio bridal. Telephone interaction between teacher
and student and students with other students lies at

the heart of the St= model. This requires an
elaborate telephone audio bridge system to accommodate
the large number of students participating in SERC

courses. With the current technology, a single audir

bridge has 46 phone lines available for simultaneous

use. SERC has just added a fourth audio bridge, at a

cost of $60,00o termake it possible for greater numbers

of students ro participate in cur most popular courses.
Concequently, *.;a ;"giAi ;4WD 192 telephone lines

cvailables. 71.-^1 cry: r: previolng thc int.rtctive

telephone corpcnents to all EERC students is over

$200,000 per school year for the "$OO" long distance

service.

Mr. Chairmen, these are the costs directly associated with the

equipment involvd in distance learning. One also incurs
significent costs in developing the courses wc offer and in

providing the staffing necessary to serve Iarge numbers of

students in rundrads of different
locations across the country.

.11that-Ar-t-trit-IMUE-32.-1=1-1111.02.111111-2

All the numbers outlined earlier demonstrate, SERC's student

enrollment this fall is up roughly 100 over what it was last

year --despite the fact that most school districts are suffering

from budget cute and program retrenchment, and these now

technology-oriented prograur ars frequently, unfortunately, the

first to foal the budget knife.

This in our third successive
enrollment increase in our three-

year operation. We obviously are on the right track.

Accordingly, I am happy to share with you both our success

stories and our frustrationslessons
that I believe are critical

to the erection and utilisation of a national distance learning

infrastructure.

The most important secret to our success is the fact that SERC is

an equal partnership of the state departments of education and

the state educational television networks in our participating

states. We are uniqua in that respect.

3 1 7
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So far as I know, we are the only distanie learning provider
whose governing structure provides an equal voice flr the nesters
of the technology and the masters in the classroom. Sut that is
precisely what ham enabled us to succeed, and I believe most
strongly that any successful new federal venture in this area
must have at its heart that sane kind of equal partnership.

The second key to our success has beet the fict that we seek to
tap all of the existing technologies. Our name has the word
"satellite" in it, and that is certainly our dominant delivery
MeChanies, but satellite is by no means the only technolcgy we
work with. In Wisconsin, Michigan, and Ohio, for example, SERC
courses are being delivered to schools this rorning en /TrF
oyster., .1% trets sctoc.:s ge%. our courses over cable.
In Mississippi, sore of our courses are broe.mat over ttae tr,
lust like t rtgu:tr tele?lsicn crograt, tAd we are now ciscusstng
with Xississilvi now to use their new statewide fiber network to
deliver SEP2 CC1IfSES

And, oil uZ Ihase delivery oysters, we re3 heavily on
telephone technology, with the telephone company beinf- one of our
most valuable technology partners.

In short, we think we are succeeding because we consider every
available technology as a potential delivery mechanism for our
courses. We work with whatever technology th, local school may
have available to deliver SERC courses to students.

net Wald be the Zaucational _Model for the Folvfecappleee?

Before we get too far intr, identifying what kind of technology we
need in our schools, we Lust first identify what kind of
educational model we want that technology to serve. Technology
sinplY for the sake of technology will neither significantly
inprove education nor attract large numbers of interested
students.

It is important, as we look at the possibilities of technology,
that we do not gperate from the assumption that we are trying to
replicate a student and a teeeher looking at each other and
talking. There is far too much information to learn for that
approach to work. We have pessed the age when the teacher is
simply the disseminator of information and the student is the

..pessive recipiwnt.

Rather, we need to be empowaring the student to be responsible
for his or her own education by making available instructional
resources both in live real time (su..u, as through interactive
study groups or formal courses) and via data bases that can be
accessed whenever the 'Au:lent gets the urge to explore. As I saw
in that classroom in Austin lest week, students can take
responsibility for their own learning, helping each other. moving
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et their own paceell in a way that makes the process of

learning exciting, challenging, and rewarding. At the same time,

this Model greatly enhances the role of the teacher es a

facilitator of learning who prods, syntbesizes, and stretches the

learning experience of the student.

Interactive distance learning can allow students to communicate

with Students from other parts of the country, to interect With

ether cultures, to have direct contact with key policymakers

through satellite seminars, to tap the resources of the best

research universities in the world, and to have access to

seeMingly limitless sources of informationfrom the latest
transmission from a NASA space shuttle, which is already

available, to the vast resources of the Lbrar of Crnqr:!rr

whicn zena;.n ;,.eychd *.;:..e reach of cost students.

With that as t.L.: basAdrop, let re adoress your querticn al-but

what we need to do to go the last mile in getting technology into

the classroom. And it is here that I turn to those frustrations

in our experience that I mentioned a little earlier. We have

literally scores of schools in virtually every one of our 23

states that would like to have access to SERC courses but they

lack the financial resources either to acquire the nef:^esorex..,

equipment or to pay the student enrollment fees neoessery t.
cover Our operating costs.

Going the last mile would require the federal government to bl:y,

or at least help buy, the technology distribution system within

.local schoolsthis means the reception system, most likely a

satellite dish, computer access capability, telephone linkages,

along with the necessary wiring and such standard equipment as

televisions and VCR's. Our experience suggests that it currently

costs roughly $8,500 to completely outfit a school with this

equipment.

Outside of the Star Schools program, there is to my knowledge no

major federal program that will help schools with these costs.

And yet, as CPB's recent study points out, a disturbingly large

percentage of schools lack much of this equipment.

I have recommended satellite technology, not because I think it

the only delivery systemas I mentioned earlier, we are

working with the full range of delivery technology--but because I

believe satellite technology is, at least in the short-run, and

by that 2 =IAA the next six to ten years, the most cost-effective

technology for getting the widest range of resources into the

hands of the largest number of students.
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&MINIM. downlinks, commonly celled will enable every
00hool to have access to almost every signal that Is currently
available or is likely to be available In the next decade, and

they allow each school to decide for itself which signals it

wants to choose, from a press conference in France to an English
class in Japan to a un4versity-based course in agriculture. No
other current delivery sodomise provides both this range of
aptiorna and thie degree of Choice.. Xet. if etedenta are to be
-empowered with responsibility for their own learning, they must
be afforded the widest possible set of options in educational

resources.

To help ensure that schools enjoy these diverse choices, you nay

went to consider creatinq Trey feleril rro7rtr grtrt:

dietr:hbuteC on a orol:la ::asis, solely for local scnc.ols to use

with di:Mt:nee learning. ThoSe sohorls without c.1-u4-nano moulC

use the grants tc heio set downlinhe, computer ages, ;hone

Mennections, and the like, while those schools that already hove

the neceraLrv tquipount 41u tg14316iti to he4 pay lor

edditiont: t.L.:rupt, -cr Et=emm, ::rms
to expensive data bases, and looal roordinttion c.d.' the distance-

learning options.

These funds will encourage local school districts and states to

break down the artificial barriers that separate them from

broader learning opportunities and resources. And they will help

ensure that all students awl teachers--not just thr.os in

affluent, suburban school districts--have access to the widest

variety of courses, data bases, and instructional resources.

Such a program of assistance to local schools, however, should

not be in lieu of federal assistance to those national distance-

learning providers who will nava the burden of effectively

erecting and maintaining the national learning linkages. Just as

the technology breaks down barriers, so it will take central
planning or central resources to take advantage of all the

opportunities offered by the technology. This cannot be done at

the local school level any more than a sophisticated interstate

highway system could be constructed by a complicated series of

local highway construction grants.

Establishing the national infrastructure--both in terms of

putting ths technology and its equipment linkages in place and in

terms of operating and implementing the curricula or
instructional framework that uses the technology to put resources

.at the student's disposalare enormously expensive. No single

state is likely to have the resources to erect a large number of

effective structures, and the fragmented planning of thousands of

local school districts by definition is unlikely to produce the

sort of integrated approaches that will work effectively. That

will inevitably put the burden for the national programs--and

again X mean both the technology (the equipment), and the

learning strategies and their
implementationsquarely on the

federal government.
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Now poesithis Infrastructure tit with Curriculum Development?

You asked as well about the appropriate federal role in
curriculum development. I think there should be an active role--
not in the sense that the federal government is necessarily
raiding the decisions about what constitutes the Curriculum for a

_giwen_eubject area, but by facilitating the destruction of
barriers between states and school districts that will lead to
mutual acceptance of common curriculum, objectives.

As a practical natter, =RC is already offering a national
OUrriculum in Japanese or Russian, two of our most popular course
offerings. Berecrs those c:..:7-ces are !min; :eters.: 2: sta*..at

with full high school credit. they are a viable choice for
schools raking lt.ca: .Lccr.s b..:t available cn a national

And it was federal roney thet enatled us to develop those
coursiwp, pilot zner, anm po:asn then tnto the outstandinc.
popuisr crureee tney nm: n"r. iedcrm.1 m4.4..ey armd

the federal commitment to offsring courses on a multi-state
basis, we could not have developed either Japanese of Russian.

However, I think the manner in which we crafted those courses is

also instructive. The Federal Department of Education did not
dictate to us what should be in those courses. Rather, the
menbers of our consortium who are responsible for prooucing the
courses conferred with the leading experts around the country
and--moSt inportantlywith the educators in each of our states

to determine what that course would need in order to pass muster

in each state.

Consequently, it was through the active and direct involvement of
the education professionals in each of our 20 plus states that we

were able to craft courses that would count for credit in all the

schools in each state.

And that, I suspect, is realistically the way to deal with
national curriculum issues in the future. The role of the
federal government is to provide the boost that gets people
together across state lines (in one case it was the Star Schools
preference for multi-state consortia) and then to help them with

the resources that will enable thee, in partnership with their
professional colleagues in other states, to craft a satisfactory

curriculum.

Two additional points are also relevant to the discussion of
curriculum changes. The first is that any new curricula should
reflect the changing role of the teacher in the school
restructuring that will occur as a consequence of the advances in

technology. As previously noted, the teacher is no longer the

dispenser of information. Instead, the teacher's dominant role

is that of facilitator, manipulating the technology in the post
appropriate ways to put at the disposal of the student the

3'1
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maximum amount of information from outside the four walls of the

clessrocm. Xny 4cw cu:ricula atIst ba built upon this reality.

In *bort, a curriculum that uses the teChnology simply to deliver
aftalking heads teacher to students would be an enormous waste of

the resources provided by the technology.

_Me second le that the development of all these new resources
does not necessarily fly in the face of the education community's
current emphasis on site-based curriculum development. As the
informatics sources available as a result of a wider menu of
options from which to choose Is creating and implementing a
curriculum that meets the needs of the students in his or her

particular scr.es:. LLtrfr ttsr. rtitrLcti%s 'Lne tett;.sl-s'

options, the technology will alloy teachers to individualLte

local courses tits; severtl, no: ::ust one, cf the very :Jest

offerings in tLe nation in that sutject.

MILELLMILLI-127,141-1-skas.i..e.-Az-

think there are some fairly obvious, but never-the-less
important lessons from the SERC experience. The first, as I have

suggested, is not to become so absorbed by the technology that we

lose sight of the educational purposes that should underlie the

drive for technology.

It is critical that educators be in the driver's Seat as we

determine the appropriate role of technology in our schools. One

would think that that to be a self-evident observation, and yet

it has been my experience that we sometimes have a tendency to

push the educators to the sidelines once the subject becomes

technology.

The second lesson is that we should build on the infrastructure

that the federal government has already put in place. There's no

need to create new structures that basically replicate existing

distance-learning programs. It makes more sense, instead, to

Simply build upon and expand those structures and systems that

are working effectively.

Earlier this year, this committee took a major step toward that

goal when it amended the Star Schools Act to allow mrior grantees

te =wets for continued federal funding.

Similarly, as you will no doubt hear from Howard Hiller or Henry

Cauthan, congress should build on the existing commitment it hes

mode on the PBS satellite. Federal support for additional
satellites at this time is unnecessarily expensive and ultimately

impedes the easy access to diverse information sources.
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The Ibla is that all agencies of th federal government need to
share in this national mission of establishing a distance-
learning network. This is not just a concern of the Department
of Education. K. at SERC have been distressed to discover that
many federal agencies possess little understanding of the
benefits of distance learning end make even lees commitment to
encouraging the development of distance-learning resources.

; r:17..

I am paeased that the Appropriations Connittes Conference Report

on the National Science Foundation's appropriations for next year
provides strong encouragement to NSF to work with all xistAng
forms of distance learning. That's an important step in the
right direction.

But this cannot just be linited to NSF--it needs to include, ss
well, agencies as diversa as the National Endow=ent for tns

HUmanities or the Environmental protection Agency. And it nay
take a fairly forceful nudge from Congress to get sone of these

ngencipe t, ftnil cecilityta "$0 n**4^nol r'n",,,!at-co"' "-

ducational technology. Otherwise, We Will ins taw:KJ-Lim a
teehnological infrastructure without trying to get the maximzr
benefits from it, and that results in wasted taxpayer dollars and
diminished opportunities for students to learn.

Finally, we have to make sure that we are working to keep all of
the technologies integrated and working together. As a practical
matter, I doubt that we w421 ever conclude, at least in the short

run, that there will be only one dominant technology. We're

going to use them all--satellite, fiber, VSAT, cable. But we

have to make sure that they all cooperate with each other.
Otherwise, we can never establish the kind of national
infrastructure that I believe you wisely wish to see.

Nr. Chairman, as you can see, I easily get carried away when I
begin considering the potential that this technology offers in

stimulating that thirst for knowledge which I believe lies within

every young American.

It is my wish to underscore a vital point. While we are talking

about an infrastructure, it's still the people and the human

resources that make this work. We will continue to need the

expertise of the educational television community in producino

=Urge work, and without the educators to ensure that the
naterials actually get used in the classroom, We are not talking

about replacing teachers. We're talking about giving teacters a

,wonderful array of new tools and new resources--resources that

ithe teachers will use as they guide students along an exciting

voyage of discovery and intellectual growth.

I look forward to working with you and the cohniv..tee as you help

chart the path of that voyage.
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SENMDR BLNGAMAN. Thank you very much.
Let me ask you, Mr. Vanceor any of the rest of you that want to

commemSERC has about 100 hours of instruction per day.
Mx VANCE. That was what South Carolina Educational Television

pnwides in South Carolina thiough their netwodc.
SENATC)R BINGAMAN. I see, in South Carolina.

MR. VANCE. Right.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. How much instmction do you pnwide?
MR. VANCE. We arc on the air with three channels, counting our

Kentucky partner, for eight hours a day.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Now, you am on the air and you are only

interactive in the sense that one of these students who is watching your
Japanese course could get on thc phone and talk to the teacher?

M. VANCE. The interactivity is largely through telephone interactivity.
It's either on the air or with tutors when they am not on the air. So, them
is a great deal of interactivity that occurs there.

SENATOR BINGAmAN. And you're reaching about 5,000 students this
year with that?

Mit. VANCE. Right.
SENATOR BINGAMAN. Why shouldn't those Mille courses be canied on

cable for all the schools in the country?
MR. VANCE. They should. We embrace that concept. I still believe that

we need to remain satellite based, because them are still many mral

schools who do not have access to some of the other delivery systems
that may be available.

And I also would share with you my view that satellite downlinks still
empower schools to pick up any of the mources that they may wish to
use, whether it be NASA select or that pm% conference in France that I
mentioned that might just not be available through any other system.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. Well, I agree, and it would be great to have
satellite hook-up for every school like they do in Kentucky itOw.

If the main obstacle to getting this telecommunications itstmction is
the equipment and the cost of enrollment in the courses ... your cost of
operating those courses is not dramatically increased as you add more and

more students.
MR. VANCE. No. Our main cost at the pmsent time is our transponder

COSI.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. Right.

Ms. LEAK. Senator?
SENATOR, BINGAMAN. Yes, go right ahead. Ms. Lenk.
Ms. LENK. I would like to add two points here.
One is the work that we are doing in Massachusetts and in the region

of New England is to install a satellite dish within a single district, and

then to link into the cable system to deliver that throughout the entire
community, and that seems to be a very effective way. Fonunately, in
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New England, most of the region is leached by the cable system, and
that's a very good strategy to use.

I would also like to point out that we are also experimenting with
multiple telecomnumications technologies, imeractivity combining distance
learning and computer networking so that we can increase the kinds of
interactivity students have, and they are not limited to single phone calls.
That way we feel we can reach moro students and involve them over a
longer term than a single sessimi of a program might be.

SENATOR BINGAMAN. How many students in Massachusetts are taking
advaraage of this?

Ms. L. Right now, we have approximately half of the communities
in Massachusetts involved in our netwozk. We hope to reach about two-
thirds by the end of the year. I should point out that this is funded by the
federal program, but also by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts who
has been very supportive.

Programs vary. Sometimes, we will have a thousand or more students
participating in an electronic field trip, and at other times, we may be
giving a small:v advanced come to only a few students, but we feel we
are rewiring students in probably about 1,500 schools.

SENATOR BINGAstAN. Well, it sounds like you're doing much better than
SERC, as far 4S actually teaching students.

Ms. LENK. It's a very different model that we're using than SERC, and
in fact, we don't duplicate SERC. We use SERC's and other distance
learning networks, their experiences. They ate producing many of the
alvanced COMM in foreign languages and advanced placement COMM
that we do not offer because they are already available through those
networics, and we.. encourage ow' members, because they have satellite
dist= that can reach those networks, to use them. I don't have figUrCS on
how many of them are doing that, although I know some of them are.

What we produce rather are smaller modules that ale used by whole
classes of teachers with teachers. They aro supplementaty or enrichment
to the programs. So, what we are doing I think is very different than what
SERC is doing, and it complements and we applaud what SERC is doing
and other distance teaming netwoiks.

Ma. VANCE. I would agree with that, and one difference that you have
to look at is that in the SERC model, or in many of the other distance
learning models offering secondary-for-credit courses, thew is notmally
an enrollment fee charged for each student, which would not be the case
in some of tir enrichment things that you're doing in that model that we
also applaud.

SENM'OR B1NGAMAN. I guess my bottom line concern is that you are
pleased with the fact that you had a 10 percent enrollment increase, and
certainly that's better than no enrollment incirase. I guess, though, it
strikes me that if we continue on that same trend line, 10 percent a year,
and we are now at 5,000 students, it's going to be about the year 3000
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before we get any significant number of Id& taking advantage of these

opportunities.
What Mr. Liptak referred to as something which I gather is going to

be availabk, cable access is going to be availaNe in schools my btoadly
in the next war or year and a half. If cable would carry those programs,
then you have a dramatic increase in the number of people who can take
advantage of them if they want, not that anYbody has to woo in that
channel, but if they want to they could.

Ma. VANCE. Again, in the SERC model, the public television panners
are facilitating that to some extent Prior to taking this job, I worked for
the imblic television station in Cleveland, mal we delivered the courses
throughout the Cleveland area on an ITFS system, which is a microwave

system to schools.
In some Oaces, it is being done by cable. In Mississippi courses are

being delivered over their public television network. So, all of these
delivery systems ate important. I think what we have to do is look at the

specific region. As Cecilia has said, in the Northeast you have heavy
population density where there is no problem. In some =al areas, I
believe there still is. Mr. Liptak may wish to respond to that.

SENATOR BINGAIVIA.N. Ycs, Mr. Liptak.
Ma. LurrAx. Senator, there is cenainly no legal reason why Mr. Vance

or any distance learning provider couldn't come to a cable television
operator and seek access for their program service, and many am doing

that.
On a practical basis, however, the cable industry in America today is

generally out of channels. There am mw 110 program services up on the

domestic communications satellites, and the average capacity of a cable
television system in America today is somewhere around 42 or 44
channels.

In terms of the development of cable over its 30-year history, the
industry bcgan offering me channel, then went to 3, 5, 12, 19, 36, and
today's state-of-art cable systems are prubably delivering 70 channels. As

you look at this history, cable systems have reconstnicted themselves
every five to seven years, adding this new channel capacity, which is very

expensive, by the way, to do.
However, in today's economic environment, there is no money, hardly

any money available to commercial enterprises for the upgrade of
communications facilities; be they cable, broadcast, television broadcast,
radio, etc., because of the highly leveraged trartsaction rules. Them am a

lot of things impinging upon a cable operator's ability to upgrade their

cable systems. Money is not available to do that.
So, the seers say that in the past it has been a 5- to 7-year upgrade

period, but wc may be looking at a 10 to 12-year upgrade period. But as
these cable franchises are renewed by their municipaliti,3, you can be

certain that the cities are going to require additional channel capacity,

because all the cities want all of the services that can be delivered. So, in

3,:ii
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mat environment, then, municipalities and schools ought to be looking
toward getting additional channels available.

SWAIM BDIGAMAN. Whe you're saying is that cable is not going to
be able to provide this kind of instmcdon over the reasonable near tenn
because them am no channels available.

MR. LiprAx. Well, sir, I would say this to you, that we hope that the
cable industry will condi= its surcort of our product, yes. We am
offering one distance learning option, Nfutd Extension Univemity. We
have a staff of people that am workim with cable opera= across the
nada', and Mr. Vance or anyone can organize a similar staff and go after
that access, but it's going to be decided co a community-by-community
basis, and it's a toup, expensive sales job to get this access.

SIINATOR BINGAMAN. Yes, Ms. Johnstone.
MS. JOHNSTONE, Let me try said pull a little bit of this together that I

think addresses the issue here to some extent. What is happening in
Massachusetts is not atypical in densely populated areas where cable is
available. Nonnual areas where there is a local community access channel
that is dedicated to one, or possibly to more than one, I think that's what
Mr. Liptak was refening to with the renegotiatiom that are coming up.

So, as a local community decides, wc demand of our cable framhise
one or two or more educational access channels, and then tlx community
makes Ow decision as to what goes over those channels, and in that case,
SERC can be used, TI-IN or any of these products that am cuntntly up
on a satellite C. a l be pulled in and redisttibuted over the cable system and
thereby making it cheaper for the schools to be able to receive those
pograms, but it becomes a community decision.

SFNATOR BINGANWs1. I could keep going for quite a while. You've all
given very good testimony. I think rather than continue to belabor this,
I'll try to review your testimony in a little more depth and then maybe
contact sane of you following that.

Thank you very much. I think it has been a very informative hearing.
We will conclude the hearing.
[Whereupon, at 12:00 Noon, thc Subcommittees adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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